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Eureka's advanced DTP-likepublishing capabilities
encourageyou to create the most impressive reports and
budgets, making full use of the Acorn Outline Font Manager.
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Using the
Eureka style
editor, you can
create and

apply all types
ofon sheet
formatting and
effects with the
click ofa
mouse button.

The Data Series

command

allows you to
automatically
create a wide

varietyof Time,
Linear and

Growth series.

With over 155
built in functions,
Eureka users have
all the analytical
mathematical

power they will
ever need, at their
fingertips.
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Eureka offerscrisp, accurate business charting
in a wide variety offormats.
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Eureka's advanced statistical features make it the natural
choicefor scientific and engineering professionals, as well
as financial analysts and business managers.

Build and maintain budgets with speed and accuracy.
Using Eureka's powerful range naming features
ensures you can always remember what yourformulae
mean, even months later!

POWERFUL, RELIABLE
AND FULLY-FEATURED

Eureka brings the power and
innovative features of the very

latest in easy-to-use spreadsheet
technology to all RISC OS users.
• Fully integrated charting and graphing, including line,

scatter, bar, stacked bar, pie and area.

• Powerful worksheet formatting with styles, including cell
shading, cell borders with different colours and weights.

• Picture-style number and text formatting allows full
customising ofvalue display.

• Multiple worksheets with file linking.

• Import and export of CSV and Lotus 123 formats; export
of Draw format.

• Point and clickformula construction.

• Linear and multiple regression analysis.

Eureka is priced at £119 +VAT.
AVAILABLE NOW for any Acorn computer
running RISC OS with 2Mb of RAM or more.

Eureka contains over 50 built-in functions:
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EDITOR'S LETTER

In the Acorn User office,
we know when it's Spring
by the size of our postbag.
Just one morning in March
brought us preview copies
of Knowledge Organiser
2, Serenade, ProArtisan 2
and the finished version of

Topographer through the
door, so we know that all

must be well in the Clares

camp. The battle for busi
ness supremacy is hotting
up with the finished ver
sion of Wordz from Col-
ton, to be followed soon

by the spreadsheet Resultz.
And this is only the tip

of the iceberg. There are
countless other products
vying for our attention,
which we will be taking a
closer look at over the fol

lowing few months.
So what is the cause of

all this springtime activ
ity? Well, we like to think
that the Acorn User Spring
Show on 16 April has
done its bit for the cause.

There are plenty of new
products planned for the
show and we give you a
last-minute run-down of

the exhibitors on page 65.
Plus, on the back page

there is a peer into the the
secret life of a product
developer. Is planning and
implementing a new
release really fraught with
tension and drama, or is it
all one big yawn? Here is
your chance to find out.

Finally, with a look at
the latest development in
OCR reviewed on page
21, we find copy typing
for Acorn owners could

become a thing of the past.
Hope you enjoy the

issue and the merry month
of May.

I^.D^I
h<*M
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SOFTWARE

I 0 outof10 Early Essentials Triple R £19
10 out of 10 English Triple R £19
10 out of 10 Maths (Number) Triple R £19
1st Paint Resource £34
1st Word Plus Acom £63

- extra copy of manual Acom vo£10

1DConstruction Kit(not OS 3.1)
Domark £35

/ * 3000 Technical Reference Manual
Acom vo £30

A4 Technical Reference Manual Acom vo £65
A5000 Technical Reference

Manual Acom vo £65
A540 Technical Manual Acom vo £65
ABC Version 3 Oak £79
Acheton / Kingdom of Hamil Topoiogika £17
Accounts ACS £245

Acorn Advance

Acom

- Primary Licence £190
- Secondary Licence £475

Adventure Playground, age 5-8 storm £21
Aggressor Atomic £15
AirSupremacy Superior £17
Aldebaran ArcAngeis £26
Alerion Dabs £12
Alien Invasion Dabs £12
All-in Boxing Dabs £12
AlphaBase Clares £37
ALPS Adventure Language

Programming System Alpine £28
AmazingOllie,age 4+ storm £14
Ancestry Minerva £59
ANSI C Release 4 User Guide Acom vo £25
Arcade 3 Clares £13
ArcComm 2 Longman £47
ArcDFS Dabs £22
ArcFAX David Pilling £19
Arcendium Dabs £12
Archimedes Assembly Language Dabs vo£15

- with disc £22
Archimedes First Steps Dabs vo£10
Archimedes Game Maker's Manual

Sigma V0£15
Archimedes Operating System Dabs vo£15

£22

ExpLAN £165
Simtron £78
Ace £45

CIS £21
ExpLAN £49
Visionscan £295

Sfficon £99
Silicon £234

- with disc

Architect.
Archway 2
ArcLight
ArcMonitor
Arcol Desktop
Arcounts Manager
ARC-PCB

- Professional

- Schematics

ArcSpell 1
ArcSpell 2
Arcterm 7
ARCticulate
ARCtist

ArcTrivia

APRIL 1993

Beginner's Guideto Wimp Programming
on the Archimedes Sigma vo£13

Birthday Present Topoiogika £POA
BlackAngel Fourth Dim £26
Blitz Arxe £17
BlOWPipe Leading Edge £14
Bobby Blockhead vs The Dark Planet

Atomic £15

Bookstore, age 7-16 esm £37
Break 147 &Superpool Fourth Dim £25
Britain by Rail Fisher-Marriott £19
Budget DTP Oaos vo£13
BugHunter/MoonDash M/nerva £10
BugHunter inSpace Minerva £10
Business Accounts /wine/va £298

C- (new edition) Dabs vo£16
- with disc £24

CableNewS Ungenuity £136
CADet M/ne/va £135
CambridgePascal Oak £79
Cartoon Collection Micro studio £16
Casino M/neiva £11
Castle of Dreams, age 9+ storm £22
Cataclysm Fourth Dim £18
Caverns Minerva £10
C Development System Rise £77
Chameleon (new version) Amation £33
ChampionsCompilation Krisaiis £24
Charts &Graphs Computer Tutorial £17
ChartWell wsc £25
Chatter 4mation £34
Chequered Flag c/s £18

- Extra Circuits CIS £16
Chess 3D Micro Power £21
Children's Graphics Micro studio £16
Chocks AwayCompendium Fourth Dfai £27
Chopper Force Foon/i Dim £22
Christmas Adventure, age 5-8 Sfoi— £19
Christmas Allsorts sherston £15
Chuck Rock /crisafcs £19
Clip Art Graphics Factory

- Vol1 (General),sprites £19
- Vol2 (General) / Vol3 (Animals) / Vol4

(Sport) / Vol 5 (Characters) each £25
ClipArtSet 1, drawfites Midnight £28
ClipArtSet 2, drawfiles Midnight £28
CNCDesignerV3for Lathe TechSoit £343
CNC Designer V3 for Lathe and Miller

TechSolt £493

CNCDesignerV3forMiller TechSott £343
Coffee,age 9+ storm £28
Colour Screen»Mac Human £90

- Arc/Mac Cable Human £24

olourSep
- site licence

ColourSep Starter Packs
- DeskJet 500 (Mono)

- site licence
-BJ-10 with Cartridges

- site licence

- BJ without Cartridges
- site licence

Compression
Computer Basics
Concept Designer
Control Logo
Converta-Key
Cops

ics

CC

Computer Tutorial
Longman
Longman

TripleR
Alpine

£45

£55

£85

£85

£115

£40

£70

£34

£17

£23

£25

£9
£15

Countdown to Doom / Return to Doom /
Philosopher's Quest

Craftshop 1
Craftshop 2
Creator

Crisis
Cross-32 Meta-Assembler

- manual for evaluation
CrystalRainForest, age 8-11 Sherston
Curves ______ Topoiogika

Topoiogika £25
4mation £19
Amation £19

Alpine £31
CIS £15
Baildon £125

Baildon V0 £15
£37

£37

Silicon

Xavier

Xavier

Serial Port

Fourth Dim

Fourth Dim

Moray

£319

£29

£29

£59

£19

£19
£21

Fourth Dim

Alpine £19

Topoiogika £29
lota £145
Silicon £79
Triple R £15
Amation £28

DecoratedAlphabet, sprites Micro studio £17
Designer V3 TechSolt £193
DesignerIntro(notOS 3) TechSott £75
Designer'sGraphics,draw/sprites

Micro Studio £16

DeskEdit2 Rise £27
Desktop Assembler Release 2 Acom £119

Arcventure I... The Romans, age 10-12
Sherston £27

Arcventure II... The Egyptians, age 8-9
Sherston £27

Armadeus
Armadeus Sampler Board
Artisan 2
Art Machine Pack 1
Art Machine Pack 2

Artworks
- network licence
- site licence

Astro

Atelier
AUN/Level 4 Fileserver
Avon & Murdac

Clares £59

Clares £129
Clares £43
Topoiogika £39
Topoiogika £39

CC asi
£655
£545

Topoiogika £35
Minerva £69

Acom £395
Topoiogika £16

B adger Trails,age 9-11 Sherston £32
Bambuzle (not OS 3) Ante £16
BASIC V Dabs V0E10
BasicWimp Programming Dabs vo£POA
Battlechess Krisaiis £24
Battletank Minerva £9
BBC Basic Guide Acom vo £21

~I

Cyborg

KJ ataGraph
Datapower
DataVision

DataWord

DBEdit

Acom !

DesktopDatabase iota £52
DesktopFolio ESM £60

- Themes: Christmas, Editors, Maths,
Space, World WarII each £22

DesktopOffice V2 Minerva £95
DesktopPublishing on the Archimedes

Sigma V0£13
Desktop Thesaurus Rise £18

Detect-a-Pet, age 5-11 esm £49
DFSReader Rise £9

2J2
H.ard Disc Companion
Hearsay II
HelixBasic

IHelo 3

RISC £45

Rise £69

PDK £79
Sherston V0£11

DrawBender ICS

- site licence £30
!Draw_Help Sherston V0E16
Draw Print & Plot Oak £35
Dreamwave emr £34
Droom Resource £24
Dust Resource £29
DTP Graphics 1 Mono, spritesMrcr-oS'ud.o£15
DTP Graphics 2 Colour Micro studio £17
DTP Graphics combined Micro studio £25
DTP Seeds Amation vo £8
DTP Theme Packs, age 5-16 ESM

- Christmas £35
- Editor's, Maths each £29

Dungeon Fourth Dim £26
17
* -j asiword Plus Minerva £54
EasiWriter2 icon £115

- Dictionaries: Danish / Dutch / French /
German / Italian/ Norwegian / Spanish /
Swedish / Swiss German AVelsh

each £30

Hero Quest
Hilighter, age 7-16+
HistoryCostume, sprites
Holed Out Compendium
Home Accounts

Krisaiis

Sherston £42
MicroStudio £16
FourthDim £18
Minerva £34

HotLink Presenter

House of Numbers
Hoverbod (not OS 3)

Lingenuity ^
Chalksoft £20
Minerva £11

go: Repton 4
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1 bix the Viking (not OS 3) Minerva £11
lzCSWI Baildon £15

- boughtwith Oddule £5
Illusionist Clares £69
Illustrators' Graphics, draw/sprites

MicroStudio £16

Image Animator iota £68
ImageOCR iota £POA
ImageOutliner iota £72
Imagery Palette studio £70
Imagine(Version 2) Topoiogika £44
Impact! Circle £47
Impact! Demo Circle £2
Impression cc £123

- network version £650
- site licence £545
- extra hardware key forsites only £15
- extra manual for sites only vo£8

Impression Dabs vo£14
-with disc £17

ImpressionBorders CC £19
ImpressionBusiness Supplement cc £39
ImpressionJunior cc £69

- site licence £435
- extra manual for sites only vo £7

Insight Longman £68
Instigator Dabs £39
Interdictor 2 ciares £26
Investigator 2 (notOS 3) Leading Edge £21
IronLord UBisoit £14
IsleOf Wight Computer Tutorial £20
Ixion Software A2 £21

Einstein

Elite

EluciData (OCR)
- bought with Irlam Scanner

Enter the Realm
Equasor
Ethnic Borders

E-TypeCompendium
Euclid

r^i-'sjifi
ExcellonDrill

Express
Eye for Spelling

Superior I

Ace £106

Hybrid £32
Mam £155

£79
£18

£37

£10

£18

£55

•Tt1

Fourth Dim

CC

Amation

Fourth Dim

Ace

Longman

Silicon

Midnight
ESM

£63

£45

£32

r amily Favourites(not OS 3) Minerva £11
Farmer Giles Computer Tutorial £16
Farmer Giles II Computer Tutorial £17
Fervour Clares £19
Film-Maker silicon £63
Fireball II Xtra cis £9
First Impression Word Processing vo£28
First Logo Longman £24
First Words and Pictures chaiksott £21
Flare Silica £22
Flexifile Minerva £84
Flight Path, age 9+ storm £27
Flight Sim Toolkit Simis £31

Fontasy ICS r*ra
- site licence £45

Fontasy / DrawBender / Placard ics £30
- site licence £80

FontFX DataStore £9
- site licence £70

Font Pack - Newhall, Starter, Symbol
- each pack Acom £35

Font Pack 1 - Paladin, Swiss B,
SymbolB, Vogue Rise £47

Font Pack - Avant Garde, Bookman
Pembroke - each pack cc £24

Food for Thought Sheraton £15
Freddy's Folly (notOS 3) Minerva £8
FreddyTeddy Topoiogika £18

- Balloons &The Zoo Topoiogika £27
- The Playground Topoiogika £27
- The Puddle & The Wardrobe

Topoiogika £27
Freddy Teddy's Adventure Topoiogika £18
Fun School 2 Europress

- age -6, age 6-8,age 8+ each £17
Fun School 3 Europress

- age -5, age 5-7, age 8+ each £18
Fun School 4 Europress

- age -5, age 5-7, age 7-11 each £18

\ $ alactic Dan Fourth Dim £19
Gammaplot Minerva £36
Gate ArrayDesignSystem Silicon £114
Genesis II Oak £99
Genesis Plus . Oak £68
Genesis Script Language Oak vo£15
Genlndex Oak £39
GerberPlot smcon £63
Giant Killer, age 10+ Topoiogika £29
Giant Killer Support Disc Topoiogika £24
Glimpse shorston £10
Gods Krisaiis £19
Good Impression Word Processing V0 £25
Granny's Garden Amation £23
Granny's Garden Resource Pack

Amation £15

GraphBox Minerva £57
GraphBox Professional Minerva £104
Graphics on the ARM Machines

Dabs V0£15
GraphJT Sherston £19
Greetings Graphics, draw/sprites

MicroStudio £16

Gribbly's DayOut Coin-Age £19
GridIT Widgit £30
GrievousBodily'ARM Fourth Dim £18
Guile Dream £24

J ames Pond
Jet Fighter
Jiglet
Jigsaw
Junior Database

Junior PinPoint

i\ arma
Keyboard Player
Keylink Prolog
KiddiCad

Kid Pix
Knowledge Organiser 2
Krisaiis Collection

Krisaiis

Minerva

Amation

Amation

lota

Longman

£19
£10

£19

£19

£45

£23

Periscope £20
Chalksoft £17
Keylink £69
Oak £59
ESM £35
Clares

Krisaiis

£84

£21

/landmarks - Aztecs, Civil War,
Columbus, Egypt, Elizabeth I, Rain
Forest. Second World War / Victorians
- each Longman £18

Last Days of Doom/ HezarinTopoiogika £17
LastNinja Superior £19
Lemmings Krisaiis £19
Letters and Pictures Chalksoft £20
Lexicon Dictionary - French, German

- each stallion £19
Lexicon Dictionary- Russian stallion £24
Lexicon - French, German -each statiion £39
Lexicon - Russian stallion £44
Linkword - French, German, Spanish

_ each Minerva £37
Little Red Riding Hood,age 5-8 selective £14
Logo Longman £55
LogoPlotter Longman £20
Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 Krisaiis £19

./t'J ad Professor Mariarti Krisaiis £14
Magpie Longman £40
Mah-JongEuropean - The Game cis £19
Mah-JongPatience cis £19
Mailshot Minerva £27
Manchester United Europe Krisaiis £19
Mapsand Landscapes1 Chalksoft £19
Mapsand Landscapes 2 Chalksoft £19
Mark Master Chalksoft £67
Master Break Superior £14
Masterfile (Version 3) Rise £46
Maths Sieve Computer Tutorial £16
Mazes, drawfiles Micro studio £16
Memory Magic cis £12
Mental Maths CIS £16
MicroDrive 2 CIS £25
MicroDrive Designer Cis £25
Micro Music Fisher-Marriott £19
MicroSpell 3.XX David Pilling £5
Micro Trader Accounts pres £270
MiG-29 Superfulcrum Domark £29
Military History, sprites Micro Studio £16
Minotaur Minerva £8
Missile Control Minerva £8
Mogul Ace £21
Money Matters Triple R £15



Movaword Chalksoft £17
MultiFS Arxe £27
Multistore version II Minerva £154
Mythof Moby Dick Toppoiogika £27

1V ature Graphics, draw/sprites
Micro Studio £16

Naughty Stories (set of 6) Sherston £48
Navigator Topoiogika £39
Nebulus Krisaiis £19
Newton Longman £20
Night Sky Clares £67
Nominal Ledger Minerva £78
Noot Amation £41
Noot Art Disc Amation £10
Notate Longman £42
Note Invaders Chalksoft £20
Number 62 Honeypot Lane Resource £29
Numbers and Pictures Chalksoft £20

NumberSCOpe Fisher-Marriott £19
Number Zoo, age 3-6 selective £14
Numerator Longman £39
Numerator Chaos Longman £18

t-'ak Logic Oa* £79
Oak PCB c-aA- £79
Oh No! More Lemmings

(requires Lemmings) Krisaiis £15
OIlieOctopus' Sketchpad, age 4+ storm £14
Omar Sharif's Bridge Krisaiis £22
Order Processing/Invoicing Minerva £78
Orion Minerva £8
Orrery Spacetech £93
Ovation fl/sc £85
Overload ciams £13

/>,adlock

- site licence

Pandora's Box

Pappus
Paradroid 2000
PC Access

PC Emulator 1.8

PDT

Pendown

Pendown Etoiles
Pendown Outline Fonts

Pendown Plus

Personal Accounts

Perspectives
Pesky Muskrats
Phonic Games

Picture Book

Picture It!

- Topic discs
PinPoint

- site licence

PipeDream 3

ll-l»I^»J_^.li.Cl Cotton MJIE]
PipeDriver Dot 1 ics £10
Pipe Mania
Pirate, age 8-14
Placard

- site licence

Plague Planet
PlayBack
Play It Again Sam 1
Plot

Podd

Polyominoes
Populous
Poster

PowerROUTER

ICS £10

£30

Fourth Dim £18

Computer Tutorial £ 17
Coin-Age £22
Minerva

Acom

Oak

Longman
Longman
Longman
Longman

Apricote

TechSoll

Coin-Age
Fisher-Marriott £28

Triple R £15
Appian
each

Longman

Cotton

ics

Empire £18
Chalksoft £19

ICS £10
£30

Alpine £13
RISC £19

Superior £20
Clares £POA

ESM £25
Topoiogika £29
Krisaiis £22
Amation £75

Silicon £159
Prehistoric Animals, sprites Micro Studio £16
Premier circle £71

- DataBase circle £25
- WordProc Circle £25

Presentation Task Force £POA

Presenter GTi ungenuity £66
PrimeArt Minerva £69
PrimeMover Minerva £POA
PrimeWord Minerva £54
Printer Drivers, RISC OS:

BJ-10ex / BJ-200 TurboDriver + Cable

CC £42

BJC-800 TurboDriver + Cable cc £89
Canon BubbleJet, Canon LBP,
Canon PJ1080, ColourCel, Epson JX,
Epson ESC-P2, HP, Integrex 132

-each Ace £19
Deskjet 500C, Epson / Star colour

-each Rise £15
ProDrivers: Canon LBP8, Epson ESC-P2,

HP Colourjet - each Ace £37
ProArtisan Clares £71
ProArtisan 2 Clares £POA
ProCAD Minerva £394
Programming in ANSI Standard C

on the Archimedes Sigma vo£15
Prophet (requires 2 Mb) Apricote £132
Prophet Demo Apricote £10
Protext Amor £117
Provocator Computer Tutorial £15
Puncman1and2 Chalksoft £16
Puncman3and4 Chalksoft £16

£19

£89
£149

£46
£49

£19

£68

£29

£44

£19

£29

£9

£65

£390

£72

Puncman5to7 chaiksott £18
Punctuate Xavier £31
Punctuate! Topoiogika £25
Purchase Ledger Minerva £78

•'•"•}
^uest for Gold

QuicKey
- site licence

Krisa/7s £19

/CS £10

£30

D|
Ai eal McCoy 2
Real McCoy 3
Real McCoy 4
Recall, age 8-13
Redshift

Render Bender 2
Reporter
Repton 3
Resultz

Revelation 1

Revelation 2
Revelation 2 CD Rom

Revelation ImagePro
Reversals

Rhapsody 2

I:T1T——WEI _ ggg
Rhythm-Bed Cares £39
RiscBASIC Compiler Sfffcoo £79
RiscForth Compiler s///con £79
Rise OS Companion Vol 1 Oak vo £49
Rise OS Extras 1992 Acom £9

Rise OS Programmer's
Reference Manual Acom vo £79

Rise OS Style Guide Acom vo £11
RoboLogo silicon £39
Round the World Yacht Race, age 9+

Storm £27

c
». J ales Ledger Minerva £78
Saloon Cars Deluxe FourthDim £25

- Deluxe Extra Courses Fourth Dim £16
S-Base Developer Longman £175
S-Base Developer Plus Longman £275

Fourth Dim £25

Fourth Dim £25

Fourth Dim £25

Shorston £39

Minerva £10

C/ares £78

Minerva £29
Superior £14
Co/to/) £POA

Longman £39
Longman £75
Longman £98
Longman £127
Chaiksott £17

C/ares £45

-Base Personal

Longman

Schema Clares £93
Schema 2 Clares £POA
Science, drawfiles Micro studio £25
Score Draw Clares £44

Scorewriter emr
- PMS Dot matrix, Version 1 £127
- PMS Dot matrix, Version 2 £147
- PMS PostScript £422

ScreenPlay Widgit £35
ScreenTurtle Topoiogika £44
Search and Rescue, age 9+ storm £27
Seashore Guide, drawfiles Micro Studio £16

erenade Clares]

Sesame Street Electric Crayon
- Letters for You £16
- Numbers Count £16

ShapeFX Data Store £10
ShareHolder Silicon £106
ShareHolder Professional silicon £234
Shylock Gnomes, age 10-15 Selective £16
Sim City Krisaiis £24
SkyHunter Longman £22
smArt Amation £50

smArt Aliens, Animals, Dinosaurs, Egypt,
Faces", Fantasy, Fashion, Fiddles &
Drums, Heraldry, Homes', Leisure*, Look
Smart, Smartoons, Trees and Gardens
"Please specify English, French, German,
Spanish or Welsh - each Amation £15

smArtFiler

smArt Modem Languages
Smudge the Spaniel, age 4-8 Storm
Snippet (new version)
Soapbox
SolidCAD

SolidsRender

SolidTools

Sound Engineer
Sound FX Maker

Spark
SparkFS
Sparkle
Special

- site licence £30
Speech! Superior £14
Spelling week-by-week Chalksoft £21
Spex ExpLAN £98
Spheres of Chaos Matt Black £19
Splash, age 7-11 Sherston £19
Splice Ace £29
Split an Image Sherston £15
Spoken Word Wyddfa £16
Spooler Computer Tutorial £9
Sporting Triangles CDS £19
SportsDay Selective £22
SportsPeople Selective £22
SpriteEd Computer Tutorial £17
SpySnatcher Topoiogika £12
Square Route Computer Eyes £16

Amation £32

Amation £19
Storm £20

Amation £32
Xavier £34

Silicon £79

Silicon £79

Silicon ?234

EMR £69

CIS £31

DavidPilling £5
David Pilling £20

Morloy £59

ICS £10

Starspell Plus Fisher-Marriott £19
StartWrite icon £55
Stock Management Minerva £78
StOCkPack Topoiogika £37
Studio24Plus Version 2, age 11+ emr £149
Studio24PIus Version 3, age 12+ emr £210
SUMthing Resource £19
SuperDump Silicon £20
Superior Golf Superior £14
SuperPlot Silicon £20
Supersounds cis £15
Supersounds 2 cis £15
Swiv Krisaiis £19
System Delta Plus II Minerva £50

- Reference Guide Minerva vo £25

1 ABS ExpLAN £95
Talisman Minerva £8
Talking Pictures wyddia £16
Target Maths Triple R £15
Technodream (Nevryon 2) Superior £20

TechWriter Icon "^^4^»j
Thinklink Xavier £29
ThinkSheet Fisher-Marriott £38

Thundermonk Minerva £11
Tiles Brain Games £16

Timeshare Fisher-Marriott £19
Timetabler Minerva £549
Time Traveller ESM

- Britain Since the 1930s £27
- The Victorians £POA

TinyLogo/Draw Topoiogika £34
TinyPuzzle Topoiogika £24
Titler Clares £119
Toolkit Plus Clares £36

Tools Graphics, drawfiles Micro studio £23
Top Banana Hex £19

Topographer Clares £67

Touch Type lota £39
Tower of Babel Cygnus £17
Trace DavidPilling £5
Tracer Midnight £46
Tracker Leading Edge £37
Transport, drawfiles MicroStudio £25
Turbo Type CIS £20
Tween Ace £28
Twin Acom £24
Twin World UBl Solt £14

TWO (Task and Window Organiser) ics £10
- site licence £30

TypeStudio Rise £39

%J tility Disc1
Utility Disc 2
Utility Disc 3
UtilityCollection

: ector

View»Mac 3

- Arc/Mac Cable
Viewpoints, age 7-12
Vox Box

'•• aterloo(notOS3.1]
Whale Facts

WindowEd

Word Bank

Words and Pictures
WordWorks

World Geography Maps,
World Map Study, age 7-
Worldscape
World Wildlife, sprites
Worra Battle

WorraCAD

M acht 2
Yacht 7

d i arch
Zelanites (not OS 3)

Data Store £8
Data Store £13

Data Slow £7

Data Store £21

Amation

Human

Human

Sherslon

Clares

£75

£65
£24

£37

£46

Turcan £19

Topoiogika £34
Armen £27

Topoiogika £25
Chalksoft £18

CC £38

Colton

drawMicro studio £23

16 ESM £42

Leading Edge £17
Micro Studio £16

Oa(s £15

Oafc £79

Computer Tutorial £49
Computer Tutorial £94

Superior £14
Micro Power £15

MEMORY. . .

Fitting extra unless otherwise stated
t Fittingeasy t Fittingneeds expertise

A3000 2 Mb Upgradable jAtomwide/iFEL £45
A3000 4Mbt Atomwide/IFEL £110

3010 1-2 Mb
A310 2 Mb Upgradable soldered $ ifel £88

-as above + MEMCIa £124
- as above + MEMCIa + fitting £154

A310 4 Mb soldered + MEMCIa %ifel £180
- as above + fitting £210

A5000 2-4 Mb Non-upgradablet^tomiv/rye£85
A5000 2-4 Mb Upgradable t Atomwide £99
A5000 2-8 Mb including fitting Atomwide £500

A5000 4-8 Mb including fittingAtomwide £391
A540 4 Mb t Atomwide £POA

COMPUTERS . . .

A3010 1MB FD Family Solution Acom £420

.__Z____
Special price when you buy an A3010 with
an ICS internal hard disc upgrade:
- Family Solution + 20 Mb hard disc £599
- Family Solution + 60 Mb hard disc £675
- Family Solution + 80 Mb hard disc £715
- Family Solution + 120 Mb hard disc £799

A3010 2MB FD Learning Curve with Monitor
Acorn £675

-asabove+ JP150 Printer £889

A3020 2MB FD Acom £749
A3020 2MB HD60 Acom £899
A4 2MBFD Acom £1395
A4 4MBHD60 Acom £1695

A4 4MB HD80 \Acom

A4 4MBHD120 Acom £1799
A4 Extra Battery Pack Acom £50
A4 Shoulder Bag Acom £35
A4000 2MB HD80 Acom £945

- as above + Home Office £995
A5000 2MB HD80 Multiscan Acom £1395

- as above + Learning Curve £1455
Pocket Book Acom £212

386 PC Expansion Card 25 MHz AiephOne
- 1 Mb £374

- 4 Mb £468

486 PC Expansion Card Aleph One
-1 Mb
-4Mb

4-slot 4-layer Backplane
9060S Monitor
A300/400 Fan kit

A3000 Expansion Box
A310 RISC OS Carrier Board
A5000 Fitting Kitfor second hard disc

ICS £15
Arckey Function KeyStrip Holder ics vo £3

-pack of 4 vo£10
ArcNET ACS £69
ARM3 $ AlephOne/IFEL £175

£463

£557

IFEL £57
Eizo £450
ICS £15
Wild Vision £135

+ IFEL £21

rOlourCar cc

- A3000 External CC £225
Dongle Dangle with screw fittings ics £6
Fan filters (pack of 10) (not A5000) ics £6
FaxPack cc £289
Floppy Discs, 10 x 3J5" High Density £10
G8 Plus Slate £238
G8 Plus Video Switch state £23

G8 Professional Sfara £348

HiPoint Mouse for A4 Genius £49

Micro Mouse Clares £26

Monitor Stand for A3000 ics £21
Podule Case for A3000 HCCS £16
RISC OS 3 Upgrade Acom £41

- Bulk package Acom £335
-A5000 Acom £17

Seal 'n Type spill-proof Keyboard Covers
- Archimedes / A5000 Kador £14
-A3000 Kador £14

TouchWindow Lindis £234
Whisper Fan Quietener

(for A300/A400 series only) ics £15
Wizzo IDE Filing System on rom ICS

- Wizzo4 for A4 £29
- Wizzo5 for A5000 £29

PC PRODUCTS . . .

AnDi Oddule Baildon £39
l2CAdaptor (needed unless you

already have an l2C socket) Baildon £10
lzC SWI (enhanced IIC_Control) Baildon £15

- bought with Oddule £5

gggg

For ordering details please turn to page



PRINTERS . . .

ArcLaser 300-6 Calligraph £895

ArcServer 300-8 Calligraph £985

Bubble Jet BJ-10ex Canon £187

Bubble Jet BJ-10ex^ TurboDriver

Canon/CC £219

Bubble Jet BJ-20 Canon £255

Bubble Jet BJ-200 Canon £282

Bubble Jet BJ-300 Canon £325

Bubble Jet BJ-330 Canon £405

Bubble Jet BJC-800 + TurboDriver

Canon/CC £1499
DeskJet 500 Hewlett-Packard £299
DeskJet 500C Hewlett-Packard £375

DeskJet 550 Hewlett-Packard £475
Laser Direct HiRes4 with 50-sheet tray

CC £899

- 250-sheet Paper Cassette £99
Laser Direct HiRes8 cc £1275
Laser Direct LBP-4 Card cc £325
LBP-4 Canon £659
Refilltoner cartridge for Canon EPS £50
New toner cartridge for Canon LBP-4 £59

DIGITISERS . . .

ArcScanner including Epson GT-4000
Clares £1660

Colour Converter undis £145
FaxScan Spacetech £94
Handipad TechSolt £173
HawkV9 wild vision £199

- A3000 version wild Vision £278

Hawk V9 Mkll Wild vision £259
HiVisionDigitiser Colour hccs

- A3000 External £137

- A3000 Series / A4000 Internal £124

- A5000 / 300 / 400 £124
- Upgrade from Vision £45

iMage (Sharp JX-100) iriam
- for A5000 £490
- for other computers £589

Image Scanner iota £383
- Colour Upgrade Kit iota £239
- Fast Parallel Card iota £98

i-Scan 200 irtam £539
i-Scan 400 Mam £589
Pineapple Colour Video Digitiser

Pineapple £195
- A3000 boxed Pineapple £230

Prolmage (Epson GT6000) Mam
- for A5000 £989
-for other computers £1089

Scan-Light A4 cc £277
- with Sheet Feeder cc £360

Scan-Light256 cc £190
- A3000 internal cc £190

Scan-Light Professional cc £565
- as above + SCSI interface cc £699

Snapshot Colour Video Digitiser
Lingenuity £195

- A3000 version Lingenuity £275
Spectra Rise

- Archimedes / A5000 £545

- A3000 Series / A4000 Internal £545
- A3000 External £555

Vision Digitiser hccs
- A5000 / 300 / 400 Mono £48
-A5000/300/400 Colour £76

- A3000 External Mono £60
- A3000 External Colour £89
- A3000 Series/A4000 Internal Mono £48
- A3000 Series / A4000 Internal Colour

£76

^Stand
m

o

"You wonder howyou ever managed without QuicKey.
NOW ONLY£10

"Congratulations on ColourSep! The results,
compared with the drivers currently available,
are bordering on the fantastic."

NOW ONLY £15

Padlock is

our top seller
for simple disc security. \

sy offers a widerrange of effects
than1 FontFX\Wis a package for the perfectionist,

wlptherjprofessional or enthusiast."

OW ONLY £15

HOW TO ORDER

is the best thing

ve ever bought."

W ONLY £10

As well as letting
you type all those

extra characters,

Special

is the easiest way
to examine new fonts.

Dr;awBender is quite stunning."

NOW ONLY£10

VAT: Zero-rateditems are markedVO. UK customers please add 17.5%to all other prices. ECcustomers outside the UK (including
BFPO) please do the same unless you are VAT registered, in which case quote your international VAT number. Ours is
GB 595 7258 84.

CARRIAGE IS FREE WITHIN MAINLAND UK IF YOU PA Y ON ORDERING.

Overseas carriage: If you are paying bycredit cardwewill addairmail and insurance at cost.Otherwise pleaseadd£6 (Europe) or
at least £12 (elsewhere) for each software item and send a pounds sterling bank draft payable at a London clearing bank, or
Eurocheques for not more than £100 each.

Credit cards are welcome. We do notcharge youraccount until yourorder is fulfilled. Your name and address must be as known to
thecredit cardcompany. If you are leaving an order on ouranswering machine pleaseinclude your telephone number, theexpiry
date ofyour card, and your calculation ofthetotal payment due. We will make nocharge for credit card commission unless we have
informed you first.

Official orders are welcome from UK government and educational institutions. Payment is due in 14 days. Invoices are subjectto
carriage and late payment charges.

Site licences are available for most products. Please check our prices.

All products, prices and specifications are offered in good faith andare subject to change without notice. We process all orders
immediately, but suppliers dosometimes keep us waiting. Goods areguaranteed but we do not supply them onapproval. Returns
andcancellations canonly beaccepted byprior agreement andthere may be a charge tocover thecostsinvolved.

*\ Ic^ AUTHORISED ACORN DEALER ICS (Ian Copestake Limited)
Dept B42,1 Kington road, West Kirby, WIRRAL, Merseyside, L48 5ET

Tel: 051-625 1006 Fax: 051-625 1007
E&OE 061 93MR19

LICENSED CREDIT BROKER



NEWS

TESCO OFFERS SCHOOLS BARGAINS
ONCE again, schools are prep
aring to go to extraordinary
lengths to cash in on this
year's Tesco deal. As it did
this time last year, Tesco will
donate a voucher, exchange
able for Acorn software and
hardware, for every £25 spent
in one of its stores.

This year, the scheme prom
ises to be even more success
ful than it was last time. 'Last
year the scheme was a bit of
an unknown quantity and peo
ple were wary of its value.
This year, schools are well
prepared to get out there and
really motivate their local
communities to collect as

many vouchers as possible.'
said a Tesco representative.

The 1993 scheme was
launched by Sarah Green, the
BBC presenter of Going Live.
Schools have until May 23 to
collect Tesco vouchers and
vouchers can be donated to
your chosen school; you don't
have to be a parent or teacher
to join in.

Acorn Userwill be doing its
bit and collecting for a local
London school, so if you have
any spare vouchers out there,
send them into us at Tesco
Offer, Acorn User, Redwood
Publishing. 101 Bayham
Street, Camden Town, London
NW1 OAG.

Tesco's voucher scheme covers even more products than last year

This year's Tesco scheme
covers a much wider range of
Acorn products. The A4 port
able (5.800 vouchers), Pocket-
Book (1,200 vouchers), A3020
2Mb HD60 (3,500 vouchers).

BEEB HACKER ACQUITTED
IN A celebrated court case that
has furnished the basis of a
contemporary moral panic.
Paul Bedworth, a hacker who
used his BBC Model B to
infiltrate computer systems all
over the world, has been found
not guilty on all counts.

Bedworth admitted to

unauthorised use of computers
and telecommunications ser
vices including systems at The
Financial Times. European
Community offices, universi
ties and medical bodies.

While there is no doubt that
Bedworth's activities caused
many of these bodies consider
able financial outlay - includ
ing £20,000 in phone bills by
the FT - his successful
defence case was based on the

idea that he was an obsessive
and compulsive personality
incapable of social skills:
hence he related only to com
puters and people he commu
nicated with via bulletin
boards.

The result has been a spate
of scare stories that may have
brought a smile to the lips of
many Beeb owners. Possibly
the most lurid headline,
'Computers turned my son into
a robot', was featured in the
Daily Mirror, but most of the
major dailies managed to work
themselves up into a self-
important frenzy.

So ask yourself: do you
spend a little too much lime
with your model B? If so, isn't
it time you upgraded to 32-bit?

and CD-Roms are all included.
For a full-colour brochure
about the scheme, contact the
Computers for Schools office
at 59 Russell Square, London
WCIB4HJ.

COMPUTER
LOGIC
RMD, a new software com
pany producing programs for
the Archimedes, has been set
up by two electronics engin
eers, Roy McDermott and
Mark Derbyshire, to produce
logic training software for
those studying electronics.

RMD's first release is

LogiSim, a digital logic simu
lator. Two and three input
AND, OR, NAND, NOR, EOR

gates plus NOT, JK flip-flop,
low frequency clock source,
counters, LEDs and switches

are emulated. LogiSim is pri
ced at £10 including P&P, and
is available from RMD at 12
Padslow Road, Greasby, Wir-
ral, L49 3AQ.

IN BRIEF

• Acorn will again be exhibiting
at this year's Ideal Homes Exhibi
tion at Earls Court in London. The
Acorn stand (312C) is on the first
floor of the exhibition centre and

featuresthe usual arrayof Archi
medes computers, plus Lotus
TurboChallenge and a special
section dedicated to Midi music

making. The exhibition runs until
12 April.

• Apricote Studios, which hails
from Manea nearCambridge, has
netted a prestigious deal in New
Zealand. Apricote's Prophet
accounting package is to be bun
dled by AcornNewZealand in its
A4000 HomeOfficepromotion.

Prophet will complement Icon
Technology'sEasiWriter2, which
is also featured in the Home

Office System. Thetwo appli
cationsworktogether usinga
mail merge feature. Australian,
New Zealand, Canadian and

Dutch versions of Prophet now
supplement the UK version. Apri
cote is on (0354) 78432.

• Two new software releases for

the education market have been
released by SelectiveSoftware.
NumberZoo, aimed at children
betweenages3 and 6,isa pro
gramfor initial teachingof
numbers. Graphical games help
to maintain kids' attention.

Number Zoo is priced at £16.45
inclusive. Sports People is a man
agement program for schools and
clubs to planand organise sports
events around individual compe
titors.Thepackage isdesigned to
complement the earlier Sports
Day packagewhich managed
team events. Sports People is
priced at £26.44 inclusive and is
compatible with RiseOS 3.1.
Selective Software can be con

tacted on (0458)43079.

• PDK Technologies has
announced HelixLogic, an editing
environment for designing elec
tronic logicgate layouts. Helix-
Logic canalsosimulate a design
and allow input states to be
changed and andso reveal any
resultingchanges. Layouts can be
exported in Draw file format and
truth tablesare automatically
generated. HelixLogic is priced
£24.95. For further details call

PDK on (0525) 403541.
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Mb/sec

2 Mb/sec speed barrier broken
by ICS IDE filing system!

So fast, they're calling it

^Jmagic)
Now also available as a plug-in

filing system on rom -

J*r for the A4, and

DO for the A5000

LAUNCH PRICE ONLY £29

PRICE CUTS
on all ideA hard discs

e.g. Archimedes Internal 120 Mb £299
A3000 Series Internal 80 Mb £325
A3000 Series Internal 20 Mb £189
A3000 Series Internal 209 Mb £649

540 Mb IDE Hard Disc £825

'Phone us for latest prices!

r..Q nan Hnnostakfi I imiteriV Deot B41. 1 Kinaton road. West Kirby, WIRRAL, Merseyside, L48 5ET



LASER PRINTING FOR LESS OUTLAY
HCCS intend to reduce the
price of their latest card by
£100 when it is launched at the

Acorn User Spring Show in
Harrogate.

The new Laser Express
direct-drive printer card allows
the use of one of the least

expensive laser printers
around: the Canon LBP4

model called the Lite, which
costs around £500.

Laser Express is compatible
with low-priced Canon LBP4
Lite printers thanks to a new
video interface. Laser Express
are also the first direct drive

laser printer controller card
that can be fitted to practically
any 32-bit Acorn machine,
with the only notable excep
tion being the Acorn A4
laptop. This flexibility is due

Canon LBP4 Lite can now be driven by HCCS' micropodule

HCCS' cardworks with any Acorn

to the fact that Laser Express
is a micropodule that is com
patible with the HCCS Ulti
mate Expansion System.
MultiPodule adapters for
MicroPodules cards are avail

able for 'full-size' Acorn

machines like the A300/400/
540 and A5000, as well as the
compact A3000/4000 ranges.

The normal price for a Laser
Express card is £249+VAT. An
Ultimate starter pack which

NET PRICES ANNOUNCED
RISC Developments has
announced more details of its
new networking cards.

The combined User Port,
Analogue and Econet A3000/
4000 minipodule costs
£79.95+VAT. A boot Rom can
be fitted to enable the card to

boot from an AUN (Acorn
Universal Network). The card
is also available without the
Econet interface for

£44.95+VAT. The full-size

podule (A300/400/540/5000)
as well as the A3000/4000

minipodule versions of the
new Ethernet cards will cost

£139+VAT.

Alternatively an internal
A4000/3020 network card,
which doesn't take up a
minipodule slot, costs
£159+VAT. Rise Developments
is on (0727) 840303.

Rise Developments' net cards workwith anykindof set up

includes the MultiPodule
adapter is priced at £269+VAT.
For the show you will be able
to purchase a starter pack for
just £ 199+VAT, and this
includes a Canon video inter
face worth £30.

The offer is strictly for show
visitors. For more details con

tact HCCS on 091-487 0760.

The Canon LPB4 Lite printer
is available from several
Acorn dealers.

THE STATE
OF COLOUR
AN upgrade to State
machine's G8 Plus colour card

allow it to be Replay-compat-
ible, with full animation in true
16 bits per pixel 32K colour.

A TrueView application is
supplied to display 24 bits per
pixel colour clear files.
TrueView also lets the user
pan and scale images larger
than the screen area. Along
with TrueView also comes
ARMovie, licensed from
Acorn.

State Machine say that the
card is the only solution offer
ing 25 frames per second
animation in true colour on the
Arc. There is even a 50 frames

per second option at a resolu
tion of 384x288 pixels which
offers flicker-free viewing.
The upgrade cost is a £30+VAT
option to new customers,
while existing G8 users can
upgrade for £20+VAT.

For more details, contact
State Machine on (0582)
483377.

NEWS

IN BRIEF

• Ayrshire-based software house
Micro-Aid has released the latest

versionof its Payroll application
just intime forthe newtax year.
Payrollis available for both
eight-bit BBC microsand Rise OS
machines.

The program can now handle
the latest 'K'code specifications,
in line with latest government
legislation. Pre-printed payslip
stationeryproduced by Micro-Aid
is an option.

Payroll remains priced at
£59.95 including VATand there is
an annual registration fee of £34.
Micro-Aid can be contacted on

(0465) 82288.

• John Reed, the editor of the
amateur Illusions disc-based

magazine for Archimedesusers
has contacted Acorn User with

details of a new address and

lower prices for the Illusions com
pilation discs, down from £6.95
to £4.95.

Thesecond Illusions compila
tion disc is now available and

contains around 40 articles from

the first five issues of Illusions,
plus some extras. John has also
asked Acorn User readers not to

phone the numberthat was pub
lished in our March issue. Instead,
John can be contacted at 20 Col

lege Road, Wembley, Middlesex
HA9 8RL

• With the interest in Arm Rise
chiptechnologycurrently soar
ing,what better time to publish a
definitive guide to programming
the Armchip?

Thisis precisely what Alexvan
Someren and Carol Atack have

done. The book even has the seal
of approval from Arm Ltd,who
advised the two authors during
the book's creation.

The Arm Rise Chip -A Pro
grammer's Guide, is an up to
date reference work on how to

program the Arm processor, and
all the latestvariants of the chip
includingthe Arm250and the
very latest in the Arm6-seriesare
covered. Co-author Alex is

already well-knownto many
Acorn User readersvia his pro
ducts: the Aleph OneArm3
upgrades and Archimedes PC
cards. The book willbe published
by Addison-Wesley in May, and
hasa provisional price of £24.95.
The ISBN number is 0201 62410-
9. Addison-Wesley can be con
tacted on (0734)794000.
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NEWS

CLARES ORGANISES KNOWLEDGE
WITH a whole catalogue of
new releases, Clares Micro
Supplies looks set to be one of
the central attractions at the

Acorn User Spring Show in
Harrogate. After the recent
release of the 16-traek Seren

ade sequencer as well as
Rhythm-Bed VI.27, Clares is
now putting the the final
touches to Knowledge Organ
iser 2 and Topographer, with a
selection of packages includ
ing ProArtisan 2, NightSky,
Rhapsody 3, Plot and Schema
2 to follow soon.

Knowledge Organiser 2 is a
completely revised version of
Clares' innovative textual

information tracking appli
cation. Unlike its predecessor,
K02 is fully Rise OS compli
ant. Information can be in a

variety of formats, from Ascii
text to viewdata, and can be
searched in database fashion

and arranged logically.
Also featured is data sharing

and hypothesis testing.
Knowledge Organiser is a
fairly unique kind of appli
cation, so Clares has provided
demonstration version for the

uninitiated. K02 is priced
£99.95 including vat.

Now promised for release in
the summer, the long-awaited
Clares' Schema 2 spreadsheet
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Clares'Knowledge Organiseris a unique sort of application

will have the following new selection of 2D
features: upwards compatibil
ity with Acorn's Advance
integrated spreadsheet appli
cation, economical use of
memory and better perfor
mance, better spreadsheet
publishing features and graphs
hotiinked to spreadsheet data.
It will be usable on 1Mb

machines and the proposed
price is £135.

Plot is scheduled to be

released on May 1st priced
£79.95. The program is a com
prehensive charting appli
cation which features
cartesian, cylindrical and
spherical coordinates. A wide

and 3D

plotting options are available.
Clares' Rhapsody 3 music

notation package is described
as a major enhancement over
Rhapsody 2, though the latter
will continue as a low-cost

alternative alongside the
newcomer.

Added goodies in Rhapsody
3 include guitar chords, a
quick edit panel, a wider range
of note styles, automatic bar
cheeking and instrument
names. Rhapsody 3 has a pro
posed price of £99.95. For
more details, contact Clares
Micro Supplies on (0606)
48511 or see them at the show.

MAKE THAT A DATE NEW SPEED
PC CARD
ALEPH One has managed to
improve the communication
performance between its range
of PC cards and a host Archi
medes by around 50 percent.
This was achieved by rede
signing some of the card's
custom chips.

The benefits are mainly bet
ter graphics performance, an
area in which the PC card had

been least impressive. New
Aleph One PC Card supplies
will have the new chips as
standard but unfortunately the
upgrade for older cards is not a
DlYjob.

Instead, existing customers
can opt for a special upgrade
service. The £25+VAT deal

includes the chip swap and
courier collection and return of
your card. Contact Aleph One
on(0223)811679.

SHIELING Technology has
come up with one of those
ideas which makes people
wonder why they hadn't
thought of it in the first place.
This one is a mouse mat with a

calendar on it. The mat in

question covers two years and
has a high-durability but non-

slip PVC surface. The mat is
colour coded beige to match
most desktop computers. At
£7.95 including VAT and
postage it isn't exactly cheap,
but it's certainly a novel idea.
For more information, contact
Shieling Technology on
(0252)519224.

Shieling's mouse mat: an idea whose time has come?
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IN BRIEF

• A combined audio/motion

video capture and still-frame
videodigitiser card is being
developed by Brain Software.

The card can sample sound to
a resolution of 13 bits. The real

time video capture function
stores digitisedvideo in a non-
compressedformat which can
then be compressed into an
AcornReplay compatiblefile
format.

In addition, the card can be
used as a high-qualityvideo
digitiserwith hardware dither
ing. Anearly prototype of an
A3000 minipodulewas shown at
the Bett Show in January and a
full-size podule version will also
be produced. Ifs not yet certain
who will market the new cards,

though the prototype was
spotted on the Technomatic
stand at Bett.

• Micro Laser Designs in Bristol is
now offering a high quality
colour laser printing service to
Archimedes users. Prints can be

up to A3in size and imagescan
be supplied in Impression 2, Art-
Works, Draw or Paint sprite
formats. The firm also does

imagesetting to film, bromideor
Plazar Plate. MicroLaser Designs
is on (0761) 453308

• Cambridge International Soft
ware (Amsterdam) has
announced it is to be the sole

distributor for Acorn software

and upgradesin Holland. CIS
Amsterdam will complement ECD
ComputersDelft,which has been
Acorn'slong-runningofficial
agent in Holland.

CIS Amsterdam has just
released its new disc sector

backup utility BackMan, soon to
be available in the UK for £9.95.

CIS Amsterdam can be contacted

in Holland on (01031) 20 620
6858.

• IntelligentInterfaces Ltd,
based in Eastleigh, Hampshire,
has taken over the marketing and
support for what used to be
release 2 of Acorn's Fortran 77

compilerpackage.
The company is well known

for its Fortran-based Gino

graphics libraries for the Archi
medes. One of their first tasks,
they say, is to completely revise
the manual. Il's Fortran 77 pack
age is priced£99+VAT. Intelligent
Interfaces is on (0703) 261514.



• Revelation ImagePro contains just about every feature
that you could imagine to aid in the preparation of
pictures and enhancement ofexisting images.'

• At an amateur or

professional level, ImagePro
suits the needs ofboth.3

Peter Clements, Archimedes World

• Ifyou want this kind ofpackage, then ImagePro is the
one to buy... It's asuperbly professional application.^

Richard Hallas, RISC User

STATE OF THE ART PAINT AND IMAGE PROCESSING
2sprites in 2,4,16 or256 colour modes (including f ;>' •£</&•

new standard palette high-resolution modes now
I supported by third-party graphics cards),

sinclude user defined brushes, sprays, bristle and
other painting effects.

Over 100,000 dithered colours under RISC OS 3.
\

•editable graduated blends giving antialiased effe
irectional graduations and image superimposition

/ariable sensitivity tracing, blurring, sharpening, dithering
and mosaic effects.

♦

Control over hue,saturation and contrast on whole
images, selected colours orselected areas.

♦

Internal colour processing at24 bits per pixel (dithered
onto standard 8 bitsprite).

♦

Tint, RGB and CMYK colour models.

LongmaN
logotron

Revelation ImagePro — £139 Single User pack
£400 Educational Site Licence
£600 Business SiteLicence (per 16 users).

124 Cambridge Science Park, Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 4ZS
Tel: (0223) 425558 Fax: (0223) 425349



Instructional Videos^*!
at amazing savings

Normal price £14.99 available exclusively to readers of

%«
%

Save
&5 per video

ASTEP BY STEP GUIDE TO THE

Acorn BBC A3000
AND ARCHIMEDES RANGE

+ APPLICATIONS
Mo.1

UP & RUNNING

presented by
GRAHA(v1 PRAGNELL

'j| • RUMNINCTIME80MINS

1. Up & Running

Anintroduction to your easy to use,
powerful multitasking BBC A3000 /
Acorn Archimedes.

This video features:

• How to load and run software

• How to save to disc

• How to print
• How to edit text through Edit
• How to handle graphics through

Paint and Draw

mnn

2. Text Processing

Word processing offers easy text
manipulation for highly polished
results, while Desktop Publishing
offers a variety ofpageformats and
the use ofdiagrams and pictures

This video features:

• First WordPlus
• Phase®
• OvationProfessional DTP
• Technoscan ll

ER
at only £9.99 each including delivery

ASTEP BY STEP GUIDE TO THE

A Acorn BBC A3000
-;".i AND ARCHIMEDES RANGE

+ APPLICATIONS
No.3

DATA HANDLING

ASTEP BY STEP GUIDE TO THE

Acorn BBC A3000
AND ARCHIMEDES RANGE

+ APPLICATIONS
No. 4

ART & GRAPHICS

r^2\

presented by
CRAHAM PRAGNELL

RUNNING TIME S5MINS

3. Data Handling 4. Art & Graphics

Your BBC A3000 / Acorn Archimedes
offers powerful dataprocessing
coupled with professional graphic
display

This video features:

• Data Sweet
• Squirrel
• Schema
• Genesis

• Magpie

Speed andeaseofusemakes the
multitasking BBC A3000 / Acorn
Archimedes computersuperb forart
andgraphics. Effects canbecreated
and undone at the touch of a button.
Make full use of the 256 - colour
palette that the machines putat your
fingertips.

This video features:

• Paint • Poster
• Revelation • Technoscanll

Order Form
I FREE DELIVERY I

ORDER HOTLINE - CALL. 0937 842489

PRICE QTY TOTAL

I. UP AND RUNNING S9.99

2. TEXTPROCESSING S9.99

3. DATAHANDLING S9.99

4. ART& GRAPHICS S9.99

AU/5/93 TOTAL Vi\LUE

Please debit myAccess/Visa Card No.

To the value of S.

Signature ES
ExpiryDate

Name on card

or Ienclose a cheque/postal order forS
Made payable to: Redwood Publishing Ltd.
PO Box 66, Wetherby, West Yorkshire, LS23 7HL

Name

Address.

Postcode

Tel:

Pleaseallow10days for delivery

&



ECS RECOMPOSES MIDI PACKAGE
EXPRESS Software Projects in
Nottingham has released a new
version of its Compose World
Midi package with faster
graphics, better icons and the
more Midi instrument sounds.

Upgrades are available for £5
to existing users who return
their original disc. Compose
World is priced at £48+vat.

ESP has also announced

Rhythm Maker, a grid-based
pattern sequencer for Midi. It
is compatible with both inter
nal Archimedes sounds and

external Midi instruments.

Rhythm Maker costs £34+VAT.
ESP can be contacted on
(0602)295019.

Ifastfioli'i i.sicp.,ty,'ia 'ut f«t H 0 hats

ECS's RhythmMaker: the new grid-based sequencer

SPEEDING UP THE ARM SHARP DEAL
SHARP, has been signed up as
the third manufacturer of Arm

chips. The deal gives Sharp the
right to produce and market
Arm chips like Rise, and video
processor chips.

Arm Ltd's managing direc
tor, Robin Saxby, said: 'We
are very pleased to make this
announcement since it extends

the technologies associated
with Arm architecture.' Saxby
added that his company's goal
of licensing Arm technology in
the three key areas, the USA,
Europe and Japan, had now
been realised.

Sharp's executive drector,
Hiroshi Inoue, said: 'The
licensed Arm products allows
Sharp to open up the 32-bit
microprocessor market. By
using an Arm product as a core
part, system-on-chip devices
from Sharp will be enhanced
to make many kinds of small-
sized, yet high-performance,
products become reality.'

This is probably a hint at
Sharp's plans to build its own
range of personal digital assis
tants or PDAs, the pocket
sized computers that use artifi
cial intelligence and handwrit
ing recognition.

Sharp has already secured a
deal with Apple to manufac
ture the Newton PDA, which
is also Arm-based.

The other manufacturesrs
that are already involved in
Arm production are VLSI
Technology in the USA and
GEC Plessey Semiconductors
in the UK.

THE A3010, A3020 and
A4000 can now run up to 40
percent faster, courtesy of a
Turbo Ram enhancement from

Simtec Electronics. This

means smoother desktop oper
ations and faster redrawing
and printing, and should allow
Replay movies to be played
back at full speed in mode 28.

Rather than replace the
standard Arm chip with a fas
ter Arm3, Simtec's solution
leaves the original Arm250 in
situ and replaces the Ram with
a faster type of memory chip,
enabling the processor to be
driven faster. Simtec says the
performance jumps from 7

mips (million instructions per
second) to LOmips. A 25Mhz
Arm3 produces almost
13mips.

As a motherboard modifi

cation accompanies the plug-in
Ram upgrade, the whole com
puter must be sent in for the
work to be carried out. The

upgrade cost is £129 and
fitting costs £15 plus carriage.
Call Simtec for more details.

• Simtec has reduced the price
of its Arm3 upgrade which
features a socket for the soon-

to-be released Arm FPA10

floating point accelerator. The
new price is £165+VAT. Con
tact Simtec on (0772) 812863.

MORE CREEPY CRAWUES
CUMANA has announced two
more CD-Rom software bun

dles. The first pack consists of
four CD-Roms; Dictionary of
the Living World, Creepy
Crawlies, Image Warehouse
and Grooves.

Creepy Crawlies takes the
user on a voyage of discovery
through the world of bugs,
beetles and spiders, etc.
Grooves contains 90 tracks of

royalty-free music ranging
from classical to modern jazz.

Image Warehouse is a
library of hundreds of full
illustrations, smaller clip art
pictures and scanned photo
graphs suitable for all sorts of
applications from decorating
your desktop to brightening up
a DTP document.

The price is £299+VAT each,
but education customers can

have a £50 discount.

The second pack is a subset
of the first and £50 cheaper
because it doesn't include Dic
tionary of the Living World.
Cumana can be contacted on
081-547 3418.

NEWS

IN BRIEF

• The ArmClub usergroupnow
hasa Freepost address. Ifyou
would like further information
aboutArmClub activities, they
can be contacted at The Arm

Club, FREEPOST (ND6573), Lon
don, N12 OBR.

• Dudley College is celebrating
the installation of a new, larger
and more reliable hard disc

system on its educational view
dataonline host systemby
makingits entire library of Ample
music files available foranyone
to download. Ample music files
work with the Hybrid Technology
music synthesizer system which
has been running on eight-bit
BBC micros formany yearsnow.

The Hybrid MusicSystem,
which is very popularin schools,
uses a sophisticated multitasking
operatingsystem and is capable
of producing some very interest
ing music. If you'd like to down
load Ample files from the Dudley
viewdata system you willneed
Prestel viewdata terminal emula

tion and a modem capable of
logging on at 1200/75baud.

The modem numbers to call

are (0384) 239944or (0384)
238073,24 hours a day.A regu
larly updated catalogue of what's
available online can be down

loaded as a text file.

• Widget Software, not to be
confused with the similar-sound

ing education specialists in
Leamington Spa,WidgitSoft
ware, has released its Games
Pack 3 for the Psion Series 3

pocketcomputer.Widget con
firms that all its Psion Series 3

software titles are compatible
with the Acorn PocketBook,
which is basedclosely on the
Psion machine.

Widget says GamesPack 3 is
the firstcommercially available
compendium of games for the
Series 3 and Pocket Book. Five

games are included in the £49
cartridgecompendium: Poker;
Solo (a version of Solitaire);
Reversi; Bandit (for fruit machine
freaks) and Quad, which is
described asa logic challenge
game whichinvolves fitting
shapes together.

Moreestablished Widget titles
include awell-reviewed personal
finance application (£69.95) and
Chess for the Series 3/Pocket

Book (£49.95). Widget can be
contacted on (0438)815444.
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turning concept...

For the past five years, Atomwide have specialised in
producing high-performance solutions for the entire range
of Acorn 32-bit computers. From the first ARM3 board, to
the latest in SCSI technology, we have continued to
deliver innovative products that complement the power
of the Archimedes.

We are market leaders in Ethernet technology; a concept
essential to networking in both education and business
environments. Communication is a fundamental part of
today's computer operation and Atomwide's Ethernet
range provides a fast and practical answer to the
problems of data exchange.

Up till now, adding a SCSI peripheral such as a hard
drive or CD ROM player to your computer meant the loss
of a valuable podule slot. In particular, ifyou have an
A3010, A3020 or A4000, any further expansion is
virtually impossible.

Atomwide's new SCSI interface allows anyone to utilise
SCSI devices without sacrificing podule space. By
working through the computer's parallel port, the
interface makes it possible for A3010, A3020, A4000,
A5000 and particularly A4 users to enjoy the benefits of
large capacity storage.

The SCSI interface is supplied with a cable and full fitting
instructions, all for only £49 (+VAT).

... into reality

o®§

%

ATOMWIDE

23 The Greenway Orpington Kent BR5 2AY
Tel 0689 838852 Fax 0689 896088



GRAPHICS

IMAGINA SHOW RUNS NEW RISCS

Dino Tours,a prize winning animation,

IN ITS idyllic setting overlook
ing the Cote d'Azur, the 12th
Monte Carlo Forum on New

Images, Imagina, once again
left its audience in a state of

awe. One aspect this year was
the overwhelming presence of
Rise technology, in areas rang
ing from art and animation to
virtual reality, simulators and
medical research.

This year, the Imagina
Forum included graphics
workshops. With £150,000
worth of graphics workstation,
we were shown how to create

wascreated on a Silicon Graphics system driven by Rise processors

and animate scenes, using
methods that are more com

monly associated with cinema
tography and sculpture.

Such machines, whose
manufacture has been monop
olised by Silicon Graphics,
typically use 64-bit Rise pro
cessors and are clocked at

anything up to 150Mhz.
Silicon Graphics' flagship,

the Reality Engine, allows the
user to modify and fly around
their three-dimensional cre
ations: all rendered in real

time. These muscular number-

TAKE YOUR BEST SHOTS
ACORN has now licensed the
software to allow Acorn 32-bit

micros to read Kodak Photo-

CDs. But what will this mean

for the average user?
The Photo-CD is the result

of Kodak's development of a
system that would provide a
universal format for

'interactive publishing'. It's
relatively cheap while being of
a high enough quality for pro
fessional work.

Photo-CD is the storage of
near-photographic quality
images on a compact disc
medium. Pictures are trans

ferred from normal 35mm film
onto a Photo-CD and 100 pic
tures can be held on a single
disc. You can also start off by
transferring a single roll of
film - say 24 frames - on to a

disc, and then take the disc
back to the transfer facility for
'filling up' at a later date.

Each picture is stored on the
CD at five different resolutions

to offer maximum flexibility.
These range from 128x192 up
to 2048x3072. A professional
format allows pictures from
5x4 sheet film to be stored at

full resolution.

At present, standard Acorn
hardware is unable to display
the high-quality images from
PhotoCDs. Installing Compu
ter Concepts' Colour Card, or
an upgraded State Machine
G8+ card, will allow users to

view pictures in full 15-bit
colour glory. Other cards are
expected from third-party
developers. For more details
sec our preview on page 63.

crunchers, plus some remark
able software, are often used in
movie special effects such as
Arnic's metallic counterpart in
Terminator 2. The forthcom

ing Aladdin from Disney was
just one of many big-names
appearing at Imagina's Pixel
prize awards.

For lower-end consumers,
owning hardware that photo
graphically renders a scene in
a fraction of a second may
seem far-fetched. Yet it may
not be so very far away.

Jack Kreindler

SIDE SHOW
COMPUTER Concepts' col
laboration with Wild Vision

has resulted in a new appli
cation to accompany Wild
Vision's Chroma range of
genlock/overlay cards. Side-
Show will be shipped with all
Chroma cards in future.

SideShow allows existing
graphics and text to be over-
layed onto a standard video
signal. Uses include captioning
and subtitles for videos and

presentations. Further details
can be obtained from Wild

Vision on 091-519 1455.

• There are only a few days
left till the closing date of
Computer Concepts' ArtWorks
competition. All entries must
be in on, or before, 30 April.
Further details can be obtained

from CC on (0442) 63933.

IN BRIEF

• SPEX,the soon to be released

3Denvironment designer from
ExpLAN, has undergone a num
ber of changesand the price has
been altered slightlyto take this
into account.

The secondary school version
will now retail at £99+VAT and

the primaryschool version at
f 59+VAT. A number of refine

ments, as well as additions, have
been made to the software. Both

packages will now include extra
resource material in the form of

work sheets and discsof clipart.
As with the previous version, site
licences are included as standard.

Further details on SPEX can be

obtained from ExpLAN UK on
(0822) 613868.

• PROARTISAN, the 256-colour

painting package from Clares, is
to get a major revision. Back in
the early days of the Archimedes,
ProArtisan started life as Artisan;
the first ever art program written
for an Acorn 32-bit machine.

Unlike the originalProArtisan,
ProArtisan2 is completely Rise OS
compliantand runsentirelyfrom
within the desktop environment.
Aswell as a complete revamping
of the front-end, ProArtisan 2
includes a wide selection of

improved tools. Textures, Blends
and Drawfile importing are just a
few of the new tools that have
been added.

Image processing is now a
major feature, making ProArtisan
2 ideal for modifyingscanned
and digitised images.

Even in its unfinished form,
ProArtisan 2 looks like it could be

the art package to which all
others are compared. The pro
posed releasedate is late Spring
1993. For more details see our

preview on page 59 or call Clares
on (0606) 61348511.

• Youcan contact us with any
news, views or comments by
writing to The Graphics Page,
Acorn User, 101 Bayham Street,
LondonNW1 OAG, or by modem
via Arcade BBS user #1144.

Arcade is on 081-654 2212 or 081-

655 4412.

Ifusing Arcade,please stickto
messages only. Any large files,
such as pictures, should be sent
on disc to Acorn User.

Rob Miller
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ARCADE EXPANDS ITS INTERESTS
ARCADE BBS and its hard
drives have been whirring
away busily for nearly three
years, building a dedicated
following of users who regu
larly meet in person to put
faces to usernames and talk

about Archimedes' and the

meaning of life over a pint or
two. Such is the calibre of

Arcade's regular users that
when its main hard disc drive

failed catastrophically a year
ago, they generously
responded with a spontaneous
electronic whip-round. This
resulted in Arcade receiving
enough voluntary donations to
replace the old drive with an
even larger one and obtain and
install a tape-streamer backup
system to archive the whole
BBS resource nightly.

Arcade has been instrumen

tal in getting several new
BBSs off the ground by offer
ing advice and assistance in
the complex setting-up process
of ARCbbs and ARC-Binkley
software. Atomwide - a well-

known local company - has
recently sponsored installation
of an additional fifth line in

appreciation of the friendly
atmosphere of the BBS and
freely-given time and effort by
the operators. Here I should
declare my interest as part-
time joint Sysop and software
applications developer.

Arcadeis loyally supported by its users

An experimental FidoNet
Archimedes file. Echo, is

being tested at Arcade. This is
a system where, like Echomail
message distribution, program
and/or text files can be sent out

around the Fido network dur

ing night-time polling.
Arcade, acting as a link in

the chain of BBSs, receives a

file, retains a copy and passes
them on to BBSs in the

scheme that have not already
received them.

By popular request, Arcade
has just launched two new
Archimedes-interest FidoNet

message echoes; one covering
Archimedes games and gam
ing, the other expanding the

formerly local Acorn User
comment area into a nationally
distributable message echo.
These are private but, if they
become sufficiently active,
could qualify for national
'Backbone' distribution.

Now Acorn User readers

can express opinions on the
magazine content, exchange
ideas about published pro
grams, and make use of the
wide knowledge-base of
FidoNet Archimedes users.

SysOps interested in these
message echoes should contact
David Coleman at Arcade

BBS by netmailing Fido node
2:254/27.0 or calling the BBS
number at the foot of the page.

TOBABTORNOTTOBABT? A-LINK FIX
THE RECENTLY available A-

Link serial interface includes a

replacement Rise OS 3.1 serial
device driver module.

Aside from enabling A-Link
to work correctly, this has the
side-effect of curing most of
the problems that have been
experienced up to now with
higher speed comms on the
serial port with Rise OS 3.1.

Presumably Acorn will be
making this module available
to all users. The current inabil
ity of the serial port on older
machines upgraded to RISC
OS 3.1 to satisfactorily support
speeds above 9,600 is particu
larly irksome with V32bis and
higher-speed modems becom
ing popular and affordable.

A NUMBER of readers have

enquired about the '£99 Hayes
pocket modem' mentioned in
the Chatter review, (Acorn
User March 1993).

There are modems available

in the UK at this price level,
but BABT approval cannot be
expected and actual use of any
modem that is not approved by
the BABT is illegal. However,
the modem that we referred to

was a ViVa 2400 Pocket. This
is a battery powered product
that can be purchased in the
US for $89, considerably less
than £99!

In the UK the DynaLink
9624AP pocket modem is cur
rently being advertised by
ShiBro, who can be contacted
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on 071-224 8320. for £99.95

inc VAT and delivery, and is a
V22/V22bis data - but no

compression - and 9,600 fax
modem. The Dynalink
9624VQP model additionally
features V2I. V23, V42 and
V42bis for £149.95.

These modems will work

well with David Pilling's
ArcFax program using his sup
plied EXAR driver. However,
we must stress that, although
it's perfectly legal to buy
modems without the BABT

seal of approval, it is illegal to
actually use them in the UK on
PSTN circuits.

For a modem round-up,
including two pocket-sized
models, see page 56

NEWS IN BRIEF

• Anew systemcalled Raytech
BBS is now online, dedicated to
computergraphic raytracing and
rendering, and run bySysOp Paul
Smith. The Scotland-based board

supportsmostof the popularPC
raytracers (POVRay, Vidid, Ray-
Shade and so on) and has been
appointed UK Hostfor the Pro
fessional CAD and graphics
network.

Echomail areas are updated
daily fromthe US on allgraphics-
relatedsubjects including Auto
CAD, Rayracing, Fractals, Anima
tion and manyothers. Raytech
BBS is on (0862)88340at all
speeds to 14.4V32bis/V42bis
8N1.

• Until now, Acorn A4 portable
users have been denied the use

fulAction keyshortcutsoffered
byArcterm7, the popularcomms
software. The latest 1.44 version

allows the use of an alternative

left-hand CTRL-SHIFT key
combination to access terminal

functions, as well as implement
ingthe new block driverserial
interface standard.

This allows neater Econet

modem server support and opens
the way to linkingArcterm into
other applications as a terminal
emulator. Arcterm7 costs £68

+VAT. For more details, contact

The Serial Port on (0749) 670058.

• Connections BBS, a Viewdata
system running on a BBC Master,
is now back online with a new

SysOp and a new phone number.
The BBS is now run by Steve
Beattie on 081-423 2878 for 24

hours using the ring-back system.
Callthe number and let it ring a
coupleof timesthen hang up.
Call again immediately and the
BBSwill answer this time.

Connections, which was

started by Steve Pursey - now
SysOp of Arctic BBS running on
an Archimedes - will continue to

support the BBC family, and
expand the originalfilebase.

• YOU can contact me with any
news or information you'd liketo
be included on the Comms Page
bywriting to: David Dade, BBC
Acorn User, 101 Bayham Street,
LondonNW1 0AG or by modem
on Arcade BBS, User #2 - 081 654

2212 or 081 655 4412
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SYSTEM
The only platform Independant expansion system

for all Acorn 32 Bit Micros<e*ceP„heA4>

ortnnnc€ (juctlitv Rehahilitv Pert
Computers

A3000

MicroPodules

Vision Colour

HiVision

SCSI (inc CDFS)
Laser Express**
Serial (2 ports)*
Colour Video Ouf

MIDI**

Ethernet*
Analogue*

Jity

A3010

A3020

A4000
A305

A310

A400

A440

R140

R260

A540

A5000

Ultimate

lultiPodule

r\

nil

•Being lanched Q2 and Q3 1993
"On target for launch in April 1993

The Ultimate System fits entirely within the
computer whilst allowing internal hard drive

expansion

Mono Vision, the ONLY real time 254x720
mono digitiser under £50

Colour Vision, the ONLY real time 254x720
colour digitiser under £80

HiVision, the ONLY real time 508x720 colour
digitiser under £130

K

A3010 £35.00 inc VAT

1Mb RAM Upgrade

A3010 £149.00 inc VAT

4Mb RAM Upgrade w ise
A3020 £59.00 exc VAT

2Mb RAM Upgrade

A4000 £59.00 exc VAT

2Mb RAM Upgradeadd-ons ]

. i

A3000

Hard Disc Drives

100Mb External £479.00

200Mb External £699.00

HardCardlOO £429.00

20Mb IDE Internal

with User Port £179.00

60Mb IDE Internal

with User Port £269.00

Memory Upgrades
1Mb RAM £39.00

4Mb RAM £129.00

Expansion
Econet £39.00

Serial Upgrade £17.50

User/Analogue Podule £39.00

Podule Case £15.00

Video Digitisers
Mono Vision Internal £49.00

Colour Vision Internal £79.00

Colour HiVision Internal £129.00

Mono Vision External £62.00

Colour Vision External £92.00

Colour HiVision External £142.00

Ultimate Expansion Systerr
MultiPodule (3 slot) £38.00

A5000/400/300

Hard Disc Drives

100Mb Internal SCSI £399.00

200Mb Internal SCSI £649.00

20Mb Internal IDE £179.00

60Mb Internal IDE £269.00

Memory Upgrades
1Mb RAM for A400 £45.00

2Mb RAM for A5000 £77.00

Expansion
Econet £39.00

Video Dgitisers
Mono Vision £49.00

Colour Vision £79.00

Colour HiVision £129.00

Ultimate Expansion Systerr
MultiPodule (2 slot) £39.00

A3010

Hard Drives

20Mb IDE £186.38

60Mb IDE £271.49

Memory Upgrade
1Mb RAM £29.79

4Mb RAM £126.81

Ultimate Expansion System
Multipodule (IDE + 2 slot) £41.70
Multipodule+20Mb+PSU £220.43

PSU+Fan+Buffer Kit £30.00

20Mb for Multipodule £169.36

A3020/4000

Memory Upgrade
2Mb RAM £59.00

Expansion
Econet £39.00

Multipodule
with User Port (3 slot) £38.00

PSU+Fan+Buffer Kit £30.00

Micropodules for Ultimate
Laser Express £249.00

Colour Vision £79.00

Colour HiVision £129.00

SCSI, with CDFS £69.00

Analogue £29.00

Colour Video Out £49.00

Serial £49.00

MIDI £49.00

k Ethernet TBA

* HCCS products available from
all good Dealers

This is a small selection of our
product range, please ask for full

details

HCCS ASSOCIATES LIMITED,
575-583 DURHAM ROAD

GATESHEAD,

TYNE AND WEAR. NE9 5JJ.

Tel: (091) 4870760
Fax:(091)4910431

All prices excluding VAT. E&OE.
Carriage FREE for UK Mainland Only



MICRO-TRADER'
BUSINESS SYSTEM

'Micro-Trader' consists of a powerful range of computer
programs lo meet the many needs of the small lo medium sized
business.

'Micro-Trader' provides professional integrated accounts thai,
have been designed by a businessman to meet the needs of the
businessman.

'Micro-Trader' has been specially developed for multi-tasking
operation under RISC-OS on the A3000. A5000 and'
Archimedes computers.

'MICRO-TRADER' FEATURES

* Integrated SALES. PURCHASE and NOMINAL LEDGERS
* The system can grow with the needs of the business
-;* Quick entry of information and easy error correction

* Fully Integrated System avoids repetitive entries

* Prints Invoice, Crd Note, Statement. Remit, advice

* Prints P & L ACCOUNT and BALANCE SHEET

* User can define own layouts of all printed documents

-fs Reports can be sent to the screen, disc, printer or even !Edit
* Automatic date entry - comprehensive Batch Number system
* Unique 'CASHUP' facility for Retail businesses

* Double Entry accounts with Audit Trail and Trial Balance
t< Integrated Stock Control records stock holdings & values

COMimWOON PAYROLL MODULE

The system manual is
excellent ... it is both

comprehensive and easy to
follow" - Acorn User

June'92

"The forms are masterpieces
of good layout and the
handbook is comprehensive
and well written" - MU

Mayx92

Micro Trader has been examined by a C&E VAT inspector.
He has passedMT as beingsuitable for VAT accounting requirements.

Micro Trader complies with the new VAT
requirements including the new VAT return &

EC Sales Listing (ESL)

"The Micro Trader System
is so flexible and easy to
use ... who says accounts
can't be fun? .. I have really
enjoyed using the system on
the Archimedes" - a

Yorkshire commercial user

"The package was
obviously designed by
someone with experience at
the sharp end of book
keeping and accounts" -
Acorn User June'92

The market leader in Accounts on Acorn Computers - 'Fried
& Tested with 8 years experience. Clear layout - Simple to

use - No gimmicks.

"It is powerful, flexible and
certainly a pleasure to use" -
Acorn User June'92

"The Micro Trader System
is so flexible and easy to
use ... who says accounts
can't be fun? .. I have really
enjoyed using the system on
the Archimedes" - a

Yorkshire commercial user

"Micro Trader offered me

all the facilities I required
with easily understandable
commands at a very
reasonable price, especially
compared with other PC
packages ... I am very
pleased to say not only is
the system excellent but the
help and prompt after sales
service has been first class"

- A Berkshire user

The 'Micro-Trader' Business System is easy to
use and offers a complete powerful and flexible

business system for only £79.95+vat per module -
System price £279+v.\ i - demo disc available.

Please call for information on complete business solutions
from only £995 cxc.

Pocketbook 212

A3010 Family f 424
A3010Lcurvet* 680
A3020 2mb FD t* 749
A3020 2mb 60hd f 899
A4000 2mb 80hd t* 949

Upgraded & tested to 2/4* mb
* OR FREE on site service

\ SOFTWARE GAMES
Elite Gold 29.95

^ Lemmings 18.95

More Lemmings 15.95

* Swiv 18.95

. Gods 18.95

James Pond 18.95

^ Lotus Turbo 2 18.95

Chuck Rock 18.95

\ Populous 21.95

Manchester United 18.95

\ Omar Sharif Bridge 21.95

Enter The Realm 18.95

* Cataclysm 18.95

Break 147 24.95

* Pandora's Box 18.95

^ Saloon Cars deluxe 24.95

Chocks Away Comp 29.95

\ Galactic Dan 18.95

Chopper Force 20.95

\ Black Angel 24.95

Cyber Chess 36.95

\ 10 out of 10 English 18.95

10 out of 10 maths 18.95

^ Mr Doo 18.95

Guile 22.95

* Gribbly's Day Out 18.95

1 SOFTWARE - GENERAL
\ Artworks 149.00

Impression 123.00

\ Impression Junior 67.95

Pipedream 4 119.00

\ Wordz 89.00

EasiWriter 2 125.00

^ Revelation 2 99.99

PinPoint Junior 24.95

* Magpie 49.00

. Notate 49.00

PenDown 48.00

\ PenDown Plus 75.00

Eureka 99.00

\ Image Outliner 71.00

Image Animator 66.95

\ Imagery 74.95

Compression 36.95

* Colour Printer Driver 18.80

FOR

CALL 0276 472046

A4000 HomeOffice f * 999

A5000 2mb 80HD t* 1399
A5000 Lcurve f* 1445
A5000 4mb120HDt 1599
A4 2mbFD 1399

A4 4mbHD60tt 1699

tt SPECIAL- FREE TML A4

UPGRADES

General

RISC OS 3 41.70

" A5000 16.17

" upgrade kit 25.53

JP150 inc cable 225.00

Citizen Swift 240C 247.00

HP 550c 459.00
printers supplied with cable & driver

CD ROM pekg 649.00

SCSI interface 99.00

Video Digitiser 49.00

Joysticks from 6.95
A3010

Monitor Plinth (&3020) 24.95
2mb RAM upgrade 39.00

A300/400

ARM 3 175.00

S.P.A.C.E. kit 32.95

The Missing Link 79.00

TML pair 140.00

TML A4 »Arc 175.00

A3000 UPGRADES

2 mb RAM 39.00

4 mb RAM 99.00

Monitor Plinth 24.95

System Housing 69.50
Podule Case 14.95

Podule Expansion 54.95
Disc buffer 49.95

1770 DFS/reader 19.95

Serial upgrade 19.00
Dust Cover 7.99

HARD DISC UPGRADES

With SCSI Interface

the preferred Interface!

Internal External

40 mb 299 384

80 mb 339 424

100 mb 379 449

120 mb 399 459

Price includes drive, i/face cw CD
ROM support, scsi utils & cable

Please call for further advice on any products

Prices exclude VAT but include UK delivery. E & O E
VISA

PRES Ltd. PO Box 319 Lightwater Surrey GUI8 5PW
Tel. 0276 472046 Fax 0276 451427



EDUCATION

NEW PHASES FOR NW SEMERC
NORTHWEST Semerc has
launched Optima for the
Archimedes. It's a hypermedia
database allowing users to link
words, pictures and sounds to
create multimedia pages.

Sticking to the policy of
making software easy to use
for special needs children,
many of the commands are
couched in terms such as

'bigger', 'taller, and 'thinner'.
Optima is priced at £18.

Also launched recently is an
upgrade to the original Phases
word processing package.
Phases 3. The new product
incorporates the old functions
with new ones such as block

ing and moving, exporting of
text and close procedures.
Phases 3 is fully compatible
with Full Phases. It is priced
at £18, and older versions of
Phases can be upgraded by
applying to Northwest Semerc.

In conjunction with Cumana
and Acorn, Northwest Semerc
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The Farm
The farmer set off in his tractor

across the fields. He was

looking for a sheep that had go
lost.

He had found all the

other animals after the

storm. But one sheep
had not come back.

The children were helping too.
James had searched all the land

bround the farmhouse and Chris had fed the other
animals. They were all worried because it was the

rrfcnar
Phases 3 adds new features to a traditional favourite

V

has also launched a complete
special needs solution
machine. Based around an

A4000, it contains a pre-fitted
Cumana expandable multi-use
interface/user port and a selec
tion of software from many
educational suppliers.

At £899, it looks an interesting
buy for many primary, as well
as special needs, schools. The
addition of the interface allows

easy use of switches, overlay
keyboards and other devices.
Northwest Semerc can be con

tacted on 061-627 4469.

LOGOTRON'S NEW LOGO ADMIRING
THE VIEW
CLARE'S new application for
the geography curriculum is a
piece of software, based on
standard Ordnance Survey
map features, that allows the
user to draw a map in two
dimensions, choose a spot on
their map and view the land
scape from there in 3D; it is
possible to draw in contour
lines, forests, rivers and
bridges and stand at the lop of
the hill and admire the view.

The two pieces of software
making up the package can be
used together, but anything
apart from very small maps
requires more than 2Mb of
memory to switch from 2D
into 3D. Care must be taken

when designing maps; rivers
can run uphill.

The full price for Topogra
pher is £79.95, and a demo
disc is available on request.
This package is one of many
launched recently by Clares
(including three music titles
and an upgrade to ProArtisan).
For more details, contact

Clares on (0606) 48511.

LONGMAN Logotron has
launched FirstLOGO, a Rise

Os compliant, multitasking
application for beginners in
Logo, the graphics-oriented
computer language.

FirstLOGO prints in colour
from any suitable printer,
using a standard printer driver
and the ability to save the
graphics created as Draw files
makes this version an interest

ing development. Children are
able to drag the turtle around
the screen and FirstLOGO

rrr (linlTflirJTT
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writes the resultant commands.

The inclusion of a ruler and

protractor tools allowing the
measurement of distances and

angles is a useful inclusion.
The addition of a new multi

lingual capability makes the
price of £24 for a single user
copy and £72 for a primary
licence worth an initial investi

gation. Logotron is offering a
30-day trial period; if you are
not happy, the company refund
your money. Longman Logo
tron is on (0223) 425558.

Longman's FirstLOGO makes it easy to get around town

• St Johns Infant School in

Hampshire marked the installa
tion of a cross-site Econet

network recentlywith a grand
opening ceremony. The school-
wide Econet network must be

one of the first to be installed in

an infant school.

The system uses a menu
system {Waiterfrom Digital Ser
vices)with childrenchoosing the
software they wish to use. Each
classroom contains a computer
and each class has its own saving
area on the server. Speed is
rarelya problem sincethe
demands made of the network

are less than those of a largesec
ondary school. Further informa
tion can be gained from Steve
Holroyd at the Hampshire ITCen
tre on (0705)378266.

• Icon Technology has now com
pleted the addition of a sound
module to its primary word pro
cessor, Startwrite. This feature

means that by using software
such as Speech from Superior
Software, it is possibleto get
typed text spoken back. We will
be reviewing this in greater
detail next month.

• The series of popular games
from Triple-R: 10/10Maths, Eng
lish and EarlyEssentialsnow run
under Rise OS 3.10 and the com

pany is also working on further
titles in modern languages, sci
ence and algebra. All titles are
offered on a free 14-daytrial. For
further information, call (0724)
780370.

• If you are a registered user of
Logotron's mathematics package.
Numerator, then ring for your
free set of Numerator workcards.

This set of work cards has been

created for use with the soft

ware, which models arithmetical

functions and creates 'machines'

that add, multiply and perform
other functions as desired.

Eachactivity sheet is directly
linked to National Curriculum

attainment targets. The book was
created by BrianDye of Hewett
School in Norwich. Archimedes

Numerator costs £39.00 and is

fully Risc-Os compliant. Logotron
is on (0223) 425558.

Clare Johnson is the adviser for

Bexley Acorn Education Centre
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EDUCATION WAS NEVER
Noddy's Playtime is a graded creativity

and entertainment package for home

computers based on solid educational
principles for 3-7 year olds.

Drive with Noddy in his car and

explore the magic of Toytown, visiting
the 8 special learning locations.

• Railway Station - memory game

• N&B Works - observation game

• Chimney House - musical fun

• Noahs Ark-jigsaw puzzle

• Farm Yard - animal matching

• Market Place - letter recognition

• Post Office - counting

• Police Station - maze game

Also included is a junior Art Package

which develops your childs creative

ability.

• Picture Colouring.

• Electronic'fuzzy felts'.

• Freehand drawing with pens and

spraycans.

• 50 pre defined fill patterns.

• One finger on, one finger off mouse

control for tiny hands.

Noddy's Playtime features user

friendly icons so that even the

youngest family member can learn and

have fun.

There is a choice of 3 carefully defined

learning levels designed in

consultation with teachers. Noddy's

Playtime also includes FREE: Toytown

map, keyboard overlay and wobbler.

A comprehensive manual and parent

teacher guide will enable you to bring

your childs imagination to life.

RISC OS 2 + 3 compatible



FONT RECOGNITION

JUDGING CHARACTER
Typing is dead, long live optical character recognition, says Mark Moxon

Optical character recogni
tion (OCR) software is
proving to be a most
lucrative business: one

major OCR software publisher
estimated that revenues from

OCR hardware and software in

the PC world would top $100
million this year.

It's not hard to see why;
OCR can take paper docu
ments and convert them into

computer text which, of
course, offers more conveni
ence than any paper-based
filing system.

The typical scenario where
OCR becomes a godsend is
when a filing cabinet stuffed
full of paper documents needs
to be put on to computer; typ
ing the text in by hand is one
option, but OCR is both
quicker and cheaper than hir
ing a typist. All you need in
order to set up your own OCR
system is a hand-held mono
scanner and suitable software.

NEW PACKAGE
OCR packages have been
available for PCs for some

time but, until recently, OCR
packages for the Archimedes
were thin on the ground.
Irlam's EluciData, released
nearly two years ago, was the
first stab at this market, but it

failed to live up to people's
expectations.

However, all that is about to
change. There are now three
contenders on the OCR scene:

Rise Developments is set to
release its package within the
next few months. Meanwhile.

Irlam is updating EluciData
and a brand new company are
about to release Optical.

OCR, the working title for
Rise Developments' product,
is now very near completion,
and we tested out a pre-release
version.

INTO ACTION
Working with OCR is simpli
city itself. To process a page,
scan it in and drop the result
ing sprite on to OCR's icon.

The sprite pops up in a win
dow: from here you can zoom
in on the scan, rotate it or
invert it as you wish. The next
step is to create a zone on the
page, by marking a rectangular
area of the sprite to be
processed.

By using zones in this way,
OCR allows you to control
how the page will be deci
phered, thus avoiding potential
problems such as multiple
columns of text and pictures
within the text. The zone can

be resized in exactly the same
way as frames in DTP pack
ages, with eight ears arranged
round the edges.

Now for the clever stuff.

Start the OCR process, and a
window pops up in which the
text appears. The scanning

process is multitasking, and it
doesn't make the machine too

slow to use. When finished,
the text can be saved as a

standard text file and that's all

there is to it.

IN PRACTICE
To test OCR. I scanned in the

first two pages of Acorn
User's review of the A5000

from December 1991, using
Rise Developments' own
Scavenger hand-held scanner
set to 400dpi.

The results were good: out
of 6,233 characters scanned,
there were only 84 errors, giv
ing a character accuracy rating
of 98.7 percent. A quick way
of assessing and comparing
accuracy ratings is to take 90
from the percentage to give a

new rating. Thus OCR scores a
respectable 8.7 points.

The speed of conversion is
also impressive; the average
rate of conversion for the

Acorn User example was
around 1,200 characters per
minute on an Arm3 machine,
which equates to around 220
words per minute. A decent
typing speed is considered to
be around 40 words pet-
mi nute, so the OCR software
wins hands down.

Rise Developments claims
that speeds of up to 540 words
per minute can be achieved,
but this assumes a very clear
scan at a lower resolution of

200dpi, and the accuracy does
drop off to nearer 95 percent.

On average, Rise Develop
ments aims for 30 words per
minute, including scanning,
adjusting the contrast, per
forming the OCR and then
editing the text file for
mistakes.

OCR software is, by its very
nature, complicated. There are
many methods for recognising
characters from scans, but the

latest buzz word in OCR tech

nology is 'omnifont'. This
approach works in the same
way as the human brain: the
software remembers character

istics about letter shapes, and
when it sees a letter, it pulls it
apart to see if it can work out
the letter from its shape.

The advantage of omnifont
technology is that, in theory, it
can recognise almost any font.
Rise Developments' OCRdoes
not use omnifont technology -
only PC packages costing well
over £500 do - but it has a

pretty sophisticated algorithm,
enabling it to perform well
with a large range of fonts.

The package, when sold,
will be programmed to recogn
ise at least the following list of
fonts: Trinity, Garamond,
Paladin, Bookmark, New Cen

tury Schoolbook, Homerton.
Vogue and Corpus. However,
because of the way the soft
ware has been written, it
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FONT RECOGNITION
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POSSIBLE PROBLEMS

OCR is not a perfectscience: there is no package in existence which can
get everything right all the time. However, thereare some errors that
are quite common in OCR conversion, and they are interesting in that
they demonstrate the methods used.

Aproblem we had with the scanof December's issue was withthe
lowercase's': the printing was quite faint, and the top and bottomof
the character had disappeared in the scanning process.

Because of this, the match with the letter's' in the shortlist was not
good, so OCR tried splitting the's' into two parts. Thesetwo parts were
matchedto the characters! and i, as shown in the example text on the
right,with a better fit than the matchwith the letter s.Altogether 17of
the 348 lower case 's' characters in the piece came out as !i. However,
knowing this,a simple global replace was all that was neededto fixit.

Other errors on a similar tack were with lower case 'b's, which

sometimes came out as lower case 'L's and commas if the character in

the scanwas disjointed,and a few 'n's came out as 'r's and 'i's.
However, the number of errors was actuallyvery low, and most of the
above were easy to spot when editing the text file.

the A5BB8. Judging by the
buzz of excitement among
visitors (especially those who
were queueing to buy one) the
new machine is undoubtedly
the biggest leap forward for
Acorn hince the introduction of
the Archimedes in 1987,
The A58B8 represents a
departure from the original
Archimedeli design and
includes two major improve-

THE COMPETITION

Product: Optical
Supplier: NeurotronSoftware, Birch TreeHouse,The Street, Petham,
Canterbury, Kent CT4 5QU
Tel: (0227) 700516

Price: £59

Neurotron isa new software companywhose first release is the OCR
package Optical. The pre-releasecopywe looked at had a number of
features missing, but the projectedspecification looksvery impressive.

Inthe early versionthat we saw, the software performed reason
ably well. Neurotron says its character recognitionaccuracy will be
better than 90 percent, and reckons that the speed of conversion is
around the 240words per minute markon an Arm2. Althoughthis
sounds muchquickerthan OCR, these timingswere taken with only
one font definition built into the system,and adding more fonts will
slowthe system down to more realistic figures. However, you can
select which fonts are to be checked, so if you know that your scan is
in one font only,you can speed it up by only selectingthat font.

Optical also includes a characterdefinitioneditor whichallowsyou
to edit the font definitionsagainst whichscanned charactersare
matched.This part of the system is reallyvery neat, and should make
the package quite flexible if you need to convert an uncommon font.
Another useful feature is the ability to choose foreground and
background colours, so that colour scans can be converted.

There are a number of features that Neurotron hopes to add,
including an intelligent spellchecker and a multitasking option for the
conversion, but they hadn't been implemented in the pre-release
version. Optical looks to be a good application, though it's too early
yet to commenton its performance.
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Product: Elucidata

Supplier: Irlam Instruments, Brunei Institutefor Bioengineering, Brunei
University, Uxbridge, Middlesex UB8 3PH
Tel: (0895) 811401
Price: £159

EluciData has been around for nearlytwo years, and is now going
through a major upgrade, whichwill be sent free to all registered
owners. Early versionsof the package were not as effective as people
expected, but now it is more reliableand flexible.

EluciData comeswith an applicationcalledAlphaBite which provides
the font learningaspect of the package.Teachingthe software to
recognisea new font issimple,though a little laborious:to add a letter
to a font definition,simplydrag a box over a scan of the letter, and tell
AlphaBite whichAscii character it represents. Fontdefinition files can
be saved away, and reside in an applicationfolder called '.Alphabets,
which is read by EluciData.

The EluciData applicationforms the heart of the package, and
actually performs the OCR conversion.Performancewas quite
adequate on a clearscanof some monospaced text in Corpus, but the
packagehad immensedifficulty with the hand scanned page from
Acorn User. EluciData is mainly aimed at those with high quality
flatbed scanners, like those sold by Irlam, and as a result the package is
not reallysuited to budget OCR. Conversion was also quite a lot slower
than Rise Developments'offering, though in the released version it will
be faster. There are some nicefeatures, such as the handling of
possible errors in the scan and, at this stage, EluciData seems to be a
competent package. However, with the competitionsellingfor about
£60,it could prove to be rather overpriced.



OCR IN ACTION

iniqel

1The main disappointment in
the hardware is thai the video
display has not been improved.
In 1987. the Archimedes' dis
play modes were well ahead of
the competition, hut there has
been no real changesincethen,
except those due to the use of
luster mentor}' chips. The
machine does support a wide
range of new video modes -
some arc similar to those gen
erated by existing software
like Computer Concepts"
ExiraModes, others follow PC
VGA and SVGA standards.
The A5000 (or an A5-»> with

as die machine the A540

should have been - smaller.

neater, with higher capacity
drives and all the same speed
foi about half the cost

But it also has an added

bonus - it is the first machine

to include Acorn's new operat
ing system.Rise OS v

RISC OS 3

At first sight. Rise OS 3 looks
almost exactly like its prede
cessor. Rise OS 2. There are
subtle differences: a set of
good-looking, high-resolution
icons tor use with multisync

**:-*H®E»ldi

Aportionof the original scan,viewedusingPaint. This scanwas input
using a Rise Developments Scavenger handscanner,and you cansee that
the scan slopes from left to right: this caused no problemswith OCR,
though.
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The OCR software goes into action. The red box shows the zone to be
converted, and the text appears in the grey window as it is read. Notice
how the zone avoids includingthe vertical lines to the right of the
column.

departure (ran the original
firchinedeli design and
includes tuo najor inprost-
oeats: an Rrn3 processor and
the long-awaited Rise OS 3
operating systen. The 85888
is a three-Soi package, with a
keyboard, base unit and iwlti-
syic nonitor, and it effec
tively replaces the current
mt'i node!.
i:.'u:.i rsjiri
fron the outsider the oeu
nachine tools renirkablv PC-
liVe. uith the exception ol the
keyboard, which features the
sane angular design. In fad
thill Is prohibit the weakest
design feature of the r.eu
nacbine 'iir.ee dost and dirt
can rolled under the key
switches, preventing suite
keys Iron nil in? contact.
Ihe nam case is a plain rec
tangular desiga. without the
!rey angled noultJicj of Ihe
If 'leneli. Ihe 85*88 is wider

than rusting ftrciiinedrli. hut
less deep so it can fit i»re

R.
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The OCR output goes to Edit, for corrective editing. Eachcolumn was
convertedseparately and, as the processingwas multitasking,one
column could be corrected in Edit while the next was being processed.

FONT RECOGNITION

should be able to recognise
fonts similar in general design
to the above.

One important point is that
the package (at the moment)
has not been taught bold or
italic styles, though future ver
sions should be able to recogn
ise these effects automatically.
The problem is that as more
fonts are added to the OCR

database, the system slows
down, so a reasonable range of
fonts were included.

BEHIND THE SCENES
When a zone is put through the
OCR mill, the software tries to
find gaps between lines by
drawing imaginary lines across
the image: if a line can be
drawn without going through
black, then there is a gap
between lines.

Of course, with hand scan
ners the image might be
slightly off level, so the lines
don't have to be horizontal, or

even straight, as long as a feas
ible line can be drawn. If lines

cannot be drawn through a
zone, then that zone is classed
as graphics, and is ignored.
For example, in our test scan,
(see the examples on the right)
the zones had to avoid the ver

tical lines in Ihe original
article, otherwise the whole
text area would be ignored.

Once the software has

decided where the gaps
between lines are, it takes each
line in turn and processes it. A
similar approach to that for
line detection is used to work

out the positions of the
individual characters in the

line: the line is traversed, and
details of the spread of white
space in the line are built up,
from which the gaps between
words can be calculated, as
well as the positions and sizes
of individual characters.

Each block of the scan

which OCR thinks is a charac

ter is then taken and compared
to the font definitions which

the package knows about;
these definitions are stored as

sets of statistics, and the soft

ware can decide very quickly
whether a match is any good.

When OCR has checked

through all the font definitions
for a match, it builds up a
shortlist of the characters

which it thinks are the best

guesses. If the statistics show
that these guesses are not very
close, the block is split into

two pieces vertically, and each
block is matched; this method
is especially applicable to liga
tures such as 'fi\ where the

characters can physically join
up on the page. If the match
for the two blocks is better

than the match for one block,
then the two matches arc used,
otherwise it's back to the

shortlist for the best match

from there.

The choice from the shortlist

is also influenced by the con
text analysis stage, which
makes sure that numbers don't

appear in words, to prevent
lower case Ts being inter
preted as ' I \s in the middle of
words, for example. Finally,
the characters are displayed in
the output window a line at a
time.

EARLY DAYS
It's too early to compare the
three packages on equal terms,
as they are all at different
stages of development.
However, at this stage, the
Rise Developments package
looks the most promising.

Rise Developments hopes to
price the package at around
£50 to £60 which is literally a
tenth of the price of a decent
PC package. Admittedly the
PC packages have better tech
nology and have whole com
panies dedicated to their
packages, but the results from
Rise Developments' package
are probably good enough for
most users.

Possible enhancements to

the package include an appli
cation to teach OCR new fonts,
multiple text zones, an intelli
gent 0C/\-specific spelling
checker, retention of style
information, multi-column

capabilities, automatic detec
tion of ligatures and a built-in
editor, although the first ver
sion to be released will be

broadly as described above.
If the package sells well,

then Rise Developments may
consider all sorts of extras: it

already has a fast and reliable
OCR interpreter, and that's the
hardest part to get right.

PRODUCT DETAILS

Product: OCR Software

Supplier: Rise Developments, 117
Hatfield Road, St. Albans, Herts
AL1 4JS

Tel: (0727) 840303

Price: £50-60
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The defacto standard multimedia
authoring system for the Archimedes

Genesis Plus
The Genesis family of multimedia authoring systems is the
most widely used on the Archimedes, and now produces
applications which can also run, without change, under
Windows™.

oflinked pages ofinformation ina wide variety of
formats. Pictures, sounds, animations and text can be
added simply by dragging files into frames onyour page -
just like using a DTP package. Text can also be typed
directly into frames and formatted to suit.

The power ofGenesis lies in the fact that eveiy frame can

organised and cross-referenced veiy easily. Simply

anther infonnation about theobject indie frame, or might
play a sound sample relating to the subject in the frame.

Genesis Plus uses powerful compression algorithms so

even on1Mb single floppy disc machines, but has
sufficient power to manage even the largest ofCDROM
based databases.

Supports:

• Acorn Replay
• Ace Films

• Euclid 3D Files

• Sound Samples
J Maestro Files

• CDROM

• Laservision

• Video Digitisers
J Genlock

• DrawFiles

• Sprites
• Text

• CSV Files

• Template Files

File compatible with
Genesis for Windows
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Now does even more...

and costs even less!

Only c£25
@feu
SOLUTIONS

+£-1.50 p&p +VAT

OakSolutions Ltd Suite 25 Robin Enterprise Centre
Leeds Road Idle West Riding ofYorkshire BD109TE

Tel: 0274 620423 Fax: 0274 620419



Sheridan Williams' BBC

micro database manager,
Masterfile, now fast
approaching a decade old.

has now been rewritten and

released in a new Rise OS ver

sion by Rise Developments.
The early signs for Master-

file are encouraging, although
the package artwork is clearly
reminiscent of the Macintosh

database, Filemaker. The soft
ware arrives on a single floppy
disc, accompanied by a second
disc of example databases and
a quick reference card. The
manual is commendably slim
at 100 pages, and clearly writ
ten. Masterfile installs without
any fuss; Rise Developments
has clearly learned from the
adverse reaction to early pro
tected versions of Ovation.

However, any favourable
impressions are quickly
destroyed by the process used
to define a database structure.

Masterfile 3 uses a similar
'descriptor' concept to its
eight-bit antecedents. This has
a distinctly old-fashioned feel.
It uses a spreadsheet-like dis
play, with each row of entries
defining a field in the data
base. Into the columns, you fill
the field name, type, width,
any range checks and options.

But to do this, there's no

help, not even a menu of poss
ible field types or options. You
can quickly define the fields
you want from the six types
available (fixed-length text,
integer, real, date, calculation
and picture).

Calculation fields can be

used to show the results of

calculations applied to other
fields, for example adding
VAT to prices, or automati
cally allocating a unique serial
number to each record in the

database; something that Digi
tal Services' Squirrel hacks.

Calculations can be entered

into the descriptor table using
Basic-like maths and string
functions, and the same syntax
can be used to define range
checks for normal fields; upper
and lower limits, or even short
lists of valid options such as
="Mr" OR ="Ms" OR ="Dr".

This is remarkably flexible and
easy to use. But there are a
couple of silly restrictions: for
example, field names are
limited to only ten characters -
fewer than the eight-bit Mas
terfile - and there are no
ready-made boolean (yes/no)

DATABASES

OLD MASTER
Graham Bell examines the latest avatar of Masterfile

lAft.$.HQrlfFrK

ftDFS::Grahan.$.Work.Hasterf i fe.!Equipnent

=st

i Type

2RPL

3 Serial

4 Bought

5 Cost

6 Supplier

7 Maintenanc

8 Dept

9 Desk

IB Hotes

11 OK

12 CPU

Width Range/Calculation

U 78

IH 5

TX 35

DT :19

1)2 18

TX 35

TX 35

TX 35

TX 35

TX 255

IH 1

IH 1

)1888 RHD <2888

A Masterfiledatabase isset up usinga descriptor table

fields, though you could use a
single character text field with
a range of ="Y" OR ="N".
There is no support for
arbitrarily long text file fields,
nor for the storage of files
other than sprites or drawings.

In Squirrel or Datapower,
the process of defining the
database structure is integrated
with designing the primary
card layout, and it is a very
slick graphical process. In
Masterfile the two remain
quite separate. Completing the
descriptor table and saving it
creates the database, stored as
a new directory, into which
Masterfile writes a blank data
file, a default card layout and
the descriptor itself. It also sets
up empty index, report and
subset folders.

The layout editor is basic:
you can move fields around,
change their displayed size,
add label text to the card and

so on. But there is no way to
use outline fonts, nor to

•I-1-n. v.hui r\
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Equipment [No subset!

C9 Type:JD2 Electronique External 488Mb hardjisc drive
RPL[8l589j~

csi
Bought: 28/88/1919

Serial:[TH635487

Costsl

Supplier:jSflHS
rlaintenanc:!

Dept:[Publishing Systens

Desk: Fileserver 184

Hotes:

• •> >h~.\

lira (5=?"i !.W/>
Grahan :8 flpps RfiH

Data entry cards can incorporate graphics
change the card colour. You
can change the colour of each
field, and liven up the presen
tation by including a drawing
or sprite on each card. A grid
can be switched on to help
position the various elements
on the card, but its size cannot
be varied.

£623 Last Checked:

Zf «>S G_i

CPU:[8] PRN:[|]FS:[Tj

ECO:[|]Node .[mOm]

DTP:[8]HP:[l]

rrr

fll

You can in fact design several
different card layouts, which
can potentially show different
fields: it is possible to hide
certain fields, so that, for
example, by using one card
layout you could type in
details of a company's regis
tered address on one card, but
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DATABASES

then show the trading address
on the normal card layout.

As well as redefining the
cards, you can also restructure
the whole database by going
right back to the descriptor and
changing that - perhaps re
ordering the fields so you can
enter them in a different order,

or adding a new field alto
gether. Masterfile warns you if
any data is about to be lost.
However, on one occasion this
left me with a field which

couldn't be edited, though it
held valid data.

You can import sets of data
by dragging in properly-for
matted CSV, TSV or text files.
This needs to be done care

fully, though, because there is
no way to control the mapping
between your database fields
and the fields of the imported
file: they need to match per
fectly. Also Masterfile doesn't
allow you to import text with
carriage returns in text fields.
Exporting data is similar: you
can choose a selection of fields

to export, and select either
CSV, TSV or text format.

DATA ENTRY
Browsing through the records
and entering data is done by
using any of the card layouts.
A tape-deck toolbox embed
ded (Ovation-slylc) in the
lower scroll bar, allows step
ping through the records, or
adding a new record. While
browsing, the Search and
Count function is particularly
flexible and simple to use.

A dialogue box gives you
the option to search on any or
all fields, and you can include
wildcard characters to find

fragments of text in the middle
of a field. Repeating the search
steps through to the next
example of the matching text.
(Squirrel requires the rather
more heavyweight Query rou
tine to do this.)

By default, the records are
held in order of their original
entry. As you step through,
you go to the next field added.
But you can set up indexes:
new orders for the cards. An

index can be specified at any
time, and is fairly quick. An
800-record database on a fast

hard disc was sorted on two

fields in under ten seconds.

Indexes can sort on up to
three fields, and you can give
them names and switch order

via a menu choice. Allied to
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Reporting issimple to useandadequate formostneeds

the indexes are subsets: brows

ing can step through only
those records that match a

specific set of criteria.
You can select by matching

data in a combination of fields,
but there are limits on using
AND and OR together - basi

cally it's one or the other. For
example, constructing a subset
Of films using ("Disney" OR 12
OR PG) AND < 100 mins isn't
possible. There isn't any
equivalent of Squirrel's
plumbing diagram, nor even of
the logical combination of cri

teria offered by eight-bit stal
wart Viewstore.

Reporting follows a similar
pattern to exporting field data.
You can choose, via a

dialogue, which fields from
each record to include in the

report, and add a simple title to
the top of the form.

Changing the report format
is limited to altering the order
in which the field data is

printed, and perhaps starting
each new record on a separate
sheet of paper. However, Mas-
terfde's indexes, subsets and
reports interact. If you print a
report, the current index is
used to order it; only records
in the current subset are used.

This makes for a relatively
flexible and easy to use system
that will be sufficient for most

needs. It falls down if you
need anything like sub-head
ings at various points in the
report, or automated sub-totall
ing or averaging of a number
field - things both Squirrel
and Datapower excel at. There
is one advantage though:
because the output is plain
text, it is far easier for Master-
file to export a report into a
page layout application.

END OF A SPECTRUM
Masterfile clearly lies at one
end of a spectrum of Archi
medes database managers,
aimed at rather casual users

whose needs for a database lie

in 'cataloguing the record col
lection' or something similar.

For any more ambitious use,
another choice - such as

Squirrel or Iota's Datapower -
would be more appropriate,
though more expensive. And
Masterfile doesn't even appro
ach the area S-Base is aimed

at: it's not networkable, not

relational, not programmable,
doesn't offer even multi-table

reporting, and some sections
are a little too 'eight-bit'. A
shade under £50 is probably
about right for what it offers,
but beware; as your needs
grow, you may need
something more sophisticated.

PRODUCT DETAILS

Product: Masterfile 3

Supplier: Rise Developments,
117 Hatfield Road, St Albans,

Herts AH 4JS

Tel: (0727) 840303
Price: £49+VAT
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Compatible with all Archimedes models and operating systems. 4Mbyte RAM minimum recommended.

RRP for Colour TurboDrivers and printer lead for BJC800 £99,00 +VAT (£116.32)
RRP for Canon BJC800 printer and drivers £1895.00 + VAT (£2226.62)

ACCESS & VISA WELCOME

d d e s d

I: 0442 6393

The first full colour printer drivers
available for the Archimedes.

The colour TurboDrivers in

conjunction with the BJC800 inkjet
printer are ideal for colour proofing
work or for anyone wantinga small
number of high quality colourprints.

Key features:

w 360 dpijnkjet

m A4 and A3 paper sizes

j^ Plain paper capability although for
best results Ganon ihkjetpaper is
highly recommended. Printer
supplied with 20 sheets of A4sample
inkjet paper.

> Four colour, cyan, magenta, yellow
and blackinkfor full spectrum colour
and high quality blacks.

• Individually replaceable ink
caitridges.

• The fist true 24-bit colour RISC OS

printer drivers. (AH existing printer
drivers based on Acorn code are
only8-bit or 256 colours maximum.)
The colour TurboDrivers can
produce millions of colour shades on
the BJC800 from programs such as
Impression, IDraw and Artworks.
Acorn sprites are currently limited
to 256 colours.

W> Disc spooling allows background
operation once the page has been
rendered. This means control is

returned as soon as possible and that
the computer is not occupied when
printing multiple copies.

^ FastText rendering for maximum
speed text printing.

^ Advanced under colour removal and
grey component replacement for
best qualitycolour reproduction.

^ Print times for A4 colour page
approx 4 minutes, 8 minutes for A3.

Computer Concepts Ltd

H P 2 6 E X
0 4 4 2 2 3 1
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mf Laser Designs i£o bsw 4uj
A5000 2M HD 80 Multiscan £1390-00
A5000 Learning Curve £1430-00
A5000 4M HD 120 Multi ... £1590-00

A540 £1990-00

A4 2M FD £1390-00

A4 4M HD 60 £1690-00

LaserDirect Hires 8 £1279-00

LaserDirect Hires 4 £ 899-00

FREEcopyof Artworks with 4M HD120 A5000

Scanlight Professional £ 529-00
with SCSI £ 699-00

ScanLight 256 £ 179-00
BJC800 colour, driver & lead £1499-00
BJlOex, driver & lead £ 249-00
FAXPACK £ 279-00

CC/Wild Vision Colour Card £ 249-00
ImpressionII £ 124-00
Impression Junior £ 79-00
Artworks £ 139-00

Professional DTP System

Acorn A5000 4Mb HD120, Multiscan. Impression II, Artworks, Scanlight 256 Scanner,
LascrDirect Hi-res 4, FAXPACK (Direct link to our bureau) £3495-00

Acorn*
Authorised Dealer

CD ROM package incl. SCSI card.
leads, speakers, Creepy Crawlies,
Grooves& Image Warehouse £649-00

(Otherpacks available)

DTP SPECIALISTS

We can supply complete DTP systems for home
or professional use. We offer advice on con
figuration and can then tailor a system to your
exact requirements. Full after-sales service
including imagesetting and printing of your
finished documents.

IMAGESETTING SERVICES

Your Impression II, Anworks, Sprite. DrawFilesetc. output to Bromide or Film up to
A3 size with crop marks. Resolutions of up to 2400 dpi available.

MONO & COLOUR LASER PRINTING UP TO A3

Send us your files via FAXPACK for prompt service !

All offers subject to availability. Callers by appointment only.
Prices and specificationsmay change withoutnotice - Catalogue available.

Carriage free, please add VAT @ 17% %
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your BBC, Master 128, A3000 or
Archimedes 300/400, for a new

/I4000, /t5000 on, A4
The table below shows examples of the balance you can expect to pay
whenpartexchanging yourold system, butpleasefonefirstto confirm

BBCB Master A3000 A440/1

Monitor Monitor

A4000HD80 System 849 799 549 299

A5000HD80 System 1249 1199 949 699

A4 4MHD60 System 1499 1449 1199 949

Learning Curve, Home Office and HD120 systems also available

Seettut"7fat*t SftifuHtMt
BBC

Master 128

A3000

A420/1

A440/1

A440

RML Window Box

Star LC24-200 s/h

£ 65.00

£195.00

£295.00

£495.00

£595.00

£495.00

£945.00

£100.00

SfietUni 0{fc-u
Laser Direct LBP4 £845.00

Cumana CD358 £ 89.00

StarLC24-10 £125.00

Multiscan Monitor £249.00

CUB3000 for A3010 £179.00

S—T

a;
Computers Ltd

51 Heath Drive

Chelmsford

Essex CM2 9HE

tel 0245 345263

fax 0245 345233

All prices plus VAT and carriage



ew products. The life
blood of the Acorn

world. Upgrades that
keep us in an ever-

improving spiral ...
Without a constant flow of

new ideas and improvements,
Acorn machines would have

disappeared a long time ago,
along with the Orics and
Dragons of this world. And at
the moment, in a sudden burst
of new growth, there are new
releases popping up all over
the place.

We did a quick poll of the
Acorn User office to find out

how some of the more recent
releases had been received and

what we are still waiting for.

RELEASE RATINGS
Mark Moxon, technical editor:
'Put a guitarist and a keyboard
player in the same room
together, and you can get into
big trouble: it's a bit like mix
ing PC users and Arc
enthusiasts. I'm a guitarist.
Well, I think I am; I'm not so
sure my neighbours agree.

'At home I have a Midi set

up on my computer, but
Inspiration, the sequencer
package I currently use, does
not cater for guitarists at all,
and besides, it doesn't like
Rise OS 3. So, you can
imagine how happy I was to
see Serenade: it copes with
guitar chords, and it works on
Rise OS 3. Now I've got no
excuse: next stop, the rock 'n'
roll lifestyle we all crave.
Move over, Eric'

Ian Burley, news editor: 'If
you use a Rise-based machine,
the chances are that - like me

- you are a speed merchant.
The problem is that, fast
though they may be, Arcs are
no longer way out in front;
even with an Arm3 upgrade.

'As I'm always on the look
out for an extra mip, Ground
Control's limited edition

35MHz Arm3 upgrade almost
exercised my credit card. But
in the nick of time I got wind
of Aleph One's planned
Arm600 processor upgrade.
According to Arm Ltd's tests,
the 20Mhz version of this

latest version of the Arm is

around 40 percent quicker than
a 25MHz Arm3. The 25MHz

version should be even faster.
'I'll have some of that,

please. And as if that wasn't
enough, Aleph One is also

N

NEW RELEASES

SPRING FEVER
The Acorn User office looks at the season's releases

promising that the upgrade
will feature a floating point
accelerator chip.'

Fin Fahey, production editor:
'I always find myself wishing
for things commonplace on
other platforms, like 99.7 per
cent bug-free software, that do
not seem to have penetrated
the Acorn world. Of course, I
am quite devoid of any brand
loyalty.

'The outside world has

started to peek its nose around
the door in the one area of 16-

bit games conversions, and
there are too many to list. Suf
fice it to say that I'd love to
see Legend, Civilisation or Sim
Earth on an Arc and they're
all on the cards: sometime.'

Pete Worrall, art adviser for
Saiuiwell AEC: T am looking
forward to Architech from

ExpLan UK, which offers a
revolutionary means of 3D

design. Digitised textures and
images can be mapped onto
the surface facets of simple or
complex plans, and printed out
for construction, with the
appropriate foldlines and flaps.
Design on the Arc with tang
ible, tactile results will soon
become an exciting reality.'

Karen Donaghay, editor:
'An editor's view is always a
slightly warped one, since any
major new product is good
news for Acorn User. On this

basis, the next Acorn launch is
probably the thing that I view
with the most anticipation.

'Although there are no hints
from Acorn itself, the next
machine is - as always - the
subject of much gossip. The
option for a built-in PC card?
The Arm 700? Perhaps even
the long-awaited 24-bit
graphics? Whatever Acorn has
up its sleeve for the next
launch, I'm certainly not the

only one who is looking for
ward to it.

'Meanwhile, recent releases

that have made my life more
efficient include Datapower,
which can follow an article

through its many guises: from
concept, to commission, to
feature list. Also, the latest
Fa.xpack is something our
office could not do without.

'But the upgrade which 1
await like no other is the ver

sion of Impression which will,
at long last, allow automatic
runarounds. Finally, present
me with a four-colour separa
tion package and I would be a
very happy editor.'

• These are just our views:
you probably have your own
ideas as to what constitutes an
earth-shattering release. Many
of the most recent products
will be at the Acorn User show

on 16 April: for more details
see our news pages.
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Technical Drawing for RISC OS

MorraCRD; RDFS: iHorraCRD• S.Drawings• BCilOrraCRD7$.Drawings!! Launched in 1990, WorraCAD was

the first CAD system for RISC OS.

After three years of continual

refinement, the application has

matured into a product essential

to anyone creating technical

drawings on the Archimedes.

<=| i I K>IFi
rj|c?| Drawing Irrlornation
X118.6891 V18.85943 L|9|B
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WoiraCAD is a 2D technical drawing application for the Archimedes desktop. It has been

designed to be a truly practical tool, ideally suited to dealing with the everyday problems

associated with precision 2D draughting.

WorraCAD is unique amongst CAD applications for RISC OS in that it uses a floating point,

rather than aninteger model torepresent its data internally. This avoids major problems

with respect to accuracy and maximum drawing area. Highly optimised code ensures

speedy performance in spile ofthe extra calculations required.

WorraCAD has seen many improvements over its lifetime, and most recently, has benefited

from the addition ofellipses and elliptic arc geometry, and acomplete revision ofthe user

interface which is now totally icon driven (although the earlier interface is retained as an

option for those who prefer it).

In spile of recent major improvements, WorraCAD's price remains ata very competitive

£99.00. Education price is £69.95, and asite licence costs £279.80 (excludes p&p and VAT).

U
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WorraCAD can output files ina wide variety offormats. Drawfiles
can betransferred toalmost all other Archimedes graphics
packages. DXF and HPGL files eater for industry- siandards.

Technical drawings require the use ofdifferent linestyles toshow
hidden detail, centre lines andsoon.WorraCAD provides a range
ofstyles tocover virtually all requirements.

The greatest strength ofWorraCAD is iis ability tocalculate tricky
geometric constnictions automatically. Tangents, normals, foci
andsooncan begenerated simply by clicking the mouse.

One ofthe most time consuming tasks atthe drawing Ixxird is that
ofhatching. With WorraCAD, you simply select the boundary and
any islands tobehatched, click, and the job's done.

WorraCAD allows virtually unlimited scope for ztxmiing in and
out. Because ofWorraCAD's unrivalled accuracy, even at
500 000 x magnification, the drawing still hangs together.

The grid system in WorraCAD can Ix1 set lodisplay in either
orthogonal or isometric modes. The vertical and horizontal
spacing can Ix inde|xndently adjusted.

Comprehensive dimensioning toBS308 isprovided. Dimensions
areassociative - ifthedrawing isstretched, thedimension adjusts
automatically. Precision and dimension style are easily controlled.

Plotter output is provided using theHPGL format, theindustry
standard plotter control language. Output can Ix; sent directly to
theplotter ortofile for plotting later, perhaps via a bureau.

Printer output goes via the standard ItISC OS printer drivers. A
preview mode isavailable, and a monochrome option isprovided
for output ofcoloured drawings tomonochrome printers.

Move up to WorraCAD and
draw your own conclusions

(0/0^
SOLUTIONS

Oak Solutions Ltd Suite 25 Robin Enterprise Centre
Leeds Road Idle West Riding ofYorkshire BD10 9TE

Tel: 0274 620423 Fax: 0274 620419

£99.00
Upgrades £30

'lease add £1.50 p&p and VA1



ADVENTURE
PLAYGROUNDS

Clare Johnson finds that computers can make the classroom into a fantasy zone

Picture a primary class
room becoming a tropical
rainforest, the undersea
world of a turtle or the

sett of a badger family.
Children and teachers can use

their imaginations to turn
ordinary places into magical
ones with a little imagination,
a lot of paint and junk modell
ing and a great deal of fun.

Computer adventure games
encourage exploration and
problem solving, and are sel
dom linked solely to one
curriculum area. Many have
some kind of theme which can

BADGER TRAILS

Sherston Software
Tel: (0666) 840433

£39.95

This is the latest adventure/

exploration pack from this
company, which has a long
tradition of producing excel
lent games of this type. The
pack comes with a video,
maps, a teacher's book - with
out the answers - and a short

story book to gel the children
started. There are two discs,
the second of which can be

copied to provide work discs
for pupils to save screens and
finishing positions on.

The exploration is designed
around the pupils taking on the
role of a badger, who has to be
guided back to its sett after
travelling too far afield. There
is a busy road to cross, streams
to negotiate and food and
water to find.

We had a lot of discussion
before starting, about what
senses a badger could rely on,
what it might eat, how far off
the ground it was and how fast
it might move. The children
enjoyed this discussion and we

then be used lo draw together
activities in all subject areas.

Using games of this type in
a classroom requires a lot of
planning and can take many
weeks to work through.
Although some computer time
might be spent actually play
ing the game, other software
such as word processors, DTP
packages and databases are
used alongside them. Explor
ing the variety of language,
maths, history, geography and
so on that arises can be time-

consuming but very rewarding
for both teacher and pupil.

There are certain things that
adventures need to have.

Children love the graphics,
and good art work can provoke
a lot of discussion and creative

productions of their own.
Clear language on each screen
and not too much reading
enables children of all abilities

to have a go. A variety of
levels of difficulty makes these
games more usable in a num
ber of year groups; software is
an expensive commodity for
many primary schools.

There are a large number of
these types of game available

Living out the badger's lifestyle is exciting for children

started collecting pictures and
books about badgers some
time before starting the game.

Movement around the map
is by compass directions - so
we did some maths on bear

ings and angles - and the map
is an aerial one so we also had
a look at other photographs
taken from the air to compare
the features.

Badger poetry also
abounded, as did lots of art

work and written work about

endangered species.
The game is fairly simple.

Most of the eight-year olds got
through it in only a couple of
hours, but discovered a great
deal while doing so. Can bad
gers swim? How often do they
get killed crossing roads? Do
they eat meat?

Some children were upset at
rabbits being eaten by badgers,
but this led us into an interest

on both the Rise OS machines

and the older BBC B and Mas
ter 128 machines. I have used

many of them and have sel
dom failed to find that children

enjoyed playing them, did not
want to be told the answers

even when the going got tough
and all of them changed the
classroom into a totally differ
ent place.

I've been in newsrooms, a
Roman villa, to a distant planet
and in teacher's cupboard. In
these places we all learnt the
subjects the timetable calls
maths, English, and science.

ing discussion about eating
meat and vegetarians. They
were also fascinated by the
fact that badgers will attack
other badgers when they
encroach on their territory.

The game does have a built-
in point system which the
children enjoyed, and screens
could be saved at almost any
point and printed out or put
into DTP pages for writing
about. The children never

needed any help with ihe soft
ware, but occasionally needed
help to find where they were
on the map. They were over
joyed to discover that the
badger could cross the road by
going under the bridge. But
only when it had had a drink
and three things to eat. . .

We all enjoyed this package,
and the children were all keen

to have another go. even a
third or fourth. The graphics
are extremely good, and the
use of the five senses through
out led us onto a science

project about our own senses
and disabilities. The adventure
only took a couple of weeks,
and we didn't gel anywhere
close to exploring all the direc
tions it could have led us in.
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G/\ IVIES

These four baby dragons have been left behind
to guard Clare. You will have to tame them. , ,u

GRANNY'S GARDEN

•IMation Software

Tel: (0271) 25353
£30

I did wonder why 4Mation had
decided lo rework an old

eight-bit game for its tenth
anniversary, but I was soon
playing the whole adventure
through - and I know all the
answers - with much enjoy
ment because the graphics are
superb.

It was worth playing just to
see one of the baby dragons in
its nappy, playing on a pogo
stick. This game has now been
converted to at least ten com

puters and never ceases to lose
its magic. The story is based
around a wicked witch and six

missing children. You have to
find them and you aren't
allowed to back out.

The game comes on four
discs and each section is

reached by finding a password
when you have solved the pre
ceding section. The adventure
takes children into a fairytale
land of witches, giants,
dragons who eat chips and

Granny'sGarden is an old favourite enjoyinga 32-bitrevival

LANDMARKS: PROJECT

EGYPT

Longman Logotron
Tel: (0223) 425558

£24 per topic (seven other
topies in the series)

The Landmarks series of soft

ware offer a different type of
exploration for children. In
each case children can 'talk' to

someone from a time in

history, whether Kenhirk-
hopeshef (Shef for short) from
Egypt 3000 years ago, a maid
in an Elizabethan house or a

cabin boy on board Christo
pher Colombus' ship on the
way to discovering the
Americas.

Each pack comes with one
disc, a teacher's book and a
pupils' book which contains
various worksheets either

directly relating to the soft
ware or suggesting activities
connected to it.

There are also a variety of
pictures alongside the
'conversation' screen and

these can be used in other soft

ware or printed out.
The conversation with Shef

starts with an exchange of
names. The words appear on
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oranges, and a magic forest.
The problems to be solved all
involve some form of logic
and children can encounter

hazards if they don't do things
in the correct order. They do
find it frustrating to go back lo
the beginning each time, but it
doesn't seem to stop them and
does wonders for their

memories.

It took the children about

four hours in total to complete

the game, but that was broken
up into short sessions over a
period of time. They needed
no help, and the discussions
that took place in the groups
led us on to story telling,
model making, work on
minibeasts and insects and a

variety of language activities.
The game is Rise OS com

pliant and we could therefore
save screens and use them in

other programs. The older ver

Egypt: Messages
Inside,
hat can you see?
stone ranp leads up the hill to the
ntrance to ny father's tonb. It is a
nail but fine building uith a little
yranid on top. R door leads into the
iillside,
ell ne about your father
cannot, ny father writing is not here.

linen did your lather die
lo, of course he's not dead! He don't
lait until we are dead to build our
o«bs - how would we nanage to nake .
hen if we were dead!? Everybody who
;an afford to builds hinself a tonb as
;oon as he's groun up. It is very
nportant to nake sure you have
poneuhere to live after you have died,
lo-one wants to wander the hills for
fternity.
io South
!an below the track to the Great Place,

™ ^yptj.Dctures
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Project Egypt: an enjoyable way of learningabout history

screen as if they were being
typed on a teletype printer.
This appears slow but does
make it easier to read large
amounts of text. There is

always a picture alongside the
conversation which changes as
you move around the location.

It is possible for the children
to talk in everyday language
but their are quite a few occa
sions when Shel" doesn't

understand and the question
has to be rephrased. The
system works on key phrases
such as 'describe ..." or

'where are you?' . These are
recorded on the function keys
to save typing, and the cursor
keys are used to move around
Shefs world.

There is a map of his village
and it shows the location of the
tombs, temples, houses and the
rubbish heap. You move
around the village with Shef
and discover things about how
an Egyptian boy would have
lived 3.000 years ago. We all
found it amusing to discover
that people built their tombs
long before they died. The

sion of this software had some

very annoying music; it's still
there but you can turn it off.

The animation sequences
are spectacular and can be
viewed through a remote con
trol panel that allows move
ment through the sequence one
frame at a time. It is also poss
ible to enter answers in

abbreviated form, though this
isn't always consistent. I chose
not to tell the children: it

encouraged them to spell
things correctly.

4Mation has produced a
resource pack to go with
Granny's Garden, containing
Draw files and photocopyable
sheets. The files are com

pressed, and the utility used is
provided on the disc.

It was worth using this new
version of Granny's Garden
for the graphics alone. I felt
that we were playing a com
pletely new game, and am sure
that a new generation of
children will gain great
pleasure from it. I would
recommend to schools even if

they already have the older
version. What will 4Mation do

with it when it is 20 years old?

passing of time is also simu
lated and is active for three full

days. We found it interesting
to discover things had taken
place while we were not using
the computer.

The activity book encour
ages pupils to use sources
other than the disc to find out

about the Egyptian civilisation
and we found that using this
sofware in conjunction with
others based on the same sub

ject (such as Sherston Soft
ware's Arcventure 2, The

Egyptians and 4Mation's
sMart file on Egyptians) gave
us a great deal of information
about a topic required for
study at Key Stage 2 (History
National Curriculum ) and was
fun as well.

The conversations could

occasionally get frustrating,
but the teacher's guide does
provide a list of keywords so,
with some guidance, the pupils
can learn a great deal.

The language is well aimed
at ten- and 11-year olds, and
the pupils' activities provided
some useful ideas for class

room work. I found Land
marks a very cost-effective
and enjoyable way of teaching
children about history.



Write?

tart

ICON TECHNOLOGV LTD

5 JARROM STREET • LEICESTER - LE2 7DH - TEL. 0533 546225

EasiWriter
Modern word processors let you do wonderful
things with text and graphics. Text can be
typed in a bewildering variety of fonts and
font sizes and displayed on screen exactly as
it appears on the printer.
This is all very well, and certainly enables you
to produce professional looking documents.
The trouble is that all you really want to do is
type words and not be bothered with fiddly
typographical details.
EasiWriter has been designed to let you do
just that. You just choose the sort of structure
you want - chapter, section, table etc. - then
type the words. What could be simpler?
Once you've experienced its capabilities
you won't settle for less. prjce £149

TechWriter
Do you ever write documents that contain
mathematical equations? Ifso, then you
probably type the words first and add the
equations later by hand. And no doubt you
often dream of the day when you will be able
to type the equations along with the words.
Well, now you can stop dreaming because
TechWriter has turned the dream into reality.
We have taken all the features of EasiWriter

and to these we have added a powerful
equation editor that automatically applies the
rules of mathematical typography on your
behalf. All you do is choose the functions and
type the symbols. TechWriter does the rest.
Use it to produce exam papers, worksheets
and technical reports with unrivalled ease. The
end results are comparable with the best
mathematical typesetters. price £199

StartWrite
Just for a second, imagine all the plus points
of EasiWriter simplified into a new entry-level
word processor.
Well, that is precisely what StartWrite is all
about. Even the price is scaled down.
There is nothing complex involved, yet
StartWrite still outperforms any comparable
word processor on the market. As an
indication of its potential, it's often impossible
to tell whether a document has been created

using StartWrite or EasiWriter.
Without doubt, the younger members of
your family will find StartWrite an education
in itself. What's more, StartWrite represents
the perfect stepping stone to EasiWriter and
TechWriter. Price £69

Prices exclude VAT. Call for education prices and site
licences. EasiWriter, TechWriter and StartWrite are ideal
for Archimedes and all A-series with 2MB RAM or more.
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EasiWriter—in a class of its own
EosiWriterIs a Innovative wordprocessingprogramfromIconTechnology

that Is both powerful and extreme'y easy to use.

6

Power at your fingertips

Modern word processors let you do
wonderful thtngtt with text and graphics.

Toxican be typed in a bewildering variety
ot fonts and font slros and displayed on the
screen exactly as ilappears on the printer.

This Is all vory well, and cortainly enables
you to produce professional looking

I documents.

Thetrouble13thatall you realtywantto do
is type words and not be bothered with
typographical considerations.

EnalWritorhas boon designed to unable
you 10do )ust that, By taking tho style sheet
Idofl ono Slago further and linking It to
document structure Ens.Wrltorgrootly
roduces the llmo and effort neoded to
*roduce high quality work.

Structures
Structures are things you are famBar w'Ji:

- Chapters
• Sections and sub-sections
• Lists and sub-lists

• Pictures

• Figures
• Tables

Just choose the structure you need and type:
EasiWriter takes care of the rest. Typing
tables, notoriouslydifficultusing traditional
word processors, Is simplicity itself.

Production of hog casings
(thousand metres)

1885

Fnim mariyl.
Abattoir manut

Synthetic

Jan-Mar Year Jan-Mar

"I would recommend EasiWriter as the best

RISC OS word processor."
Archimedes World
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"Lookedon as a complete package for
producing technical and academic documents
Tech Writer is nothing short of excellent."

Graham Bell, Acorn User
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All About the Phoenix
r

The phoenix is not a real bird but many stories
have been told about it. It is said to live for

97.000 years.

(li/UVl

Only one bird lived in the world at a time. There
could be no others. |o]

For a free brochure, complete and
return this coupon.

Name

Address
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SALE
Save Up to 70% on Font Packs

Many Fonts at Half Price
Demo Disk for only £3.00

Including a Font worth at least £7.50

Decorative Font Pack 2 (8 Fonts)
K decorative Font witfi an Krt Deco feel

(deal for both headings and body copy

fl great decorative Font for Superb Headings
in Tll/O ll/EiGHTS REGULF1R /7/7Z7/T/7Z/T

An cflegiarit engraved font Mscos 2 £25.00
A CAPITALS ONLY STENCIL FONT RiscOS 3 £40.00

GREAT FOR MAKING A MASSIVE IMPACT

Arnold

Clauch

RoadSide

SDFi

Seine
STAMP

XXIST

Decorative Font Pack 3 (6 Fonts)
CIEN A UNIQUE SHADOW FONT X<Oto\ tit
LIPA AN INTERESTING CAPITALS ONLY DISPLAY FACE

11%won A very liolil display face
SHERIFF A WILD WEST FONT IDEAL FOR POSTERS RiscOS 2 £25.00
Ida A uouj msie aciipfc \wi Ikol tiwfo VairuhMJtm bsscqc3 £40.00

©ur iiBTj popular Jlhtck |teffcr ffiont

Save 60%

All Eight

Decorative

Fonts for Only

Save 70%

All Six

Decorative

Fonts for Only

Individual Fonts Save 50%

Jlsia o4 di^mid sc/tipt (out muck feghte/t tdan momab sc/rtpt fonts

RiscOS2 RiscOS3

AidAn

Basia

GrifTo 1

King

OldSchBook

Rosemary

Swiss Inserat

utamaru

Veronica

An unciAL script Font with no upper* case chARACteRS

<Stt«udfil*mfytfiam f/M?9?(Me//ey QStf/./y'o ™J
jA vary individual Script ("Present Script1 M)

In Regular, Italic, Bold and Bold Italic (Bembo™)
In two weights. Regular and Bold (Windsor™)

In Regular, Italic, Bold and Bold Italic
In Regular, /ta/f'c, ExtraBoId and Extrabold Italic

A Font for headlines (Helvetica Inserat™)
AN ORIENTAL CAPS OMLV PONT FROM (cFF

In Regular, Italic, Bold and Bo/d Itei/tc (Sabon™)

£7.00

£5.25

£12.25

£8.75

£13.50

£8.75

£12.25

£13.50

£5.25

£5.25

£13.50

£10.00

£7.50

£17.50

£12.50

£20.00

£12.50

£17.50

£20.00

£7.50

£7.50

£20.00

EFF Demo Disk with a font worth at least £7.50
Plus samples of over 50 other great Outline Fonts

for only £3.00 including P&P and VAT
The above is only a tiny sample of the vast range of EFF Fonts, why not

contact us now to receive a copy of our price list and Type Overview

The Electronic Font Foundry

50/52 • Upper Village Road • Ascot • Berks • SL5 7AQ • Tel 0344 28698
Fax 0344 872923

EFF can supply
Fonts for the

following
languages

Afrikaans, Albanian,
Assamese, Bengali,
Bihiri, Braille,
Bulgarian,
Byelorussian,
Croation, Czech,
Danish, Devanagari,
Dutch, English,
Esperanto, Estonian,
Faroese, Finnish,
French, Gaelician,
German, Greek
(Ancient), Greek
(Modern),
Greenlandic, Gujarati,
Gurumukhi, Hebrew
(Ancient), Hebrew
(Modern), Hindi,
Hungarian, Icelandic,
Irish, Italian, Lappish,
Latvian, Lithuanian,
Macedonian, Maltese,
Marathi, Nepali,
Norwegian, Polish,
Portuguese, Punjabi,
Rumanian, Russian,
Sanskrit, Serbian,
Slovak, Slovene,
Spanish, Swedish,
Tamil, Turkish,
Ukranian, Vietnamese
and Welsh,

How to order

from EFF

All prices exclude
postage and

packing and VAT.
Add up the cost of

your order add P&P
and then add VAT

at 17.5%. P&P for

software is £2.50.

Either phone your
order in to us, or
send it by post.
Most orders are

dispatched within 1
working day.

Handling Charge on
official orders under

£30.00 requiring an
invoice £5.00.



The iCOBNUSER
Swing
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HALL D HARROGATE INTERNATIONAL CENTRE

15TH, 16TH & 17TH APRIL 1993,10 00 A.M. TO 6.00 PM.

Inspiring new
software for

students and
teachers, covering
all areas of

education

including; Maths,
English; foreign
languages and
talking word
processors.

Professionals,
will enjoy a
superb range of
accounting, word
processing and
graphics
software. Look

out for scores of
bargains and
special offers.

Play the day away
on a massive
range of
challenging ,
games for all
levels of skill. Try
out brand new

titles from 4th

Dimension,
Krisaiis and the

latest from CIS.

Plus surprises
from newcomers.

Celebrity visits, Treasure Trail Competition, free
show guide, special show offers, low
admission rates, free computing advice, school

poster competition, surprise attractions.

The Acorn User Spring Show goes to the heart of
Britain to bring Acorn expertise to a wider audience.
Harrogate, the garden city of the north, is ideally
located for easy access by road or rail.

Meet the BBC Acorn User team at our feature stand,
for friendly advice, back issues and the perfect
opportunity to take out your subscription!

Over 50 exhibitors offer the very latest in educational,
professional and leisure technology for the Acorn
user. Join the Treasure Trail for your chance to win a
bumper pack with prizes from the major exhibitors.

FRIDAY 16TH ONLY

Your chance to
challenge TV's
Gamesmaster Host

DOMINIK
DIAMOND
our special guest who
will help with comp
etitions, hand out
prizes and, of course,
sign autographs for
eager fans both
young and old.

Lowadmission prices: Adult£5.00 (£4.00); Under 16£2.50 (£2.00); Family (2adults &2 under 16)£13.00 (£10.00). Under 5's Free
admission.The prices in brackets are foradvance bookings. Ring0737 814713 foryour advance booking discount.



Watford Electronics Ltd
Established 1972

Mail Order &Showroom: Jessa House, Finway, off Dallow Road, Luton, LU1 1TR, England
Tel: 0582 48 77 77 Tlx: 8956095 WATFRD Fax: 0582 488 588

Showroom Only: Jessa House, 250 Lower High Street, Watford WD1 2AN, England
Tel: 0923 237774 Fax: 0923 233642

Shop Hours: 9am to 6pm (Mon.-Sat.) Thursday 9am to 8pm. FREE customer car park.
All prices exclusive of VAT; subject to change without notice & available on request.

The sign of
Quality

rchimedes micro

System Basic Colour Multiscan
A3010-1 Mb Family £424 £625 £769
A3010-2MbL/C - £680

A3020-2MbFD - £749 £799

A3020-2Mb HD60 - £899 £949

A4000-2Mb HD80 - £949 £999

A4000-Home Office - £999 £1049

A5000NoHD £689

A5000-2Mb HD80 - £- £1399

A5000-L/C 2Mb HD80 - - £1445

A5000-4MbHD120 - - £1599

A5000-2MbES - - £1299

A5000-2MbNS - - £1399

Pocket Book £212

Pocket Book Class £2127

On-Site Maintenance now available on all

Archimedes Micros.Please telephone for details.

Archi A4 Notebooks

A4 Notebook with 2Mb RAM

A4 Notebook 4M RAM/60M HD

£1399

£1699

FREE OFFER
When you purchase any of

the above Archimedes Micros,
we will give 10% of the value of

the machine in Hardware or

Software of your choice

Archi Accessories

' 3.5" 800K 2nd Floppy Drive (305/310) £118
' 5.25" 800K external Floppy Drive £80
'Acorn I/O Podule (Analogue/User/1MHz bus) £79
' I/O Podule (Analogue/User) £59
'MEMO 1A Upgrade £29
• MIDI add-on to Acorn I/O Podule £27

' MIDI Expansion Card £65
• Econet Network Board £38

»Archi replacement mouse - New design £29
• PC Emulator v1.9 £95

' Floating Point Unit £455
' Keyboard Extension Lead £6
•2 Podule Backplane £20
>4 Podule Backplane £25
' Fan for above backplanes £10
»Rise Os Extras Software Disc £5

' Ethernet Card £149

>SCSI Card 8 bit £129

'SCSI Card 16bit £149

' SID Utilities Discs - Set of 4 £19

• ST506 Hard Disc Controller Card £99

' A5000 Dust Cover £9pr
>A5000 Technical Reference Manual £65

»A4 Spare Batteries £49

'pgrades
• A 5000 Software Upgrade Kit
• Software Upgrade Kit for the rest
• Hardware Upgrade Kit 300/440

£16

£40

£25

A3000 Accessories

3.5" External Drive£95 • Monitor Stand £15

•Technical Manual £39 • Serial Upgrade £19
•A3000 Dust Cover £5 • Micro+monitor cover £9

' Acorn Carrying Case for A3000 £10
' A3000 User Port/Midi Upgrade Card £44
>A3000 User/Analogue/IIC I/O Card £38
' A3000 External Podule Case £15

If you need a 256 grey-scale hand scanner for your
Archimedes then look no further.
Scan256 gives you up to 256 levels of grey at a
maximum of 400dpi and is supported by state-of-
the-art sophisticated software - for only £185. This
makes it the only sensible scanning and image
processing solution for the Acorn 32-bit range. Just
compare these features:

• More than one copy of the image held in memory
at once.

• Allows multiple consecutive operations without
saving the original to disk.

• Highly advanced dithering and image size
reduction.

• Convolution digital filtering with over 100 filters
gives high quality images from poor quality scans.

• Adjustable scale and size during scan.
• Supports State Machine G8 Graphics Card.
• Includes shearing and rotation.
• Saves images in industry standard formats: TIFF,

Sprite and AIM.
• True brightness, contrast and gamma correction.
• Multiple options - scale to page, centre sideways

selected area.

• Selectable scanning modes.
• Plus much much more...

Please specify Archimedes type, not compatible
with A3010, A3020, A4000. ^_. „_

£185

A3010 DTP Pack

Supplied with 3.5" Floppy Disc Drive and a
mouse, Colour Monitor and lead, TV

modulator, 20Mb fast IDE Hard Disk Drive,
'Compression' utility to increase the Hard

Drive capacity to typically 40Mb, the highly
acclaimed Computer Concept's Impression

Junior DTP package, EasiWord
wordprocessor, Quest for Gold game,

applications suite of software packages and
comprehensive audio training tape.

RRP: £1095

Sale Offer Price: £739
• A3010 DTP Pack with

Learning Curve £839
• Additional 1Mb RAM fitted £39

Special Education discounts
available on micros, RAM upgrades,
ARM 3 Turbo Card, etc. Please write

in or telephone:

0582 48 77 77

Acorn$
The choice

of Experience

Archimedes RAM Upgrade
Allourmemoryupgrades are simple to fit. No
soldering required. Fittinginstructions supplied.

• R300-4 Layer RAM upgrade board (Bare). £25
• R302-A3000 - to 2MB RAM Upgrade £29
• R303-A3000 - to 2MB RAM Upgrade

(expandable to 4MB) £49
• R304-A3000 - to 4MB RAM Upgrade £99
• R305-A3010 - to 2MB RAM Upgrade £39
• R306-A3020 - to 4MB RAM Upgrade £70
• R311-A305 - to 1MB RAM Upgrade £30
• R312-A305/310 - to 2MB RAM Upgrade £115
• R314-A305/310 - to 4MB RAM Upgrade £229
• R412-A410/1 - to 2MB RAM Upgrade £25
• R413-A420/1 - to 4MB RAM Upgrade £50
• R414-A410/1 - to 4MB RAM Upgrade £75
• R810-A410/1 - to 8MB RAM Upgrade £579
• R820-A420/1 - to 8MB RAM Upgrade £549
• R840-A440/1 - to 8MB RAM Upgrade £479
• A5000 - to 2MB additional RAM Upgrade £82

Desk Top Publishers
Acorn's Archi DTP Package £69

• Equasor £39; • Expression-PS £19

Impression 2 DTP Pack £123

Impression Junior £65

Impression Business Supplement £39

Impression II Borders Disc £19

Ovation DTP £85

Desk Top Thesaurus £18

Archi Wordprocessors
Pendown Archi
Pendown Plus

1st Word Plus- 2

Pipedream Spell
Checker

£48

£68

£63

£40

Graphic Writer

Easiwriter

EasiWord

Prime Word

£20

£115

£58

£52

Flexifile £79 Multistore v2.01 £174

Knowledge Organiser£42 Pinpoint £65
Magpie £40 Pinpoint Junior £23

Spreadsheets
Eureka £99 Schema £89

Business Graphics
GammaPlot £39 Sigmaplot £39

Integrated Packages
Pipedream 3 £116 • Pipedream 4 £146

Desktop Office - Database, Graphs &
Charts, Wordprocessor Spreadsheet,
Communications £98
Desktop Folio - Wordprocessor, Desktop
& Interactive Publishing. Ideal for school £75

CREDIT CARD 24 HOUR

Ansaphone Hot Lines

(0923) 250234 or 233383



Archi Hard Disc Drive

Watford's advanced interface allows IDE drives to

work on any Archimedes machine, speeds in
excess of SCSI devices can be obtained at a

fraction of the cost of a SCSI drive.

Up to four drives are supported by the IDE filing
system IDEFS, up to two drives can be attached to
each expansion card, up to four cards can be
installed in a machine.

A powerful security feature has been provided with
the two unique commands "IDELock and
'IDEUnlock, ideal for educational establishments

where hacking or tempering may be prevalent that
may lead to loss of data. Once locked, the

configuration can not be changed until a secret
password is used. The IIDEForm Write Protect

option is particularly useful in conjunction with
*IDELock as it will prevent any unauthorised
deletion of data.

By an innovative use of on-board memory, the card
will remember its configuration, even if moved to
another slot or even a different machine, this also

includes the unique security features.

Hardware

• Supports proposed ANSI ATA (IDE) specification
• Fast 16 bit MEMC interface interrupt driven to

support background disc operations
• 5 Mbytes per second peak transfer rate
• Up to two drives (master and slave) per card
• Multiplecards per machine (up to four)

Software
• All software supplied in ROM
• Filing system 'IDEFS'
• Desktop filer with drive ready detection and disc

name under icon

• IIDEForm, WIMP based configuration and
formatting software

• Drives can be individually write protected
• Power saving standby modes supported with

configurable timeout
• Drives can be used without translation in native

mode for minimum overhead

• IIDEFSDisk, creates PC emulator hard discs

Part No.

Prices

Capacity Access Speed Price

ADA 0520 44Mb 28mS £189

ADA 0530 100Mb 16mS £259

ADA 0570 200Mb 15mS £369

ADA 0580 330Mb 15mS £599

All above 3.5° Drives are supplied complete with
Controller Card & cable for use with

A300/A400/A500 series machines.

AAA 0300 External Case & PSU for A3000 £85

AEA 1060 Archi IDE Hard Disc Podule only £89

A5000 Internal IDE Drive

ADA 0940 100Mb 16mS £195

ADA 0950 200Mb 15mS £275

ADA 0580 330Mb 15mS £525

A5000 2nd Internal IDE Hard Drive

ADA 0960 100Mb 16mS £205

ADA 0970 200Mb 15mS £285

ADA 0990 330Mb 15mS £535

Internal Hard Disc Driv

forA3000/A3010
State of the art, 4 layer internal IDE Hard Cards for
the A3000. Software supplied in, On-board ROM.

ADA 0150 20Mb 19mS £149

ADA 0770 30Mb 19mS £185

ADA 0750 60MB 18MS £259

ADA 0720 80Mb 18mS £299

ADA 0730 120Mb 16mS £395

Supplied ready assembled. No soldering required.
Simply plug into the allotted space.

Archi IDE Hard Cards

'Simply plug
and play"

Watford's easy to instal, lowcost, high
performance, revolutionary IDE Hard Cards
for the A300 & A400 series Archimedes.

ADA 0650 20Mb 19mS £159

ADA 0800 30Mb 19mS £195

ADA 0660 40Mb 28mS £289

ADA 0810 60Mb 18mS £299

ADA 0670 80Mb 18mS £309

ADA 0680 120Mb £405

(All above Hard Cards can be used as
Removable Hard Drives. Ideal for Military

and Education use.)

DON'T FORGET WATFORD'S
HANDS-ON OPEN DAY

On Sunday 18th April, 1993
from 10am-5pm

Come and see the latest Acorn & PC products
including the Aries Perfecta and HP Vectra ranges

of quality PC's

Some of the guest companies will include:
Acorn Computers, Aries Micro's, Canon, Corel,

GST Software, Intel, Lotus arid Taxan.
Watford's own technical and sales support staff

will be able to offer advice and assistance on the
full product range. Seminars will be held by the

leading manufacturers and suppliers
Free refreshments willbe served all day

Jessa House, Finway (Off Dallow Road)
Luton. LU1 1TR.

Tel: (0582) 487777 Fax: (0582) 488588
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(User, Analogue & IIC)
This NEW versatile I/O Card from Watford, fits inside
the A3000 and includes an Analog to Digital Converter,
a User Port, and an InterIC (IIC) connector.

The card allows many of the peripherals developed for
the BBC to be used with the Archimedes A3000. The
ADC and User Port have the same pin out and
connectors as the BBC computers.

Extensive RISC OS software is supplied to provide BBC
OSBYTE calls for support of the ADC and User Ports,
including the BASIC keyword ADVAL.The software
provides extended RISC OS support for separate
interrupts from both the ADC and User Ports, permitting
easy interrupt driven operation.

The card is provided with all the software in ROM and is
automatically loaded when the machine is turned on.

Peripherals connected to Ihe ports can obtain up to
500mA of power at +5V. A fuse is fitted to the card to
protect the A3000 from damage arising from accidental
short circuit of the power output.

Features
• An 8 bit User Port with a standard 20 way IDC

connector, compatible with the User Port on the BBC
computers and the Archimedes I/O Podule.

• A 10 bit Analog to Digital Converter with a standard
15 way D type connector, compatible with the ADC
on the BBC range of computers and the Archimedes
I/O podule.

• An InterIC (IIC) Port with a 5 pin DIN socket to
connect theA3000 toexternal IIC devices. £38

Leasing finance at very attractive
rates now available to Businesses

(subject to status), Schools,
Colleges, Universities, Government

Depts. and Local Councils.
Minimum order £1,000.

Please telephone for details.

Archimedes Exter

Drive Interface

With this interface it is possible to connect almost
any 5.2573.5" disc drive with its own power supply
to the Archimedes. Upto 4 disc drives can be
connected. Fully Buffered Board. NO SOLDERING
is involved. Supplied complete with necessary lead.

Price £21

Back Plate Extension

A300/400 £15; • A3000 £14

ARM 3 Turbo Card Mkll

Simply The Best

Here it is at last - the all new Mark 2 version

of Watford's highly acclaimed ARM 3
processor board for the Archimedes and now
also the A3000 series computers. Using the
latest surface mount technology on a high
quality four layer circuit board we have
reduced the overall size to a mere 53mm x

45mm, and the cost to only £169. Mk II
upgrade willincrease the speed of your micro
by a factor of 3 to 6.
Any competent A300 or A400/1 series micro
owner can fit the upgrade himself, as we
provide full fitting instructions and a special
ARM chip extraction tool. However for A3000
micros and those not wishing to perform the
upgrade themselves, we willcollect, upgrade
and return your micro by courier service, at an
additional cost of £24.

(A300 and old A440 series owners please note
- you will need to upgrade to MEMC1A for
ARM3 to work.)

RRP £249

Special Offer £145
Acorn have satisfactorily evaluated Watford's
ARM 3 upgrade and the A3000 upgrades are
fitted by Acorn approved surface mount
technology centre, therefore its fitment will not
invalidate Acorn's warranty on the micro.

BBC MASTER

MASTER 128K Micro incl. Acorn's

View, Viewsheet, ADFS, BASIC Editor
& TERMINAL £329

Add-Ons & Accessories

Econet Module for the Master

Twin ROM Cartridge for Master
Quad ROM Cartridge for Master
Master Reference Manual I
Master Reference Manual II

Master Advance Ref Manual
64K Upgrade Kit for B+
ECONET Upgrade Kit for BBC B
ALL ECONET UPGRADES Available
ARIES' IEEE Interface for BBC B & Master

Continued

£42

£9
£14

(No VAT) £14
(No VAT) £14
(No VAT) £14

£32

£42

£238
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BBC Education Software

A vous la France

Au restaurant/Accident

de route

Bolougne and oh les

Computer control

Computers at work

Espana Viva

Folks Tales

Geordie Racer

Hall of Mirrors

Help your child learn
basic mapwork 2
Inside Science

Letters and pictures

Make a wildlife garden

Maths with a story 1

Maths with a story 2

Note invaders

Numbers & Pictures

Picture craft

Puncman 1 & 2

Puncman 3 & 4

Puncman 5, 6 & 7

Ramayana Tales

Skyhunter

French programs for
beginners £29
French games for
12 years + £26
French program for
beginners £26
Program simulating
computer control £26
Primary education
program £17
Spanish educational
programs £20
Listening and reading
for ages 7+ £22
Look and read for

ages 7+ £22
Practice word &

number skills £22

£18

Four common science

subjects £22
Educational programs
for 6-8 years £15
Explore wildlife/wea
ther/garden growth £22
Primary level maths
programs £20
4 further maths

programs £20
Learn sheet music

for7-Adults £15

Early number learning
(4-6 years) £15
Geometrical design &
Colouring £17
Learning Punctuation
(7-13 years) £15
Learning Punctuation
(8-14 years) £15
Learning Punctuation
(8-15 years) £15
Simple Desktop Pub
lisher using pictures &
characters from the

Ramayana £22
Look and read educa

tional adventure £22

Technology and design Problem solving
programs £22

Through the dragons eye Adventure game and
Map reading £22

Fun School 3 (Under 5)

Fun School 3 (5-7)

Fun School 3 (Over 7)

Varied range of
Education subjects £17
Varied range of
Education subjects £17
Varied range of
Education subjects £17

Animated Alphabet • Glimpse Clip Art

(3-6 yrs) £21 Utility (7-16 yrs) £8

Arcventure • Highlighter

(8-12 yrs) £29 (6-16 yrs) £42

Bookbinder £43 • Jigsaw £19

Bumper Disc £14 • Mapventure

Bumper Disc 2 £14 (9-13 yrs) £24

Craftshop 1 £19 • Microbugs £24

Craftshop 2 £19 • Money Matters £16

Converta-Key £16 • Nature Park Adven

Data Word £16 ture (7-9 yrs) £27

Desktop Stories £35 • Numerator £60

DigiSim £35 • Picture Book £16

Dream Time • Recall (6-13 yrs) £39

(5-7 yrs) £23 • Sellardore Tales £24

Farm (5-7 yrs) £19 • Snippet £37

Fleet Street Phantom • Space Mission

(9-13 yrs) £25 Mada (9-13 yrs)

Fun School 3 Red • Sting of the Dump

(up to 6 years) £17 (9-13 yrs) £22

Fun School 3 Green • Viewpoints

(6-8 years) £17 (9-12 yrs) £33

Fun School 3 Blue (8 • Wizard's Revenge

years +) £17 (7-10 yrs) £17

Gate Array Teaching • Worst Witch

System £68 (7-10 yrs) £25

Archimedes Software

GRAPHICS

3D Construction Kit

Arc Light
ARCtist

ARCticulate

Art Works

Atelier

Artisan II

Artisan Gallery
Autosketch II

CADet (CAD)
Clip Art Set 1
Clip Art Set 2
Concept Designer
Craftshop 1 & 2
Euclid 2

Graph Box
Graphbox Professional
HotLink Presenter

Illusionist

Kermit

Mogul
PCAD Educ.

Pro Artisan

ProCAD

Prime Art

Render Bender 2

Revelation 2

Titler

Tweon

£39

£46

£19

£19

£139

£60

£45

£16

£65

£140

£28

£28

£23

£28

£50

£59

£107

£40

£69

£46

£17

£395

£70

£475

£46

£79

£80

£119

£29

Puncman 1 &2 £16

Puncman3&4 £16

Pysanki £14
Quazer £10

Real McCoy 2 £23
Real McCoy 3 £22
Redshift £14

Return to Doom £16

Repton3 £14
Saloon Cars Deluxe £27

Sim City £19
Spitfire Fury £22
Splice £25
Sporting Triangles £24
Superior Golf £14
Superpool + Break 147£22
Swiv

Talisman

Timewatch

Trivial Pursuit

Twin World

U.I.M.

White Magic 2
Worldscape
XFire

Zelanites

£19

£12

£24

£22

£15

£23

£15

£16

£19

£23

Miscellaneous

Ancestry £59
Arccomm 2 £38

Arcterm 7 £64

Armadeus Sound £60

Avante Garde Fonts £23

BBC DFS Reader £6

Broadcaster Loader £65

GAMES

Air Supremacy £17
Apocalypse £14
Arcade 3 Compilation £12
Battletank £10 Chameleon £34

Black Angel £27 Chart Well £25

Boogie Buggy £14 Chatter £34

Break147 + SupaPool£19 Compression (CC) £38

Bughunter in Space £12 Craftshop 1 £27

Bughunter/Moondash £10 Craftshop 2 £27

CADet £135 Desk Edit 2 £29

Casino £10 Equasor £38

Cataclysm £19 FlexiFile £97

Caverns £10 Genesis £10

Chess 3D £16 Genesis Plus £68

Chocks Away £27 Genesis 2 £99

Compendium £32 Investigator 2 £22

Chocks Away Extra £14 Magpie 2 £42

Chuck Rock £18 Notate £42

Conqueror £15 Numerator £66

Cyber Chess £38 Pin Point £65

Ego Repton 4 £- Polyglot £16

Elite £33 Presenter 2 £29

Enter the Realm £19 Presenter Story £145

E-Type Compendium £20 Prophet Accounts £132

E-Type Designer £13 Prophet Demo Disc £10

Family Favourites £13 Rainforest £17

Galactic Dan £19 Revelation 2 £95

Gods £24 Rhapsody in Blue 2 £45

Grievous Bodily Am £19 Score Draw £46

Holed Out Designer £13 Show Page £127

Holed Out Golf Comp£20 Speech! £15

Hostages £14 The Victorian £17

Inter Dictor 2 £26 Time Tabler £549

Iron Lord £15 Toolkit (Clares) £35

Jahangir Khan Squash£19 Touchtype £40

Jigsaw £27 Tracker £39

Lemmings £20 Turbo Driver BJ10E £42

Oh no more Lemmings£15 Type Studio £43

Lost Temple POA Vox Box £46

Lotus Turbo Challenge£19 Wimp Programmer' S

Mad Pro! Mariarti £17 Toolkit £16

Masterbreak £16 WorldScape £17

Man at Arms £14

MahJong Patience £15 LANGUAGES

Manchester United II £19 Desktop C £199

Nebullus £21 Macro Assembler £40

Nevryon II £20 Robo Logo £69

Omar Sharif's Bridge £23 BASIC Compiler £77

Pandoras Box £18 Logotron Logo £45

Pipe Mania £17 Rise BASIC £120

Play It Again Sam £- Rise FORTH £110

Populous £23 Cambridge Pascal £95

Minerva's Archimedes Software

EasyWord £18 Time Tabler £549
Home Accounts £35 System Delta £59

System Delta Program Reference Manual £29

Stand alone Business Accounts Packages
Sales; Purchase; Order Processing and Invoicing;

Nominal Ledger; Stock management
£79 per module

Cortian CKAI Interface
Eliminates the need to have a User port in A3000,
A5000 and any other Archimedes without User Port.
Fits to the Econet socket. £29

Concept Keyboards
• A4 Standard Pack

• A4 Primary Pack
• A4 Designer Pack
• A3 Standard Pack
• A3 Primary Pack
• A3 Designer Pack

• Universal 2010 Keyboard A3
• Universal 2010 Keyboard A4

£95

£100

£110

£99

£105

£110

£115

£110

Archi Real-Time Digitiser

Now supplied with NEW RISC OS Version
Software

Watfords' Archimedes Video Digitiser is the most
sophisticated digitiser ever designed for a micro. It
provides a fast and flexible means of capturing
images from a video camera or recorder for display
and manipulation on the Archimedes range of
Micros. Off-air televison signals may also be
digitised via a video recorder or TV tuner. Please
write for further details.

Price £75
A Set of Colour Filters for colour image grabbing
using a video camera £16

Archi Graphic Tablet

Special Price £199
(Price includes Tablet, Leads, Software & Puck)

Stylus Optional Extra £20
Archi Graphic Tablet Junior. Working

area 9" x 6". Price includes Stylus £105

Surge Protector Plug
Fitted in place of your normal mains plug, this
device protects your equipment (and data from
corruption), against mains high voltage transient
spikes/surges caused by lightning or thermostats
switching.

Protection for only £8.50

aaKSvAVM l'iM F

Distribution Socket

4 way top quality mains trailing sockets.
Supplied wired up with mains plug ready for use.
Can be screwed to floor or wall if required.
Very useful for tidying up all the mains leads from
your peripherals.

£9.50

Aries Spike Cleaner Unit
A 4 way mains distribution unit as above with a
built-in Surge Arrester, providing protection for your
complete Computer/Hi-Fi System

£16



Antistatic Lockable Dis
Storage Units

• M35 - holds up to 50 5.25" discs £4.95
• M85 - holds up to 95 5.25" discs £6.95
• M25* - holds up to 25 3.5" discs £4.95
• M50 - holds 50 3.5" discs £6.50

• M100 - holds 100 3.5" discs £6.99

• M10 -holds 8 of No. 10 Data Cartridges £15
* Not lockable

Disc Plonker
Rack

When using ones micro,
there is a tendency to have
more than one Disc on the

desk. This exposes them to
the hazards of fingerprints,
scratches, dust, coffee and

an untidy desk. Why not protect your valuable data
from all these hazards with the help of our
extremely handy and low cost DISC PLONKER
RACK. Holds up to eight 5.25" discs.

3M- Di

£2

Lifetimewarrantyon 3M Discs

• 10 X5.25" S/S D/D 401 (744) £5

• 10 x 5.25" D/S D/D 407 (745) £5
•10x5.25" S/S D/D 80 Track(746) £6
• 10 x 5.25" D/S DID 80 Track (74 7) £7

• 10 x 5.25" 1.6MD/S D/D High Density for IBM
XTandAT £8

• 10x3.5" S/S D/D 40/80 Track £6

• 10 x 3.5" D/S D/D 40/80 Track £6

• 10 x 3.5" Double Sided High Density £10

Top Quality Diskettes
Watford's life time guaranteed disc are supplied
complete with self stick labels & plastic library
case.

10 x M3 3.5" D/S D/D 80 Track

10xM9 3.5" D/S High Density

10 x M4 5.25" S/S D/D 40 Track

10 x M5 5.25" D/S D/D 40 Track

10 x M7 5.25" D/S D/D 80 Track

10 x MB5.25" D/S H/D Hi-Density

** mi

£6

£10

£5

£5

£6

£9

(Lifetime warranty on Discs)

BULK PACK DISCS in lots of 100

S/S D/S D/S

Type 40T 40T 80T

• Without Sleeves 5.25" £25 £30 £35

• With Sleeves 5.25" £28 £33 £38

• 3.5" D/S D/D £21 for 50 £39 for 100

• 3.5" D/S H/D £40 for 50 £75 for 100

ower Leads

Supply from BBC power supply to standard Disc
Drive Connection: Single £3.00; Dual £3.75

Disc Drive Interface Leads

BBC to Disc Drives Ribbon Cable

Single £4 Twin £6

3.5" Disc Drive

These top quality 3.5" Double sided, 80 track, are at
tractively finished in BBC beige. They are supplied
complete with all cables and a Utilities Disc.

Type Description
Disc Drive without PSU

• CLS35: Single Disc Drive, 400K £59
• CLD35: Twin Disc Drives, 800K £109

Disc Drive with PSU

• CS35: Single Disc Drive, 400K £82
• CD35: Twin Disc Drives, 800K £126
(P.S. CS35 is supplied in a twin case with a
blanking plate to enable easy expansion to a dual
drive at a later stage)

Use Drives in Monitor Stand

• CDPM 800S - Twin 5.25",800K Double
sided 40-80 track switchable disc drives mounted

in an attractively finished Beige colour plinth for the
BBC B & Master 128K micros. Supplied complete
with integral power supply, cables and Utilities disc.
The mains switch with neon On/Off light indicator,
and the two 40/80 track switches are mounted on

the front panel for ease of use.

£165

• DP35 800 - Sameas aboveexcept, one disc
drive is a 5.25" and the other is 3.5".

£154

Library Cases

DLC1 - Holds 5 x 3.5" Discs. £1.50

DLC2 - Holds 10 x 3.5" Discs. £1.90

DLC3 - Holds 5 x 5.25" Discs. £1.60

DLC4 - Holds 10 x 5.25" Discs. £2.00

Attractively finished in leather-look PVC Vinyl
DW1 - Holds 6 x 3.5" Discs £2.50

DW2- Holds 6 x 5.25" Discs £3.00

DW3 - Holds 20 x 5.25" Discs £3.50

DW4 - Holds 40 x 3.5" Discs or

5.25" Discs £4.50

Floppy Head Cleaner Kit

The heads in floppy drives are precision made and
very sensitive to dirt. The use of Cleaner Kit is a
sensible precaution against losing valuable data. It
is recommended to clean the drive head once a

week, it is very simple to use. Available in 3.5" &
5.25", please specify.

Price £4

Acorn & Watford DFSs

• Watford sophisticated DFS ROM

• Watford DFS Kit complete

• DFS Manual (comprehensive)

• Acorn DNFS ROM

• Acorn ADFS ROM only

• Acorn 1772 DFS ROM Kit

• Acorn DFS Kit complete

Watford's Mkll 1772

£16.00

£49.00

£6.95

£17.00

£25.00

£49.00

£48

Single/Double Density DFS

Many of our customers have wanted to use our
superior DDFS and Acorn ADFS together. Now our
Mk II DDFS Board with its 1772 Disc Controller,
has been adapted to allow the use of Acorn ADFS
as well. It also has all the commands of the Acorn's

1772 DFS, plus many more added features.

• Complete Kit Special Price £44
• DDFS Manual (No VAT)£6.95

• We will exchange your existing DFS Kit for our
sophisticated DDFS for only £26

[•HE1i(Pi •] raninra-i ft:
Watford

All our Disc Drives are Double Sided and will
operate in both Single and Double Density modes.
All 5.25" Disc Drives are 40/80 track switchable.
For ease of use, the switches are front mounted.
Follow the trend with a Watford plinth. (Turn to the
6th page of our advert for the Plinths).
P.S. All our 5.25" Disc Drives with PSU are
compatible with the Compact Micro. Allyou require
is our special Compact Disc Drive cables designed
by us.

"Test Bureau Approved for Use in
Education"

Our Disc Drives conform to BS415

Type Description

Disc Drive without PSU

CLS400S: Single, 40/80 track 400K
Double sided Drive £70

CLD800S: Twin, 40/80 track, 800K
Double sided Drives £138

Disc Drive with PSU

CS400S: Single, 40/80 track, 400K
Double sided Drive £80

CD800S: Twin, 40/80 track, 800K
Double sided Drives £149 j

Special Cable to connect both 3.5" and 5.25"
Disc Drives simultaneously to the BBC

Compact £13

Continued



• 1431 - Standard Resolution Monitor #£175

• 1451 - Medium Resolution Monitor #£215

• Cub3000 Medium Res for A3000 #£195
• Dust Cover for Microvitecs £5.50

• Touchtec 501 Touch Screen £239
• Touchtec 3000 £-

# Includes 3 years parts & labour warranty

Multiscan Colour

• Taxan 787

• Taxan787LR

• Taxan 795PC

• Taxan 875+

• Taxan 875+ LR

• Taxan 970

£238

£262

£445

£729

£799

£1230

• Eizo F550i £749
• EizoT560iT £1345
• Eizo T660i-T 20" £1655
• Eizo 9060 £398

• NEC 3FG £359

• NEC 4FG £462

• NEC 5FG £839

• NEC6FG £1509 • VIDC Enhancer £25

Aries AlphaScan Monitor
Its multiscan circuitry provides automatic
adjustment for frequencies between 30 and 60KHz
horizontal, and 50 and 90Hz vertical. Its 0.28mm

dot pitch high resolution tube provides super sharp
text graphics, while a high speed (70/72Hz) refresh
rate provides a flicker-free display easing the eye
strain. The VIDC Adaptor supplied with the monitor
allows high resolution operation in all screen
modes. £325
• Aries Alphascan 17" Plus £585

>BM7502 12" Hi-res Green Monitor £88
»CM8833 14" Med. Res Colour Monitor £195

»Dust Cover for Philips Monitors £6
>Spare Monitor Leads (various) £7

fIDC Enhancer

This unique VIDC add
on board for the
Archimedes, caters for
all types of Multiscan
and VGA monitor and

mode requirements.
There are 2 versions to

suit all requirements. The
multimode software supplied, provides all the new
modes for the selected monitor type, including the
now standard Computer Concepts modes. With
VGAmonitor, you are no longer restricted to a few
modes. A Desk Top application supplied on disc,
allows new modes to be designed and existing
modes to be modified for particular monitors.

Super VGA VIDC Card: Its unique design allows
the horizontal and vertical sync to be buffered and
have the polarity changed under software
control £45

MultiVideo VIDC Card: As above but for

MultiScan monitors only. £25

mSSasESSm
• Colour Jet 132 Printer £425

• Paper Roll £6.50
• BBC Screen Dump Software £10
• Colour Cartridge £21 • Black Cartridge £12.40
• 100 A4 OH P transparencies £55
• 8K Serial Interface Optional £123
• Colour Jet 2000 £599

• Betajet Ink Jet Printer £185
• Betajet Cut Sheet Feeder £43
• Integrex Colourjet Series 2 £335
• Auto Sheet Feeder for Series 2 £45

Printer Leads

• BBC Centronics 4' £5; 6' £6
• Archi Parallel 2m £5; 5m £9 10m £13

• PC Parallel 2m £5; 5m £9; 10m £13
• 25 pin D Male/Male 2m £5; 5m £10
• Centronics Double Ended 4' £5

• Centronics Double Ended 6' £6

• RS232 Leads Various £P0A

LC15

LC20

LC100C

LC24-15

LC24-100

LC24-200

LC24-200C

LC200 C

STAR JET

XB24-200C

XB24-250C

ZA-200C

ZA-250C

Printer

£190

£104

£126

£245

£143

£168

£214

£151

£169

#£324

#£389

#£260

#£324

CSF

£119

£69

£69

£119

£69

£69

£69

£69

£43

£80

£139

£-

£-

£4

£12

£5

£5

£5

£12

£12

£16

£12

£12

£12

£12

• Includes 12 months on-site warranty

• Star/Archimedes Colour Printer Driver

• Black Ribbons for Colour Printer

• Serial 8K Serial Interface LC10/15/24/200

• 32K Buffer LC/XB24-10; 15; 200

£15

£5

£52

£52

NEC Pinwriter Printers

P220

P30

P62

P72

P90

Printer

£189

£235

£342

£406

£579

CSF

£59

£59

£89

£115

£115

Ribbon

£6

£6

£8

£8

£8

£6

£14

£59

£89

• Black Ribbons for P20; P30

• Ribbons for P60/70/P90 Black £8; Colour
• P60/70 Colour Option Kit
• CSF for P20 £59; P60 £89; P70

Panasonic Printers

KX-P1123

KX-P1170

KX-P1624

KX-P1654

KX-P1695

KX-P2123M

KX-P2123C

KX-P2124

KX-P2180M

KX-P2180C

KX-P2624

Printer

£126

£98

£264

£330#

£267

£144

£194

£215

£126

£143

£269

CSF

£59

£59

£126

£126

£126

£79

£79

£89

£79

£79

£126

• Includes 12 months on-site warranty

• Dustcover for 80 column printers
• Serial Interface for above Printers

• Black Ribbons for P1081, 1180,1124
• Brown, Blue or Red Ribbons for

KX-P1081/1592/1595/1695

• 32K Buffer for above Printers

P.S. We only sell original Panasonic Ribbons which
are guaranteed to last 3 millioncharacters

Citizen Printers

120D+ £98

Swift 9 £145

Swift 9X £185

PN-48 £189

ProJet £299

Swift 200

Swift 240

Swift 240C

Swift 24X

Ribbon

£6

£6

£8

£8

£8

£8

£15

£8

£8

£15

£8

£6

£46

£6

£9 each

£16

£178

£200

£212

£299

• AH29804 Manual Cut Sheet Feeder for Swift

9/24/124. Holds 50 Sheets £29

• Cut Sheet Feeder for 80 col. printers £75

+ FREE 2 years Parts and Labour warranty on all
Citizen Printers

• Swift 9 Colour Option £19
• Swift 24 Colour Option £29
• Swift 24 Ribbons Black £4 Colour £13

• Swift 24X Ribbons Black £8 Colour £16

»Citizen/Archimedes Colour Printer Driver £15

EJ

CREDIT CARD 24 HOUR

Ansaphone Hot Lines

(0923) 250234 or 233383

Laser Printers

All Laser Printers include 12 months

On-site maintenance

Brother HL4-VE 4ppm £594

Brother HL4-PS Postscript 4ppm £974

Brother HL8-V 8ppm £848

Brother HL-10V 10ppm £1045

Brother HL1 OPS 10ppm £1329

Brother HL10DV 10ppm £1149

Brother HL10DPS 10ppm £1445

Canon LBP4 LITE 4ppm £492

Canon LBP4+1.5M RAM 4ppm £644

Canon LBP-8III Plus 8ppm £945

Canon LBP-8 plus IIIR 8ppm £1435

Canon LBP-8 IV 600 DPI 8ppm £993

Epson EPL4000 6ppm £478

Epson EPL5200 - NEW - 6ppm £POA

Epson EPL7500 6ppm £1139

Epson EPL8100 10ppm £920

Fujitsu VM800 (Best Buy) 8ppm £549

HP Laserjet IMP 4ppm £639

HP Laserjet IlISi PS 16ppm £2469

HP Laserjet IV (600 dpi) 8ppm £1035

HP Laserjet 4M PS 8ppm £1425

NEC Silentwriter S62P P/script 6ppm £994

NEC Silentwriter 266 8ppm £669

NEC Silentwriter 290P P/script 8ppm £1469

NEC Silentwriter S102 8ppm £995

OKI OL400 4ppm £440

Panasonic KX-P4410" 5ppm* £462

Panasonic KX-P4430 Satin Print* 5ppm* £594

Panasonic KX-P4451 11ppm* £915

Panasonic KX-P4455 Postscript 11ppm* £1249

Star LP-4 Postscript - £774

Star LP-8 III 2 8ppm £1249

Star LP-8 III 8ppm £899

Star LP-8 Star(post)script 8ppm £1130

Star LS-5 5ppm £489

Star LS-5 EX (RISC Based) 5ppm £599

Star LS-5 TT True Type + Mac 5ppm £775

' Now with 2 years On-site warranty

Laser Toners

Canon 2, 3 & 4 £52 Laserjet HP IIP&HIP £54
Epson GQ £13 Laserjet ll/D, lll/D £60
EPL4/41/4300 £55 Laserjet 4 & 4M £75

EPL7100/7500/ NEC SWriter £84

8100 £117 Star LP4 £54

KX-P4420/50/55 £20 Star LP8 £69

Qume Crystal (3) £75 Star LP8/Canon 8 £59

Laser RAM Upgrades
Type 1M 2M
IIP; lll/P £49 £80

II & IID £60 £96

LJ4/4M £- £75

EPL4100 £- £120

Canon LB8 £139 £275

KX4420/50 £59 £89

NECS62/S102 £99 £180

StarLPB £139 £275

Laser Drum & Developer
• Epson Drum GQ5000 £93 EPL7100 £129
• Panasonic 4420 Drum £60 Developer £80
• Panasonic 4450 Drum £93

4M

£132

£142

£175 8M/£279

- 512K/£52

£149

Jetpage Postscript Cartridge
HP IIP/Ill £225 IID & HID £227

Various Add-Ons

• HP Adobe costscript + Cartridge £359
• HP Premier Font Collection £28

• Laserjet various Font cartridges from £45
• Canon LBP-4 Lower Cassette Tray £96
• HPIIP/IIIP Lower Cassette Tray £96
• Laserjet 4 Powered envelope feeder £199
• LP4 500 Sheet paper cassette 3rd Bin £205
• Ethernet Card for Laserjet 4 £359

Laser Direct

P.S. We have now discontinued Laser Direct as

the Hewlett Packard Laserjet 4 printer offers better
facilities at a lower price. See above.



DeskJet 500 #£272

DJ550 colour #£459

Paint Jet XL +£1199

QuietJet plus £399

DJ Portable £283

DJ500 colour #£355

Paint Jet +£495

PaintJet XL300 +£1779

+ Includes 12 months on-site warranty
• Includes 3 years extended parts & labour warranty
• For additional £49, we will convert above 3 years
warranty, to 3 years on-site maintenance warranty
• PaintJet Cartridges Black £15; Colour £23
• DJ Portable CSF £49; Carrying Case £49

Desk Jet 500 Accessories

• 256K RAM Cartridge £69
• HP Epson FX Emulation Cart. (500 mono); £45
• Ink Cartridges Black £14; Colour £23
• High Capacity Black Ink Cartridge £21
• DJ500 Colour Archimedes Printer Driver £15

• Dust Cover £6
• DJ500C Printer Driver for RISC OS 2/3 £15

• DJ550C Printer Driver for RISC OS 2/3 £15

• 636G 50 x Transparencies A4 £32
• 636J 50 x Glossy Paper A4 (also XL) £25
• 630Z 50 x Cut Sheet Paper A4 £12

HP Paintjet/XL Accessories
• 630P 200 Z-Fold paper 8.5 x 11 £14
• 630Q 50 Transparencies 8.5 x 11 £39
• 630S 50 Transparencies A4 £40
• 630Y 200 Cut Sheets 8.5 x 11 £14

• 631Y 200 Cut Sheets A4 £18

Plug In Font Cartridges for DJ 500
• 22706B - Prestige, Elite, Line Draw fonts £55
• 22706C Letter Gothic & HP Line Draw fonts £56

• 22707P - Preprint Emulation Cartridge £57
• Desk Jet Unlimited (Book No VAT) £19.75

Canon Bubblejet Printers

BJ10EX

BJ10SX

BJ200

BJ300*

BJ330*

Printer

£166

£205

£275

£335 £88 £65

£369 £110 £79

BJC800C £1329

* Includes 12 months On-site warranty
• Spare Battery pack for BJ10E
• BJ10EX - Archi Turbo Driver

Special Offer:
Canon BJ10EX Printer + CC's Turbo Driver

CSF

£43

£43

2nd

Bin

Ink

Cart

£16

£16

£16

£12

£12

£16

£33

£42

£209

mnaiiii'rir

EX1000C

FX870

FX1170

LQ100

LQ570+

LQ870

LQ1060

LQ1070

LQ1170

LQ2550

LX100

LX400

LX850+

LX1050

PSQ870

SQ1170

SQ2550

Stylus 800

RS232 Interface Standard £28; +8K Buffer £75
Tractor Feed for: LQ100 £29; FX850/LQ800/850 £69;

FX/LQ1050 £85; LQ2500/2550 £90

• Dustcovers for Epson 80 col printers £6

Accessories

• EX800/1000 Colour Option £45

• EX800/1000 Colour Ribbon £14

• Multifont Card for LQ550/850/1050 £95

Printer

£428

£273

£339

£148

£205

£359

£585

£310

£434

£673

£116

£94

£135

£203

£409

£560

£669

£244

CSF

£-

£47

£69

£-

£47

£47

£155

£69

£69

£-

£-

£69

£69

£125

£59

£155

£-

£-

Ribbon

£6

£4

£6

£4

£4

£6

£6

£6

£6

£6

£4

£4

£4

£6

£23

£23

£23

£10

Roland Plotters

• DXY1100 £499

• DXY1300 £869

• Sketchmate A3 £475

• HP7570 £2015

• HP7575 £2589

DXY1200 £649

' Sketchmate A4 £308

HP7440 £670

HP7475 £899

1Roland plotter Pens, Fibre tip £7.50

• B-100 InkJet- HP Deskjet compatible 300dpi,
whisper-quiet & 6 resident fonts #£159

• B-200 InkJet - HP Desk Jet compatible 300dpi.
Built in Cut Sheet Feeder. Optional 2nd
Bin/Tractor available #£249

• DL-1150 Dot Matrix - 24 pin, 110 column
Colour optional £199

• DL-1150colour Dot Matrix - 24 pin, 110 column
With colour option £235

• DL1250 £344 • DL3600 £439

• DL4600colour £799 • DL5600colour £1049

• DL5800 £999 • DL1250colour £344

• FREE 1 Year On-site maintenance.

• B-100 Cut Sheet Feeder £59

• B-200 2nd Bin Sheet Feeder £89

• B-200 Tractor Unit £59

• B-100/200 Ink Cartridges £14
• DL-1100 Colour Upgrade £39
• DL-1100 Black Ribbon £5

• DL-1100 Colour Ribbon £11

• VM 800 Toner Cartridge (8000 pgs) £99

Full range of Fujitsu Printers available at very
competitive prices. Please telephone for details

• 1,000 Sheets 9.5" x 11" Fanfold Paper £7
• 2,000 Sheets 9.5" x 11" Fanfold Paper £11
• 1,000 Sheets 9.5" x 11" NCR 2 Part Fanfold £21

• 1,000 Sheets 15" x 11" Fanfold Paper £9
• 2,000 Sheets 15" x 11" Fanfold Paper £16
• 1,000 Sheets true A4 Fanfold Paper 70gms £11
• 2,000 Sheets true A4 Fanfold Paper 70gms £21

(All our Fanfold paper is Micro perforated leaving a
smooth clean edge when the tractor feed strips are
detached).

Carriage 1K Sheets £2.50, 2K Sheets £3.00

(On continuous fanfold backing sheet)
1,000 off, 90 x 36mm (Single Row) £6.00
1,000 off, 90 x 36mm (Twin Row) £6.25
1,000 off, 90 x 49mm (Twin Row) £7.50
1,000 off, 102 x 36mm (Twin Row) £6.75

Laser Printer Labels on A4 Sheets

3750 off, 70 x 29mm (3 Rows x 10) £15.50
2400 off, 70 x 37mm (3 Rows x 8) £15.25

Printer Ribbons &

Various Dust Covers
Type
BBC B/BBC Master

Archimedes Micro pair -
Citizen 120D £3.25

EX800/1000 £3.50

RX/FX80/85/800/MX80 £2.95

FX/MX/RX100/1000 £3.95

Kaga/TaxanKP810/815 £3.25
LQ400/500/550/800/850 £5.50

LQ1050/LQ2500 £12.00

LX400/800/850 £3.50

M1009/GLP £2.95

NEC P2200 £4.50

Ribbons Dust Covers

£4.00

£9.00

£5.00

£5.00

£5.00

£6.00

£5.00

£3.75

£5.00

Dust covers for most 80 column printers
available at £5 each

Professional Printer Stand

The professional
printer stand takes
hardly more space
than your printer. Due
to the positioning of
the paper feed and
re-fold compartments
ie. one above the
other, the desk space
required for your
printer functions is

effectively halved. Its ergonomic design ensures
smooth paper flow and automatic refolding.

80 Column version £19
132 Column version £29

Printer Sharers/Changer
Connect up to 5 Micros to 1 printer or 5 printers to
1 Micro with our combined, Sharer/Changer switch
boxes.

Standard Low Cost Type

Connects

• 2to1

• 3 to 1

• 4 to 1

Connects

• 2to1

• 3to1

• 4 to 1

Serial

£10

£14

£19

Professional Type

Serial
£15

£20

£30

Cables extra at £5 each

5j>5m*J'Z=j ff-;Si
2 In/2 Out Parallel
2 In/2 Out Serial

3 In/2 Out Serial

Parallel

£10

£15

£20

Parallel

£16

£23
£34

£29

£28

£36

Auto Printer Sharer

Connects
2to1

4to1

8to1

Serial

£34

£52

Parallel

£36

£53

£85

256k Multi Spooler
These Auto Parallel Printer Sharers have built-in

256K of Printer Buffers. They can be used as Auto
Sharers, Printer Buffers or both.

• 2 In/2 out £125 • 4 In/2 out £139

• 8 In/1 out £185

Compact Converter Units
Serial to Parallel £32 Parallel to Serial £32

Master and A3000

•Single Master Plinth
Double Master Plinth

490 x310 x105mm £14

490 x310 x210mm £26

• A3000 Single Plinth (very sturdy & precision
made), has a slot on the left for the switch & cut
out on the right for 3.5" Disc Drive £15

E3

CREDIT CARD 24 HOUR

Ansaphone Hot Lines

(0923) 250234 or 233383

Perspex Printer Stand

Give your Computer System a touch of Class with
our elegant, smoke finished Perspex Printer stand.

80 Column version £16 (carr £3)
136 Column version £20 (carr £4)

Continued



• Quest Mouse III & Quest Paint

• Quest Mouse III, Quest Paint, AMX
Stop Press & Pagefont

• Quest Mouse III only
• Quest Paint Software only
• Quest Font Disc (22 Text Fonts)
• Quest Mouse Mat (Red or Blue or

Green please specify)
• Conquest (Quest Paint Extension)

ROM £24

• Quest Colour Dump Disc - This new
software allows you to print direct from
Quest Paint to your Integrex Colour
Printer £18

(P.S. Quest Paint is not compatible
with BBC Compact)

Quest Paint is the winner of the BBC Acom User
1990 Award for the Best Art/Graphics software

Mouse Cleaning Kit

To obtain trouble free operation and prolong
the life of your mouse, the high tech rodent
requires regular cleaning. Our deluxe mouse
cleaning kit is ideal for the purpose £3

Archi Mouse Port Splitter
Our handy littlesplitter unit eliminates the risk of
damaging your micro due to constant plugging and
unplugging of the mouse by allowing you to
connect both, a joystick and a mouse
simultaneously to your Archimedes. £15

Mk III AMX MOUSE

AMX Mouse plus Super Art £49
(Please specify for BBC. Master or Compact)

• AMX MOUSE ONLY

• AMXSUPERART Package

• AMX STOP PRESS - A Desktop

publishing software. Works with

Keyboard, Joystick or a mouse

• PAGE-FONTS - Over 20 Fonts for

use with AMX Pagemaker
•AMX DESIGN (ROM)

• AMX EXTRA EXTRA

• MOUSE MAT

WE Mouse House

£25

£26

£25

£13

£29

£16

£3

Treat your mouse to a cosy Mouse House. This
handy little gadget solves the problem of where to
store your mouse when it is having a rest. Made of
sturdy plastic, the WE Mouse House attaches to
the side of your computer, monitor, disc drive etc.

Only £3

Features

• Infra Red Signal Transmission
• High Resolution 200 DPI
• High Tracking Speed of 600mm/s up
• Anti-static Silicon Rubber Coated Ball

• Low Friction Teflon Footpads
• Power - by two AAA size batteries (not included)
• Automatic Standby Mode after 5 seconds

inactive

• Auto Power Shut-Down after 20 seconds inactive

Price £32

Quest- Tracei

An attractively finished, extremely reliable, mouse
replacement, input device. Requires very little desk
space. Connects directly to your BBC B, BBC
Master or Archimedes Micro.

QT-10 BBC/Master Version
QT-20 Archimedes Version

£25
£26

Watford Beeb HandScan is a compact unit which
will allow photographs, diagrams, or any other
documents to be digitised quickly and easily, to
then be used in a desk top publishing package, art
program, or even in your own Basic programs!

Beeb HandScan & Firmware £99

Hand Scanner
Watford's Mk II hand scanner has a maximum

resolution of 400 dpi. The scanning width is 4". The
sophisticated software is supplied in a 64K ROM,
located on a standard single width expansion
podule. As you scan a page, the image appears in
the scanning window on the screen, scrolling up in
real time. Other facilities include Cropping and
scaling to any size including stretching and
squashing in X and Y directions separately. Colour
tinting. X and Y flip. Edge detection which turns
solid objects into outlines.
Images can be printed on any printer supported by
RISCOS.
On-screen help is provided via the RiscOS
interactive help facility. (Please write in for full
technical details).

AHS-4 Archi 300/400 Version

AHS-3 Archi A3000 Version

£109

£119

Winner of the BBC Acorn User 1990

Award for the Best DTP/Word Processor

The Wapping Editor
The Wapping Editor from Watford Electronics
represents a breakthrough in Desktop Publishing
for the Beeb. The package includes a 64K ROM
containing ALL the software needed to get into
print fast; a very sophisticated graphics module,
professional quality typesetting software, a word
processor, a comprehensive font editor for
designing your own typefaces, and a variety of
printer dumps. This mouse-driven system is
designed for the BBC B, the B+ and Master
computers and will take fulladvantage of any
Sideways and Shadow RAMthat may be fitted. It
will run under DFS, ADFS and Network filing
systems and requires as a minimum just a single
40 track drive.

Wapping Editor Software Pack £49
Wapping Editor plus Mouse £69
(Wapping Editor only works with Master Compact if
a Mertec Expansion box is fitted)

Over 250K of clip art to cut and paste into your
Wapping Editor pages. Pictures include maps,
transport, people, media, sport, games etc.
Two 'ratio' screens for use with hi-res and rotated
A5 pages to ensure images are not distorted when
printedout. £-|5

Wapping Font Disc 1
Sixteen additional fonts, including smaller version
of Oberon and Daisy and two new sizes of the
standard font for the Wapping editor.
Also included are two Mode 0 screens containing
giant 'headline' fonts to cut and paste to create
extra smooth headlines.
Supplied complete with instructions. £12

IMViTTWl/lllTITBi
This new addition to our Wapping range of DTP
software provides you with additional 23 fonts for
the Wapping Editor DTP pack. (80 track discs
only). £13

The 216mm scanning width can cope with both
desktop scanning of single sheets, photographs,
diagrams, etc., with its fast ten page automatic
document feeder, but it can also detach from the
feeder to become a convenient hand-held full page
scanner for larger documents or pictures.
Scanned image control can be freely adjusted in
increments of 10 dots per inch from 100 up to 400
dpi resolution with 64 levels of grey scaling. A built
in shading controller and manual brightness control
achieve optimum image clarity.
Unlike some scanners, which use a red light
source, the Watford scanner uses a yellow/green
source which vastly improves the light/dark
contrast, thus eliminating the effect where any red-
based colours are faded down to white and so do

not show up in the scanned image.

Archi A4 Scanner
Sheet Feeder for above
Scanner + Sheet Feeder

£259

£75

£349



Z88 Portable Micro

' Z88 Portable Micro £POA

' 32K RAM Pack or 32K EPROM Pack £16

<128K RAM Pack or 128K EPROM Pack £32

•512K RAM Pack £86 • 256K Eprom Pack £55

1Z88 Eprom Eraser Unit £38

1Z88 Carrying Case £8

1AA Nicad Rechargeable Battery £1.50

' Battery Charger Compact & Fast £6

' Z88 Serial Printer Cable £8

' Z88 Parallel Printer Cable £18

•Z88 to BBC Link £8 • Z BASE £49

1Z88 to PC Link II £27 • Z88 to Macintosh £32

' Z88 Mains Adaptor £9 • Z88 Modem £99

Psion Series III
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Psion Series III Computer
• Series 3 128K £155

RAM Solid State Discs (SSD)
• 128K £68 »512K £170

Series 3 256K £179

£255

£102

1Mb

Flash Solid State Disc (SSD)
• 128K £34 *256K £59

• 1Mb £170 »2Mb £255

512K

Communications

• Parallel Interface Link

• RS 232 Serial Link for PC £58;

Various

• Mains Adaptor 9V AC
• Spreadsheet
• Professional Finance

• Spelling Checker/Thesaurus

HP Palmtop

Mac

• HP95LX 512K Palmtop PC

P.S. Above price includes Lotus 123, Desk
Diary and Memo softwares in ROM

• HP Connectivity Pack £55
• HP95LX 512K RAM Upgrade £POA

£25

£59

£12

£59

£42

£42

£199

Fax Machines

Brother 305# £335 PanaUF121 £320

Brother 450# £375 PanaUF128M £415

Brother 550M# £455 KX F2090BE £488

Canon 170 £520 ToshTF132 £349

Sjarare^isM nnter

uffer Card Expansion Board

A MUST FOR WORD PROCESSING

Simply plug the ribbon cable plug into the 6502
socket and gain a massive 32K of extra RAM.

• "VIEW" Wordprocessor users can now type in
letters in 80 columns and have up to 28K bytes free
- 5 times as much as normal.

• In WORDWISE (or WORDWISE-PLUS),
preview in 80 columns with the full 24k of text in
memory. This product is recommended as an ideal
complement by Computer Concepts.

Only £49

Solderless Sideways RO
Socket Board

Increases your BBC Micro's ROM capacity from
4 to 16.

No soldering required.

Socket 14 takes two 6264 RAM chips.

Read protect to make RAM "Vanish" allows
recovery from ROM crashes.

Battery backup option for RAM chips.

Supplied ready to fit with comprehensive
instructions.

Price: Only £32

Battery Backup fitted £35

Battery Backup only £3

16K Sideways RAM £8

Sideways RAM Utilities Disc for Solderless ROM
Board. Includes the options to load and save
ROM Images and the facility to use Sideways
RAM as Printer Buffer.

Only: £8

Watford DATA DUCK

Convert two single Disc Drives into one Dual Drive
with this simple external unit (Suitable for Disc
Drives with PSU. For Disc Drives without PSU, you
will also require Watford Power Duck, see below).

£14

Watford POWER DUCK £8

No Soldering required to fit the board.
Compatible with BBC B
Total number of ROMs increased from 4 to 8.
Up to 8 banks of sideways RAM (dynamic).

PRICES'
ROM/RAM card with 32k DRAM £39
ROM/RAM card with 64k DRAM £52
ROM/RAM card with 128k DRAM £83

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
16k plug-in Static RAM kit £8
16k DRAM for Upgrade £13
Battery backup £3
Read and Write protect switches £2 each
Complete ROM-RAM card with all options
fitted £99

ROM Cartridges for the
BBC Master

Will accept the larger Piggy Back ROMs
like Interword, Quest, etc.

• Twin £9; • Quad £14

24-Hour Credit Card Order Line

(0923)233383 or 250234

Miscellaneous Connectors

Plugs Sockets
RGB (6 PIN DIN) 50p 75p
RS423 (5 pin Domino) 70p 80p
Cassette (7 pin DIN) 40p 95p
ECONET (5 pin DIN) 35p 50p
Paddles (15 pin'D') 150p 250p
Disc Drive Plug 4 way 100p -
6 way Power Connector 120p 150p

Sideways ROM
ZIF Socket System

Allows you to change your ROMs quickly and
efficiently, without having to open the lid. The ZIF
socket is located into the ROM Cartridge's position.
It is very simple to install. No soldering required.
Also included in the price is a plastic see through
storage case with antistatic lining, which allows you
tostore12ROMs. «^«

Leasing finance now available at very attractive
rates to Businesses (subject to status), Education
establishments, Government Depts. and Local
Councils. Min. £1000. Please telephone for details.



Inter BASE

Inter CHART

Inter SHEET

Inter WORD

Mega-3 ROM
Spell Master

£49

£25

£37

£36

£76

£42

Wordwise plus
£38

FREE, the superb Word-Aid
ROM worth £24, with every

Wordwise Plus.

Word-Kid
This advance utilities ROM extends the
power of your Wordwise plus ROM.

Only £24
(N.B. Word Aid requires a Disc
interface in your Micro)

Acorn ROMS

View 3.0 ROM £45

Viewsheet (Acornsoft) £36
Viewstore £36

Viewspell - 80T disc £25
View-Index £12

View is a powerful word processor, but
it seriously lacks in terms of printer
driver support. With the View Printer
Driver ROM, the View users will find

themselves in the realms of advanced

word processing.

Price: Only £29

er Port Splitter Unit

Gone are the days when you had to
plug and unplug devices from the User
Port. This extremely useful little device
allows you to connect two devices
simultaneously to the BBC's user port.

Excellent Value at £22

E3

CREDIT CARD

24 HOUR

Ansaphone Hot Lines
(0923)250234 or

233383

Assorted ROMS

ACORN ADFS £25

ACORN BASIC 2 plus User Guide £22
ACORN DNFS £17

Acorn OS B+ £25

Acorn OS 1.2 £14

Beebmon £22

Dump Out 3 £25
Graphics Extension Rom
GXR-B £21

GXR-B+ £22

Logotron LOGO £43
MASTER OS ROM £38

Master ULA (47) £15
Master ULA (60) £10
Numerator- Archi £69

Numerator- BBC £39

Pendown ROM £32

Rom Manager £20
SERIAL ULA £13

TED £35

Video ULA £14

1Mb OS ROM £39

Watford Electronics'

New High Tech Computer
Boutique is now open in

Luton.

Don't miss your chance to visit
the Acorn Village.

CHIP SHOP
1 MB-10DILD-RAM

1 MB ZIF D-RAM

256K x 4-8 DIP

256K x 4-8 ZIF

£4.50

£4.00

£4.75

£4.00

Memory SIMs
>256Kx9-7 £9 «1Mbx9-7 £29

>256Kx9-8 £9 «1Mbx9-8 £33

Various Chips
DS3691

DS88LS120

LM324

SN76489

SAA5050
UPD7002

2764-250nS

27128A-250n (12V5)
27128-250nS(21V)
27256-2

27512-2

27C101G(1 Meg)
• 4013 75p •68B50
• 4020 £1.00 «7438

•4164-10 £1.55 •74LS00
• 4464-10 £3.50 »74LS04
•4816 RAM £2.00 »74|_S10
• 41256-8 £2.00 «74LS123
• 41256-10 £1.50 #74LS163
• 6264LP-8KE4.00

• 6502A £5.00

• 65C02 3M £9.75

• 65C12 £9.00
•6512A £10.00 *74LS373
• 6522 £4.00 •74LS393
•6522A £5.00 #75453
•62256ALS £10 •75159
• 62256P-12E8.50 #8271
• 6818 £4.00 «9637
•6845SP £6.00 »ICL7673PA

£4.50

£5.25

£0.45

£5.50

£8.75

£6.00

£3.00

£2.50

£4.00

£3.00

£4.50

£7.00

£2.95

50p
50p
50p

50p

£1.00

£1.00

£1.00

£1.00

£2.75

£1.00

£1.00

£1.00

£3.00

£30

£2.00

£3.00

•74LS244

• 74LS245

•74ALS245

Acorn Speech Synthesizer
package complete, for the

BBC B Microcomputer

Special Offer £14

iGommander Joystick

Features:

• Direct connection to BBC Analogue
input port -
interface needed.

• Fully compatible with all BBC
Joystick controlled games
programmes.

• Switchable springs allow selection
of floating or centring operation.

• Trim adjusters for both X and Y
axes for fine centre adjustment.

• Convenient stick mounted fire

button with additional base buttons.

Price: £15

'oltmace Joysticks
Delta 3B Single Joystick £10
Delta 3B Twin Joysticks £15
Delta 14B Single Joystick £11
Delta-Cat A mouse eliminator

Joystick for the Archimedes £24
Analogue aircraft style yoke
Joystick to run in the analogue port

of the BBC B & Master 128 £25

Whether you want to type in your
latest program or the draft of a new
trilogy, Watford's manuscript holders
are superb for holding your paper at the
ideal height and angle to allow you to
read and type in ease and comfort.

Available in 2 full A4 versions, desk
resting and shelf clamping. Paper is
held firmly be means of a plastic
retaining ruler and a clip grip.

Desk Top £8
Angle poise £12

Copy holders as
above but with a

battery operated,
remote controlled

cursor/ruler. (By
hand or foot pedal.) (Batteries 2 x AA
not included.)

Desk Top £15
Angle poise £20

rogrammer
Adder EPROM Programs 2764 and
27128 EPROMs for the BBC and BBC

Master. Connects to the User port.

Offer Price: £39

TEX EPROM ERASERS

Over erasure of EPROMs very rapidly
turns them into ROMs!

The TEX erasers operate following the
manufacturers specifications to give
the maximum possible working life by
not erasing too fast.

• ERASER GT - Deluxe version

erases up to 18 chips. Has
automatic safety cut-off to switch off
the UV lamp when opened. £36

Spare UV tubes. £12

ROM Extraction Tool

This extremely useful tool allows you
trouble free chip insertion and removal
from your computer by distributing the
removal force over the whole

body of any 24 or 28 pin chip.
• Plastic ChipExtractor £2
• MetalChip Extractor £3

rvisol Foam Cleaner

This king size multipurpose foam
cleaner spray is ideal for cleaning
Keyboard, Monitor, Disc Drive &
Computer furniture surfaces.

£2.50

itistatic Aerosol Spray
Ideal for cleaning and preventing static
build-up on TV/Monitor Screens.

£2.50

Aerosol Dust Spray
Ideal for removing dust & dirt from
Keyboard & similar inaccessible
spaces. £3

OFFICE MASTER

CASHBOOK • FINAL ACCOUNTS

• MAILIST • EASILEDGER -

• INVOICES & STATEMENT

All this for only £21 (Disc)

OFFICE MATE

• DATABASE • SPREADSHEET

• BEEBPLOT

Only £10 (Disc)

ares for BBC Micro

UHF Modulator £4

Speaker £3; Speaker Grill £1

Keyswitches £1

16MHz Crystal £2

17.734 MHz Crystal £2

32.768MHz Crystal £2

Replacement 17 way Flexible
Keyboard Connector £4

BBC Master Power Supply £59

BBC Master Keyboard £62

BBC Master Casing £49

Refurbished BBC B Spares

BBC B Casing £19

Clear Perspex Keystrip Holder £3

BBC B Keyboard £35

BBC B Power Supply £42
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(No VAT on Books)

15HrWordprocessing BBC/View £6.95
15HrWordprocessing BBC/WW &WW+ £6.95
30Hour BASIC (BBC Micro) £12.95

1stWord Plus- Mastering £13.95
1st Word Plus Rel. 2 Manual £10.00

A3000 Technical Reference Manual £29.00
A5000 Technical Reference Manual £-
Acorn DTP A Guide to £17.00
Advanced User Guide for BBC £10.95
Archimedes 1stStep- Beginners Guide £9.95
Archimedes Assembly Language £14.95
Archimedes Basic V Guide £9.95
Archimedes BBC Basic Guide £20
Archimedes DTP Manual £10.00
Archimedes Game Maker Manual £14.95
Archimedes Operating System £14.95

Archimedes Risc-Os Programmers
Reference Manual £79.00

Assembly Language Quick Ref. £21.95
BASIC 2- User Guide £2
BBC B Micro User Guide £15

Budget DTP on theArchimedes £12.95
C Big RedBook of £8.95
C Dabhand Guide to 3rd Ed £16.95
CProgramming Lang. 2ndEdition £24.95
DISC FILING SYSTEM (DFS)
Operating Manual forBBC £5.95

DTP on the Archimedes £12.95
File Handling forAll £9.95

FORTH on the BBC Micro £9.95
Graphics on the ARM £14.95
Impression - DabHandGuide £14.95

ISO-PASCALReference Manual £9.95
Master 512 Guide - Dabs Press £9.95
Master Operating System £12.95

Master Reference Manual - Advanced £14
Mouse User Guide to BBC Micro -

the Complete £5.95
Example Programson Discfor above £4.95

Mysteries ofDisc Drives &DFSRevealec £4.95
PASCAL Programming £10.95
Rise OSStyle Guide £9.95

RISC Technical Manual 260pg £14.95
Understanding Interword -
ABeginners Guide £4.95

View 3.0 User Guide £10
Viewsheet User Guide £10
Viewstore User Guide £10

Wimp Programming forAll £12.95
Z88- A Dabhand Guide £14.95
Z88Computing £9.95
Z88Magic £14.95

{••iVIBOOKS for I

PC & Compatibles
386/486 PC Power User Guide £19.95

8086/8088 Ass.Language Quick Ref £8.45
8086/8088 Programming Ihe £17.95
Accountancy software inBusiness - Using£14.95
Agenda- Using £21.95
Aldus PageMaker - Using £21.45
AMI Pro3 - Using Special Ed £25.95
Assembly Language 3e- Using £27.45
Autocad 4th Ed- Mastering £31.50
AutoCAD - Inside 10&11SpecEd £32.45
AutoCAD - Mastering Rel. II4e £31.50
Autocad - Mastering Through Rel. 10 £28.95
BuildYour own 386/386SX& Save £15.50
Build Your own80486IBM Computer £12.95
C Programming Language 2ndEd £26.95
C- Waite Group Turbo C Bible £27.95
C++ Borland C++ 3 Handbook 2e £24.95
Clipper 5.01 3e-Using £27.45
Computer UsersDictionary £9.95
Corel Draw Quick Ref Thro V1.2 £7.95
Corel Draw 2.0Made Easy £19.95
Corel Draw v2 Quick Ref £28.90
Corel Draw Quick Rel v1.2 £8.45
dBase3/4Complete Ref £27.45
dBaseIII Plus- Complete Reference £19.95
dBase IIIPlus Handbook 2nd Edition £22.95
dBaseInstant Reference (III &lilt) £10.95
Desk Jet Unlimited £19.95
DOS Complete Reference 3e £23.95
DOS forDummies Through v5.0 £15.45
DOS-Easy (tover5) £18.45
DOS Instant Ref. £9.75
DR DOS 6 Quick Reference £8.95

DTP Looking Good in Print 2e £21.95
EGA SVGA CardsProg. Guide to £27.95
Excel 4 Windows - A Quick Course £11.95
Excel 4 for Windows Quickstart £20.45

Excel 4.0Windows Made Easy3e £16.50
Excel 4 lorWindows 2e - Using £27.45

Foxpro 2 MadeEasyRevised Ed £20.95
Foxpro 2 - Using £27.45
Foxpro 2 - Mastering 2ed £26.95
Framework III - Mastering £24.50
GW Basic Users Guide & Ref £17.95
Hard Disc Instant Ref £10.95
Hard Disc - Using Your £27.45
IBMPC & PS/2 - Inside the 3rd Ed £21.70
IBM PCs 386 486 Power User Guide £17.95

LAN-Understanding Local AreaNetworks £23.50
Locoscript PCv1.5- Using £14.95
Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows £27.45

Lotus 1-2-3Rel.2.4SpecialEd- Using £27.45
Microsoft GW BASIC £17.95

MS-DOS 5 -10 Minute Guide to £9.95

MS-DOS Batch Files Quick Ref £5.95
MS-DOS First Book £15.50

MSDOS forBeginners £17.45
MS-DOS Quick Ref Guide 5 £8.95

MS-DOS-Running 4thedition £19.95
MS-DOS - Supercharging 2nd Edition £17.95
MS-DOS Users Guide 3rd Edition £27.95
MS-DOS 5 - Quick Start £18.45
MS-DOS 5 User Hand Book £19.95
MS-GW BASIC User Guide & Ref £17.95
MS Visual BASIC Workshop incl. Disc £28.30
Netware Understand Local Area £24.50

Netware Users Guide 2.2 &3.11 £22.95
Novell Netware 386CompRef £29.95
Novell Netware 2e - Using £27.45
Novell Network - Mastering £27.95
Novell Network - Using £27.45
Pagemaker 4 IBM - Useincl. Disc £19.95
Pagemaker 4 forWindows - Using £27.45
PageMaker on IBM PC- Using £22.95
Paradox 4 Quick Reference £8.95

PCs&Compatible Computers for
Beginners £17.95

PC Crash Course 2.0 2nd Edition £19.95

PCConfiguration Handbook 2e £26.99
PC-Fix yourown £22.50
PC- Upgrade &Maintain - Complete £25.50
PCs- Upgrading &Repairing 2e £32.45
Quattro Pro4.0Made Easy £16.50
Quattro Pro4 Special Ed- Using £25.95
Smart-Using £21.45
Smartware II- Mastering £22.95
Supercalc 5 - Mastering £24.50
Supercalc 5 2ed- Using £27.45
Timeworks Publ. 2 - Practical Guide £16.95

Timeworks Publisher Comp. v2.0 £12.95
Turbo C Bible £27.95

Turbo C++ £22.95
Turbo Pascal 5-Using £22.95
Turbo Pascal Using £27.45
Unix- Using £27.45
Upgrading &Repairing PC's £27.45
Ventura Publisher-Using £22.95
Ventura Tips&Tricks 3e £21.95
Ventura - 3rd Edition £24.95

Windows 3.1 10 Minutes Guide to £9.95
Windows 3.1 Program RefVol 4 £19.95
Windows 3.1 A Quick Course in £ 11.95

Windows 3.1 Mastering 2e £25.50
Windows 3.03.1 Using Special Ed £25.95
Windows 3.1Complete Ref2e £23.95
Windows 3.1 Program RefVol 1 £26.95
Windows 3.1Program Ref Vol 2 £35.95
Windows 3.1 ProgRefVol 3 £26.95
Windows 3.1 Quick Reference £8.95

Windows 3.1 Secrets 2e + Disc £36.95
Window Programming 2ndEd £27.95
Word 2 forWindows MadeEasy £16.95
Word forWindows madeeasy £15.95
WordPerfect - Quick Reference V5 £8.95
WordPerfect 5.1- ABC's of £18.95
WordPerfect 5.1- 1st Book of £15.95
WordPerfect 5.1- Mastering £24.95
WordPerfect 5.1Quick Course £11.95
WordPerfect 5.1 QuickStart £20.45
WordPerfect 5.1- Using Special Ed £25.95
WordPerfect forBeginners £17.45
Wordstar &CPM MadeEasy £15.75
Wordstar 6.0 Made Easy £15.95

WORD FOR WINDOW

10 Minute Guide Word 2 Windows £9.50
DTP with Word 2 for Window £20.45
MS WORD 2 Windows Made Easy £16.95
Master MS WORD 2 for Windows 2e £24.50
Quick Course Word 2 Windows £10.95
Running WORD 2 forWindows £29.95
Using WORD 2 forWindows 2e £25.95

Carriage on Booksvarybetween £4to
£6.00, depending on theirweight

ACORN to PC

Stop the Confusion!

Do you have to use both Acorn
computers and PC's? Would you like
to use your Archimedes or A3000 in
PC-emulation mode but are unsure of

the new commands?

Although Acorn machines (such as the
BBC B, the Master, the Archimedes)
are mainly used in education, most
commercial computers use other
operating systems, particularly MS-
DOS. As a result school computer
users are at a disadvantage when
moving into 'business' computing. PCs
and other commercial computers use
MS-DOS as the operating system, so
commands for formatting, copying,
backing up, printing and the modem
are not the same. Even file names are

written differently! And did you know
that there is one Acorn command

which, if used in MS-DOS, wipes
everything in the current directory?

'ACORN TO PC enables you to
change over painlessly. It shows
clearly and quickly how, why and
where the two systems (Acorn and
MS-DOS) differ. As with a foreign
language dictionary, you can use the
book to transfer either way - from
Acorn to MS-DOS, or from MS-DOS to
Acorn.

Price: £6.95 (No VAT)

The Complete BBC
Computer User

Handbook

If you own a BBC B, B+, Electron,
Master 128 or Master Compact, or
Archimedes, then this is the book for
you. It shows how to get the best from
your machine, and how to make it
work for you.

Only: £9.95 (No VAT)

Beeb PC (BASIC)
Designed for program authors to
convert BBC programs to run on IBM
PCs.

Price: £38

Beeb DOS 3.0

(Now reads Archimedes Discs)

Beeb DOS is a collection of utilities

which run on the PCs and enable it to
read and write information on BBC

Discs.
Price: £39

pson i

Printer Commands
"ealed Handbook

So you bought yourself a new printer,
because the salesman in the shop
showed you how clever it is and
impressed you with all sorts of
printouts to show its capabilities - he
may even have offered you a special
price.
However, now that you have got it
home and connected it to your BBC
microcomputer, you are wondering
how to make it perform these magical
tasks. The manual seems to give no
clues, and when you type in the
example programs, the computer
throws the LPRINT statements back in
your face.
Now what do you do, when this £400
piece of high technology refuses even
to move its head, and you have stayed
up until 2 in the morning with copious
supplies of coffee, desperately trying to
print something out? Once again,
Watford Electronics comes to your
help with our new book entitled 'THE
EPSON FX-KAGA PRINTER

COMMANDS REVEALED".
This book describes in plain, easy to
understand English, how to use and
make the most of your KP810,
PW1080A or any other Epson FX80
compatible printers like Panasonic KX-
P1080/1, etc., with the BBC Micro,
both from Basic and Wordwise.

£4.95 (No VAT)

i Official orders accepted from
government, educational
establishments and PLCs.

i Shop Hours: 9am to 6pm, Monday
to Saturday. Late night Thursday
until 8pm. Free customer car park.

i Mail Order Inquiries: 9am to 6pm.
Monday to Friday only

i Technical Inquiries: 9.30am to
5.00pm, Monday to Friday

Carriage (incl. Insurance) Charges

Software

Hardware
Lasers

Accessories
Small Items

1st

Item

£7.00

£8.00

£10.00

£5.00

£5.00

2nd & Sub

sequent Item

£2.00

£5.00

£7.00

£3.00

£3.00

P.S. Many software packages qualify
for the small item tariff

For Next Day Working Day delivery
sen/ice simply double the cost. All
charges subject to VAT

Above carriage charges apply to UK
mainland only. On export orders,
carriage is charged at cost.

Watford

Electronics Ltd
Established 1972

Mail Order & Showroom:

Jessa House, Finway, off Dallow Road, Luton, LU11TR, England
Tel: 0582 48 77 77 Tlx: 8956095 WATFRD Fax: 0582 488588

Showroom Only:
Jessa House, 250 LowerHigh Street, Watford, WD1 2AN, England

Tel: 0923 237774 Fax: 0923 233642

Offers and all items are subject to availability. Prices may have to change for reasons beyond
our control. Specifications on products are correct at the time of going to press and given in
good faith, but may have to change without notice. Please check suitability of peripherals with
your system/s, before ordering. All trademarks are acknowledged. Goods are sold subject to
our standard terms and conditions ot sale and are available on request. GOODSARE NOTSOLD
ON TRIAL BASIS. E&OE.
VAT: UK and ECcustomers: Please add 17.5% VAT to the total cost, including carriage.
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Eureka!
Now Available

High Quality. High Resolution Colour
Graphics for the Acorn Archimedes
made possible with the G8 Range of
Graphic Accelerator Cards from
Watford Electronics

♦ Produces high resolution
images on screen

♦ More colours available due to new
palett. Up to 256 displayed on
screen from a palett of 16.7
million colours

♦ 256 simultaneous grey scales on
screen for photorealistic images

♦ Increases the refresh rate
of the screen to reduce

visible flicker

♦ Faster graphics re-draw
operations

♦ Increases the speed of all
machine operations

♦ Direct Drive video output.
Sharper images in all modes

♦ Sound output is
unaffected

♦ Fully tested and compatible
with the following monitors
Eizo, Taxan
Radius, NEC
MicroVitec

Aries
Acorn Multisync

anasonic
Phillips
DECVR110YVR260

Compatible with a
Archimedes except
A3010, A302Q.au
A4000 & A4

Performance test on A440/1, ARM2

A comparison of speed performance
between a standard A44071 and one

fitted with a G8 Accelerator Card

from State machine.

jw§ Watford

Electronics
Established 1972

Head Office & Showroom:

Jessa House, Finway, Dallow

Road, Luton. LU1 1TR.

Tel: (0582) 487777

Fax: (0582) 488588

Telex: 8956095

Branch Office & Showroom:

Jessa House, 250 High Street,
Watford, WD 1 2AN.

Tel: (0923) 237774

Fax: (0923) 233642

\
23

seconds
10.5

seconds

640 x 480 x 256
without G8 card

640 x 480 x 256

with G8 card

Maximum Resolution

(Square Pixels)

(Rectangular Pixels)

V. Scan Frequency
H. Scan Frequency

Video Memory
Output Video Signal

Sync

Order Hotline 0582 487777
C9am-6pm Monday-Saturday). FAXLINE 0582 488588.

24-Hour Answerphone Line 0923 233383

VAT:UKcustomers, please add 17.5% to value of order and carriage.

Offers and all items arc subject to availability. Prices may have to change for reasons beyond our control.
Specifications of all products are correct at time of going to press and given in good faith, but may change

without notice. All trademarks acknowledged. Goods are sold subject to our standard Terms &Conditions o
Sale available on request. ESOE.Phone for the very latest prices and the quickest delivery options.

1280 x 1024® 4 colours

1152x848® 16 colours

800 x 600 @ 256 colours

1600 x 1200® 16 colours

1152x848® 256 colours

*56-110Hz(NI), 87Hz(l)
*31.5-75KHz

512KB

Analogue RGB (RS-343A)
Compsite grey level
15 and 9 pin connectors
H. Sync (TTL Level)
V. Sync (TTLLevel)
Composite (TTL Level)
Sync on Green

Palette 24 bit (16.7 million colours)

*Mode dependent, (Nl) = Non Interlaced, (I) = Interlaced

tee Machine
75 Upper Wellington Street,

Luton. LU1 5AA. (0582 483377)

•i* Add VATand £5 for carriage
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Gavin Burns

explains how
you can get your

machine off to a

good start

Suddenly you feel inspired;
you know the most brilli
ant and impressive conclu
sion for that all-important

document due in tomorrow.

With great speed, you dash to
your computer, turn it on and
frantically search for the direc
tory that the document is
stored in and begin to type.

A message flashes up before
you to say that no word pro
cessing application has been
installed. You can't write a

single word yet. Desperately
you load the word processor,
relocate the document and . . .

well, you've forgotten what
you wanted to write now.

Wouldn't your life be easier
if everything that you used
regularly was automatically
loaded, every time you
switched on your machine?
Well, you can tailor your com
puter to suit your every need,
and here's how to do it...

The anatomy or make-up of
your machine is stored in a
Boot file, a special kind of file
that will remember how your
machine is set up. Every time
you switch on the machine, it's
restored exactly as you like it,
assuming you've ordered the
Boot file to do so.

A Boot file is basically a file
containing lots of commands
that describe your computer's
set up. This file is stored on
your disc, and is run when the
machine is switched on or

reset: this is called booting
your machine.

It's simple to set up a Boot
file; here's what to do ...

• Turn on your machine and
load up all your favourite bits;
a wordprocessing application
would be a good idea or, per
haps, you'd find it useful to
have a database, like Squirrel,
already loaded.

• Click the Menu button over
the Acorn on the bottom right-
hand side of the screen. Go

into Desktop boot and drag the

BEGINNERS

ABSOLUTE

BEGINNER
top boot file, saved it 177I274

RRH::RanDiscB.S.!Boot •

HinpSlot -next 6481;
^hangeDynanicRrea -FontSize 328K
rhangeOynanicfires -SpriteSize it
DhangeDynanicflrea -RanfsSize 2S6K
ColourTransLoadings 82 U ?,i
Filer.OpenDir RRH::Ran0isc8.S 882 988 33. 138 -sn -si
Filerjoot Resources:S,Rpps.!Rlarn
Filerjoot Resources:S,Rpps. (Configure
Filerjoot ResourcesiJ.Rpps.lDraw
Filer.Boot Resources:S.R?ps.!Edit
Filer.Boot Resources;s.Rpps.lPaint
Filerjoot ROFS::t1ark.$."Fonts
Filerjoot RDFSiiHark.$.!Scrip
Filerjoot RDFS::Hark.$.ISysten
Filerjoot RDFS::Hark.$,flpps.!l»rg»r
Filerjoot RDFSsiHark.J.flpps, F
Filerjoot RDFS::Hark.$.flpps.!Fvu„
Filerjoot RDFS::Kark.S.Rpps,!S<iuirrtl

SetPalette F8F8F8 mm B 9e_?37B?e 565856 333B36 888888 984888 88E8E8 680888 8

Run ResourcesiS.llpps.lRlarn fllarns
Run flDFS:;Mark.$,flpps,!CSD
Run RDFS::Mark.S.Edltors.!DeskEdit
Run RDFS::Hark.S.DTP.Ilnpress

- ErKlS^IW HP
Hark "":8 flpps RBH Dungeon f; 4 m m

Your Boot file can be as long and complicated as you wish

file icon on to your hard disc
or, if you don't have a hard
drive, on to a floppy disc
(which will now be called your
Boot disc). Make sure that the
autoboot option is on (meaning
the little star is present).
You've now saved your Boot
file. It's that simple.

• Unfortunately, if you have
RiscOS 3.10 (check by click
ing Menu over the Acorn on
your icon bar and looking at
the Info line) there is a little
bug which prevents things
working as they should. To get
round this, press FI2 and type
the following:
*Configure FileSystem ADFS
*ADFS

If your Boot file is on a hard
disc, then you should type:
^Configure Drive 4
*Mount 4

If your Boot file is on a floppy
disc, then type:
♦Configure Drive 0
*Mount 0

Finally, type:
*Opt 4 2
♦Configure Boot
Now your Boot disc is set up.
If you perform a SHIFT-BREAK,
or turn the machine on, then

your Boot file will be run. If
you have a floppy system,
don't forget to put your Boot

disc in the drive. You can alter

the effects of your Boot file if
you want. To do this, simply
drag the Boot file into Edit,
and a bunch of lines will be

appear as shown above. If
you're particularly clever, you
can change the set-up of your
machine by altering the com
mands in these lines.

Take a look at the first part;
you'll see something about
WimpSlot and ChangeDynami-
cArea. Nothing to do with a
special space for puny bodies,
this area is concerned with

memory management. The
sizes of the font cache and

Ram disc are set up here. If
you ever need to alter these
details permanently, it's better
to use the Configure appli
cation, rather than mess about
changing the commands.

Next is the ColourTransLoad-

ings command. This concerns
your palette. Ignore it.

As you will of course
remember, you needed to have
a Filer window open in which
to save the Boot file.

Filcr_OpcnDir contains details of
this window, but you probably
don't really want this window
opened every time the compu
ter is turned on. To prevent the
window turning up every time,
simply delete this line - but

only this line - and resave
your Boot file.

Next, you should be able to
see a large section of com
mands that all look the

same(ish). These begin with
Filer_Boot and often make up
the bulk of the file, telling the
computer which applications
or resources to automatically
recognise. The full pathname
is given, so the computer
knows exactly where to find
each application. This tells the
computer how to load certain
files so, for example, the line
FilerJBool Resources:$.Apps.!Draw

will make sure that when you
double-click on a Draw file,
then Draw is loaded

automatically.
Another wimpy bit follows.

Here the mode and palette for
the desktop are set up. You
will see lots of numbers in the

Desktop_SetPalette line. If you're
curious as lo which number

corresponds to which colour,
look at the palette icon on the
bottom right-hand side of the
screen; it's the pretty box with
coloured squares in it. The first
number is the first coloured

square on the top left-hand
side of the box, the second
colour is the second square
and so on. Your palette will
probably begin with a white
square which will have the
value F0F0F0.

Next up is the pinboard, the
top bit of the desktop which
provides a background to the
windows. This be completely
dull and grey, but the more
confident computer users
among you will no doubt use
some manic chaos pattern.

Finally, you will come
across some lines that begin
Run. These are the applications
you are running at this very
moment, and the Run. com
mand simply makes sure they
will appear on your icon bar
when you switch on.

So, if you want to be a more
efficient computer user, give
your machine a boot.
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Correct posture is often hard to attain by

disabled people using normal work benches,

our height adjustable work units it can

be achieved in seconds using a simple

winding handle. This is removable to make

the units tamperproof. This simple method of

adjustment gives millimetre accuracy and

allows units to be used for various activities by

different people, achieving optimum

efficiency. The open end at one or more

sides allows every current UK wheelchair to

be accommodated comfortably. This,

coupled with over 500mm of adjustment

means that children from 3 yearsold to adult

can use the same unit in complete comfort,

We also manufacture a full range of height

adjustable workbenches for Woodworking,

Metalworking, Home Economics, Science

and Art. Similarly, Vari-tech produce

changing beds and ranges of tables for

classroom, dining room and office use.

FOR DETAILS OF VARI-TECH

SOLUTIONS TO COMPUTER DESKING

AND SPECIAL NEEDS, PHONE OUR

ADVICE LINE ON: 0254 773524.

Developed to facilitate the ease of networking, the Benching

System units all have removable blanking plates, allowing wires

to pass from desk to desk. To enable the multiple positioning

and connection of desks there are four different linking units

available.

There are two mobile Trolley models, together with a comprehensive

range of accessories, allowing all needs to be catered for. All Trolleys are

supplied as standard with integrated handrails and rubber wheels for

shock absorbtion and mobility.

no H [\

_ _ O

no

Vari-tech, unit 7, Premier Mill, Begonia Street, Darwen, Lanes. BB3 2DP
Tel: 0254 773524 Fax: 0254 706617



In the January issue of Acorn
User I decided that the

early pre-release version of
Wordz was full of promise,

if a little slow. I've now had a

chance to try out the second
update (version 1.02) of the
full release version.

With Pipedream. Collon
Software has long survived on
the principle of cramming as
much functionality as possible
into a single application.
Although at heart it was really
a spreadsheet, Pipedream
could justifiably claim to be a
word processor and even a
simple database.

By contrast, Wordz repre
sents a total rethink. It is a

word processor, both in name
and in nature, and you will
have to buy several separate
applications to approach the
versatility of Pipedream. The
new Colton Software family
includes Wordz itself, the
forthcoming Resultz spread
sheet and an as-yet unnamed
database. Let's hope they
don't call it Databaze.

NICE AND EASY
Wordz has a bar at the top of
the editing window with icon
ised buttons providing direct
access to central functions like

text justification modes, style
and effect choices, cut/paste,
document saving and printing.
The very first button contains
a pair of spectacles. Click on
this and you get the View con
trol dialogue box. This lets you
set things like the scale view,
the printable area and choose
options such as vertical and
horizontal rulers or column

and row borders.

You can also split the edit
ing area vertically or horizon
tally into two separate
windows on the same docu

ment. These remain contained

within the single overall
Wordz window and make edit
ing more manageable. Under
neath the button bar is a single
status line which doubles as

context-sensitive help.
Like Computer Concepts'

Impression, Wordz imple
ments layered styles which can
be applied to any selected
region of text rather than just
all the text in one paragraph.
Any text region, be it a single
character or an entire docu

ment, can have a different

customised combination of
font, size, foreground or back-

WORD PROCESSORS

WORDZ
MADE EASY

ment file, meaning the image
must be copied, or to save
space, Wordz can reference
external image files.

Illustrations can be resized

and moved around the docu

ment and there is an option to
use an image as a page back
drop. Images can be pinned so
they maintain their position
relative to surrounding text.

AND THE REST
Other Wordz niceties include
templates for label printing, a
58,000-word spelling checker
with user-dictionary option,
fields for fixed dates or

today's date, case swapping,
word counting on selected
regions as well as the entire
document and the ability to
import First Word Plus files.

Wordz is certainly an
impressive package to use.
Nothing is ever 100 percent
perfect and I have some quib
bles: although speeded up
since its pre-release days.
Wordz is still a bit sluggish al
limes when forcing the text to
scroll with the arrow keys and
there is an annoying screen re
paint every now and again,
which seems unnecessary.

There is no option for click-
selecting a single line with the
mouse; two clicks selects a

word and three the whole para
graph. I was disappointed thai
drag and drop editing to sup
plement ihe conventional cul-
copy-paste method had not
been implemented. Collon
Software has not ruled these

options out. but has no definite
plans either. Advanced fea
tures like footnotes, indexing
and outlining are also not on
the priorities list.

Nevertheless, the arrival of

Wordz has already stirred
some of Colton Software's

rivals into action to improve
their own wares. Wordz looks

nice, is genuinely easy to use,
has powerful features like lay
ered styles and comprehensive
tabling and promises a lot,
with hot links to Resultz and

the forthcoming database.

As Ian Burley finds out, Colton's Wordz
can be both powerful and easy to use

Hordz: SCSITTrjuanfijnftTi3Tl^extFiles,HaWriTesTBnU7relitures,Horg2

Wordz combines a host of features with ease of use

can be made to flow from one

line to another within its

column bounds and automati-

ground colour, ruler setting.
line spacing or whatever is
applied to it. Styles can be
masked by more recently
applied ones, so complex but
impressive combinations of
effects can be built up.

Once you have used layered
styles it's very difficult to
return to the restrictions of the

old fashioned paragraph styles.
However, it can be difficult to

keep track of applied styles, so
a style region function has
been included, that shows you
where the styles are and lets
you rearrange them.

ON THE TABLE
Wordz has a very powerful
and easy to use table editor.
By selecting column and row
borders you can drag about the
table dimensions of all, or part
of, the table to your heart's
content. Or you can resize an
individual table entry by
dragging the sides of its box.

You have the choice of

showing or hiding boxes in
finished tables. Data entered

cally extend the cell.
Rows and columns are eas

ily inserted, selected and
deleted. Pre-prepared data can
be directly imported into a
table if it is in CSV format. All

you need to do is drag and
drop the CSV file icon into
your Wordz document and a
the program automatically
generates a table.

When Resultz arrives you
will be able to insert whole

spreadsheets into Wordz
tables. As Wordz and Resultz
will share a dynamic link you
will be able to edit Resultz
sheets from within Wordz as
long as both applications are
running at the same time.
Wordz will also share Resultz-
generated charts and these too
will be updated in real lime.

Wordz documents can incor

porate either Paint or Draw
images, but not those from
Artworks. Images can either be
imported into the Wordz docu

PRODUCT DETAILS

Product: Wordz

Supplier: Colton Software, 2
Signet Court, Swanns Road, Cam
bridge, CB5 8LA
Tel: (0223) 311881
Price: £99
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SCHOOLS TV
at your fingertips

Details of the Channel 4/ITV Schools service for your school
micro. Just one disk brings you descriptions of each individual
programme. There are also files on support publications,
software, videos and people to contact. For intelligent searching,
all files use the easily available KEY or KEY PLUS data handling
system.
GML continues Ihe service previously provided by ITC Education.

SUMMER TERM ready now
Annual individual/single site subscription 93/94 school year
(+ Summer '93 free) £24.00
Single term - Summer term 1993 now £8.50

(Back copies can be provided, just write terms required)

Multiple copying permitted on the named site. More than one disk
version needed? 25% off each subscription if more than one
version ordered.

Professional/LEA centres wishing to provide copies to the
schools in their area please enquire about special rates.

Versions to suit all Acorn Users:

KEY data for BBC-B or Master DFS 5.25":

- 80 track DS

- 40 track SS, DS or flipover (primary only)

Region: (subsets for BBC DFS versions only)
- England - Scotland
- Wales (S4C/BBC Wales) - N. Ireland

All UK versions:

- ADFS (L)
- Archimedes 3.5" - use with KEY Arc or KEY PLUS

Writing stating the version(s) required, contact name, school or
college, user site address, and cheque payable to Christopher
Jones, GML. Post to:
GML, Concorde House, 18 Margaret Street, BRIGHTON BN2 1TS

PREMIUMBULK3.5"DISKS

25

50

100

200

250

500

DS/DD

11.49

20.99

37.99

71.99

33.99

DS/HD

17.49

30.49

56.99

109.99

134.99

173.99 259.99

ALL DISKS ARE FULLYGUARANTEED
AND ARECOMPLETEWITH LAPELS

JB 3.5"SUPERIOR LOCKABLE DISKBOXES gt
Qty 100Cap. ]AOCap. Bank Box I

1 4.49ea 6.49ea 9.95ea

2 4.39ea 6.39ea 9.75ea

4 4A9ea 6A9ea 950ea

I 6 3.99ea 5.99ea 9.25eaJ

Allproductsaresubjecttoavailability
Allprices include VAT.
Pleaseadd£3.50p+p

fordisks and boxes.
E&OE.

The Geometric Drawing Program

For the best in Educational Software

All at £19.95 inc VAT Each

Please Add £1 for Postage & Packing

Computer Tutorial Services Ltd.
4 Mill Hill Road, Cowes, Isle of Wight, P031 7EA

Tel: (0983) 294333 Fax: (0983) 298439

fff 3.5"PREMIUM DISKS WITH OUR BOXES ffl

100 Cap. box + 50 disks

DS/DD DS/HD

24.99 34.49

WO Cap. box+ 100 disks 41.49 60.49

\40Cap. box+100 disks 43.99 61.99

Bank box.+ 50 disks 29.99 39.49

RIBBONS-POSTFREE

Full Mark Brand

Citizen 120D/124D Swift24

Citizen Swift24Colour

?ar\aeor\\c KXP1030/1123/1124

StarLC10/LC20

Star LC10-4 Colour

StarLC24-10

Star LC24-10 Colour

StarLC200

Star LC200 Colour

StarLC24-200

Star LC24-200 Colour

Ribbon re-ink

2off 4off
PRICEEACH

2.75 2J55
13.95m

3.25 3.05
2.60 2.AO

5.90 5.70

2.95 2.75

10.95'

3.00 2.80

10.95'

2.95 2.75

10.95'
12.95

Minimum order - 2 ribbons, exceptthose
marked with an asterisk *

COMPATIBLE INK JET REFILL

HPDeskjet500 Double Refill 9.95
Canon BJ10E Double Refill 9.95

SNAP COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD Fax: 0703 457222
Unit 16,The Sidings, Hound Rd, Netley Abbey, Southampton S03 5QA m



FANFARE FOR THE
COMMON MIDI

Richard Garrett plays along with Serenade, Clares' new Midi package

The trouble with Midi sequencers is that
most of them arc written for pro musicians
who, as everyone knows, speak a foreign
language - riff, hook, stab, middle eight

and so on - read hieroglyphics - musical nota
tion - sleep during the daytime and have egos
bigger than the Albert Hall. Any piece of soft
ware that meets their approval must cost loads
of money, be totally unintelligible to the average
punter and do everything they ever wanted,
including mix Alka-Seltzer when appropriate. If
you don't fit the above description then read on.

ENTER SERENADE
Serenade is an unashamedly entry level Midi
sequencer that can write and arrange music for
up to 16 electronic instruments. It is a grid edit
sequencer which runs in the desktop and uses
the analogy of a player piano to represent musi
cal notes as lines on a paper roll rather than dots
on a stave.

Clares has used icons extensively in the layout
and, unlike many sequencers, it offers a huge
number of specialist functions without seriously
constricting the user's workspace. This is exclu
sively a Midi package, and will only work with
an appropriate interface card. Since such pack
ages are still rare on the Arc, it's worth
describing the function of Serenade in a little
detail...

Sequencers are programs that help you com
pose music on screen, record it from a
synthesizer keyboard or other input device and
play it back using external tone generators (the
synth again). This is achieved by passing infor
mation between the computer and processor
driven musical instruments over five-pin DIN
cables.

Unlike sound sampling programs, Midi
sequencers never deal in actual sound, but
manipulate control signals (the outputs) that tell
synthesizers and drum machines what sounds to
generate from their own hardware. The system
also transmits controller information (inputs)
which describes the status of volume knobs,
expression pedals, pitch wheels and other modu
lation devices.

Although Midi addresses instruments on 16
different channels at once, you don't need to
connect your computer to 16 boxes. Contem
porary multi-timbral synths can generate about
24 notes at once spread over 16 stereo instru
ments or voices: all from one £300 bit of

Ifit looks like a pianola roll, that's because it works much the sameway

TRACK SHEET

This isone of the most importantwindowsin the package.It containsa listof the 16 internal
tracks - eightvisible at once - withwritable track names and flags indicating Mute, Solo,
Record enable and Lock status. Mute stopsa channel from sending data to the tone
generator thereby silencing it.Solo isitsextreme opposite. When youselectit, allother
channels are muted sothat the track plays alone. Record enable allows you to record signals
from a Midi input devices on that particular track andLock prevents the track from recording.

By selecting anddragging a track namearound, youcanproduce duplicate copies of it,
merge it with another track or delete it. When you select a track number from the list, the
window will also display its parameters. These are the number of its Midi port, itschannel
and the name and number of the instrument (voice, program) selected. The listof
instruments can be configuredto your synth using Edit.

Track Sheet

Ho. H S Track Hane R L

: i a •:

E. 1 iContraBs .

-

; » Strings m
4 i[ [1 Violin

9 1 Uiolin
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Quantize

Transpose

Channel

Port

Instrument
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The ability to showchordswill provepopularwith guitarists

GRID EDITOR

mm ifiiiH]

Thecentral feature isthe Grid. This is basically a desktoprepresentation of the paper roll
used to program a pianola. Thehorizontal timescale ismarked inbarsat the current time
signature; the vertical axis shows pitch values as a piano keyboard. The horizontal lines are
fixed at one per octaveand the vertical linesadjustableto differentnote values. Notes
drawnon the gridor recorded froman inputdevice appear as horizontal bars.

The grid candisplay the current track eitheraloneor againstthe background of allthe
other tracks in a differentcolour. Thethree icons in the top leftof the windoweachselectan
operating mode and trigger a different group of icons at the bottom. InDraw/Edit mode you
candrawnotes, erasethem, quantise themand move themaboutthe grid. Inrecord/
playback mode (shown below) you can record andplayback Midi signals inreal time, set the
tempo and so on.

Thecut and paste modeusesa clipboard editorto copydata aroundand betweentracks.
Immediately belowisa block of icons called the global tools panelwhich controls the
appearance of the grid; toggles metronome, screen scrolling andgoto startfunctions; and
switches between playing through patternssequentially and playing arrangements. Theten
iconsat the bottom left of the screen make up the Function panel from whichyou can set up
the metronome, set the timesignature,add and remove barsfromthe grid,savefiles, and
callall the other editors. All icons are duplicated as menu options.

adfs::Husic.S.CLASSICS,Orchestral.SPRING
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hardware. Serenade offers the user two methods

of writing music. In Draw/Edit mode, you write
notes of fixed duration and loudness (velocity)
on to the grid using a pencil icon.

The length and velocity of these notes can be
altered much as you would select nib shapes and
sizes in an art package. Like conventional draw
ing packages, it also provides the normal
complement of snap to grid, edit and move
(transpose) functions.

QUANTISE THEORY
One feature with no obvious counterpart in
drawing packages is known as quantisation. This
corrects playing errors by detecting notes that
occur ahead of or behind the beat and automati
cally moving them to the right place (one
person's playing error is another's expression).
In Serenade, the quantise function can be altered
so that notes move all or part way towards the
nearest grid line allowing you to tighten up your
playing without making it totally mechanical.

In Record/Play mode, you can enter notes
from a synth in real time with their durations
and velocities dependant on how you hit the
keys. To help with this, the program provides a
click track whose pitch, volume and Midi chan
nel can be set from the icon bar. This
metronome gives a non-configurable one bar
count before the start of the track. If you want to
'drop in' to an existing track and fix an error,
you can set the record option to remain inactive
until it receives a Midi keypress. There is also
an editable tempo track which guides the speed
of you tune as it plays.

Having created a number of 16-part phrases,
you can build a song structure from the arrange
window. This is a list of sections defined by bar
numbers which can be repeated and played in
order using an arrange play option from the
global tools menu. It's great for rock musicians
for whom life would not be the same without

verse-verse-chorus-verse-chorus-chorus-stop but
is rather less useful for those musicians of a

classical bent.

If you're a guitarist, one feature that you'll
really like is the guitar chord window. When
you click on the guitar icon, a window opens to
display a 17-fret guitar fingerboard and, by
selecting frets with the mouse pointer to indicate
where you would put your fingers, you can build
chords without knowing exactly what they're
called.

Alternatively, you can use a chord select box
to choose common chords by name in up to
three voicings. When you hit the loudspeaker
icon, Serenade strums the notes in a style remi
niscent of a seriously depressed flamenco player
but it's sufficient to get the idea. With the main
screen in Draw/Edit mode, you can write the
chord into your current track.

VARIETY ACT
The variety of musical phenomena is such that
no one editor adequately displays them all.
Standard musical notation is great for showing
harmonic relationships, chords and so on but
lacks the precision of the grid when describing
durations and start times. Neither is as detailed
as an event editor and all three are appalling at
illustrating drum patterns. Because of this, many



EVENT LIST

Ifyou'rea Tracker usermoving up to Midi, this isthe screen that youwill find mostfamiliar.
All the data inthe current track appearsas columns of numbers ina scrolling window in
which eachrow holds an event.Events are eithernotesdefined in terms of channel, pitch,
volume andduration, or Midi control instructions (thesecover such aspects of the process as
pitch bend, program change, modulation wheel, pan,volume). Each eventoccurs at a pointin
time shown by its bar number and a clockvalue within the bar. There are 384 clockvalues in
eachbar, so one crochetis equal to 92 clock pulses. Technically, this is referredto as a
resolutionof 92 ppqn (pulses per quarter note).
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Whenyou click on a row, the event data iscopied into an edit lineat the bottom of the
window. From here, youcandelete it or,onceyou've madeany necessary changes, youcan
replace (fix) the original or insertit as an additional event.From the eventlist, youcanalso
call up a Search and Transform option.This is much like the search and replace feature in a
wordprocessor, except that it searchesfor events of a particular type that fallwithina given
range of values and then transforms allof them byadding, subtracting or randomising data.
For example, ifyouwereto locate all noteson channel 3 andadd 12to theirpitch values
this wouldtransposethe wholetrack up one octave.

OTHER MACHINES AND OTHER PACKAGES

Although software Midi sequencing has beenaroundforseveral years, it hasuntil recently
been limited, almostexclusively, to packages designedfor the Atari ST (for poormusos) and
the AppleMacintosh (seen in flash studios only).The market leaders in the field have been
£400 plus: products likeEMagic Notatoron the ST, Opcode Vision on the Macintosh and
SteinbergCubase on both.

During that time,the price of Midi hardware hasbeensuch that composing oncomputer
has been a hobby limitedto wealthy and/or committed enthusiasts. This means that most
software has been aimedat a musically knowledgeable bunch of userswho've wanted more
and more featuresand havebeen prepared to put a lotof timeintodiscovering the
operational eccentricities of 'pro packages'.

These days, mostof these manufacturers have tidied up the front end of theirwares and
produced cut down versions (EZ Vision, Cubase Lite, Notator Alpha) for the homemarket. All
these packages fall in the £100-£200 price range and are distinguished from their 'pro'
siblingsby the absence of features likesynchronisationto tape and video recordersand the
more sophisticated quantisation and editor options.

Serenade alone falls firmly within this group and, combined with Rhythm-Bed and
Rhapsody, wouldgiveany of the software packages based on other platforms a runfor their
money. Unlike many people in the Acorn world Idon't generally go inforextolling the
virtuesof fast processing speeds,whichcanoften be meaningless inthemselves, but
Serenade hasa smoothness of operation whenwriting notes byhandthat I've only
encountered using Cubase on the faster 68030-based Macintoshs. In the Rise OS 3
environment,the only competition for this package is EMR's Studio 24+version 3, which is a
bit more expensive but has a few more 'professional end' features.

IX/IUSIC

sequencers feature drum pattern and notation
editors. As Clares already has notation and drum
editors in its catalogue, these features have been
left out but hooks into these products have been
included.

If you have version l .26 or later of Rhythm-
Bed, you can synchronise it with Serenade so
that when you hit the play button on the main
screen, your drum patterns will roll along in
time. Currently, this only works if the tempo is
fixed throughout the piece. Like many drum
mers, version 1.26 can't handle changing speed
in mid-song.

For users of Rhapsody, and of most Midi
software for that matter, Clares has taken the
bold step of storing sequences as type one
Standard Midi Files. SMFs can be loaded
straight into Rhapsody and converted into musi
cal notation but, as existing users will know, this
is time consuming operation. In practice it's
likely that one would only notate completed
arrangements rather than swap continuously
between the stave and the piano roll.

Clares should be congratulated for this modu
lar approach to software design. It means that
users who don't like drum machines or don't

want to use standard notation don't have to buy
that element of the total package. It also keeps
the price down.

CADENZA
Although it is presented as an entry level pro
duct, Serenade offers a depth and flexibility that
are normally associated with professional
sequencers. However it has not become cluttered
or overly complex. The icons and advice boxes
are clear, and writing notes on the grid is very
smooth.

Personally, I would like to see the screen
layout rationalised a little so that I didn't have to
change modes so often. Perhaps the tape and
edit controls could have been on the main bar

and the cut and paste functions could be left in
the menu.

When used in conjunction with Rhythm-Bed
and Rhapsody, it provides a comprehensive
working environment for the Midi musician and
only falls short of professional requirements in
one or two points - notably the inability to
change time signature in mid track and the lack
of tape synchronisation.

Clares says that it still has many enhance
ments to the system planned and I'm looking
forward to them already. If you are an Archi
medes user thinking of getting into Midi music.
or just a musician looking for a good first
sequencer, then I suggest you take a look at
Serenade. At the asking price, we are talking
serious business.

PRODUCT DETAILS

Product: Serenade

Supplier: Clares Micro Supplies, 98 Middlewich
Road, Northwich, Cheshire, CW9 7DA
Tel: (0606) 485111
Price: £135 inc VAT

Rhythm Bed(£49.95) and Rhapsody(£61.95) are
also supplied by Clares
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Our CD ROM systems comprise ot a Toshiba mechanism

(Multisession - Photo CD compatible), a MorleySCSI card,

a set of stereo speakers and tour collections of discs to

choose from (see below). The software on these discs is all

RISC OS software and requires no use of a PC emulator

whatsoever.

Collection 1 £649.00

(Grooves, Creepy Crawlies, Image Warehouse)

Collection 2 £729.00

(Grooves, Creepy Crawlies, Image Warehouse and

Hutchinsons Encyclopedia)

Collection 3 £769.00

(Grooves, Creepy Crawlies, Image Warehouse and

Dictionary of the living world)

Collection 4 £849.00

(Grooves, Creepy Crawlies, Image Warehouse,

Hutchinsons Encyclopedia and Dictionaryot the living

world)

CD ROM Drive & SCSI Interface £489.00

ystems
The complete

Hard Disc
Systems

The MorleyHard Disc systems comprise of a SCSI card

together with all the necessary cables, SCSI management

software, Hard Disc and a detailed manual. Effectively

giving the user a 'plug in and go' solution to Hard Disc

storage Many of our existing customers have commented

about how easy itwas to connect their Morley Hard Disc to

their computer.

External Hard Discs are housed in an attractive metal case

with dual SCSI connectors and device ID switch already

fitted. As with all of our SCSI cards CDFS is installed as

standard.

A3000 or External 40Mb

A3000 or External 80Mb

A3000 or External 240Mb

A300/400/5000 Internal 40Mb

A300/400/5000 Internal 80Mb

A300/400/5000 Internal 240Mb

£349.00

£499.00

£709.00

£269.00

£449.00

£699.00

BB

Syquest
Hard

Our removable Cartridge Hard Disc systems are designed

to offer the end user the ultimate in terms of portable, mass

storage. The systems come in a choice of either 42Mb or

88Mb sizes (non interchangeable). With the benefit of a

small on-board cache the mechanisms olfer superb

performance with transfer rates exceeding that of many

standard fixed hard discs.

The biggest advantage of these systems is that when a

cartridge is full, you simply have to insert a now cartridge

and you have another full42Mb or 88Mb to play with.

All systems

42Mb system £499.00

88Mb system £775.00

(Both include SCSI Interlace &one cartridge)

Consumables

42Mb Cartridges

88Mb Cartridges

£65.00

£109.00



from
solution

Tape archive systems tend to be regarded as expensive

add ons to an Acorn system. The part that people tend to

forget about is how valuable is their data? Ifyou manage

a network just think how much time and cost would be

wasted if the hard disc failed without you having a recent

back-up. Using standard floppy discs for back-up is one

option but is incredibly tedious iflarge amounts of data are

invloved.

The answer is a MorleyTape Archivesystem. Withevery

system sold we supply a FREE copy of SAS (Safe &

Sound)archivingsoftware tomake backingup and restoring

as simple as possible. Don't get caught out!

External 250Mb system £799.00

(Includes SCSI Interlace &one 250Mb tape)

Floptical
Systems

The new Floptical1system has been developed inthe USA

by Insite Peripherals of California while the drives are

being manufactured by Matsushita of Japan (one of the

worlds largest electronic manufacturers). 3M and Hitachi

are currently producing the special 21Mb discs which give

this incredible amount of storage. Morleyhave developed

the drive for use on the Acorn range of RISC OS computers

and this can now read and write standard 800k and 1.6Mb

floppies as well as the 21Mb Floptical*discs. Using the

21Mbdiscs these drives are approximately twiceas last as

normal floppy drives making them perfect for use as a

backup system or general purpose program/data storage.

External 21Mb system £499.00

A5000 internal 21Mb system £425.00

(Bothinclude SCSI Interface &one disc)

Consumables Consumables

250Mb Tapes £24.99 j§8 21Mb disc each

150Mb Tapes £19.99 ! Packof5 x 21Mb discs
Wm

Other
Prices

RISC OS CD ROM DISCS

Creepy Crawiies (MDI)

Grooves (MDI)

Image Warehouse (MDI)

Dictionary Of The Living World (MDI)

Hutchinsons Encyclopedia (PEP)

Woodland (APA) (Incl. free RUCD)

Frontier 2000 (CSH)

Revelation 2 (Longman Logotron)

British Birds (ILP)

Other Products

Morley Analogue & User l/F

Morley SCSI card (inc. CDFS)

Morley cached SCSI card (inc. CDFS)

CD Caddies

Monitors

MicrovitecCubScan 14"0.28dp DMS

Microvitec AutoScan 20" 0.31 dp DMS

£399.00

£1,049.00

Please note that all prices exclude
VAT and carriage. E & OE
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• I EM TIMES
Ian Burley hacks a path through the communications jungle

It's almost two years since
our last feature on comms.

Then, the fastest widely
available modems operated

at 9,600bps (bits per second).
That means such a modem can

transmit or receive around

1000 characters per second,
meaning data files could be
shifted to or from your Archi
medes over the phone line at
about 70K per minute. This
didn't come cheap and the
most affordable 9,600bps
modem then was at least £500.

Today, for as little as £250,
you can buy modems which go
50 percent faster and have
much better data compression
system, meaning lower phone
bills. Even if the princely sum
of £250 still makes your wallet
cringe, you have the more
affordable option of going for
slower 2,400bps (V22bis
standard) modems but these
have been enhanced by better
data compression systems too.

Finally, since the introduc
tion of ArcFax from Dave

Pilling, who can be contacted
on (0253) 852806. there's the
added attraction of sending
and receiving faxes.

Undoubtedly, if you are look
ing for a new modem the best
performance standard to aim
for these days is V32bis. This
manages data transfers at the
rate of 14,400bps, 50 percent
faster than 9,600bps V32
modems. Even if your phone
line isn't the clearest, V32bis
is designed to detect this and
can automatically step down to
a slower but more reliable

speed such as 1,200bps.
A point to note is that to

fully exploit the V32bis per
formance, you need to con
nect your modem to the serial
port at a speed of at least
38.4Kbps; otherwise when
downloading uncompressed
files, your modem will func
tion more quickly than your
serial port. The snag is that
Rise OS only supports a maxi
mum speed of 19.2K bps but
third party serial port inter
faces like The Serial Port's

new High Performance Dual
Serial Card can fix this.

COMPRESSION
V42bis is a modem data com

pression standard which is
steadily replacing the more

WORLDPORT 14,400

US Robotics

Tel: (0753) 811180
Price: £499 + VAT

Since its acquisition over a year ago by US Robotics, the
WorldPort pocket modem range has been extensively revam
ped. Top of the range is the 14,400 Fax/Data model. It's no
longer the smallest pocket modem around, but I don't know of
many others which pack more punch into such a small box. It
offers 14,400bps V32bis connections, V42bis smart data
compression and fax.

It's sad that, especially for Archimedes users, US Robotics
hasn't yet adopted the Class 2 fax standard. Until David Pilling
brings out his Class 1 driver for ArcFax, you won't be able to
use this WorldPort as a fax modem on an Archimedes.

A very compact 9V mains transformer is supplied as are a
pair of 9V PP3 alkaline batteries. Each of the latter will last
between 90 minutes and two hours; not much, so really only
useful as an emergency backup. The third option is via pin nine
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familiar MNP5 standard, with
which it remains compatible.

V42bis is nice, because its
compression algorithm is more
efficient and it can work out

whether or not data compres
sion is desirable during a file
transfer. This is important
because a modem can slow

down as it tries to compress an
already compressed stream of
data. Unlike MNP5, V42bis
doesn't make this mistake.

FAX
Many modern modems now
offer fax machine compatibil
ity. Currently, only David
Pilling's ArcFax package
enables you to do this on an
Arc but it's effective and very
affordable.

When choosing a modem
with fax compatibility, make
sure it has both fax send and

receive functions - earlier

models tended to offer only a
fax sender - and check it has

9,600bps transfer rates or
higher. Most up to date
2,400bps modems can operate
in fax mode at 9,600bps.
ArcFax currently only sup
ports Class 2 fax modems,

though David Pilling is work
ing on a Class 1 driver.

THE BUYER
In summary, if you are in the
market for a new modem, its
ideal specification would
include 14,400bps V32bis per
formance and V42bis data

compression combined with
Class 2 fax compatibility.
BABT-approved modems with
this specification, like the new
Pace Linnet 32 Plus, for exam

ple, can be bought for below
£400+VAT and, if you really
want to economise, you can go
for a non-approved import like
the Twincom 144DF for

around £250+VAT.

Remember, it's technically
illegal to use unapproved
modems in the UK. Even if

you're going for a less expen
sive but slower 2,400bps
modem, I'd strongly suggest
you go for one which features
V42bis and fax. Approved
models are available for as

little as £I50+VAT, unap
proved for under £ 100.

Here we look at a sample of
four modems: two portables
and two desktops.

on the modem's 25-pin serial connector, though this won't
work with the Archimedes' nine-pin serial port. Overall, a very
desirable pocketful of modem power.
Likes: Compact but powerful
Dislikes: No Class 2 fax compatibility



TWINCOM 144DF

Twincom

Tel: (0101) 201 935 4699
Price: £250+VAT

The Twincom I44DF is a popular, high specification fax and
data modem imported by a variety of UK wholesalers from the
US. However, it is not BABT-approved for the UK, but you
get V32bis, V42bis, Class 1 and 2 Fax compatibility and a
generous array of status LEDs on the front panel of a plain
black slimline case.

This particular modem was the subject of considerable
debate on bulletin boards when it was first introduced. The
Twincom 144DF has attracted less negative attention though
the general consensus is that it's best to have version 1.27 or
later of the modem's firmware for trouble-free comms. This
can be revealed by issuing the Hayes modem command ATI3.
Indeed, later versions of the Supra seem to be much improved
as well. Of all the cheap non-approved imports, the Twincom
is one of the better ones.

COURIER V32BIS

US Robotics

Tel: (0753) 811180
Price: £595+VAT

Steady development plus good marketing has endowed the
Courier range with a great deal of respect. Although they
aren't the cheapest, Couriers are one of the most popular
modems among bulletin board operators.

For 1993 the Courier range has a more compact case and
Class 1Fax compatibility. Couriers are also future-proof, since
it will also be possible to upgrade the latest versions to the
Vfast standard when it becomes available later thisyear. Vfast
doubles the speed of V32bis.

Some models in the Courier range retain the option of US
Robotics' long-standing proprietary HST (High Speed Trans
fer) protocol. This endowed HST users with 9,600 and
14,400bps speeds before the respective 'official' V32 and
V32bis protocols became available. HST has been further
tweaked to 16,800bps, but this speed will only be available

MICROUN FX

Pace

Tel: (0274) 532000

Price: £299+VAT

The MicroLin FX is a gem of pocket modem from Pace. For a
fully BABT-approved 2400bps modem it is set at a competi
tive price, many dealers advertising it for £199+VAT. David
Pilling has bundled ArcFax and Beebug's Hearsay 2 comms
package with a Microlin for £264+VAT. The Serial Port does a
similardeal but swapping Hearsay 2 t'orARCterm 7.

Unusually, the Microlin's specification includes the MNP
level 10 protocol for optimised transmissions over poor quality
phone lines; a worthy feature especially for those who travel a
lot or use a cellular phone line. Once again, as with the
WorldPort, the Microlin can be switched on and off via the
serial port to save its 9V PP3 battery power and a small 9V
mains transformer is supplied.

Being a 2,400bps device, the Microlin is the slowest of the
modems we have looked at here by a wide margin, but youcan

l\/IODEI\/IS

The Serial Port offers this modem in a bundle which includes
ARCterm 7, ArcFax and an Archimedes modem lead for
£350+VAT. For more details contact them on (0749) 670809.
Likes: Good specification, great value
Dislikes: No BABT approval

when connected to another, similarly equipped. Courier. If the
phone line isn't perfect, another proprietary featurecalled ASL
enables a pairof Couriersto optimise theirconnection settings.
Likes: ASL, it's future-proof and dependable
Dislikes: No Class 2 fax compatibility

still expect compressed file transfer rates approaching 900cps,
equivalent to around 53K a minute and 2,400 is a perfectly
acceptable speed for viewdata and other services.
Likes: Nice design, MNP10 for bad lines, good value
Dislikes: Ratber slow
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What can an Ace ProDriver do for me?
Standard Deskjet 500C Driver Deskjet 500C ProDriver

Ace
»j»Computing

BuondwoQ^
eoy

3"" r*-" -,.«.' ,-r***^

Oak Solutions Ltd.

Suite 25

Robin Enterprise Centre
Leeds Road

Idle

West Riding ofYorkshire
BD10 9TE

Tel: 0274 620423

Fax: 0274 620419

Before After

Tempted?
24 bit colour, colour separations, spooling, background printing and quality that speaks for itself, with upgrades starting from only £25.

Whatever your printer, contact Ace - leaders in printing technology on the Archimedes.

Hard Discs in the

Classroom
As the complexity ofsoftware applications increases,
hard discs are becoming more and more essential tothe
business ofdelivering these applications quickly and
easily.

In the classroom, however, the contents ofthe hard disc-
are atthe mercy ofthe users. Virus infections, accidental
andeven malicious deletions ofimportant files are
commonplace. Multiply these problems by the numter
ofhard disc machines, and itall adds uptoa big
headache for the IT staff responsible for the upkeep of
thecomputers.

OakSolutions have the ideal answer totheproblem -
ClassRom. Launched originally for SCSI systems,
ClassRom isnowavailable forall Acom ADFS hard discs
(ST506 and IDE). Itconsists of a small circuit board

which plugs into one ofthe computer's expansion slots.

ClassRom works by splitting the drive into two partitions,
electronically locking the first partition sothat itcan only
bealtered by the system manager via password protected
management software. ClassRom goes much further than
simple protection however. Ifa network is present, the
ClassRom management tool can automatically manage

and update all ClassRoms onthe network, massively
reducing theworkload of the system manager.
Applications can be remote started, and machines can Ix*
automatically reset and cleaned upatthe start ofeach
session.

ClassRom isavailable asa plug incard for A300/400 and
5000 seriesmachines. It isalsoavailable as an option
built into ClassNet ethemet interlaces for all Archimedes

machines (except A4), and asa retro-fit toOak Solutions
SCSI hard discs. Formachines without a hard disc, a SCSI

ClassRom unit can be added including a harddisc.

Class Rom
The complete protection
and management solution

SOLUTIONS

Oak Solutions Ltd Suite 25 Robin Enterprise Centre
Leeds Road Idle West Riding ofYorkshire BD10 9TE

Tel: 0274 620423 Fax: 0274 620419

ClassRom for ADFS costs £50.00 +£3.00 p&p+ VAT

Please enquire for bulk discounts and prices of
ClassRom upgrades toSCSI and ClassNel cards.



REVIEWS

IN BRIEF
Kodak CD waits in the wings, ProArtisan 2 promises artistic splendour
and Almanac, the first desktop filofax, aims to organise your life ...

PROARTISAN 2

Clares Micro Supplies
Tel: (0606) 48511
About £135

ProArtisan 2 is a state-of-the
art package from Clares Micro
Supplies. Don't be fooled by
the 2: this is a brand new addi
tion to the Artisan family.

The clear screen display is
one of the outstanding design
features, showing a configur
able working space with nine
control panels offering a wide
range of painting, drawing and
image processing possibilities.
Selecting the first paintbrush
icon and menu reveals 30
functions, including brushes,
sprays, fills, crayons, patterns
and blends.

Unique texture effects can
be applied over images, cre
ating canvas and even concrete
screens. There is also a real

istic inkpen for calligraphy.
The Fill options are compre
hensive, offering plain, circu-

COGS

Producer: Android Systems
Tel: (0903) 756443
£70

Android's COGS (Complex
Object Generation System) is a
three-dimensional design and
animation utility. The system
has two main elements, an edi
tor for drawing objects and a
group of routines for manipu
lating them.

In the edit screen you can
move around using a three-
axis cursor and plot points
within a wire frame cube
showing the limits and the
rotational attitude of your
workspace. Once you've
plotted a few points you can
connect them to form flat tri

angles or 'trifaces' you can
colour to taste and then glue
together to make more com
plex objects. As you do this,

ProArtisan 2: a brand new addition to

lar, angled and three-dimen
sional with interpolated
blends. The Pencil icon con

tains standard geometric-
shapes with a special
'designer' polygon tool, a text
dialogue box and that all-
important Grid function, vis-

the Artisan family

ibly displayed on the screen.
Sprites can be cut, painted,
filled, scaled, distorted and
made transparent. Imported
sprites can be easily be drop
ped into a sprite pool. Hipped
and reversed then tiled on the

main screen. Draw files will

Object 8 "Dianond1 Cl%i Object t) tools

ra >- 1

Ho operation

fimUDE I 68 78 35

CURSOR H8 -3 F

NSKPOM 8 252 -3

COGS brings 3Dshapes withinyourgrasp

you can rotate the whole frame
of reference to look at your
object from different angles
and watch as individual tri
faces change shade as they

rotate towards and away from
you. If you have specific regu
lar shapes in mind, there is
also a menu option that gener
ates these in one go.

also be accepted. Where the
software really excels is with
the powerful Process control
panel, where masks can be
defined by colour or shape
allowing work on selected
areas of the screen. This can
be used for the accurate

cutting out of complex areas
from digitised images, sim
plifying colour values for
printmaking or just free
abstract art exploration.

It is difficult to adequately
describe in such a small space
all the hidden depths of ProAr
tisan 2. Suffice it to say it,
thankfully, appears to bridge
the gap between advanced
image processing and painting
software. I found it intuitively
easy to use, and enjoyed the
powerful interactive features.
Indeed it may be all you will
ever need for your art and
design requirements. The pro
duct is still being developed
with a proposed release date
for Spring/Summer 93.

Pete Worrall

When your object is complete,
you can save it cither in its 3-
D form to be used in your pro
grams or, in sprite form, as a
two-dimensional projection to
be incorporated into still work,
art and DTP applications and
so on. It is very easy to pro
duce simple polyhedral shapes
but I would be unsure about
making more complicated
designs. More help from the
manual on this subject would
be useful.

The second half of the pack
age is a set of seven software
interrupt calls for handling
COGS image files and for dis
playing, rotating and translat
ing images around the screen.
Android says these are for
manipulating objects within C
and Basic but, since they are
SWI calls, 1don't see why you
shouldn't make them from any
language you choose.

Richard Garrett
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DESK

Inage
Processing

R3888
Expansion

*

I D E O

High quality expansions for the Archimedes, A5000 and A3000 from the
specialists in Desk Top Video.

Real Time Colour Video Digitisers

Use video or TV as a source for computer images. The popular Hawk V9
digitiser is the ideal solution wherever you need photograph-like sprites in
colour or monochrome for DTP or Art applications. Wild Vision combine quality
and performance with value; real-time colour digitisers available from £199.00.

Superimposing text, graphics or animation onto video
Simple, with a genlock andoverlay card. The Chroma range is your route to
creating and recording video masterpieces. Just let the film - and your
imagination - roll! Chroma Genlock range from £215.00.

PAL encoding units with optional multiple displayfacility also available.

Data acquisition

The Archimedes is the ideal vehicle for the measurement and analysis of
analogue signals such as sound or ECG readings. Wild Vision's high speed
12-bit analogue to digital converters are used in medicine, research, defence,
and incorporated into turnkey systems. ADC1208 from £560.00.

Image Processing and Analysis
The Hawk V12 video framestores are designed specifically for image
processing on the mighty Archimedes. With Foster Findlay's Arclmage
software, a powerful image processing and analysis system is created.
Hawk V12 from £1,990.00.

- Expanded capacity for your A3000
Wild Vision's sturdy Expansion Box allows you to use standard Archimedes
expansion cards with yourA3000; up to three cards may be fitted at once.
A3000 Expansion Box £139.00.

Contact Wild Visionfor full details and price information on the above hardware
and recommended complementary software.

Wild Vision, 15 WitneyWay, Boldon Business Park, Boldon Colliery,
Tyne &Wear NE35 9PE, Tel: 091 519 1455, Fax: 091 519 1929
Prices exclude carriage and VAT

WILD ISIO



TALKING PICTURES

Talking Pictures/The Spoken
Word

Wyddfa Software
Tel: (0286) 870101
£20

Talking Pictures is an elec
tronic colouring book with one
major difference over the more
conventional type: it speaks.
The aim of the program is to
encourage language develop
ment in very young children
by helping them to identify
both the colours and the names
of everyday objects.

Using the mouse, the child
can produce bright pictures by
selecting colours and objects
on an outline stencil. The pro
gram's response is inspiring to
children; it recites the name of
the chosen colour or object.

The program is fully Rise
OS compliant and can run in
either a scalable window or a
fixed window which cannot be
accidentally altered. Four sten
cils are provided on a second
disc, each of which invites
colouring. Clicking on a
colour or object produces a
clear, digitally recorded voice
with well pronounced words.
A rubber is provided although

Talking Pictures giveschildren a chance

this is really an 'undo' facility,
as 'wrong' colours are
removed by simply choosing a
replacement colour for them.

A text box is available for

the child to add a word or two

or simply enter their name as
proof of authorship. Com
pleted pictures can be saved
and printed by using Paint. A
stencil maker program is also
provided and, although cre
ating a non-speaking stencil is
quite straightforward, the addi
tion of speech complicates
things disproportionately, even

to prove their skills

with a sound sampling system
available.

Spoken Word takes the
concept a step further by
showing the colours together
with their written names and
the names of the objects in the
stencil on a side panel. This
time each' object can be
selected via its written name

and coloured in or, if children
find this jump too great, there
is an option to revert to Talk
ing Pictures mode. In addition
to a text box, The Spoken
Word offers a 'words window'
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ALMANAC

Stallion Software
Tel: (0225) 483236
£60

You may well have seen com
puterised personal organisers
on a PC, but Almanac from
Stallion Software is the first
Archimedes organiser to hit
the streets. The concept is sim
ple: Almanac simulates a
personal organiser but, of
course, has many advantages
over the paper-based version.

Almanac even looks like an
organiser; its main menu
screen has ring binding down
the side. This screen provides
access to the main sections of
the organiser: Diary, Address
book, Sticky Pad, Note Pad
and Correspondence.

Variations on each theme
are available, such as daily,
weekly or yearly diaries,
anniversary lists, to-do lists
and such like. These entries

simply provide other ways of
looking at the data, so the dif
ferent diaries actually look at
the same database.

Almanac helps youto organise thatoh-so-busy life

The power of Almanac is in
two main areas. The first is

that any data in any section
can be linked dynamically to
any other section, so, for
example, if you had a meeting
with Sam Smith in your diary,
you could link that entry to
Sam Smith's address in the
address book.

This is a major advantage of
the electronic organiser: the

sections are mutually depen
dent, not physically unrelated.
Links do not have to be within

the organiser either; details of
correspondence can also con
tain a filename, so the actual
letter can be loaded from
within Almanac.

The second powerful feature
is in the use of filters. Almanac
allows you to create as many
entries in the main screen as

REVIEWS

in which the words are pre
sented as spoken, reinforcing
the link between spoken and
written words. All the other
features of Talking Pictures
are present in The Spoken
Word.

Talking Pictures is immi
nently suited for preschool and
reception children and those
with special educational needs
like ESL learners. It does its
task well being virtually fool
proof; essential for the target
audience. The Spoken Word
will certainly help to deliver
English ATs 1 & 2 (level 1) by
encouraging understanding of
the spoken word and stimulat
ing interest in reading.

I found both these programs
ideal media through which to
introduce KS 1 children to
Acorn A-series computers:
each child can quickly create a
finished piece of work, printed
and mounted with the proud
boast it was done with the
computer.

Providing children possess
the necessary motor skills to
use a mouse they should have
few problems adapting to these
simple yet successful pro
grams. A thoroughly recom
mended pair of programs.

Chris Drage

you like, so you can have any
number of diaries (or address
books, or whatever), all of
which take their data from the
same database, they just dis
play it in a different way.

A filter is effectively a way
of deciding which data entries
should be shown in a section,
so you can create your own

tailored organiser. For exam
ple, you could create a section
called Acorn Letters which

would contain details of all
your correspondence with
Acorn.

The Sticky Pad displays the
various links between data

entries, and Sticky Pad entries
can be set up to contain links
to any part of the organiser, as
well as any files or directories
on disc. The Note Pad is
exactly what is sounds like:
it's for making notes.

Almanac is very easy to use,
and is totally Rise OS compli
ant. It is exceptionally power
ful, and I have the feeling that
once you've bought it, you'll
wonder how you ever man
aged without it.

Mark Moxon
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HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE EXPANSION FOR
ACORN COMPUTERS

DUAL RS423 SERIAL INTERFACE - two additional RS423 serial
interfaces for communicating with RS423 or RS232 devices eg
modems (in order to use bulletin boards), printers, plotters,
instruments, etc. Up to four cards can be fitted in a computer.

IEEE488 INTERFACE - enables up to 14 test and measurement
instruments, from well known manufacturers such as Hewlett-
Packard, Fluke, Philips, Tektronix, etc. to be connected to the
computer. For example, voltmeters, oscilloscopes, spectrum
analysers, function generators, counters, logic analysers,
programmable power supplies, plotters, printers, etc.

16 BIT PARALLEL I/O - provides two separate 16 bit input/
output ports. Other facilities include four 16 bit counter/timers,
two 8 bit shift registers and eight interrupt inputs. Applications
range from measurement and control to high speed data input
and output.

12 BIT ADC - provides eight single ended inputs each with an
input voltage range of -5 to +5 Volts. Up to 166,000 samples per
second can be taken.

STEbus INTERFACE - overcomes the limitation of a maximum of
four expansion cards in a computer by enabling the use of
industry standard STEbus boards in an external input/output
sub-system for measurement and control applications.

SCSI DEVICES - internal and external hard disc drives, magneto-
optical removable disc drives, tape streamers etc.

SPECIAL OFFERS

Fast Am3Upgrade 35Mu£219
F«iAn«3+TR«OS3 35Wii£254
Ann 3 25Mb to 35Mhz Upandt£171

CD-ROM, Mogmto-Optkal, Tapestreamers,
Floptical etc also available. Please contact us
for details. ,

—*!»SSBS!85SSRS5HKS

A5000 2Mb Ram upgrade £79
SCSI Systems
Using High-Quality Conner, Quantum or Maxtor
drives.
All systems are CDFS ready and are Acorn
compatible. _

IDE Systems
Internal (A3000* and A4000 series)
Using 2.5" Conner or Maxtor drives.
60MB £299
80Mb £369
120Mb £479

Internal Systems (300/400/5000serles)
85Mb Standard System-£259

Pro System-£289
120Mb Standard System -£299

Pro System-£339
213Mb Standard System-£399

A5000 Extra IDE Drive
Includes all necessary cables.
Using High Quality Conner, Quantum or
Maxtor drives
120Mb £259
170Mb £289
212Mb £359

•ilxludes^A30Q0/A3110/A3020

All prkes exdude VAT and delivery
— .....< 4™.,

OriginalA3000 Solutions •
Hard box (indudirn fan. power supply,
inter'Dco'card, ananara drive) -plugs
into external expansion socket. Easy to
install and portable.
85mb £329
120mb_£379

A3000*+A4000Sohffm-
Our cards areavailable ininternal
versions forthese machines -
Simply add £75 to the above prices
for an external drive case and power
supply. Ihe standard system is also
available with auser port, Midi interface
and sound sampler -add £99 to the
above prices.
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Add £9 delivery
..,,.™4i!.!.!!i!l!»U!

This is obviously only asmall selection of a_
the products we sell For afull fist or the price
of aparticular product please contact us.

QD COMPUTERS
30-33 SOUTH ST.
CHICHESTER
W.SUSSEXP0191EL
TEL (0243) 531194
FAX:(0243)531196

FORTRAN 77 COMPILER - completely compatible with the now
discontinued Acomsoft compiler.

GINO-F 3D, GINOGRAF, GINOSURF and HERSHEY+ - the
FORTRAN subroutine graphics libraries.
Intelligent Interlaces arc Bradly Associates distributor lor GINO-F 3D. GINOGIZAF and
GINOSURF lor Acorn RISC OS-based computers.

TERMULATOR - enables a computer to emulate a terminal from
the VT range (VT52. VT102 or VT220) or a Tektronix 4010
graphics terminal.
Termulator a bade mark ot Acom ComputersLimitedis applied to thisproduct under
licence from Acom Computers Limited.

COMPLETE SYSTEMS - configured to customer's requirements by
fitting RAM upgrades, hard discs, expansion cards, etc.

ADVICE - SUPPLY - SUPPORT - Intelligent Interfaces were
established in 1981 and have enjoyed a long relationship with
Acom Computers. This places them in an ideal position to
advise on, supply and support systems purchased from them.

Intelligent Interfaces Ltd
P O Box 80

Eastleigh
Hants

S05 5YX

Tel: 0703 261514 Fax: 0703 267904

INTELLIGENT

INTERFACES

©[FIT Tel: 0962 863225

UNBRANDED DISKS: SONY, VERBATIM, KAO, DYSAN etc.
(Subject to availability). 100% Certified Gumrmnteed Error Free

Packs of 10 supplied with FREE Library case
35"DSDD £5.50 5.25" DSDD £3.82
3.5"DSHD £10.58 5.35"DSHD £6.11

Labels included Envelopes & labels Included
Enquiries welcome for bulk orders

LOCKABLE DISK BOXES ACCESSORIES
40Cap35" C5.95each Library Cases 10Cap5.25/3.5...1: 20 encn
80 Cap 3.5" £6.95 each
100 Cap 3.5" £7-40each
120 Cap 3.5" £8.80 each
50 Cap 5.25" £6.50 each
100 Cap 5.25" £7.40 each

Printer Ribbons Toner Cartridges —Originaland Compatible —Ringfor Prices
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - NO EXTRA CHARGE FORPOSTAGE & PACKING
GOVERNMENT AND EDUCATION ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Mouse Mats Red, Blue, Grey £2.75 each
Disk Labels 3.5" £1.40 per 100
Disk Labels 5.25" £1.80 per 100
Disk Envelopes 5.25" £3.65 per 100

SOFT SECTOR 58 Andover Road, Winchester. Hants S022 6AG

Impression Resource Disc
With overa 100borders, a rangeofuseful clip artanda selection ofhints andtips. £7.95
TheImpression Junior ResourceDiscas above with working borders. £7.95

e Ovation Resource Disc - contains extra borders, clipart, hints &lips etc. £8.95
Ready to run, fullyillustrated ClearVlew
hypertextfiles,withfreecopyofClearView

EuroFactfile for Ihe New Europe £6.95
Scientists &Inventors 300+ biographies£8.95
ChristopherColumbus'firstvoyage £6.95
NationalParks (forkeystage 2) £8.95
ClearView Advanced voi&lon NEW PRICE £25.50

Fonts

Some of the 50+ Clip Art Collections

Home Publisher clipart (Draw)
Europe Mapscolour (Draw/comprosscd)
WorldMaps (Draw/comprossod)
UKMaps (Draw/compiossod)
ParishMagazine - 3discsofDraw files, 1 discof
King James (AV) Now Testamentfiles £16.98

Over 1800 clip art files now available - for A3000/A3010/A3020/A4000/A5000 &Archimedes

£4.95

£4.95

£4.95

£4.95

Griffin -script font 4free decorative alphabet £8.47
I- automatically gives boxed text £8.47

Send £1 for Ihe free Auto-Catalogue & f^%/^Ji S3 ^S\f7^T**fc^
ClearView/Sampledisc (free with order) INif G/f //H I LJI I [ U .» N-•
AddVATa,1aiford"d8E1pos,a9e,° i^»S=tS^LrJ J|jiJ"JES

Schoolorderformsaccepted DepAU5, POBox97,Exeter,EX4 4YA Phone/Fax 0392221702



KODAK CD

Kodak UK

£4.99 per disc
SOp per image

Dig out those old negatives;
photography has a new high-
resolution role to play for
Acorn computer users. In the
not too distant future your fav
ourite snapshots will become
screenshots using the 'over the
counter' service already estab
lished by Kodak.

In response to CD technol
ogy, Kodak has developed a
process that will allow up to
130 photographic images to be
transferred to one compact
disc. All you have to do is pro
vide the pictures and hey
presto, one week later they are
on a shiny CD disc.

There are approximately
20,000 outlets nationwide able
to transfer your 35mm films to
disc. You initially pay £4.99
for the disc with transfcrral

costs of £12.99 for 24 or

£16.99 for 36 prints, slides
cost 60 pence per image.

Each time you take in the
new images to put on to disc

Photo-CD offers high-quality graphics at a lowprice

SERIAL PORT

High Speed Dual Serial Port
podule
The Serial Port

Tel: (0749) 670058
£69

Archimedes users don't get the
best of deals when it comes to

interfacing their computers
with the outside world. You
only get the one port, it has a
limited top speed and can be
prone to errors at high speeds.
On top of that, Arc serial
cables require non-standard
wiring connections.

The new High Speed Dual
Serial Port (HSDSP) podule
from, er. The Serial Port,
promises to solve all the above
problems. For £69 you get a
card containing a pair of serial
ports that can both operate at
up to 115.2Kbps, six times
faster than the fastest Rise OS

supported speed (19.2K bps).
Although ordinary modems

still operate at just 1,200 or
2,400bps, faster 9,600bps and
14.4Kbps modems are now
more affordable. With online
data compression systems like
MNP5 or V42bis, these
modems require faster serial

denotes a session and transfer

ring all the images in one
session has its advantages, as it
allows the maximum 130

images to be stored. If you
store images in multi-sessions
you can only place up to 100

LB
tiaaa,LOfl—flonc
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images on disc. The total out
lay is around £70 for a full
disc and you also receive a
conventional set of 6x4 prints
for your money. Duplicate
Photo-CDs can be pressed for
£24.99.

Configure Baudrate

ArcTerm 7 isone of the packages that can nowtake advantage of the HSDSP

rates than 19.2Kbps for opti
mum performance. 14.4K
modems are much happier at
38.4K serial rates, and some
higher performance modems
advise a serial connection of
57.6Kbps.

Even at its comparatively
modest top operating speeds of
9,600bps or 19.2Kbps, the
Arc's standard serial port can
be unreliable if Rise OS 3 is

combined with processor-
interrupt sapping loads like
high-resolution screen modes

and intensive disc operations.
The HSDSP minimises these
problems; the 16552 serial
processor chip used has a
small, but effective, buffer to
avoid losing characters.

The specification sounds
promising, but how well does
it work? The early production
review sample refused to work
on my upgraded A420/I. The
same card operated perfectly
on an A5000. The Serial Port's

Hugo Fiennes tests all cards
before they are shipped, but it

REVIEWS

The Catch-22 factor used lo be
investing £300 in a Kodak
player to see the results, but a
solution is on the way. Acorn
intends to embrace this tech
nology in a similar way to the
Macintosh and PC markets.
The solution will be in the
form of a low-cost application,
that lets you to read Photo-CD
images from an ordinary CD-
Rom drive. The software will

also feature over 40 image
manipulation options.

Cumana's current 500 series

will be able to use Kodak CD
discs when used in conjunction
with the Acorn application.
However, they will only be
able to read the images saved
in the first session, thus ruling
out multi-session Photo-CD

discs, However, the new 600
scries, at £524+VAT. will read
full multi-session images. The
400 series machine is not com-
patble with Photo-CD.

This emergent technology is
set to break new ground in
allowing you to plan and
develop the image libraries of
the future.

Pete Worrall

seems a minor hardware bug
prevents the card from work
ing with some machines. At
the time of writing the bug was
confidently expected to be
squashed soon. The card was
also too short to comfortably
fit on the podule backplane
and this will also be rectified.

The Serial Port's ARCterm 7

comms application has been
modified to support the extra
speed and ports provided.
Other comms applications like
Beebug's Hearsay 2 and the
Internet KA9Q package have
also been updated.

Atomwide is writing RISCiX
and RemoteFS drivers too. Full

technical documentation is
available, and an optional
driver enabling PC serial
cables to be connected without

Arc wiring modifications is
also provided.

Assuming the early hard
ware teething problems are
fixed, I congratulate The Serial
Port for remedying one of the
Arc's longstanding deficien
cies. The HSDSP will be a

boon to anyone who has more
than one use for the serial port
or who requires reliable high
speed connectivity.

Ian Burley
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Authorised Education Dealers

,****
47 Winchester Road, Four Marks, Alton, GU34 5HG, Hampshire

0420 561111 IBM

systems ™*All prices exclude VAT and carnage
Theseprices cannotbe guaranteed due tocurrency fluctuations

A5000/400/300 SCSI Hard Discs
16 Bit Cumana SCSI Interface

16 Bit MorleySCSICached Interface
85Mb Conner SCSI Hard Drive

121Mb Conner SCSI Hard Drive

170Mb Conner SCSI Hard Drive

212Mb Conner SCSI Hard Drive

540Mb Conner SCSI Hard Drive
765Mb Mieropolis SCSI Hard Drive
1050Mb DEC SCSI I lard Drive

2000Mb DEC SCSI Hard Drive

3500Mb DEC SCSI Hard Drive

A5000/400/300 IDE Hard Discs
40Mb Conner IDE Hard Drive

85Mb Conner IDE Hard Drive

121 Mb Conner IDE Hard Drive

212Mb Conner IDE Hard Drive

251 Mb Conner IDE Hard Drive

360Mb Conner IDE Hard Drive

540Mb Conner IDE Hard Drive

1050Mb Micropolis IDEHard Drive

£139.00

£179.00

£198.00

£235.00

£266.00

£345.00

£660.00

£790.00

£999.00

£1799.00

£2999.00

Hard/CDROM/Cartridge Drives and Miscellaneous We specialise in

Hard Drives .

CDROM Drives

Optical Drives
Cartridge Drives
Tape Streamers
DAT Streamers

PC 386/486 Cards

Graphics Cards
Colour Scanners

ION Cameras

Desktop Video
Econet Cards

Ethernet Cards

Printers

Networks

Desktop Publishing
RAM Upgrades

and much more...

Why not give us a
call?

£125.00

£179.00

£210.00

£325.00

£353.00

£599.00

£695.00

£1176.00

Syquesl 44MbExternal SCSI Cartridge Drive
Syquest 88Mb External SCSI Cartridge Drive
Cumana External SCSI CDROM Drive
Special Cumana CDROM Pack (Including Interface)
Morley External SCSI CDROM Drive (Including Interface)
A3000 Series IICCS 30Mb IDE HD + User Port

A3000 Series ICS 60Mb IDE Hard Card
A3000 Series ICS 80Mb IDE Hard Card
A3000 Series ICS 120Mb IDE Hard Card

A3020/A4 Conner 60Mb 2.5" Internal IDE Hard Drive
A3020/A4 Conner 85Mb 2.5" Internal IDE Hard Drive
A3020/A4 Conner 120Mb 2.5" Internal IDE Hard Drive
AlephOne PC 386Card with 1MbRAM
AlcphOne PC486 Cardwith 4Mb RAM
A5000 Second Drive Fitting Kit
External Hard Drive Casing for SCSI Drives
IDE Interface for A300/400 series

A310 Backplane plus Fan
Alsystems Fitting/Assembly Charge
A3000/4000 Series 4Mb Turbo RAM Upgrade - NEW

£390.00

£475.00

£389.00

£547.00

£489.00

£199.00

£274.00

£324.00

£424.00

£225.00

£235.00

£317.00

£375.00

£569.00

£19.95

£65.00

£65.00

£63.00

From £10.00

£129.00

l>-Unix - Network Specialists - Repairs and Maintenance-

DISK STORAGE BOXES

3V?"10 CAPACITY QTY 5 ....£4.50

3V2" 50 CAPACITY LOCKABLE ....£3.70

3V2" 100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE ....£4.70

51/j" 10 CAPACITY QTY 5 ....£4.99

5W 50 CAPACITY LOCKABLE ....£3.70

5W 100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE ....£4.70

200 LOCKABLE DRAWER TYPE £18.00

ACCESSORIES

IBM PRINTER CABLE 1 8 MTR £4.90

(ALSO FOR ATARI ANDAMIGA)
25 PIN M-M AND M-F 1.8 MTR £4.90

36 PIN CENTRONIC M-M 1.8 MTR £4.90

PRICES ONLY IF BOUGHT WITH DISKS

Northern

COMPUTER
Markets

mi PATES

I7TII APR - SHEFFIELD (N0V0TEL HOTEL)
18TII APR - OLDHAM (PERIQUITO HOTEL)
1ST MAY - MANCHESTER (BOWLERS EXHIBITION CENTRE)
2ND MAY - PRESTON (N0V0TEL HOTEL)
15T1I MAY - LIVERPOOL (EVERT0N PARK SPORTS CENTRE)
16TII MAY - DERBY (PER1QUIT0 HOTEL)
5TII JUNE - MANCHESTER (BOWLERS EXHIBITION CENTRE)

ALL SHOWS 10AM TO 3PM

NORMAL ADULT ADMISSION £1.50

WITH THIS VOUCHER £1.00

COtfE & VISITTHE

BEST SHOWS WITH

THE LOWEST PRICES

STALL SALES

061-6810569
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3 /2 DISKS
TYPE QTY 25 50 100

BENCHMARK DS/DD £18.60 £32.20 £47.35

UNBRANDED DS/DD £13.40 £22.20 £41.35

BENCHMARK DS/HD £34.80 £63.35 £71.70

UNBRANDED DS/HD £26.20 £38.35 £63.70

5/4 DISKS
TYPE QTY 25 50 100

BENCHMARK DS/DD £11.00 £18.00 £28.00

UNBRANDED DS/DD £9.50 £16.00 £24.00

BENCHMARK DS/HD £18.00 £31.50 £52.50

UNBRANDED DS/HD £14.00 £27.00 £48.00

ALL DISKS 100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE.
3V2" INC. LABELS. 5Va" INC. ENVELOPEAND LABEL SET.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VATS P&P UK ORDERS ONLY

24 HOUR
ORDERUNE

0597 851 784

Manor Court Supplies Ltd
Telephone: 0597 851 792 Fax No: 0597 851 416

Dept AU2, Glen Celyn House. Penybont,
Llandrindod Wells, Powys, LD1 5SY

EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOMEL^



SHOW GUIDE

SPRING SHOW BONANZA
There's nothing to lose and everything to win at the BBC Acorn User Spring show

Visit the BBC Acorn User

Show in Harrogate this
Spring, and you could
win yourself a pirate's

chest full of goodies. We have
a prize to gladden the hearts of
all including an Acorn Pocket
Book computer. Every visitor
lo ihe show will have the

chance to enter the Treasure

Trail, sponsored by Acorn
User magazine and TDK. The
prizes will be sent to one lucky
winner just after the show;
over £1000 worth. So what's
up for grabs?

first of all. the Acorn

Pocket Book: a handy pocket-
sized minimicro. And for your
main computer, you can use
Stallion's new Almanac soft

ware. This handy, desktop
organiser could help you
change your life.

If you are into music and
sounds. Oak Solutions has pro
vided the Oak Recorder, so
you can sample sound direct
on lo your computer using a
microphone which simply
plugs into your Archimedes
prinler port. EMR's Rhythm-
box 2, the drum roll editor, is
sure to add to the impact.

Midnight Graphics Express
is the easy to use. but power
ful, graphic package for
designers of all ages from
Dabhand Computing. In the
entertainment stakes. Krisaiis

has added Sim City and Battle
Chess to the pack, and
4Mation has offered a copy of
Noot, the animation package.

The printed word is well
catered for in our Treasure

Trove with EasiWriter,
donated by Icon Technology,
an very stylish word processor.
Quill Marketing has offered a
pack of refill ink for the win
ner's deskjet or bubblejet
printer: whichever you've got.
To help make your fingers fly
over the keys even faster.
Iota's TouchType programme
(with wads of features) is
included too. And Computer
Concepts has included a copy
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Acorn's PocketBookis just one of the

of one of its most popular
packages: Junior Impression.
And to get the languages really
rolling. Minerva are offering
their new Linkword package,
the language course for Ger
man. French and Italian.

To get you on the right
tracks, Rise Developments is
giving a copy of Masterfile 3,
the multitasking database.
Apricote's small business
accounting application, Pro
phet, is also in the chest.

For younger users, Sherslon
Software has given us a set of
their acclaimed Naughty
Stories; these talking books
use recorded human speech to
help younger children to
recognise and read words.

Infant Windows, from Por
ters Primary Software, intro
duces young children to word
processing, drawing and paint
ing and page composition.

The Spoken Word from
Wycldl'a Software, will delight
children who are learning to
read. And one that is sure to be

a great success is a video of
Noddy and the Naughty Tail to
remind everyone that Jumping
Bean's software package Nod
dy's Playtime will be available
very, very soon.

HCCS will be giving one of
its Ultimate Multipodules. to
fit the winner's computer. This

valuable prizes in the treasure chest

could be the start of your
expansion system. And just in
case you feel that the chest
isn't full enough yet. DD Inter
national has donated a goodie
pack which includes. a
joystick, a Carousel Screen
Sequencer, mini speakers,
Nosher and much more. And

last, but not of course least:
you can have a year's free sub
scription to BBC Acorn User,
your favourite magazine.

Quite a chestful. so a big
thank you to all the exhibitors
who have donated prizes.
There will be a lot more in the

chest by the time you get to
the show, so come along to the
Acorn User stand to check it
out for yourselves.

THE RULES
The Treasure Trail Competi
tion could not be more simple
to enter. All you have to do is
pick up your Treasure Trail
map on your way into the
show and look out for the let

ters shown on doubloons on
some of the stands.

Note them down and at the

end of the show try and com
pile an appropriate phrase
made up of the letters. Hand in
your entry to the BBC Acorn
User stand and we will give
you a free TDK disc just for
taking part.

SHOW UPDATE

Several new companies have
booked into the show since our

specialshow guide last issue, so
here is a more complete listof
exhibitors:

Acorn Computers 35/37
BBC Acorn User Centre

Ian Copestake 1
RISC Developments 3
IconTechnology 5
lota Software 5

Minerva Software 7
Software 42 9

Acorn Computing 11
Wild Vision 12

Arm Club 19

Krisaiis Software 23/25

Simtec Electronics 27
Vertical Twist/

Leading Edge 29
Archimedes World 31

Computer Concepts 33/39
HCCS Associates 41

SJ Research 43/99

Longman Logotron 45
Dabhand Computing 47
The Fourth Dimension 49
IFEL 51

Stallion Software 53
Digital Services 55
Colton Software 57

Cambridge International
Software 59

Irlam Instruments . 61
Uniqueway 61
DD International 63

Lindis International 65
Jumping Bean 67
Apricote Studios 69
Porters Primary Software 70
Oregan Software

Developments 71/73
Sherston Software 75
Morley Electronics 77
PRES 78

Intregrex Systems 79/81
Oak Solutions 83
Avatar/Silicon Village 89
Norwich Computer

Services 91

Electromusic Research 92
Quill Marketing 93
TBA Software 95
ArVis Multimedia 97
Micro-Aid 105

Wyddfa Software 107
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Your RISCOS Compliant flcorn Dealer!

QuickTil E25+V/
Up until now it has only been
possible to print posters from
Draw and Sprite files. Now
with QuickTile you can create
posters from ANY RISCOS
application. The user simply
enters the size of the source

document, select the required
poster size and then PRINT
directly from the application!
QuickTile does the rest,
printing each tile with crop
marks and tile references.

Finance 14.7% APR
Product Deposit 24 mthsTotal

A3010LCSystem 79.00 34.50 907.00
A4000HO Standard 117.83 50.60 1332.23
A4000HO MultiScan 123.58 53.14 1398.94
A5000LC System 169.00 73.31 1928.44
A4HD60 199.23 86.11 2265.97
The above finance is available to anybody over
the age of 18, subject to status. Payment
Protection is available on application. Special
offers do not apply to purchases on finance,

Acorn Ext Warranty|
1 Year On-Site Service
A3010, A3020 or A4000 £25I
A5000 £34

3 Year Warranty & On-Site Service
A3010, A3020FD £42|
A3020HD, A4000 £51
A5000 £681
The above must be purchased at the same time
as the computer system. Call for further details.

Ink Jet Refills
Why throw away empty

inkjet cartridges...
...when you can refill them

at a fraction of the cost

Colours available include

Cyan, Magenta, Black,
Red, Green, Blue, Brown

Single Refills (req an orig cartr.) £6
Twin Refills (req an orig cartr.) £11
Please specify colour(s) required
125ml Cleaning Kit £4
400ml Cleaning Kit £9
ColourSep software £15
Can be used with DeskJets, BJ's,
JP's + others. Ring for further details

%

\corn Pocket Book £2121
Psion3 256k £185|
A-Link for either of the above £51
Call for other peripherals

A3010 Series
Family Solution £424
With 2 Free Joysticks
Connects to std TV. 1Mb RAM,
Floppy drive, 2 joystick ports.

Learning Curve Sys £680
With Free JoyMaster
Software & Joystick
As above with 2Mb RAM, Standard
Monitor & Learning Curve software

A3020 Series
With Free PenDown Plus

Floppy Disc System £749|
As A3010 less LC software & joystick
ports. Inc Std Monitor,2Mb RAM.

60Mb Hard Disc Sys £899|
As above with 60Mb Hard disc.
Add £50 for MultiScan Monitor.

A4000 Series
With Free PC Emulator

Home Office System £999
2Mb RAM, Floppy Drive, 80Mb HD,
Std Monitor, EasiWriter2, Jr Database

80Mb Hard Disc Sys £949
As above without additional software
Add £50 for MultiScan Monitor.

Hardware 8. Books

Free Impression II
Artworks with A5000's

LearningCurve Syst £1445|
2Mb RAM. 80Mb HD, MultiScan Mon,
Learning Curve Software.
2Mb/80Mb HD Syst £13991
4Mb/120MbHDSyst £1599|
Add E175 for Microvitec
CubScan 1440 Monitor

RAM Uoarades
A3000 up to 2Mb RAM £45
A3000 up to 4Mb RAM £129
A3010up to 2Mb RAM £39
A3010upto4MbRAM£128
A3020/A4000 2Mb £79
A5000 2Mb non exp £79
A5000 2Mb exp to 8Mb £99
A400 RAM £35 per Mb
A540 4Mb £245

Printers
Canon BJ-10ex £179
Canon BJ-10ex Turbo £219

Canon BJ-10 ASF £49
Canon BJ-200 £299
Canon BJ-200 Turbo £329
Canon BJ-300 £339
Canon BJ-300 ASF £99
Canon BJC-800Turbo£1479

HP DeskJet 500 £299
HP DeskJet 550C £479
HP LaserJet 4 £1099
LaserDirect HiRes4 £949
LD HiRes4 Card £349

Ira]
\corn Colour AKF30M0 £199

Acorn MultiScan £299
Inc cable for A400/A3000's

Microvitec CubScan £399
0.28dp, 40 presets & 3 year warranty

Taxan 795A £469
mj »i»i^T* l^^B
386PC1MT/4Mb£390/£490
486PC1Mb/4Mb £490£590
5.25" Disc Buffer Archi £39
5.25" Disc Buffer A5k £35
ARM3 £175
Canon BJ Turbo Driver £42
Colour Card (CC) £249
DeltaCat Joystick £29
Dongle Dangle £6
Dust Covers 2 piece £12
Dust Cover A30?0 £8
FaxPack (CC) £279
I/O Expansion Card £79
Joystick l/F (All M/C's) £32
JoyMaster (A3010) £24
Midi Expansion Card £65
Micro Mouse (Clares) £29
Serial Upgrade A3000 £17
Sound Sampler & Midi £79
Speedking Joystick £10
User/Midi Card A3000 £46
Zip-Stik Joystick £15

r
Art Subjects available

1 - General
2 - Transport
3 - Costumes
4 - Entertainment

5 - Bugs 2 Slugs
6 - Road Signs
7 - Sports Equip
8 - Sports Figures
9 - Dinosaurs
10- Symbols
11 - Tools

A new form of clip art
comprising of single discs
containing approximately
50 hand drawn high quality
draw format clip art
images, each on a single
subject. Site and area
licences are available,
please ring for details.

£8
+ VAT
per disc

TopicArt7 - Sports Equipment

11 TopicArt subjects are
available now. Please

specify when ordering.

Buy 4
TopicArt
discs get
one free

TopicArt4
Entertainment

-i—• i .i i

TopicArt8
Sports Figures TopicArtl 1 - Tools

prices exclude UHT)

RISCOS 3.1 A5000 £16.17

Acorn Books
A3000 Technical Guide £29.95

A540 Technical Guide £65.00
A5000 Technical Guide £65.00
BBC Basic Guide £19.95

RISCOS2 PRM's £79.00

RISCOS3 PRM's TBA

RISCOS2 Style Guide £9.95

1st Word+Manual £10.00
Desktop Dev Env Guide £25.00
DTP Manual £10.00
Assembler Manual £25.00

ANSI C v4 Manual £25.00

Call for books not listed

ArcnT(5ameMaT/lakers Manual
Archi Assembly Lang Manual

| Archi Operating System Guide
Begin. Guide to WMP Prog.
Budget DTP
Dabhand Guide to Impression
DTP on the Archimedes
Graphics on the ARM M/C's
Mastering 1st Word+

IFirst Impressions
| Good Impressions

SflnTTartndge
BJ-300 Ink Cartridge
DJ-500 Bk Hi-Cap Cart.
DJ-500C/550C Colour Cart.
Swift24 Mono/Colour

£14.95

£14.95
£12.95
£12.95

£14.95
£12.95
£14.95
£13.95

£35.00
£30.00

£11
£21
£22

£5/£15

Ordering by Telephone
Please specify Ihe goods you require and forwhichcomputer. Please have your
credit/debit card ready.Wewill require the cardholdersname, address, delivery
address if different and the expiry date of the card.

Ordering by Post
Please specify the goods you require and forwhichcomputer in writing including
yourtelephonenumber&delivery address. Send completewith a signed
cheque/postal orderoralternatively for credit/debit cards,thecardnumber,
cardholders name, address, and expirydate. IMPORTANT - Please writeyour
name, address &credit card details in BLOCKCAPITALSto avoid confusion.

Where to Find Us
From Ihe M63 Junction 12 roundabout followsigns to Cheadle A560 passing the
glass pyramid. Atthe 2nd set of traffic lightsturnleftontoBrinksway. Turnnext
left onto Chester St and immediately loft again onto Ford St. Enter on-site car
park via Red Gates on the right hand side.
Terms
EC residents add 17.5%
VAT to all prices except
books. Carriage is free
(except books, paper &
large software applications) M63Junction 1;
on mainland UK, elsewhere Stockport West
at cost. Only Credit/Debit
cards accepted for overseas
orders. Prices and
manufact's specifications
subject to change without
notifcation. Goods offered
subject to being unsold and/To M56/MG
or available. Goods not
offered on trial basis. Glass
Restockingfee on non- Pyramid,
defective returns.
E&OE —- ««L

Entrance to on-site
Car Park via Red Gate

:ree TrackBall, Spare Batt
A4 4MFD Portable £13991
A4 4MHD Portable £1699|
4Mb RAM, 60Mb HD, 2Mb Floppy
Disc, LCD Screen, PC Emulator.

Special offers do not apply to the
Acorn Assist Scheme or Assisted

Finance Scheme.

Digitisers
MawK vy MKII i.279
Hi-Vision Col Digit'r int £129
Vision Mono Digitiser int £48
Vision Color Digitiser int £76
Vision Mono Digitiser ext£60
Vision Color Digitiser ext£89

canners
scanLight 256 tiya

ScanLight Professional £549
SCSI Card for above £139

Desktop Projects Ltd
Authorised Acorn Dealer (Tel: 061-474 0778, Fax: 061-4740781)
Unit 2A, Heapriding Business Park, Ford St, Stockport, Cheshire. SK3 0BT



6 8 Opening Hours Monday-Saturday 18,98 to 18.88

QuickShow £25+VAT

The easy to
use slide
show
presentation
and video
titling
package.
Create
sequences of frames containing text of
any colour with drop shadows, outline
shadows and rubout boxes using the
RISCOS fonts. Sprites can also be
included in frames and positioned and
resized as necessary. Several screens
can be linked together with the sequencer
which allows you to fade each screen out
and in with the many fades provided.
Completed sequences can be converted
into stand alone applications which when
run, shows the sequence without using
IQuickShow. 2Mb RAM required and
hard disc is recommended.

IQuickShow
Wide* "yulittf

&
Slide Show Presentation

•Ion never been easier!

QuickSnd
Load, play,
convert & resave
existing
Armadeus,
Tracker and raw
data sound

samples and
apply special
effects including \
Reverse, Echo,
Max Vol, alter replay rate and resample
frequency. Convert samples into modules
for use with Ihe RISCOS sound system
etc. Create stand alone Utilitymodules
which when called, via star commands,
automatically play and then remove itself
completely from memory (this feature is
not available on any other sound
package). Use Utility sound modules with
RISCOS Alarm to play on activation of an
alarm. On screen VU meter included.

Flopticals / CD-ROM Multimedia
A3000/A5000/A300/A400 External Floptical (without SCSI card) £349
The above must be used with an Acom compatible SCSI card. Reads 720k
& 1.44Mb DOS format floppy discs.
A5000 Internal Floptical kit (with Econet SCSI card) £359
Floptical floppies (20Mb) £20
Each of the above systems comes complete with one floptical floppy.
Cumana CD-ROM Multimedia Pack £699
Comprises CD-ROM drive, SCSI card, stereo speakers, 6 RISCOS CD-ROM
titles, The Hutchinson Encyclopedia, Dictionary of the Living World,
Revelation 2, The Illustrated Holy Bible, The Illustrated Works of
Shakespeare, Sherlock Holmes on a Disc, ICDPIayer, 3 caddies, etc.
Cumana World of CD-ROM Multimedia Pack (Ring for details) £579
Cumana CD-ROM Software Pack £299
As above without CD-ROM Drive and SCSI card

Cumana CD-ROM Drive without SCSI Card (Sony Device) £429
Cumana CD-ROM Drive with SCSI Card (Sony Device) £549

IDE
The following are complete
HardDisc Systems comprising of
IDE disc controller, HardDisc,
mounting brackets, cables, utilities
disc and manual.

Archimedes Internal

Archimedes Internal hard discs.
Not suitable for A3k,A3010-A3020
40Mb 17ms £199
120Mb 16ms Cache £299
200Mb 13ms Cache £399
330Mb 12ms Cache £699
520Mb 12ms Cache £899

A5000 Exchange Drives
These systems are only available
for the A5000 only.
120Mb 16ms Cache £200
200Mb 13ms Cache £300

A3000/Archi External

40Mb 17ms £279
120Mb 16ms Cache £379
200Mb 13ms Cache £479
330Mb 12ms Cache £779
520Mb 12ms Cache £979

A3000 Hard Cards

20Mb Internal+User Port £189
30Mb Internal+User Port £189
60Mb External+User Port £329

A3010 Hard Cards
20Mb Internal £199

A3010 Ultimate Multi-Podule HD

20Mb Internal £269
60Mb External £399

SCSI
The following are complete SCSI
HardDisc Systems comprising of a
Morley SCSI interface, HardDisc,
mounting brackets, cables, utilities
disc and manual.

Archimedes Internal

Not suitable for A3k,A3010-A3020
105Mb 18ms Cache £429
180Mb 18ms Cache £599

330Mb 12ms Cache £899
520Mb 12ms Cache £999

A3000/A300/A400 External

105Mb 18ms Cache £509
180Mb 18ms Cache £699
330Mb 12ms Cache £979

520Mb 12ms Cache £1049

Removable Hard Discs

44Mb (Inc one cartridge)£499
44Mb Cartridge £55
88Mb (Inc one cartridge)£599
88Mb Cartridge £99
The above are external units with
SCSI card.

SCSI Controller Cards

Morley Uncached £139
Morley Cached £179

A|Dplications
£77 1 1 MasterFlle III (RISC Dev)

ETBA M Midnight Express(Mid. Graph.)
C59 ' Mogul (Ace)

£47 1
£39 j

Games Education

ABC Compiler (Oak)
Advance (Acorn)

2067BC (Oregan)
Aggressor (Atomic)

£17 -J Lemmings (Krisaiis)
£18 h Loopz (Audiogenic)
£17 | Lotus Turbo Challenge II (Kris)

£19

£18
ej Adv. Playground5+ (Storm)
j AmazingOIlie 4+(Storm)

£17 |
£14

I Ancestry (Minerva)
Arc DFS (Dabs)

£20 Air Supremacy (Superior) £19 i Cofleo 9+ (Storm) £28
£22 Multistore v2 (Minerva) £219 Alderbaran (Evolution) £26 11 Mah-Jong Palienco (CIS) £15 | Concept Designer (Logotron) £23

r ArcComm2 (Logotron) £52 | Notate (Longman) £54 ! Aliped (Dabs) £12 H Mah-Jong The Game (CIS) £18

£19
i Convorta-Key £15 ,

1 ArcLighl (Ace) £40 | Ovation (RISC Dev) £95 Bambuzle (Arxe Systems) (OS2 £19 I j Man United Europe (Krisaiis) j Crosswordt 8+ £19
ArcTerm 7 (Serial Port) £62 PCB (Oak) £99 Battle Chess (Krisaiis) £22 If Master Break (Superior) £15 Crystal Rainforest (Sherston) E35 i
Arcticulate (4D) £20 PC Emulator (Acorn) £95 i Black Angel (4D) £26 m Micro Drive 2 (CIS) £26 Data Word (Triple R) £15 !
Arctist(4D) £20 1 PenDown Plus (Longman) £00 i Blaston (Eterna) £15 ffl Mig-29 Fulcrum (Domark) £25W\ Desktop Folio (ESM) £89
Armadeus (Clares) £59 * Pin Point (Logotron)

PipeDream <f(Colton)
Playback (RISC Dev)
Poster (4Mation)

£79 Blitz (Arxe Systems) £17 Nebulus (Krisaiis) £19 H Farmer Giles 2 (CTS) £17
Artisan 2 (Clares) £43 £129 Blowpipe (Eclipse) £15 \A OhNoMore Lemmings (Kris) £16 ; First Words & Pictures (Chk) £26

£129 £19 1 Bobby Blockhead (Atomic) £18 Omar Sharif's Bridge (Krisaiis £22 1.1 Fliqht Path 9+ (Storm) £28
Atelier (Minerva) £69 £75 ff Boogie Buggy (4D) £19 H Orion (Minerva) £14 Freddy Teddy (Topoiogika) £19 •
AUN/Level 4 FileServer (Acorn £395 Presenter 2 Hotlink (Lingenuity] £33 ll

£66 i*
Break 147 & Superpool (4D) £26 U Pandora's Box (4D) 2Mb £19 Freddy Teddy's Adv (Topol.) £17

Aulosketch v2 (Autodesk) £65 Presenter GTi (Ling) Bug Hunt, MoonDash (Min) £13 n Paradroid 2000 (Coin-Age) £19 Fun S Games 5-9 £18
Cable News (Lingenuily) £165 • Pro Artisan (Clares) £75 : Bug Hunt in Space (Minerva) £13 p] PeskyMuskrnts (Coin-Age) £19 r i Fun School 2 (Database) £15 "
CADet (Minerva) £139 H ProDriver DJ500C/550C (Ace) £37 i Cataclysm (4D) £19 L Play ll Again Sam 1 (Superior) £19 , Fun School 3 (Database) £18 '

i Chameleon 2 (4Mation) £35 - Realtime Solids Modeller (Sil) £99 1 Champions (Krisaiis) £22 H -Includes Conqueror, Rotor, Fun School 4 (Database) £18
ColourSep(ICS) £15 M Render Bender v2 (Clares) £99 • -Includes Man Utd. J Khan Squash, I: | -No Excuses &Hostages (Please spec, age group <5. 5-7, >7)

i Compression (CC) £35 5} Resultz (Colton) ETBAf. -Wld Class Leaderbrd &Boxing Mngr H Populus (Krisaiis) £22 I, Giant Killer (lopologika) £17
Control Panel (Lingenuity) £14 . | Revelation II(Logotron) £110 | Chess 3D (Micro Power) £19 1 Poworband (4D) £19 ; House of Numbers (Chalk) £19

; Desktop Assembler (Acorn) £125 a Rhapsody v2 (Clares) £•15 ! Chocks Away 2 (4D) £19 H Quest for Gold (Krisaiis) £19 ! Hyperbook Reader (Logotron) £48
Desktop C (Acorn) £180 RISCType (CIS)

I Rythmn Bed (Clares)
£16 Chocks Away Extra Miss(4D) £15 Ropton 3 (Superior) £15 1 Hyperbook Lib(Logotron) £110

Desktop Office (Minerva) £95 £40 Chocks 2 Compendium (4D) 2Mb £26 §| Repton 4 (Superior) £18 ; ; Junior Database (lota) £40 :
Desktop Publisher (Acorn) £125 1 S-Base Personal(Longman) £95 ; Chopper Force (4D) £22 1 Rockfall (Etorna) £16 I Letters and Pictures (Chalk) £18
Desktop Thesaurus (RISC Dev £19 I S-Base Developer (Longman) £175 i Chuck Rock (Krisaiis) £19 H Real McCoy 2 (4D)2Mb £26 Logo (Logotron) £60
Digital Symphony (Oregan) £40 • S-Base Developer +(Longman)£275IJ Cyber Chess (4D) £26 fll -Includes Apocalypse, Holed Ou , • Magpie (Logotron) £49

, Draw Print-Plot (Oak) £39 1Schema (Clares) £96 Cyborg (Alpine) £ 19 -The Olympics S Inertia Maps & Landsc. 1/2 (Chk) ea. £19
EasiWord 2 (Minerva) £55 Serenade (Clares) £109 j Dreadnoughts (Turcan) £26 \\ Real McCoy 3(4D). V.i. £26 Money Matters (Triple R) £20
EasyWriter II (Icon Tech) £126 m ShapeFX (Datastoro) £9 ! Dungeon (4D) £26 t -Includes Poworband, Nevryon, Drop Numbers and Pictures (Chalk) £18
Einstein (Ace) £106 ShowPage(CC) £130 : Elite (Hybrid) £32 : • -Ship & The WIMP Game Numerator (Logotron) £60

1 Equasor(CC) £37 11 SmArt (4Mation) £50 Enter the Realm (4D) 2Mb £19 |..: Real McCoy 4 (4D) £26 Numerator Chaos (Logotron) £19 r
Euclid 2 (Ace)
Eureka (Longman)

£55 , SmArtFiler (4Mation) £32 i E-Type Compendium (4D) £19 i -Includes Galactic Dan, Grievous OIlie Octupus Sketch Pad (Storm)£14 |
£99 [ | Snippet (4Mation) £35 j Fervour (Clares) E19H -Bodily 'ARM,Cataclysm&X-Fire Pendown (Logotron) £50

£171 FirstWord Plus v2 (Acorn) £65 1 Speech! (Superior) £15 Galactic Dan (4D) £19 • Saloon Cars Deluxe(4D) £26 1 PendownFonts(Logotron)
Font FX (DataStore) £9 1 Splice (Ace) £27 ;; Games Wizard (Leading Edge £26 I Saloon Cars Del Extra Courses £16 jI Picture Book (Triple R) £20 I
Font Starter Pack (Acorn) £35 Squirrel Database (Dig Serv) £120 k GODS (Krisaiis) £19 : Sim City (Krisaiis) £25 | Pin Point Junior (Logotron) £23

Gammaplot (Minerva) £36 Squirrel 'C Developers Toolkit £99 fj Gribbly's DayOut (Coin-Age)
Grievous Bodily 'ARM (4D)

£19 Spheres ol Chaos (Matt Black £19 Pirate (Chalk) £18
£69Genesis 2 (Oak Solutions) £109 StartWrite (Icon) £55 ! £19 Slarch (Dabs Press) £12 H PrimeArt (Minerva)

Graphbox v2 (Minerva) £57 TechWriter (Icon)
Titler (Clares)

£159 Guile (Dream) £22 m Superior Golf (Superior) £15 | Puncman 1-2,3-4,5-7 (Chalk) ea £18
Graphbox Pro (Minerva) £109 £120 Hcimdall (Krisaiis) £22 • Sup GolfExtra Courses (Superior)£14 | Reversals (Chalk) £18
Hard Disc Companion ll(RISC) £45 Topogropher (Clares) £55 Hero Quest (Krisaiis) £22 I] SWIV (Krisaiis) £19 ; Search & Rescue 9+ £28

8£22

£19

Hearsay II (RISC Dev) £69 Touch Type (IOTA) £39 HoledOut Compendium (4D) £19 | Technodrcnm (Superior) £19 Smudge the Spaniel (Storm) 4
Hotlink Presenter (Lingenuity) £41 ! Tracker (Serial Port) £37 j Ibix the Viking (Minerva) (OS2) £14 1 ThunderMonk (Minerva) £14 Spellbook 4-9 (Soft Stuff (SS))
Home Accounts (Minerva) £34 Turbo-Type (CIS) Iron Lord (Cygnus) £14 Tiles (Brain Games) £16 Star (Logotron) £16

1 Illusionist (Clares)
Imagery (Palette Studios)

£76 | Tween (Ace) £27 Ixion (Software 42) £ 1 9 '• Top Banana (HEX) £19 ! Target Maths (Triple R) £20
f TypeStudio (RISC Dev) £43 1 James Pond (Krisaiis) £19 $ TowerOf Babel(Cygnus) £18 10/10EarlyEssentials <7yr(3R)£19 |

Impression v2 (CC) Veclor (4Mation) £75 p Korbang(Eterna)
Krisaiis Collection

£15 1 Twin World (Cygnus) £14 10/10 English (3R) 6-16yrs £19
£19Impression Junior (CC) £75 Vox Box (Clares) £47 ! £22 I Waterloo (Turcan) £19 ; 10/10 Maths (3R) 6-16yrs

Impression Bus Supp (CC) £39 WordWorks (CC) £30 1 -Includes, Mad Profossor Mariarty, i X-FIRE (4D) £19 | Things to do with No's (SS) £19
Inter-Shoot II (CC) £30 Wordz (Colton) £95 j -Pipemania, Terramox & Rovela on Zarch (Superior) £15 Things to do with Words (SS) £19

£30 ' Worra CAD (Oak) £83 | Last Ninja (Superior) £19 2Mb - RAM required for RISCOS3.1 i Words and Piclures (Chalk) £18
Investigator v2 (Serial Port) (OS2)£22 Items in red are New/Low price Legend of the Lost Temp (OS2) £19 1 OS2 - Runs on RISCOS2 only Please call for titles not listed

%& Desktop Projects Ltd

Registered
Squirrel Dealer

Please contact us if you are offered a better price elsewhere, we will
do our best to match it. We operate the Acorn Teachers Scheme.
This document was produced entirely on the
Archimedes using Impression, Artworks, Draw & Paint.

Tel: 061-474 0778
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THE

EXTERMINATOR
They're back! BBC TV's Peter Clements uses his A5000 to
recreate that lovable race of supreme beings, the Daleks

The Dalek is a uniquely threatening image,
well known to Doctor Who fans through
out the world, who will usually remember
hiding themselves behind the sofa as

children. As such it presents a great demonstra
tion of the design prowess of an Acorn machine.

1 have always been fascinated by model mak
ing. Whether for a visual TV effect or a model
railway, the art of miniaturising or enlarging an
object, precisely to scale, is one that demands a
skilled eye and a good deal of patience. Armed
with a number of Clares' packages, I undertook
to create a complete moving, speaking Dalek,
based on the original design. Subscribers can see
the final version of the Dalek on their monthly
disc, and this is how it was done ..

DALEK DESIGN
Several versions of the Dalek have appeared, but
for this walk-through I chose the Mkl version.
This had a rounder, flatter head, with smaller

lights than its big-screen successors and used the
famous sink plunger arm. And yes - it really
was a sink plunger, although it was later
replaced with a gripping hand at the end of the
prod rod.

My reference source for the Dalek design was
a Radio Times feature 15 years ago. As part of a
Doctor Who special, it pictured a set of plans to
build a full-size version, including the internal
construction. However, for your own designs,
any detailed reference photo will do.

I cannot over-emphasise the importance of
scale. My computer model is comprised of lots
of different geometric shapes which, at the end
of the design period, should add up to one
recognisable object... the Dalek.

How you perceive that end view is entirely up
to you. If it doesn't look quite right, then some
detail is obviously wrong. Maybe the lights on
the head are too small, maybe the eye is too
large or maybe the lower body isn't the correct
shape. What I am trying to stress here, is that the
whole designing process of any scene is the
most important and time-consuming part.

The Dalek was very hard and at times awk
ward to visualise and it was certainly something
that I would not embark upon unless 1 was
completely ait fait with the software. When I
was first started to use Illusionist, the scenes I
created were very simple, with few objects. As I
progressed, 1added more and more objects and
arrived at some very complex scenes. When
these were rendered, they looked so impressive
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Looks like timeto start running upand down lotsof plywood corridors...

that even my lips were left in the shape of a
'wow'.

THE TOOLS
The Dalek was created using a variety of soft
ware packages from Clares Micro Supplies:
Illusionist, Pro-Artisan, Armadeus with a sam
pler board, Animator from Render Bender and
the Sequencer from Tiller.
Illusionist is a 3D design program that lets the
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user create objects from geometric shapes,
assign textures or maps such as wood or marble
to these objects and apply surface colours and
finishes such as gloss, metal or plastic.

Single objects or room scenes can be created
and the user can even have control over lighting
conditions. You can go on to specify such things
as the type of light, its colour, or the spread of
the beam.

THE FINAL CUT
The complete design process is explained in the
boxes and I found the software extremely easy
to use. When it came lo putting all the images
together, I used Pro-Artisan to cut frames two to
ten as sprites and pasted these smaller pictures
back on to the first one, saving each in turn as a
full screen picture. These were then loaded into
Animator and compiled into a stand-alone
application. When the head reaches its greatest
degree of movement it loops back and follows
its original path back to frame one. When set
running the head repeals this action and can be
either run normally, speeded up or slowed down
until it stops.

Sound was added at the end. I wanted my
Dalek to say something a little bit different from
the usual 'Exterminate. Exterminate!' For this

reason 1 wanted a piece of speech that would
make the Dalek sound as though they meant
business. I bought a Doctor Who video and went
through it until I found the passage I was after.
This was transferred on to cassette tape and then
into the line-in socket on the back of the

Armadeus sound sampler board. I had captured
about 20 seconds of sound and only needed to
clean up and edit the sample at either end of the
chosen section.

The result is about 14 seconds of speech. As
with the animation, this was set to loop repeat
edly. There was nothing further to do by way of
enhancement of the speech, as ihe software had
accomplished that for me. I was then ready to
combine the two component parts, animation
and sound, into one stand-alone application.

GETTING AHEAD

Istartedwiththe Dalek's headfirst. This wasmadeup from a Sweep object, as indeed were
a lot of the parts. ASweep objectcanbe designed bythe usersimply bydrawing the right
halfof a slice of the shape in an editingwindow,and the computermirrors the left halfas
you draw.

Ifyouunderstand howthisprocess works, then youcancreatecircular shapes that are
quitecomplex in theirconstruction andoffermorescope than the otherstandardgeometric
shapes that Illusionist provides.

An object canbe assigned a number of sides, which, ineffect, controls the degreeof
smoothnessa circular shape has.Thenumberof sides is normally set to ten, as can be seen
on the sink plunger arm, butwaschanged to 20for the head,the lights and the hemispheres
on the body.

Doubling the numberof sides also has the effect of doublingthe information for that
object whensaved to disc, so usethis function with caution, as it isall too easyto runup
verylargefiles. Although these mightjust squeeze on to a disc, they mightnot be rendered
at all if there is not enough memory in the computer.

At least the Dalek's head showed a lot of regularity. Iwas later to face the construction of
the lower body, a bizarre 11-sidedpolyhedron (see next page).

THE JOINING OF PARTS

The methodI usedwas quite simple: eachcomponent
part was designed in turn and placed in the editing
window.There are three of these showing the front, side
and top view.

Objects can be scaled and rotated in each of the
elevations or profile panes and the observer and target
positions set. Clicking on the white window draws a wire
frame image as seen from the observer position.Thisis
what your finished viewwill looklike. Whenmoving an
objector group of objects to a new position, clicking
with Select in the label window will cause the intersect

ing points of each object to be highlighted in white,
making it easy to see which objects are active. It isvery
important to be sure that you only move the parts you
intend to, as it can sometimes be very time-consuming to
put back something that has been dragged by mistake
into its original position.

Whencreating an object in Illusionist, always give
eachobject a name. Each component part that makes up
the object then becomes a lot easier to access.Simply
click Selecton the object name to change the colour of
the object or to move it to a different location.
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The mostunusual shape incorporated into the Dalek's designisthe lowerbody. This is an 11-
sidedobjectand Idesigned it as a Sweepwith vertical sides.Itwas onlyafter it had been
placed inthe scene that Iwasableto select single points from the baseofthe body anddrag
them one at a time to create the more familiarshape of the lower section.I used the
technique of placing four sphereswere in a line, then groupingand copying them so that
each line of four became a new object.

By careful adjustment ineach of the profile panes Iwasableto angle each group of
spheres more or less precisely. Atthispoint, Ihadto cheat; my particular disc file wasat this
time becoming quitelarge so,to cutback on memory, Ionly placed the spheres that would
be visible from the observer'sposition into the scene. Whatyouhaveisa sort of film-set
Dalek; but it doesn't show.

It isvery much up to the individual as to the colour of theirDalek. Ihave optedfor blue,
but a gloss black with metallic goldtrimis particularly attractive, and alsoimplies an
individual higherinthe Dalek hierarchy. Ifyou'renot sure, here'sa tip. First renderthe scene
in mode13without using anti-aliasing. This givesa verycoarse picture in onlya short time,
but youcanat leasttell if the colour of your model is to your liking beforedeciding which
parts of the pictureyou are going to animate.

This is where the hard part, designing and construction,
is at an end and the easy and fun part begins; making
your modelmove.Animation in Render Bender using
anything other than linear movement is not easy. Anima
tion in Illusionist, by comparison, iseasy and is achieved
by highlighting the objects, rendering the scene, moving
the same highlightedgroup, renderingagain and so on.

In the Dalekanimation, only the head turns, but there
is no reason why the eye could not move or the lights on
the head flash and so on. There are ten frames in total in

my animation and, because Iwas onlyanimating the
head, Idid not need to render a completeframe, only
just down to the shoulder.This speeds up the work and
it only takes a coupleof hours to provideten frames.

Ihighlightedeverything on the Dalek down to the
shoulder and from the Misc menu set the number of

degrees of rotation from 15to five. Ithen placed the
PlantCursor precisely in the centre of the head on the
top view profilepane and was ready to render myfirst
frame. Then I rotated the head five more degrees and
rendered the second picture but just down to below the
shoulder level. At the seventh frame, Ichanged the
colourof the eye from a metallic finish to a luminous
one, so that the eye appears to become active.
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MOVING PARTS

Combining sound and vision is probably the
easiest task of the entire project. This was done
in the Sequencer section of the Tiller package
and in fact most of Clares' demos use the same

approach.
When Sequencer has loaded and shows on the

icon bar at the bottom of the desktop, clicking
upon it will cause a window to open. All that
needs to be done is to firstly drag your saved
sample to the window and then your animation
and the software does the rest. You can adjust
parameters to control how fast or slowly the
animation runs. The combined sound and anima

tion can then be saved back to disc as a single
application.

The finished Dalek animation with its sam

pled sound is rather large and requires a two
megabytes in order to run. Of course, most
people do not have access to this many products
but the animation (without the sound) can be
created using just the central design package.
Illusionist, and Animator on its own to animate

the creation.

The final Dalek can be seen on the monthly
disc but I wonder what Terry Nation, the orig
inal creator of the Daleks, would have done if he
had had access lo a modern Acorn machine and

a good selection of graphics software.

Peter Clements is a senior photographies tech
nician for BBC Television, and has designed
imagery for programmes including The Soft
ware Show and Science Challenge

PRODUCT DETAILS

Illusionist: £85.06

Pro-Artisan:£89.36 plus VAT
Armadeus sequencer: £174.47
Titler: £127.62

RenderBender(including Animator): £85.06
Animator: £21.23

Available from Clares on (0606) 48511
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E YOUR DWN 16 TRACK MIDI RECORDING
STUDID

Serenade is a desktop MIDI sequencer for the full range of Acorn RISC OS machines. A
great deal of effort has gone into creating a graphical user interface that gives access
to the power of Serenade without making it complex to use.

• Multi tasking 16 track MIDI sequencer • Fully RISC OS 2 ct 3 Compliant and 1
megabyte friendly • Auto start and syncing of Rhythm-Bed from Serenade • Auto drop
feature allows you to insert notes in real time whilst replaying • Guitar window allows
chord input offering an alternative to the standard keyboard - it will recognise most
common chords (majors, minors, 7ths, etc..) • Scores to Rhapsody via Standard MIDI
file format type 1 • Can generate Real Time MIDI Events enabling real time mixing, panning, record etc with
convenient snapshot facility • Audition feature allows undo of most functions Price £ 1 35.OO inc VAT

RHYTHM BED - A MIDI DRUM MACHINE - Rhythm bed is a program which allows you to create percussion tracks for
controlling drum machines directly or for export to sequencers, such as Serenade. For those without access to a MIDI system,

Rhythm-Bed can access up to eight separate internal sounds.

• Fully RISC OS 2&3 Compliant and 1 megabyte friendly • Auto start and syncing of Rhythm-Bed from Serenade •
Compatible with a range of MIDI keyboards and drum machines • Very easy to use grid based entry method • Data
can be saved as a MIDI file for export to packages such as Rhapsody and Serenade • Sequencing facility so you can
build up a long rhythm from short patterns Price £ 49.95 inc VAT

The best drum editor fve ever seen on any platform - Acorn User Feb 93

Send or ring for a more detailed leaflet and ask for your free demo disk

VISA

We accept Accessand Visa.

98 Middlewich Road, Rudheath, Northwkh, CHESHIRE CW9 7DA. Telephone: 0606 48511 Fax No: 0606 48512
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The NEW Custom McCoy for 1993
Includes 4 BRAND NEW Top Game Additions....

The following Acorn software is compatible with allA3000s, A3010s, A3020s, A4000s, A5000s and ALL Archimedes
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ARCticulate £25.95 Apocalypse £29.95 ARCtist £25.95

PL **? Choose ANY Four
Of These 19 Top Products

For ONL Y £34.50!
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Inertia £19.95

Powerband £25.95
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White Magic 1 or 2 £19.95

Less Than £9 Each!!
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GRIEVOUS BODILY 'ARM £25.95 CHOCKS AWAY Mk2 Version £25.95
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The Olympics £19.95
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Holed Out £19.95
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Unbeatable Value
The Real McCoy compilations are terrific value for money.

Unfortunately if you've already got 1 or 2 of the products you
miss out. Now that's all changed. You can choose ANY 4 from
these 19 great titles for yourself!! Each such "Custom McCoy"
will be individually packaged in 1 attractive video-style box

complete with ALL original discs and manuals.

HOW TO ORDER....
Simply send us a quick letter or give us a ring telling us the 4

products you would like, your name and address, and payment
via cheque, postal order or ACCESS or VISA card details.
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Nevryon £19.95The Wimp Game £19.95
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The Fourth Dimension, 1 Percy Street, Sheffield, S3 8AU. H
Tel. (0742) 769950 or 700661.

FREE SAME DA Y despatch by 1ST CLASS POSTArcade Soccer £19.95 E-Type £19.95



GAME SHOW
It may seem an unusual time

of the year to have an Acorn
User show (Spring) and an
unusual place to hold it

(Harrogate); but, as long as the
latest games are there, this
columnist is happy.

Krisaiis Software is on stand

23/25 with its full range of
products, including the eagerly
awaited Sim City, reviewed
this month. Although Sim City
has been available on the BBC

Micro for two and a half years,
it is only now we see it migrat
ing to the 32-bit world.

Also on the stand will be

Krisaiis' conversion of Battle

Chess, the hugely popular
'violent' chess game where
instead of just taking the
pieces from your opponent,
you positively pulverise them.
Turn to this month's Game

Show competition to win
yourself a copy.

On Stand 49 The Fourth

Dimension will be releasing its
latest game. Dungeon, a 3D
Gauntlet-s,ly\e arcade adven-

Ixion pops up again

CONSOLE FEVER

In a high-class Las Vegas
hotel recently, a new machine
was unveiled to the US mar

ket that promises to knock the
socks off any games computer
currently in existence. It was
billed as the dawning of a
new games era and the 1.000
or so journalists gathered at
the launch didn't beg to
differ.

The machine is called 3DO

and, although it won't be
available in Europe for a few
months, it is based on 32-bit

Rise technology.
The 3DO Interactive Multi-

player can animate 64 million
pixels on the screen every
second and has a palette of
literally millions of colours.
The Rise processor at the cen
tre of the machine is comple
mented by a custom graphics
and sound chip, making it the
fastest consumer games com

ture. Dungeon can be played
by up to four players who each
have their own energy level
and different battle strategies.
Armed with medieval-style
weapons and the odd magic
potion you move through the
dungeon fighting huge green
spiders and skeletons.

puter in the world. With
power like that, we're talking
about games whose appear
ance will be 'near-television

quality'.
The Rise technology leaves

existing CD-based machines
on the starting blocks. CD-i,
CDTV, Mega CD; these will
all mean nothing because it
will all be in the 3DO

machine. The new console,

which will sell for about

£300, can already play music
CDs and, as soon as the

movie industry settles on a
few standards, there will be
CD movies available too.

There are two particularly
interesting things about 3DO.
Firstly, the console has
attracted a lot of attention

from Hollywood. Companies
such as Warner Brothers.

Universal and Paramount

have suddenly twigged that
they can use the sophisticated
techniques of the movie busi-

CIS, on stand 59, will be
showing the latest stream of
games like Killer Bugs, Ser
pents, Humanoids, Robotix
and no doubt several others.

It's good to see new games
houses booked up for the
event, especially promising
ones like Software 42, which

last year released one of the
best games in the 32-bit world.
Ixion. The company will be
releasing three new games at
the show. Cycloids and Fred
have been mentioned before

as, respectively, a whacky,
red-nose, unicycle platform
game and a tricky puzzle game
with lasers and mirrors. The

company is offering a special
reduction to people who buy
both at the same time. The

third game is Raw Power, a
beat-em-up martial aits game.

Last but not least, TBA
Software is the latest addition

to the Acorn games world, and
it brought with it the mildly
disappointing debut release,
Dragonhall (reviewed last
month). At the show, on stand
95, TBA will be launching a
horizontal shoot-em-up called
Axis and a zany yoyo game
called Psychic Yoyo.

All this and more will be

available for you to try out at
the show next week.

Sam Greenhill

The 3DOconsole promises to revolutionise computer entertainment

ness to produce top quality Perhaps the most significant
games based on films.

Better still, if games are
becoming more and more like
films, why not produce films
that become more and more

like games? In other words,
interactive cinema. The next

Steven Spielberg film, Juras
sic Park, will be launched in

the summer and followed

soon after by an interactive
movie version with live actors

and clips from the film.

thing for Acorn users is that
many of the world's finest
games programmers will want
to start learning how to pro
gram for this blockbuster,
mass-market console.

They'll be doing this by
using Acorn machines, very
probably, and are bound to
produce some top notch enter
tainment software for the

Acorn market.

Maurice Truman
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Everyone who'severhad a knighttake a pawnhasseen that captureas morethan one piecereplacing another on the board. In players'
minds, the bold knight, resplendent in his armour of silver or ebon, sallies forth and slays the foul footsoldier. Combat, mortal combat, is

the heart and soul of chess,but this aspect of it can onlylivein the mind's eye... until now!

Lotsof computerchess games capture the basics of chess. OnlyBattleChessbringschessto lifebycombining a magnificent chess logic
systemwith colourful,humourous, and dramatic three-dimensional animations.

Krisaiis Soft

House, Masor
Rotherh

HOW
LETTER/FAX
SIMPLY SEND A LETTER GIVING

DETAILS OF THE GAME(S) YOU
WOULD LIKE, YOUR NAME

AND ADDRESS, AND PAYMENT

BY CHEQUE, POSTAL ORDER,

OR BY GIVING YOUR ACCESS

OR VISA CARD DETAILS

INCLUDING THE EXPIRY DATE.

TO O
IMMEDIATE

DESPATCH
ALL ORDERS ARE DISPATCHED

BY FIRST CLASS POST

IMMEDIATELY.

CARRIAGE IS PAID BY US IN

THE UK. [ORDERSFROM
OVERSEAS ADD £3 PER

PRODUCT).

R D E R

GUARANTEED

IF FOR ANY REASON DISKS

SUPPLIED BY US BECOME

FAULTY WE WILL REPLACE

THEM STRAIGHTAWAY SIMPLY

RETURN THEM TO US

ENCLOSING YOUR NAME AND

ADDRESS.

ACCESS & VISA ACCEPTED!

TEL: 071

FAX: 0701-



SIM CITY

Krisalis Software

Tel: (0709) 372290.
Rise OS machines

£34.99

It is a well known fact that

politicians are conniving, cal
lous schemers who are only
ever nice to registered voters
and their gruesome babies.
But this portrayal is less than
fair when that politician turns
out to be none other than the

mayor of Samville.
This phenomenally patient

mayor has to put up with
obnoxious and unreasonable

voters on a daily basis who
clearly have no capacity for
logical thought and apparently
don't appreciate his great skill
al running a city. But running
it into what?

That's the situation you
find yourself in when you
play Sim City, the latest
blockbuster game from
Krisaiis. You have the power
to design a city using roads,
railways, factories, offices,
houses, police stations, power
plants, power cables, airports,
sea ports; you name it. The
city is continually judged for
'success' by a set of complex
formulae that were devised

for the game by the careful
study of real cities and the
behaviour of the citizens.

Being the mayor of Sam
ville is a slimy job, but
somebody's got to do it.
Despite a population of over
70,000, Samville is a friendly
place with an enviously low
crime rate.

As he watched Samville

grow, the mayor was proud to
open many new facilities. A
sea port sprang up, doing
wonders for the export poten
tial of Samville's industrial

sectors, and the city was .so
overwhelmed with joy when
the Samville International

airport was first opened that it
managed to overlook the air-
crash that took the lives of

several hundred registered
voters. This, of course, was
quickly forgotten once the
Hooding began and even that
was regarded as trivial com
pared with the earthquake the
following week.

Samville's citizens

mourned at their losses but

ttHM.ro

SimCity: you can fool some of the

were soon welcoming the
arrival of a nice big nuclear
power station which the
mayor - from his bunker -
gave his fullest assurances
was perfectly safe.

The residents of Samville

love their mayor and he loves
(hem. Without his astute

qualities of management the
city would be in turmoil,
plagued by crime and fire,
depressed by unemployment
and soaring house prices,
clogged with traffic conges
tion and disease spread by
slum housing conditions.

So why, in this eventually
sad story, did the residents all
pack up and leave? Because
absolute power corrupts
absoluiely and the mayor
became loo greedy with his
taxes. Samville was soon a

ghost town.
To avoid this happening to

you one day, follow this sim
ple rule: buy Sim City and get
some practice - and a great
deal of fun - first.

Sim City works in the Rise-
OS desktop, which means it is
running while this review is
being written, although it
slows the Desktop down so it
feels like I'm typing at five
words per minute. The map of
ihe whole city occupies one

voters some of the time, but...

window and a close-up of that
map takes another.

Other windows around the

Desktop have information for
the mayor on his popularity
and his citizens' problems,
another asks for the tax rate

every year, and others show
graphs on populations den
sity, pollution density and
crime rates along with ump
teen other handy graphically
presented statistics. All in all,
it can get a little crowded.

The object of Sim City is to
build and manage a city, year
by year, collecting taxes and
expending the revenue on
things like roads, railways,
power stations and electricity
grids. These must be placed in
positions that best serve the
people's interests.

As chief planner, a critical
task is the designation of resi
dential, industrial or commer
cial zones. Like everything in
Sim City, the mayor merely
establishes 'the right condi
tions' for growth and the
computer simulates the rest.
Provided the residential zones

are well connected - but not

too close - to the industrial

parks and they have power
and police protection, before
long they will develop into
high-rise accommodation

C5AI\/1E SHOW

where thousands of people
will flock to live.

Sim City comes with a
short list of existing scenarios
- including overpopulatcd Rio
de Janeiro and earthquake-
shocked San Franciso in 1906

- but it is more fun to start

from scratch and build your
own city from the ground up.
A random landscape is gener
ated to include rough terrain
and wide rivers.

The fact that Sim City is
multitasking is perfect for a
game that should largely be
left to its own devices any
way, but unbearable slowness
is the unfortunate trade-off

here. It is possible to die of
boredom before mouse opera
tions like building a road have
been completed. Another
problem is that the Desktop
palette also needs to be
adjusted every time you play
to avoid ordinary soil looking
distinctly tomato-coloured.

In spite of this, Sim City is
definitely a winner, a fantasti
cally addictive game and
worth every penny of the
higher than usual prize tag.
Go on, you know politics is
for you. Everybody will hate
you but you'll have excep
tional fun making enemies.

Sam Greenhill
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THE 32-bit Acorn Games SPECIALISTS
The following software is compatible with all Acorn 32-bitcomputers and standard monitors I TVs

"-

The Real WCoy 2 £34.95
Apocalypse, Holed Out, The Olympics & Inertia

Break 147 & Superpool £34.95
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E-Type Compendium £25.95
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ARCtist £25.95 Cyber Chess £34.95

For The Latest Full Details Of All Our Software

Please Ring (0742) 769950 / 700661

All of our software is designed exclusively for the full
range of 32-bit Acorn computers. Our aim right from
the very start of every game/simulation is to produce
highly playable and enjoyable software which truly
exploits the unique potential of 32-bit power. Have fun.

Special Offer How to Order
Simply send us a quick letter or give us a ring

The Real MFCoy 3 £34.95 Requires 2ormore |f VOU bUV 2 Or more tellin9us the softwareyou would like, your
Megabytes -Powerband, Nevryon, Drop Ship, Wimp Game . ,n*c Hirc.r>tlw Computer's memory (i.e.numberOf

proaUCIS aireciiy Megabytes), your name and address,
frOIT) US yOU may and payment via cheque, postal order or
riprii irt P1 fl fmm ACCESS or VISA card details.
ucuuwi tiw ii win prices inc|udeVAT postage &packing is free

the tOtal COSt. In the UK. (Overseas add£3 perproduct).

Megabytes - Powerband, Nevryon, Drop Ship, WimpGame computer's memory (i.e. number of
Megabytes), your name and address,

and payment via cheque, postal order or
ACCESS or VISA card details.

Prices include VAT. Postage & packing is free
In the UK. (Overseas add £3 per product).
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Chopper Force £29.95

003X30

Enter The Realm £25.95
Requires 2 or more Megabytes

'••

-

r
SPECIALIST Acorn Software
for all 32-bit RISC Machines

The Fourth Dimension, 1 Percy Street, Sheffield, S3 8AU.
Telephone: (0742) 769950 or 700661.

I/air!

Saloon Cars Extra Courses £19.95
Compatible only with DELUXE version

i '''•"''
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Pandora's Box £25.95
Requires 2 or more Megabytes

me UUngeon tH4.H0 (Hopelully May '93)
Requires 2 or more Megabytes

Aja

Saloon Cars DELUXE £34.95
Upgrade tor C17.50

I
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Holed Out Compendium £25.95
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Black Angel £34.95
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Chocks Away Compendium £34.95 The Real M°Coy 4 £34.95

Upgrade lor E10- Requires 2 or more Megabytes Galactic Dan, Grievous Bodily"ARM, Cataclysm, X-FIre
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TECHNODREAM

Superior Software
Tel: (0652) 658585
Rise OS machines

£24.95

This is billed as the big one,
the sequel to Nevryon, that
fiendishly tricky shoot-em-up
of a couple of years ago.
Technodream is the long awa
ited sequel but is it really
bigger, better, faster and more
furious?

There was only one way to
find out: buckle up and start
zapping. The game begins
with the small blue spacecraft
launching from a space-age
hanger and sliding up into the
sky to meet the baddies.

The first generation of alien
ships are relatively harmless;
they just pass on by, getting
shot if they're dumb enough.
But soon after that, without
much warning at all, it sud
denly becomes quite challeng
ing and you can hardly see for
firebombs.

One of the main improve
ments made in Technodream

is the introduction of a two-

player mode, a feature sadly
lacking in the original, Nev
ryon. With your best friend
by your side you feel as
though you can't lose. It
brings a whole exciting new
aspect to the game; you have
somebody else to blame when
it all goes wrong.

In Technodream the object
is perfectly simple: shoot it if
it moves, shoot it if it doesn't
move and if you're still not
sure, shoot it anyway. And
there's plenty to shoot, the

Technodream's action gets so fast and furious the screen looks like an abstract painting

further you get, the weirder
the aliens become.

Of course, with all games
of this type, there arc loads of
power-ups to be collected.
The first power up installs a
couple of rocket launchers
that fire automatically every
few seconds. The most useful

power-up is the shield, which
can either be left positioned at
the front of your ship or can
be fired ahead of you where it
wreaks havoc with anything
that falls in its path.

The power up system in
Technodream is actually quite
amusing. It's all a bit like a
petty school playground argu-

Weep as your good buddy buys the farm

ment that gets completely out
of hand: whatever power-up
you get, the baddies get an
even bigger one. So you get a
bigger one still. And so on.
Before you know what on
earth is going on you're both
pumping so much lethal fire,
rockets and molten metal at

one another that the screen

looks like something even the
director of Die Hard would be

bewildered at.

And that's where the sec

ond main improvement that
Technodream boasts comes

in. There's more space for all
the extra explosions. Now you
can scroll up and down the
screen a short way too and
this has both advantages and
disadvantages. It may give
you more space to get out of
the way but, hey, we're all
fearless here, right? We don't
want to get out of the way so
much as blast the pants off the
aliens and now they've got a
cunning escape, just off the
edge of the screen.

The vertical scrolling can
also cause some frustrating
moments in two player mode
when you both suddenly need
to get the hell out of the way
of some particularly nasty
alien and while one leaps up
to the top, the other one dives
for the deck . . . The screen

can't scroll both ways and
you both end up in the middle
facing the marauding beasi.

The graphics in Tech
nodream are extremely
detailed and very colourful.
The music plays during the
actual game itself, which adds
to the good atmosphere, but
the sound effects themselves

are a bit quiet and forlorn, I
think.

The options screen gives
you the opportunity to rede
fine the keys but, for some
reason, you can't use the
numeric keypad so fingers
tend to be a bit cramped with
two players on the main key
board, each with seven keys
to contend with.

Technodream comes on

two discs and, after the huge
wave of criticism levelled at

its predecessor for taking so
long to load between games.
it is pleasing to find the
authors have evidently made
an effort to reduce the overall

time between the 'game over'
message and the start of the
next game. However, this can
still take nearly a minute.

On the whole, Tech
nodream is a highly polished
product and well worth the
asking price of £25; now the
standard for 32-bit games.

Sam Greenhill
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Software Bargains for ARCHIMEDES SERIES!
Product Checklist £3.00 Off

ArsadeSames
2067 BC

AWebaran

Our Price Our Price

Buy any of these
* Champions * Omar Sharif's
* Chuck Rock Bridge
•GODS * Populous
* Hero Quest * Quest for Gold
* James Pond * Sim City
* Lemmings ♦S.W.I.V. kK
* Lotus Turbo 2 ♦ The Krisaiis J ^
* Man Utd Europe Collection "^ .
* Nebulus M
_ And take £3.00 offJFervour

Galactic Dan.

GODS
Gribbly's DayOut.
Grievous Bodily'ARM.
Guile

Hero Quest.....................
Ixion , i ,,,„, ,„.„, .,.
James Pond
Karma - The Flight Trainer _
Lemmings
Loopz..
Oh No! More Lemmings.
Pesky Muskrats
Populous.
Raw Power.
Ego:Repton 4.
Spheres of Chaos,
S.W.I.V
TECHNODREAM1.
The Last Ninja
WollPack

"MlntfJ games
Battle Chess
Chess 3D
Cyber Chess
Omar Sharifs Bridge...
Simulation Games
Air Supremacy..
Chocks Away Compendium.
Chopper Force
Dreadnoughts.
Flight Simulator Toolkit.
Mig 29 Fulcrum
Populous.
Saloon Cars Deluxe
Saloon Cars Extra Crses_
Lotus Turbo Challenge 2.
Sim City (Due April)
Waterloo

Adventure Games
Enter the Realm
Heimdall (Due May/June)
Pandora's Box
Sport Games
Champions
MicroDrive 2
MicroDrive Designer.
Quest for Gold
Compendium*
Champions.
Krisaiis Collection
Play It Again Sam._
Real McCoy 2or 3 (each)
Leisure/Various
Desktop Tracker

.21.95

.24.50

.25.99

.21.95

.24.50

.18.95

.29.99

.21.95

.25.99

115.95
.2S.99

_9.9S
,19.95
.21.95
.29.99
.21.95

.21.95

.21.95

.25.95

.21.95

.21.95

.17.95

.29.99

.15.95

.47.95

.29.99

.21.95

.37.50

.26.95

.29.95

.29.95

.21.95

.29.99

.31.95

.17.95

.25.99

.34.95

.21.95

.24.50

.29.99

.24.50

.29.99

.29.95

.29.95

.25.99

.29.99

.29.99

.21.95

.26.95

.69.95

Digital Symphony.
Rhapsody 2
Rhythm Bed
Score Draw
Touch-Type (Typing Tutor)_.
Utilities
Illusionist
PC Emulator VI.8.
Pipedream 4
Render Bender 2 _

Shape FX.
Word Processors

Desktop Thesaurus—
Easlwriter ,
Pendown Plus

Start-Write

Techwriter
Wordz
Spreadsheet
Eureka
Schema

Databases
Datapower
Desktop Database.
Multistore II
Pinpoint.

* 46.95
-51.95
„ 44.95

L. 51.95
-44.95

-89.95
,116.33

.149.95
-89:95
-11.75

Linkword German
Llnkword Spanish
Little Red Riding Hood
Letters & Pictures (6-8yrs) __
Mega Maths (ALevel)
Micro English (8yrs - GCSE) _.
Micro French (8yrs - GCSE) _
Micro German (8yrs - GCSE)
Micro Maths (llyrs - GCSE) .
Number Zoo

Primary Maths (3-l2yrs).
Reading Writing Course.
Round Wrld Yacht Race.

Selladore Tales
Sherston Naughty Stories Pk.
Shylock Gnomes
Smudge the Spaniel.
Spelling Week By Wk (6-14).
Stig of the Dump
Terry's Tricky Trainers
The Puddle & The Wardrobe.
The Worst Witch

Theresa's Terrible Trumpet _
TinyLogo/Tiny Draw (4-9yrs)
Toby Troublesome Tractor _
TV Fun & Games

S-Base Developer
S-Base Developer +
S-Base Personal

Languages
C Development system
Desktop C.

-.18.95

.159.95
_ 83.50

-71.95

.214.95

.103.95

.119.95

.114.95

.149.95

..52.95

.199.95

.103.95

.209.95

.315.95

.103.95

LFull rsuiga of Educational software available
Plea jo ask for our FREE catalogual

Educational

10 out of 10 Maths-

10out of 10English.
10 outof 10 Early Essentials _j
An Eye for Spelling
Ancient Greece

Animated Numbers
Arcventure I - Romans _
Arcventure 2 - Egyptians.
Badger Trails
Balloons/Zoo

BestFourAdventure Programs
BestFourMaths Programs
Best FourLanguage Programs
Billy - Bothersome Bully
Castle of Dreams

Connections

Doristhe DottyDog
Edwina's Engergetic Elephant
First Words & Pictures

Food forThought
Freddy Teddy's Adventure
Fun Schod 10-616-m* yrs-each
Fun School 30-5/5-7/7-11 yrs -each ..,
Fun School 40-5/5-7/7-11 yrs-each ..,

-81.95

.234.95

-23.50
_23.Sf>
-23.50
_ 36.9S

.25.95
-25.26
..3b. 19

...35.19
-41.13
-35.25
_ 39.95
_ 44.95
-44.95

-11.69
-23.50

_ 32.31
-11.69
_ 11.69

-22.95
-19.92

-18.95

.... 15.95

...21.95

...21.95

Communications
ArcComm V2

Araerm 7

Hearsay2.
PesktopP-Ublbhlng
Good Impression (Tutorial)
First Impression (Tutorial).
Impression 2
Impression Junior
Ovation

Artworks
Pe rlp liera I*& hardware
Joystick Intfce V2.4 (mofcv&ajo)-
joystick Intfce Extension Cable.
JoyMaster (For A30I0)
Clares Micro Mouse
Sound Samp. & Midi Card
Pust Cover?
300/400 K'bd & Monitor
A3000 K'bd only
A3000 K'bd & Monitor
A30I0/20 K'bd & Monitor
A30IO/20 K'bd only
A5000 K'bd & Monitor

Books
IHelp 3.
D/Hand Guide - Impression-
D/Hand Guide-Graphics ARM
First Impression
Good Impression.

.61.95

.67.95

.74.95

-28.95

-31.95
,145.95

-81.95
-98.95
i169.95

-39.95

_.9.95
-29.99
-27.50
-93.99

.12.25

5.55

.12.25

.12.25

_5.55
. 12.50

—9.95

.12.95
-.1195:

-.31.95
..28.95,-. ''-feunSchool 3& 4offer!

»•/', Buy anytwo £37.95
JZ?.My any three £56.95

House of Numbers (6-l3yrs)
Glimpse
Graph-It

— 22.95
-^.9.99

-23.44
,.; 24.95
-39.95

All prices
includeVAT

Remember this when comparing prices!
** Free carriage on a total order when

you buy a Krisaiis product! **Let's Spell Special Bundle Pack! ....
Unkword French

f-| Special Joystick Packs!

((QUckshot3 Turbo/Python X\)
Pack OneJoystick Interface V2.4 and
I X Qulckshot3Turbo £49.95
Pack Two Joystick Interface V2.4 and
;2XQukkshot JTurbo £59.95
Pack ThreeJoystick Interface V2.4 and
1XSuperpro Auto joystick £51.95
Pack FourJoystick Interface V2.4 and
2 XSuperproAuto £61.95

anything else!
£3.00oflanything else at tfo timeofordering(exduding

other Krisaiis tides) or take a O 00 voucher to spend at a
later date • the choiceisyours'

PLUS FREE Carriage too!

The Sherston Naughty Stories!
* Billy the Bothersome Bully
* Edwina's Energetic Elephant
* Terry's Tricky Trainers
* Theresa's Terrible Trumpet
* Doris the Dotty Dog
* Toby the Troublesome Tractor
6 beautifully Illustrated and animated
stories that young children will love to
read and listen to over and over again

Only £ I 1.69 each Age Range 5 - 7 yrs

Or Buy all Six for £58.46!

Spend Over £35.00
and you can have a
stylish lockable disc
storage box for only

£500!

BBC, Master 128,Electron and
MasterCompact software!

Allthe PlayIt Again Sam compilations
from £6.95 each; many other games,and

Ji/_^ educational software!
Send for our catnloguol

Seikosha SL 95 Colour Printer
24 Pin Dot Matrix only £249.95

Prfce includes VAT. Carriage &cable
UKrarwM erf/,udid rigScowshHlgtonets

RISCOS 2 and 3 compatible!m
Software Bargains & Mercury Games

Dept AU53, C/O Northwood House, North Street, LEEDS LS7 2AA

TEL: 11532 436301) FAX: (1532 423289

? Access/Visa Welcome /.f'EduaacnJdscouitofupw MX off SIV(r« Sale prices«
*Pleaseadd95pP&P(brope £250. Outside Europe £4.50) ':• • *£*" J» ^.^H JvalhUe on most Arthimecfet software;
*AH'ririrwi'WhAii V*T'r*ft'l7W ./.' • •: ' DroolOrderNo.or school headed rrowpapw required - minimum
*rLPH L^L^ihirii'L, v" "iii:':';'- <n)er:«iJu«£3a09forlnvoidr«othffwSe^W^i<h4^»':.♦Goods despatched within 48 hrs. (subjoatoavaiiability) r^ ^ w:cot|Bfn, vour „,£..

• (PHcM>recoiTeaat*«um«c/gc<ivitopr«>>,aQE)
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BATTLE CHESS

COMPETITION

Never mind the champion
ships, Battle Chess from
Krisaiis Software (reviewed
last month) is the most excit
ing chess game you'll ever
see. Where else have you ever
seen the pieces barge their
way across the board, or bash
the living daylights out of
each other? Where else is

there a queen so full of grace
that her 'eliminations' are

carried out with lethal ele

gance? And where else are the
foot soldiers so stupid as to
get into a fight with a ten-foot
ogre made from bricks?

Excitement, action, vio
lence, and it could all be

yours; free! Acorn User has
five copies of the only chess
game to give you gore, to
award to the winners of the

Battle Chess competition.
To win a copy, simply ans

wer the three questions below

PARADROID

Coin-Age
Tel: (0282) 692688
Rise OS machines

Price: £25.99

Dejd vu or what? Paradroid
2000 takes me back to the

ancient Spectrum game
Qnazairon in which you are a
lone robot who has to save an

entire colony, not from a
small bunch of the normal run

of the mill bad guys, but from
the Trimorg Empire (where
do they get these names?)

Some freighters, sent to
save the earth's colonies, are

tampered with. The battle
droids are activated and the

crew robots go haywire as
well, just to make matters
more confusing.

Due to government cut
backs the freighters cannot be
destroyed, and sending troops
would be as about as popular
as sending them to Bosnia. So
it's once more down to yours
truly lo save the day. You are
a Mark 2 Influence Device

who has to clear all five of the

freighters of rogue robots.
This is generally done by

manoeuvring your ball bear
ing look-a-like around the
decks of the freighters, which

You too can join the Battle Chess

and then complete the tie
breaker. Then send your ans
wers on a postcard or the back
of an envelope lo:

Battle Chess Competition,
Acorn User, 101 Bayham
Street, London NWI OAG.

The closing dale for entries is
1 June 1993 and the editor's

decision is final.

1 Name the British chess

player who will be battling it
out on a real chess set with

Russian chess supremo Gary

melee

Kasporov at the World Chess
Championship later this year.

2 One of the funniest conflicts
in Battle Chess is when two

knights clash. The duel is
based on a scene in the Monty
Python and The Holy Grail.
What is the name of the actor

who played Ihe dismembered
loser in the film?

3 Which square does the
black king always start on?
Black or white?

Paradroid:an unearthly world full of

are viewed from above, zap
ping the rogues and attempt
ing to 'transfer' with them.
This allows you to engage in
a sort of duel of electronic

circuitry with the robot so that
you may steal its body, vital
for improving your firepower
and armour.

The graphics are not stun
ning but there is commend
able attention to detail, like
the computer screens lighting
up the desk when you use
them. It is the detail that

makes the game curiously
addictive after initially being
frustrating. After a while I
really got into being a sen
tinel - one of the more power
ful robots - going around and
destroying all and sundry. Far

killer robots

more interesting than being a
boring cleaner robot.

There are several levels to

clear on each of the five

freighters. This would keep
you occupied for quite some
time but I'm not sure the

game is varied enough to hold
my interest for that long.

Overall the game is a dream
for the inquisitive-minded,
especially because the instruc
tions are very minimal and
there is much left to discover

for yourself. It is fun, it's just
that level after similar level

does tend to gel a bit of a
drag. Paradroid is a game
that grows on you, but I think
it is only for the dedicated
fans of this genre.

Josef Koestler

G/XIV1E SHOW

CHEAT'S CORNER

POPULOUS

In all, there are 500 worlds in

Populous, so we're spoiling none
of the fun by giving a little help
to those stuck near the

beginning:
1.Genesis

2.Swaver

3. Mornigill
4.Weavhipham
5.Bugqueend
6.Verymeend
7.Shidiehole

8.Calozboy
9.Swaingpal
lO.Morhippil
11.Bi.ador

12.Ringgbpal
13.Hobozjob
14.Sadmpt
15.Futloplug
16.Timomar

Passwordssupplied by The Bear,
St. Albans

AIR SUPREMACY

In AirSupremacyfrom Superior
Software, you can swap between
air and ground/sea forcesas the
battle develops.

But, if you've got your biplane
in a rut or your WW1 tank stuck
in the mud, try these passwords,
from Tim Williams in Brendon,

North Devon:

Level 2: Scramble

Level 3: Staccato

Level4:Equanimity

SWIV

This the ultimate shoot-it-

whether-it-moves-or-not game
from Krisaiis Software To cheat

at Swiv press F1 to pause the
game, then type NIGEL. Now
press RETURN for infinite lives
and, back in the game, shoot one
of the token credits repeatedly,
until it turns into a star, to get
eight-way rapid fire.

Fiery thanks to The Bearof St.
Albans for this.

BLITZ

Here's a cheat for the most popu
lar Pangconversion in the Acorn
games world.
The passwords for this come
from Tim Williams in Brendon,

North Devon.

Level 2:Seirra

Level 3: Mouse

Level 4: Herbert

Level5:Compact
Level 6: Ferrari

Level 7:Gelesby
Level 8: Plane

Level9:Deskjet
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m
061 766 8423

Phone lines open :-
Mon - Fri 09.00 -17.00

Sat 10.00- 17.00

FAX: 061766 8425

New Acorn Hardware

Official Acorn Publishing Dealer
A540 4Mb Ram, 120Mb HD £1995.00

A4 4/60 Mb HD Portable

c/w Acorn shoulder bag £1699.00
A4 2 Mb FD Portable £1399.00

A5000/2Mb Ram, 80Mb HD,
Arm 3, Acorn Multiscan Monitor £1399.00

A5000 / Learning Curve/ 2MbRam
as above c/w software £1445.96

A5000/4Mb Ram, 120Mb HD
Arm 3, Acorn Multiscan Monitor £1599.00

A5000 ES - Econet System
Arm3, Acorn Multiscan Monitor £1299.00

A5000 NS - Network System
Arm 3, Acorn Multiscan Monitor £1399.00

A4000 Home OfficeSystem
Arm 250, AcomMonitor £999.00

A4000 Home OfficeMultiscanSystem
Arm 250. AcornMultiscan Monitor £1049.00

A4000 HD 80 System
Arm 250. Acom Monitor £949.00

A4000 HD80 MultiscanSystem
Arm 250, AcomMonitor £999,00

A3010 Family Solution
Arm 250, TVModulator £424.68

A3010 / 2MbLearning CurveSystem
Arm 250. AcomMonitor £680.00

A3020 / 2MbFDSystem
Arm250, AcomMonitor £749.00

A3020 / 2MbFDMultiscan System
Arm 250, Acorn Multiscan Monitor £799.00

A3020/2Mb HD60 System
Arm 250, AcomMonitor £899.00

A3020/ 2Mb HD60 MultiscanSystem
Arm250, AcomMultiscanMonitor £949.00

A Finance option is available
on the above machines

(14.7% APR)
Written details available on request

Acorn Special Needs Centre

We operate the Acorn
Teacher and Academic

Schemes

Please call lor free information packs

A540 Upgrades
4MbRam Upgrade £299.00
Taxan 795 VIDC Modes Disc £7.50

Technical Reference Manual £65.00

A5000 Upgrades
2Mb Ram Card £110.00

Dust Cover (One piece) £12.95
Technical Reference Manual £65.00

A3000/10 Upgrades
1 Mb Ram A3010 (2Mb in total) £39.00
4MbRamA3010 £128.00

A3010 to AKF12/17 adaptor £9.95
1 MbRam (2 Mbin total) £45.00
4 Mb Ram £128.00

20 MbInt Hard Disc (IDE) £199.00
5.25" External f/disc buffer £39.00

Joystick(Quickshot III) £12.00
JoystickInterface £32.00
Serial Upgrade £19.00
User &AnaloguePodule £46.00
User & Midi Podule £46.00

A400 Upgrades
1 Mb Ram £35.00

2 Mb Ram £65.00

3 Mb Ram £99.00

5.25" Ext. floppydisc int. £39.00

A4 Upgrades
A42 MB RAM Upgrade £110.00

A460 MB HDUpgrade £350.00

A4BatteryPack £50.00

A4 Econet Upgrade £50.00

A4 Shoulder Bag £35.00

A4 Technical Reference Manua £65.00

Expansion Cards
Econet Module £46.00

Hawk V9Video Digitiser £199.00

I/O ExpansionCard £79.00

Midi ExpansionCard £65.00

SCSI Expansion Card (Acorn) £229.00

SCSI Expansion Card (Morley) £149.00

ROMBO Colour Digitisers

A3000 inc. podule housing £72.30

A400 / A5000 £72.30

Aleph 1
Arm3 Upgrade £175.00

386 PC Expansion Card 1Mb £390.00

386 PC Expansion Card 4Mb £485.00

486 PC Expansion Card 4Mb £585.00

Standard Monitors
Acorn Colour £199.00

Microvitec Cub 3000 £199.00

PhilipsMono (Green) £85.00
Allmonitors come with free lead. Slate type ol

computer when ordering.

Multiscan Monitors
Acorn Multiscan AKF18 £299.00

Taxan 795 Multivision £449.00

Floppy Disc Drives
£95.00

£109.00

£185.00

£199.00

£85.00

£209.00

5.25" Single 40/80 no psu
5.25"Single40/80 with psu
5.25" Dual40/80 no psu
5.25" Dual40/80 withpsu
3.5"Singlewith psu
3.5° + 5.25" 40/80 withpsu

Printers
Canon BubblejetBJ-10ex £172.00

Canon BJ10ex inc. turbo driver £219.00

Sheetfeeder for BJ-1 Oex £48.00

Canon BJ200 £299.00

Canon BJC800 (col.) inc. s/w £1469.00
Citizen 120D+ £114.00

Citizen Swift 9 £169.00

Citizen Swift 240 £239.00

Colour Kit for above £29.00

Citizen Swift 200 £199.00

Citizen Swift 200 Colour £225.00

Citizen Swift 128K Memory £35.00
IntegrexColourjet 132 £519.00
HP Deskjet 500 £299.00

HP DeskJet 550C £449.00

Laser Direct (LBP4 HiRes.) £849.00
Laser Direct (LBP8 Hi Res.) £1279.00

Econet
Level 4 AUN Software £399.00

Scanners
FlatbedA4256 Grey SCSI (CC)£745.00
Flatbed A4 without SCSI card £585,00

Scan Junior Scanner 256 £199,00

Scanlight Senior Scanner A4 £289.00
Sheet Feeder for above A4 £135.00

Fax
Fax Pack (CC) £259.00

Acorn - 3 Years On Site

Warranty on
all Acorn Hardware*

purchased from
Dabhand Computing

*excludes Acorn Purchase Schemes / Education Schemes

A4 Portable / Acorn Printer

Printer Drivers

Midnight Graphics
Citizen Swift9 Sprite Dump £26.04
Citizen Swift24 Sprite Dump £26.04
Epson24 Sprite Dump £26.04
HP Deskjet 500CSprite Dump £26.04
HP PaintJetSprite Dump £26.04
Integrex 132 Sprite Dump £26.04
Integrex Colourcel Sprite Dump £26.04
Juki5520 Sprite Dump £26.04
Star LC10 Sprite Dump £26.04
Star XB24 Sprite Dump £26.04
Star LC200 Sprite Dump £26.04
Star LC24-200 Sprite Dump £26.04

Ace Computing
PrinterJX (Colour DotMatrix) £14.00
PrinterDJ (Deskjet 500C) £14.00
PrinterPJ (PaintJet) £14.00
PRO Drivers (All) £40.00

Beebug
Deskjet 500/550C Driver £15.00
Star/Epson/Citizen (Colour) £15.00

Electronic Font Foundry
BubbleJet-BJ10e/130e £10.00

Cables
Arc-15 Pin to 9 PinAdaptors £9.95
Arc - Monitor - 8833 inc sound £8.65

Arc - Monitor - 8833 II inc sound £8.65

Arc - Parallel Printer Cable £5.00

Keyboard Extender 400/500 £7.50
Mouse Extender £7.50

BBC Software
Blob 1 £18.00

Blob 2 £18.00

Chick Chase (80 TrackOnly) £15.00
E-Type £13.00
Master Break £10.39

Modem Master £11.26

Play itAgain Sam No's 1 -16 ea. £11.95
Reversals (80 Track Only) £20.00
UIM £14.95

Where's Blob £18.00

Master Compact
Play ItAgain Sam No's 1 -16 ea. £13.00
UIM £14.95

Archimedes Software
4 Mation

Chameleon £35.00

Desktop Basic Editor £25.00
Jiglet £25.00
Jigsaw £27.00
Nool £50.00

Poster

SmArt

SmArtFiler

Snippet
Vector

ArcLight
Euclid 2

Mogul
Splice
Tween

Acorn Computers
1st Word Plus

DesktopAssembler(V2)
Desktop C (V4)
Font Starter Pack

Newhall Font Pack

PC Emulator / Free Shareware

TCP/IP Programers Pack
TCP/IP Protocol Suite

Arxe Systems
MultiFS

Beebug
DeskEdit 2

Desktop Thesaurus
Hard Disc Companion 2
Hearsay II
Masterfile 3

Ovation

Playback

Brilliant Computing
Everyday Signs
JoystickGames
Streetwise

Switch On

Switch On Actions

Teds Adventures

Clares MicroSupplies
Artisan 2

Fervour

Illusionist

Interdictor

Interdictor II

ProArtisan

Render Bender 2

Rhapsody 2
Schema

Coin Age
Pesky Muskrats

Colton Software

Pipedream 3

Pipedream 4
Wordz

Computer Concepts
AvanteGarde Font Pack

Ace Computing

£75.00

£50.00

£32.00

£35.00

£75.00

£40.00

£40.00

£17.00

£26.00

£26.00

£65.00

£119.00

£180.00

£39.00

£39.00

£95.00

£50.00

£199.00

£27.00

£25.00

£19.00

£45.00

£69.00

£49.00

£85.00

£17.00

£20.00

£20.00

£20.00

£20.00

£20.00

£20.00

£45.00

£19.00

£79.00

£10.00

£23.00

£70.00

£99.00

£45.00

£90.00

£14.00

£73.00

£124.00

£88.00

£24.00



Artworks £129.00

Bookman Font Pack £24.00

Canon BJ10e/x Driver £42.00

Canon BJC800 Driver £95.00

Compression £34.00
Equasor £37.00
Graphics Card £249.00
Impression II Borders Disc £12.00
Impression Business Suppliment £39.00
Impression II Free Drawffle Disc £124.00
Impression Junior £69.00
Inter-Word £29.00

ShowPage £109.00

Cygnus Software
Iron Lord £14.00

Tower of Babel £14.00

Twin World £14.00

Dabhand Computing
Arc DFS £22.00

Database Software

Fun School 3 under 5s £16.95

Fun School 3 5-7 year olds £16.95
Fun School 3 over 7s £16.95

Fun School 4 under 5s £20.00

Fun School 4 5-7 year olds £20.00
FunSchool4 7-11 year olds £20.00

Domark

3D Construction Kit £25.00

Mig29 Super Fulcrum £29.00
Trivial Pursuit £22.00

Dyslexia Software
Specialist software for all ages -

home / education

Call for details

Empire
Pipemania £16.00

Electromusic Reasearch

Creations Discs 1-8 ea.

MIDI Analyser
Microstudio

MusicPlayer
RhythmBox
SoundSynth
Studio 24 Plus

ESM

DesktopFolio

Elite

Hybrid

Icon Technology
EasiWriter

TechWriter

Krisaiis Software

ChampionsCollection - Leader Board/
Man. United / Squash / Boxing £22.00
Chuck Rock

Gods

Hero Quest

James Pond

KrisaiisCollection- Pipemania/
Revelation / Mad Professor Mariarti /

Terramex £22.00

Lemmings £19.00
Mad Professor Mariarti £14.00

Manchester United Europe £19.00
Nebulus £19.00

Populous £22.00
Swiv £19.00

TurboChallenge2 £19.00
World Champ. BoxingManager £18.00
World Championship Squash £18.00

Leading Edge
A3010Joymaster £24.00
Investigator II £22.00
Joystick Interface (All Models) £32.00
DesktopTracker £74.00

Lingenuity
CableNews £149.00
HotLink Presenter £29.00

Presenter GTi £69.00

Longman Logotron
ArcComm 2 ' £49.00

£19.00

£29,00

£78.00

£35.00

£29.00

£39.00

£149.00

£79.00

£31.95

£115.00

£195.00

£19.00

£19.00

£22.00

£19.00

Eureka!

First Logo
Landmarks Aztec

Landmarks Columbus

Landmarks Egypt
Landmarks Rainforest

Landmarks Victorians

Landmarks World War II

Magpie
Notate

Numerator

Numerator Chaos

Pendown Plus

Pendown Outline Fonts

Pinpoint
Pinpoint Junior
Revelation 2

Revelation ImagePro
S-Base Personal

S-Base Developer
SkyHunter

£99.00

£23,00

£19.00

£19.00

£19.00

£19.00

£19.00

£19.00

£40.00

£49.00

£60.00

£18.00

£69.00

£18.00

£75.00

£23.00

£95.00

£139.00

£89.00

£169.00

£22.00

£14.00

£15.00

£29.95

£51.02

£52.13

Chess 3D

Zelanites

MicroPower

Midnight Graphics

ClipArt 1 / Clipart 2 each
Express
Tracer

Minerva Software
Applications

Ancestry
Atelier

Cadet

Desktop Office 2
Easiword 2

Flexifile

Graphbox
Graphbox Professional
Home/Club Accounts

Linkword - French

Linkword - German

Linkword - Spanish
Multistore II

PCAccess

PrimeArt
Leisure

Bughunter inSpace
Bug Hunter/Moon Dash
Casino

Caverns

Family Favorites
Freddy's Folly
Hoverbod

Ibix the Viking
Jet Fighter
Maddingly Hall
Orion

Redshift

Talisman

Thundermonk

Northwest SEMERC

ConformKeyboard Software
Le Monde a Moi

Meine Welt

My World(Program)
My World 2
My World - Christmas Disc
My World - Design
My World - FuzzBuzz
My World - Geog. Key Stage 1
My World- I'm Special
My World - Nursery Disc
My World - Maths
My World - Patterns
My World - Sampler
My World - Skeletons
My World - Village/Town
Oldham Keyboard
Full Phases

Phases 3

Phases - Borders disc

Phases - Christmas disc

Phases - Clip Art 1

£59.00

£69.00

£149.00

£79.00

£54.00

£89.00

£55.00

£105.00

£34.00

£35.00

£35.00

£35.00

£179.00

£19.00

£69.00

£11.00

£11.00

£11.00

£11.00

£11.00

£11.00

£11.00

£11.00

£11.00

£11.00

£11.00

£11.00

£11.00

£11.00

£18.00

£18.00

£18.00

£18.00

£28.00

£9.00

£9.00

£12.00

£9.00

£9.00

£9.00

£9.00

£9.00

£9.00

£9.00

£9.00

£99.00

£28.00

£18.00

£9.00

£9.00

£9.00

Phases - VeryHungry Caterpillar £9.00
• Please add £2.50 P&P to SEMERC Software

Oak Solutions

Draw, Print and Plot £39.00
Genesis II £99.00

Worra Battle £10.00
WorraCAD £74.00

Sherston Software

IDraw Help £15.95

!Help(RISCOS2) £7.95

IHelp3 (RISC OS 3) £9.95

Animated Alphabet £19.00

Arcventure I - Romans £25.00

Arcventure II - Egyptians £25.00

Badger Trails £35.00

Dreamtime £20.00

Farm £19.00

Fleet Street Phantom £23.00

Glimpse £8.50

Mapventure £23.00

Microbugs £25.00

Nature Park Adventure £24.50

Selladore Tales £24.00

Space Mission Mada £23.00

Stig of the Dump £22.00

StoryStarts £25.00

Teachers Cupboard £24.50

Teddy Bears Picnic £23.00

Viewpoints £35.00

Wizards Revenge £17.00

Worst Witch £21.50

SIMMIS

FlightSim Toolkit £31.00

Superior Software

Air Supremacy £14.00

Conqueror £15.00

Hostages £14.00

Master Break £14.00

Play itagain Sam 1 £19.00

Repton 3 £14.00

Speech! £14.00

SuperiorGolf £14.00

Technodream £19.00

The Last Ninja £19.00

Zarch £14.00

The Data Store

FontFX £9.95

ShapeFX £9.95

The Fourth Dimension

Apocalypse £14.00

Arcticulate £14.00

Arctist £14.00

Boogie Buggy £14.00

Break 147/Superpool £25.00

BlackAngel £28.00

Cataclysm £18.00

Chocks Away 2 £18.00

ChocksAway Extra Missions £14.00

Chocks Away 2 + Ext. Missions £27.00

Chopper Force £22.00

E-Type Compendium £18.00

Enter The Realm £18.00

GrievousBodily 'ARM £18.00

Holed Out Compendium £18.00

Nevryon £14.00

Pandora's Box £18.00

Powerband £14.00

Pysanki £14.00

Saloon Cars - Deluxe £25.00

The Real McCoy 1 £23.00

The Real McCoy 2 £23.00

The Real McCoy 3 £23.00

The Wimp Game £14.00

X-Fire £16.00

Triple R Education
10 out of 10 English £19.00

10 out of 10 Maths £19.00

10 out of 10 Early Essentials £19.00

Books (No VAT)
ArchimedesAssembly Language £14.95
Archimedes Operating System £14.95

The above books have accompanying discs add £5
for 5.25". £7 for 3.5"

C: A Dabhand Guide 3rdEdBon £16.95
A3000 Technical Guide £29.95

Assembler Release 2 £25.00

BASIC V: A Dabhand Guide £9.95

BBC Basic Guide (Acorn) £19.95
Budget DTP (Draw &Edit) £12.95
DTP Seeds (4Mation) £8.45
DesktopC Release 4 £25.00
Desktop DevelopmentUG £25.00
Graphics on the Arm - ADHG £14.95
First Word Plus - Dabhand Guide £13.95

as above with disc £21.90
Impression - Dabhand Guide £14.95
as above with disc £16.95
M128Ref. Man.Pts1&2(ea.) £14.95

Programming in AnsiC £14.95
RISCOS 3 PRM's £TBA
UnderstandingSpreadsheets £9.95

Hours of Opening
Monday - Friday 9.00 a.m. - 5.00 p.m.

Saturday 10.00 a.m. - 5.00 p.m.
Lunch 1.00 p.m.- 1.30 p.m.

How to find us

Important Facts

• NO Minimum Order

Value

• NO Carriage Charges in
Mainland UK

• ALL Goods Despatched
within 24 Hours, subject
to stock levels

• Acorn Education Dealer

• Acorn Qualified Dealer

• Acorn Service Centre

• Hotline Support on all
Hardware and Software

purchased from us

Terms & Conditions

TERMS: EC residents add 17.5% VAT to all prices,
except books. Carriage "FREE on all items in the
UK('with the exceptionof"remote"areas). Foreign
orders, carriage at cost, (quotations available).
Access/Visa cards accepted. Dabhand Computing
Lid. is a Qualified Acorn Dealer. Official orders
accepted Irom public sector/education/PLCs,
otherwise cash with order. Tender invitations
welcome. Callers welcome. We are 2 minutes north
of J17. M62. Prices subject to change without
notification. Goods offered subject to being unsold.

DA B*H A N D
COMPUTING
DABHAND COMPUTING LTD

5 Victoria Lane
W h i t e f i e I d
Manchester, M25 6AL
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Profit with

If you are still writing your accounts
manually or are simply fed up with
double entry accounting systems
(and the jargon that goes with them)
then Prophet is for you.

Whether you are starting in business for
the first time or are an old hand Prophet
will take you through all the steps
necessary to enter and complete your
books - from invoicing, credit notes and
purchase orders through to final
accounts.

The illustrated 160 page manual is
written in clear English (see the review
in Acorn Computing - Oct 1992) and this
combined with our free telephone help
line will ensure you can't go wrong.

You can use as much or as little of

Prophet's extensive features as you
need - from simply entering your income
and payments - to calculating your
balance sheet and even your tax liability.
(Your data can be entered in any order
as sorting by date is automatic).

No matter what you do you will always
be able to see an up to date view of your
bank and cash balances and income/

purchase heading totals and even watch

ACCOUNTS
them change as you enter your data - it
is features like this which make Prophet
so very intuitive.

Prophet is not only user friendly, it is
also completely forgiving. All your
entries can be edited at any time and
you don't lose your previous months data
(unlike most other accounting
packages). This means you can analyse
your entries and produce reports
whenever you want to and for any
period.

You can also run as many different sets
of accounts on it as you wish which is
why it is used by so many book-keepers,
but above all it is its user friendliness

which has made it so popular and why
Acorn have chosen it lo help launch the
A4000 Home Office System in New
Zealand.

Other features include full VATreports
(which can be defined to include Cash
Accounting and many of the UK retail
VAT schemes). Multiple bank/cash
accounts. Stock control. Single and

batch invoicing/purchase orders and
statements all of which can be set up to
your own specification in Prophet's own
DTP windows. Automatic standing
orders. Mail merging and exporting of
data and reports to all the popular
packages including:lmpression, Wordz,
Pipedream 4. EasiWriter and Ovation.

Prophet is completely RiscOS compliant
and will run on any of the Acorn 32 bit
range of computers although a minimum
of 2mb Ram is required.

Prophet costs £199.75 inclusive of
postage and VAT and is available from
all good software suppliers or directly
from us in the UK(tel: 035 478 432) or
Winsley & Hall in New Zealand (tel:09
630 9691). Other overseas versions are
available.

Please ask for our free brochure. A

demo disk is also available for £10

including post & VAT. This includes the
save option so you can really give
Prophet a test drive, (the cost is
refundable on full purchase).

Prophet has received extremely favourable reviews inall the Acorn Magazines - (Archive May 92,Rise UserJuly 92,Archimedes World Sep 92,Acorn
User Oct 92, Acorn Computing Oct 92). The current version of Prophet has a myriadof extra features based on user feedback and this combined with

our policyof free upgrades ensure that Prophet will always remain the firstchoice for accounts software on the Archimedes.

Apricote Studios, 2 Purls Bridge Farm, Manea, Cambs, PE15 OND. Tel: 035 478 432
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EMPIRE - The Acorn Replay Movie Editor
"W

EMPIRE FEATURES

Edil VIAfiles created by Acorn Replay DIY kit.
• ConvertexistingAcornReplayMovies IntoViAfiles.
- 11.11> context sensitive online Help.

• Timeline Display.
Filmsirip display shows sequence nl li.mics in source
clipsamiedited movie sequences.

• Preview window.

- Preview sourceclips,editedsequences andtimeline
tracks at 1:1. 1:2.1:4 size.

- Fast scroll through source frames using scroll bar.
• Clip window.

- Pull intodisplay shows thumbnail sprite, cliptitle,clip
duration,soundtypeand filesizeof DIYclips.

• Input File types.
- ViA (packed VIDEO interleaved with AUDIO files)

produced b> Acorn Replay DIY kit
- Audio samples in Sbil Mono oi Stereo, linear oi

exponential (mu-law),
• Output file types.

- ViAfiles lor Inpuilo AcornReplay compressor,

video lapes,
• Supplied Utilities.

- Acorn Replay Compressor.

- Splitter.
SplitsAcomReplay Movies acrossmultiplefloppies.

- Ki'-jnlner.
Re-joins Movies hack ontoa harddiscfromfloppy.

• To run EMPIRE you need:
-RISCOS '.I or later

- ARM250 (ARM3 forrealtimepreview).
- AMl. of Memory.
-KOMI) Hard Disc.

• Additional recommended equipment.
• Computer Concepts Colour Card or Stale Machine G.X

Card will give extended 15hit per pixel colour preview,
true 16greyscalesupportand largescreen25dcolour
desktop displays.

- For archiving completed Movies and clips a 128Mb 3.5"
Magneto-optical or 20Mb.15" Floptical drive is
recommended.

matching Empire editslooriginal

THE ACORN REPLAY MOVIE EDITOR FROM
42 Crwys Road
Cardill"

CF2 4NN

Tel (0222) 644611
Fax (0222) 64-1622

ACCESS & VISAWELCOME (ClosedMondays)

Acorn Replay DIY Kit also available for only £250 +VAT
AVAILABLE FROM 1st MARCH.

See us at the Spring Acorn User Show Harrogate 15-17 April

EMPIRE-

the premiere editor for

ACORN REPLAY.

Edit your own DIY Movies

and existing Movies from

CD-ROM or hard disc.

Acorn:

iQUEway

£75



I recently bought an
A4000 home office and

am very pleased with it but
find that the 2Mb of Ram sup
plied with the machine is too
small for my needs.

I understand that the A5000

can be upgraded with an extra
Memc chip. Is this possible on
my machine and do you know
of any companies who have
plans for 8Mb boards?

Jonathan Dyer
Nottingham

It can't he done. There

are a number of 8Mb

upgrades around for A400
series machines, such as
those from Atomwide, Wat
ford and Gnome. There is

also one available from Rise

Developments, tel: (0727)
840303, for the A5000.

These replace the compu
ter's existing memory con
troller (Memc) chip with a
connection to a circuit hoard

holding sockets for two
Memc chips and an addi
tional 4Mb of Ram.

However, on an A4000,
A3010 or A3020, this con
troller is internal to the

Arm250 processor and can
not be removed, replaced or
connected to anything else.

Don't despair; upgrading
to 4Mb may be more help
than you think. It is likely
that hundreds of kilobytes of
memory on your machine
are being used by the system
for things like font cache,
RMA, printer driver and so
on. Since these resources can

be shared by several pro
grams at once, an extra 2Mb
will more than double the

space available to your
applications.

OH 1 am a long-standing user
of Acorn computers, and

currently own a greatly
expanded Archimedes 310
with extra memory, an Arm3
and Rise OS 3 Fitted.

At the 1991 Acorn User
show. I bought and then
installed an ICS 40Mb internal

hard disc One of the features

of this unit is a Powersave

option which turns the drive
oil" if left unused for more than
a given length of lime. I set
this time to the minimum

value of one minute and con

tinued lo use the machine.

QUESTIONS
AND

ANSWERS
STAR QUESTION

I am writing a Scrabble program for the Archimedes and would like
to release it as Careware.Would it be infringinganybody's copyright

if I did so?

Jeffrey Almeida
Leicester

Not 'alf11 talked to Spears,whichowns Scrabble, both as a game and
a trademark, and they would be distinctlyunamused if someone

were to release their own version. The company didn't think US Gold,
which holds the software licence,would be too happy either. Apart from
the financial side, they're both keen to protect the standard appearance
and high quality of the product. It's OK to implement software versions of
traditional games like chess, many card games, nine mans' morris and so on
because their authors, if any, are far too dead to worry about royalty
cheques but, as Spears still has about 75 years left to run on its copyright, it
isn't about to give licences away.

You can do what you want with chess,but other games may have owners

At the 1992 Acorn User Show,

I talked with another hard

drive manufacturer and was

informed that they did not
intend to implement a Power-
save feature, since continually
turning the hard drive on and
off can lead to its premature
failure.

I asked ICS about this, and

they confirmed that hard discs
do have finite lives, recom
mending that resetting the
delay to five minutes would

limit wear and tear. I have

since discussed this problem
with a computer service engin
eer who says he's never heard
of hard discs failing because of
them having to endure too
many start-ups.

With all this conflicting
advice on the matter, I find

that I am now not using the
Powersave feature at all. Can

you clarify things for me?
Terry A. Ellis

Ivybridge, Devon

A
This is

problem
essentially

in physics.
hard disc is a wheel spinning
at several hundred rpm on
an axle hearing. Wear and
tear during starting and
stopping is much greater
than during continuous rota
tion because of additional

friction when the wheel

speeds up and slows down.
The same problem causes

car tyres to lose more rubber
during acceleration and
deceleration than they do
when a car moves at a fixed

speed. In principle, there
fore, turning the hard disc
on and off at all is going to
contribute to its eventual

demise, and it's my experi
ence that fixed discs do tend

to crash when you turn them
on first thing in the morning,
rather than when you're in
the middle of something.

Having said all that, leav
ing the disc running forever
will also cause the bearing to
fail, albeit at a slower rate.
These days, hard discs are
built to handle many more
'duty cycles' than they used
to. Modern units, particu
larly those designed to save
power on portables and
'green PCs', are actually
designed for a long life of
frequent stops and starts.

Typically, laptop hard
discs power down five
minutes after use and save a

lot of battery power without,
apparently, causing prema
ture senility in hard discs.

ICS says it has had no
problems with this feature
on its drives hut it will, of
necessity shorten their
theoretical life expectancy.
In any case, a one-minute
delay before shutdown does
seem a little short.

If you use the computer to
run games, for example, sim
ply calling a program and
running it for hours before
you next use the disc, then a
five-minute shutdown could

be economical. If, however,
you're word processing and
saving to hard disc every 15
minutes, then this option
seems hardly worth the
bother. By the way, if you
abandon this feature alto

gether, your hard disc will
still fail one day, so keep
backing it up.
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PROBLEMS

OWhen I use the PC-emu-

_ lator in EGA or VGA
mode, some PC programs only
fill a quarter of the screen.
Why is this? Is there any way I
can make it use the whole

screen?

J. Howe

Gateshead

A
Like the Arc, PCs have
many screen modes. It's

not just a question of which
graphics adaptor you emu
late (Hercules, CGA, EGA,
VGA, Super VGA, XGA and
so on). Each of these offers

several display options which
vary in resolution (number
of pixels) and number of
colours.

Most PC modes are 640

pixels across, so let's take
this as an example. When
you run a PC program on
your Arc, the screen is
'mapped' to the first 640
pixels across the window. If
the desktop on your Arc hap
pens to be in Mode 12 or 20
(also 640 dots wide), the
emulator window will fill the

width of the screen and all of

the PC screen, except the bit
under the window frame,
will be visible. In a mode 16

desktop (1056 dots across),

\{\\ I have recently taken an
IV1 interest in astronomy. Is
there any software that covers
this subject for an eight-bit
machine (Master series)?

K.L. Shenton
Stoke on Trent

Staffordshire

A
There's a fair amount of

astronomy software
about for the Beeh, particu
larly in the educational
sector. This includes simula

tions of planetary motion,
adventures and key datafiles
aimed at project work.

Probably the most inter
esting astronomy programs
are those which plot maps of
the night sky like those pub
lished each month in The

Times. The beauty of using a
computer for this is that
rather than working from a
general map for a whole
month in London, the
machine generates an accu
rate image for a precise time
and place.

Check out Starmap from
Heinemann which is listed,
along with ten other astron
omy programs for various
formats, in AVP's Big Black
Catalogue. You can contact
AVP on (0291) 625439.

Eight-bit astronomy is stillvery muchaliveand well

the same 640 pixels will only
occupy 61 percent of the
screen width.

Conversely, if you use a
Mode 2 desktop (160 pixels
wide), though goodness only
knows why you should, the
window will only hold a
quarter of the PC display at
one time. Similar problems
occur with conflicting
heights.

If a particular program
does not fit your screen,

there are two things you can
do. First, many PC programs
can be configured for differ
ent IBM screen modes, so
you can try resetting the pro
gram to an EGA or VGA
mode that is more appropri
ate to your desktop.

Failing this, you can use
!|!Configure WimpMode to
change the desktop mode to
something that better
matches the software under

emulation.

CUSTOMER HOT LINE

Every month in BAU, AlanGlover fromthe Acorn
customer service department offersyou Acorn's advice
and support

MANAGING OUTLINE FONTS

The Outline FontManageris providedas standard with
Rise OS3, and can be used with Rise OS2, although it is not a part of
the built in OS Rom.

There are a number of configuration settings available which allow
you to tune the performanceof the Outline Font Managerto best suit
the way that you use your system.

It is important to ensure that an adequate amount of space is
allocated for the font cache. This is an area of memory usedto holdfont
data within the computer's memoryrather than havingto go and fetch
it from disc each time it is needed. The initial size of the area after a

reset/power on can be set with *Configure FontSize<number>K(or by
using Configure). Even if you only make minimal use of fonts, you
should always ensure that there issome font cacheavailableto the
system. The optimum setting to use depends upon the degree to which
you use fonts.

Ausefulyardstick is to put aside around 64K to 128K per megabyte
of memory in the computer so, on a 2Mbmachine, the setting would be
between 128K and 256K. The maximum setting is 1024K. Intensive font
users may wish to use 256Kper megabyte instead.

However setting the size of the font cache is not the end of the story.
The next decision to make iswhere to placethe tradeoff between high
quality anti-aliased characters and memory consumption/performance.

Anti-aliasing consists of determining how much of a character outline
occupies a given pixel.This information is used to choose a colour
between the foreground and background colour to represent it (this is
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typically a range of greys between blackin the foreground and white in
the background). The result of this is that characterswill look muchless
jagged and more pleasingto the eye. However, calculatinganti-aliasing
takes time, so there is a tradeoff to be made. You can also decide at

which size of character anti-aliasing should not be used since the
characterhas become large enough not to require anti-aliased pixels.

Thesesettings are controlled by the five FontMax configuration
values.Rise OS3 users may alter them by using Configure. AnyRise OS
user can change them by pressing F12 and typing 'Configure
FontMax<n> <value>". <n> is the fontmax number (1-5) and <value> is
the point size.

Fontmax2 and FontMax3 (describedas "Use anti-aliasingfor charac
ters' and 'Usecached bitmaps for characters' in Configure) jointlyset the
maximum point size of character whichwill be drawn using anti-aliasing.
Ifthe point size used is larger, it will be scaleddirectlyfrom the outlines
without being anti-aliased.Set both of these to the maximum point size
that you want anti-aliasing to be used with.

Note:Theabove is a great simplification of the real situation; those
interested in reading further should consult the Rise OS3 Programmer's
Reference Manual.

POCKET BOOK AND A-LINK

The Acorn Pocket BookA-Link reviewed in last month's BAU, allows you
to transfer data between a PocketBook and an Acorn32-bitcomputer,
and consists of a hardware link and a software application which runs on
the 32-bit workstation.

However, because A-Link has advanced features which aim to make it
easy to use it needs Rise OS3 (Version 3.10or later).Thisis provided as
standard with new A3010,A3020,A4000, A5000and A4 computers, and
is available as an upgrade to existing Archimedes owners.



We are running agraphics
competition, open to

everyone who has acopy or
has access to acopy of

Artworks

Any type of drawing or
ustration is acceptable.

• It could be purely illustrative,
technical drawing, a company logo

or practically anything created with
Artworks.

You do not have to have any great
technical or artistic skill. A simple but
visually pleasing design is just as likely
to be a winner as a complicated
technical illustration.

And don't be put off ifyou think you are
not artistic - you can still win. ArtWorks
means that with patience anyone can
create good drawings. After all, the
ArtWorks apple was created by
someone with hardly any artistic
ability (the MD!) - just the patience
to experiment and of course a copy
of ArtWorks that is forgiving enough
to allow him to undo his many
mistakes.

If you don't enter you can't win.
The first prize is a Canon A3 full
colour printer worth nearly £1750,
and there are many runner-up
prizes. In fact every entrant gets a
£10 discount voucher, so

everyone wins something.



36 Park Rd,
Duffield,
Belper,
DE564GR

gin-art DTP

P 0 u t
Smart Borders 2

(0332)842803

£9.95
Over 200 border designs for use with impression 2. Ideal tor the business,

schooland homeuser alike.Treat your documents, for less than 5p a border

3r-

Smart Borders + Artworks £11.95 Draw £9.95
150 Border designs, available in IDraw and !Anworks format.

Smart Works £7.95
A must forevery !Artworkerthis two disc package includesmoulds,

user manual support files, examples& extras

Smart Resources 2 Artworks £11.95 Draw £9.95
No acorn user should be withoutsmart resources2. two discs packed

with vectorart Stretch. Squash.Rotate. Expandwithout any lossof detail.
Featuring:- Arrows. Borders. Corners. Drop capitals. Flashes. Rules.
Symbols. Speech & Think bubbles & general clipart. [Artworks or IDraw format

BudgetArt £17.95
A massiveclipart collection(Draw & Sprites). 5 compressedclipart discs

including,over 380 piecesof clipart. 20+ topics ranging from animals to
musical instruments p|ease mQ|<e cheques pQyab|e ,Q SmQrt
LMniFiqgpiglllO'aBJIIJ.I.li.ia T? DTP. also add £1 for P&P (FIRST Class)

Computer Concepts

Colour Card
NOW AVAILABLE AT ONLY - £2 19.00

Computer Concepts

Laser Direct Hires 4
NOW ONLY £839.OO

THE FULL RANGE OF phone
NEW COMPUTERS for best
FROM ACORN prices
Computer Concepts
FaxPack £ 255.00

Laser Direct HiRes 8 £1250.00

BJC 800 Colour printer
and driver and lead £1665.00

BJ10ex printer, + turbo
driver and lead £ 219.00

Calligraph 600 - 4 ppm £ 825.00
Calligraph 600 -12 ppm
Express Laser Printer £1299.00

Calligraph TQ 1200
Very High Resolution £4250.00
Scanlight Professional £ 509.00
Scanlight A4 with
sheetfeeder £

Scanlight Junior 256 £
ARTWORKS £

Impression 2.1 £
Impression Junior £
Impression Bus. Supp. £
Compression £
Pipedream 4 £
Squirrel Database £

345.00

179.00

129.00

119.00

65.00

35.00

35.00

148.00

109.00

Prices are exclusive of V.a.t. and postage

For the best prices on these and your other

Hardware / Software requirements
please phone us on 0689 838819

Chelsfield Publications,
2 Bucks Cross Cottages,

Chelsfield Village,
Orpington,

kent. br6 7rn

Telephone 0689 838819

FAX 0689 872 J27

Archimedes Hints & Tips
Compendium

Over 1,500 Hints and Tips about various aspects of using
the complete Archimedes range of computers.

Over 200,000 words on disc for ease and speed of reference.
Available in Edit format on 2 x 800Kb discs. (Paper copies,

including diagrams, available as an extra.)

Price: £13 inclusive (oren on 1.6Mb disc)

Send a cheque for £13 (or £11) to: Norwich Computer Services
96a Vauxhall Street

Norwich NR2 2SD

Phone 0603-766592 Fax 0603-764011
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£15STARLETTER

I am at the moment a sub

scriber to your magazine, and I
have got complete sets of
every volume published. 1 get
enormous pleasure reading
through all the back issues, but
sadly 1 am still a BBC B
owner and I must say I cannot
understand how or why you
call yourself a Beeb magazine.

If you cannot improve on
the coverage you have at Ihe
moment, perhaps you could do
yourselves a favour by pub
lishing programs from
magazine discs a few years
back when you really did sup
port the Beeb, long before this
new fangled 32-bit stuff came
along. Your comments would
be most appreciated: thanking
you for the support that we
once enjoyed.

T Parsons

Bedfordshire

I think it's time for us to bite

the bullet as far as all you
eight-bit owners are
concerned. Consider the

situation:

• There are virtually no new
products released for the
eight-bit range.
• The fact that the eight-hit
technology has been around
for nearly 12 years means
that there are precious few
original ideas floating
around these days.
• The vast majority of our
readers use 32-bit machines

as their main machines

(although a lot of them still
have eight-hit machines).

There's no getting away
from the fact that there is far

more to say about the 32-bit
range, hut that isn't the only
reason for our lack of eight-
bit coverage. The problem is
that we are sent almost no

programs for the Beeb, and
therefore we can't publish
much for the old machines.

So here is the solution.

Send us your contributions
and we will publish them.
There are still a lot of eight-
bit users out there, and the
Master is still sold as a new

machine, so don't leave us in
the dark. We still want to

publish software for the
eight-bit range, hut we need
your input.

PDSview: it digitises the parts that other

CONFIGURE KILL

In response to Ralph Edwards'
letter in the March 93 issue, I
would like to offer the follow

ing advice. In order to disable
the 'little angels' from using
the Configure application, sim
ply press F12 and type *Unplug
Configure to remove the Con
figure module. A less perma
nent way is to *RMK.ill the
module, say from a boot file.
For both methods the module

can be reinstated by typing
*RMRclnit Configure.

Mr Edwards also asks about

the scrap directory. A way of
getting round his problem is to
use the Ram disc as the scrap
directory. To set up the Ram
disc in this way, simply copy
the Scrap application into the
Ram disc and double-click on

it. In this way his application
discs can be write protected.

On the third point about the
Applications folder appearing
on start-up, this must be due to
having a command in the boot
file which opens up the direc
tory. To prevent this from
happening, he should edit his
boot file and remove the line

which says Filer_OpenDir
Resource:$.Apps.

I McLaren

Edinburgh

astronomical programs can't reach

Many thanks to Mr
McLaren and all those who

sent in replies to Mr
Edwards' letter. A couple of
other points which were
raised by readers were:
• You can unplug any of the
Rom applications by using
(for example) *Unplug IDraw
to remove the relevant

modules.

• To remove the whole Apps
folder from the icon bar,
type "Unplug Resource-Filer.

ANOTHER STAR LETTER

Please pass my thanks on to
Fin Fahey for SkyWaicher in
the March issue of Acorn

User. This would be a really
incredible piece of software if,
when you zoomed in on well
known planets, a few details of
the planet were given; perhaps
they could be digitised.

R Fairburn

York

You may be interested in
Orrery or PDSview. Both
contain digitised details of
the planets, as well as much,
much more. Orrery was
reviewed in March 91, and
PDSview, August 92. Contact
Spacetech on (0305) 822753
for more details.

R

FORTRAN LIVES!

I was glad to find a fellow
believer" (N Ellis, Q&A Octo
ber 92) who thinks the Arc is a
great tool for numerical and
scientific programming. But
why is he thinking of spending
£200 on a C compiler when
Fortran programs to design
optical systems have been
around for 30 years?

Why not just transport
these? It would be signifi
cantly cheaper to buy Acorn's
Fortran 77 compiler, and
Archive's Shareware 44 disc,
which contains a Desktop
Development Environment
front end and libraries.

K Crennell

Oxfordshire

WAIT AND C

In March's letters, you men
tioned that Acorn were looking
at Cfront 3.0. I am currently
porting the GNU C/C++ com
pilers to the Arc, and hope to
have these ready soon. I am
looking for beta testers; if any
of your readers are interested,
please write to me, at the
address below.

S Callan

2 Maiden Road

Borehamwood, Herts
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FREE ADS

• Electron 64 k Turbo. Plus 3, Plus I,
sound expansion, games. View, Views
heet, books, mags, plus lots more -
£200 ono. Contact Mr A Gilfillan.

Nottingham. Tel: (0602) 617529

• Scsi interface and 47Mb Worm Win
nie (Oak) external hard drive for most

machines, excellent condition, rrp
£550+. selling for - £450. Contact Mr
N Piggott, Longsight. Tel: 061-225
5312

• Acorn Cambridge Workstation -
offers? Buyer collects. Contact Mr D
Ingles, Lancaster. Tel: (0524) 65201
x2325

• A3000. 2Mb. Acorn colour monitor
and stand, NEC P2200 24 pin printer,
manuals, software including games etc
- £750. Contact Mr B Parkhurst. Leeds.

Tel: (0532) 757523

• Electron with Slogger 64k. Acorn
Plus 3. disc drive..34 discs of software

- £110 inc p+p. Contact Mr C Oliphant.
Kent. Tel: (0227) 368287

• BBC Master. 40/80 disc drive,
mouse. Quest, Paint. Wapping Editor.
SupcrArt, Dumpout 3, games, utilities,
twin joysticks. Logo. Office Mate/Mas
ter - £300. Contact Mr G Davison,

Coventry. Tel: (0676) 34853

• BBC B. immaculate condition, side
ways Rom board and many Roms. twin
5.25in 80 track disc drives. Philips
mono monitor, other accessories, soft

ware, manuals - £200. Contact Mr J

Rayfield. Bucks. Tel: (0753) 653466

• A310 Watford Electronics 2Mb Ram
upgrade (plug-in) - £75. Contact Mr M
Glass. Huntingdon. Tel: (0480) 434184

• Master 128 with internal second
processor, dual 40/80 disc drives,
modem, green screen monitor. View,
Viewsheet. Viewstore, Interword, all

manuals and many discs and magazines
- £350 ono. Contact Mr G Banyard.
Harrogate. Tel: (0423) 870978

• BBC B. colour monitor, recorder,
twin drives. Watford Rom/Ram board

(full). Replay. Teletext, manuals,
books, games, excellent condition,
boxed - £325. Contact Mr I Twislelon,

Northampton. Tel: (0604) 845257

• Master 128. 40/80 twin drives, colour
monitor and swivel base. Quest Rom
and mouse, some disc software - £375

ono. Contact D Shilladay. Selby. Tel:
(0757)705558

• A310 basic model, software includes
Graphics Writer. Logistics, Artisan. PC
Emulator and games plus programmers
reference manual - £350. Contact Mr G

Cutting. Herts. Tel: (0923) 856663

• A410/I. 2Mb Ram, colour monitor,
40Mb hard drive, internal 3.5in disc

drive, 5.25in drive and interface, hand
scanner. Impression II - £1000,
Panasonic KXPI124 - £125, all excel

lent condition. Contact Mr M Shields.

Cheshire. Tel: 061-973 1894
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• Master 128. boxed with 40/80 double
sided disc drive, wordprocessor, Spell
checker, spreadsheet and utilities, worth
over £550. bargain - £250 ono. Contact
Mr P Winter, Surrey. Tel: (0372)
452036

• A310. dual disc drives, RGB moni
tor, printer, games, Interdictor and Swiv
etc. bargain - £650. Contact N San,
London SW4. Tel: 081-674 8895

• Hybrid music 5000 synthesiser, new
complete and boxed - £70. Contact Mr
C Benton, Hamilton. Tel: (0698)

428907

• A3000. Learning Curve pack, colour
monitor, disc case, games such as
Superpool, Elite, extras, all boxed as
new - £450. Contact Mr J Howell,

Norfolk. Tel: (0953) 605640

• BBC B. 128k DFS. 40/80 disc drive,
colour RGB monitor. View and Views

heet Roms. games, joystick and books -
£300. Contact Mr D Stott. West Yorks.

Tel: (0924) 430828

• Acorn desktop development and Ansi
C release 4, as new unregistered -£160.
Contact Mr J Evans, Bristol. Tel:

(0272)736237

• Archimedes 410/2. 20Mb hard drive,

2Mb Ram. external 5.25in floppy,
manuals, software, boxed - £775. Con

tact B Sharrock, Westhoughton. Tel:
(0942)815952

• BBC B and single disc drive, tape
deck with Watford DDFS board. Basic

II, Wordwise, Watford DFS and discs -

£115. Contact Mr N Johnson, Lanes.

Tel: (0282)413596

• BBC master 512, Gem software, disc
drive, monitor, all manuals - £350. new
unused Star LC/20 printer - £85. Con
tact L Blackburn. Severn. Tel: (0299)

824476

• Rise Os 3.1 for A3000 (ALA 31),
unused - £40. also Acorn DTP - £30.

PC Emulator (VI.7 Dr Dos 5) - £50,

1st Word V2 - £25, unused. Contact Mr

G Wallace, Inverberue. Tel: (0561)

62452

• Integrex colourjel 132 printer, for
high quality colour work (cost £700+) -
£320 ono. Contact Mr M Wilson,

Somerset. Tel: (0935) 25974

• Scanner, Watford AHS-3. 16 grey-
scale for A3000. little used, complete
with manual - £110. Contact A Sin

gleton. Kent.Tel: (0580) 753431

• Wanted: Book 'Lisp on the BBC
Microcomputer", in good condition
please. Contact Mr A Milne. Aberdeen.
Tel: (0224) 742234 after 8pm and
weekends

• Master 512. green monitor. 5.25in
and 3.5in disc drives. Panasonic

KXPI 180 printer and stand. Accelera
tor, Dumpout 3. manuals for every
thing, games - £550. Contact Mr G
CranclCBath. Tel: (0225) 314126

• Wanted: Printer for BBC B, any
other Beeb related items, must be

cheap. Contact Mr D Beardsmore, St
Albans. Tel: (0727) 839908

• BBC B. 40/80 disc drive, joystick,
colour monitor, cover and stand. 50+

discs, all manuals - £150. Contact P
McLaughin. Sevenoaks. Tel: (0732)
450650

• Complete sel of Electron User
magazines - offers. Contact R Harrison,
Notts. Tel: (0777) 703601

• BBC B, 32k, Issue 7 with View,
wordprocessor chip - £85 ono. Contact
Mr A MacEod, Herts. Tel: (0279)

656082

• A3010 Family Solution, upgraded to
2Mb, over £250 of free games includ
ing Elite, Chocks Away, a cool - £450
ono. Contact Mr J Black. Avon. Tel:

(0454)418627

• Archimedes Pendown - WYSIWYG
wordprocessor, ideal for home and
educational use, original manual
included - £25. Contact Mr B Page,
Beds. Tel: (0767) 680890

• A3000, Acorn colour monitor, orig
inal manuals and application discs, 1st
Word Plus and some games - £450.
Star LC 10 printer- £75. Contact Mr M
Steward. Huddersfield. Tel: (0484)
654368

• 5.25in disc drives, two Acorn double
drives - £38 each, one Acorn single
drive - £25 ono. Contact R Goodyear,
Rothwcll. Tel: (0536) 712370

• BBC B. DFS. 80/40 dual drive,
double plinth, colour monitor ono -
£250. Contact Mr J Jones. Surrey. Tel:
(0372)378135

• A3000 base, 2Mb Ram expansion.
new 20Mb IDE. handseanner TV

Modulator, joystick interface, five
games, original manuals and appli
cation discs - £650. Contact M Beezh,

Watford. Tel: 081-428 7399

• BBC B, green screen monitor, NLQ
9-pin printer. 40/80 dual disc drives,
manuals, wordprocessors including
View A3.0, magazines and software -
£200 ono. Contact Mr P Mitchell-

Gears, Surrey. Tel: (0737) 556863

• A3000 C development system - £60.
original BBC B games, hardly used, 40/
80 disc drive, all - £25. UIM. Thrust.

Citadel, Graphic adventure Creator.
Contact Mr P Bussey, Beds. Tel: (0582)
459535

• A310. 40Mb hard disc, 2Mb Ram,
Mem CIA. new keyboard, twin Editor,
books some software - £350. Contact

Mr A Duplain, Brighton. Tel: (0273)
738913 eve

• A3000. 2Mb Ram. Rise Os 3.
joystick interface and joystick, colour
monitor, Learning Curve, games, lots
more - £750. Contact Mr D Kirkham.

Tyne and Wear. Tel: 091-253 1883

• Master 128. LC200 colour printer,
colour screenprint Rom. Music 5000
synthesizer, colour monitor, 5.25in disc
drive, software and manuals - £530.

Contact B Wright. Tel: (0279) 655778

• Watford CDPM800S twin 5.25in
800k double sided 40/80 disc drives

with power supply unit in plinth - £75.
Contact Mr R Young. Middlesex. Tel:
081-427 4039

• Master 128, single 40/80 disc drive,
mono monitor, mouse, software, books

- £250, Spellmaster Rom - £20. Con
tact Mr A Stevens. Gosport. Tel: (0705
528296

• A5000, 4Mb 80 hard drive, Rise Os
3.1, Learning Curve, hardly used,
excellent condition, reluctant sale -

offers please. Contact Mr R Reed, Sur
rey. Tel: (0784) 434927

• Good Impression - DTP book with
three discs, only - £15. All in Boxing -
£5. Contact Mr A Howat, Merseyside.
Tel: (0704) 63344 eve only

• A3000, Acorn colour monitor, 2Mb
Ram, mint condition, still under GTTE

- £500. Contact Mr S Hewitt, Clwyd.
Tel: (0492) 545533

• A410/I. 4Mb Ram. 20Mb hard disc,
colour monitor, Arm 3, Rise Os 3.

floppy interface. 9 pin dot matrix
printer - £1000. Contact Mr I Stewart.
Liverpool. Tel: 051-734 5989

• Dr Dos 512k board for BBC Master

(or BBC B with expansion box), includ
ing Gem, manuals etc - £75. Contact
Mr Newmans-Brown, Bedford. Tel:

(0234)856070

• Wanted: Laser Direct interface board
by Computer Concepts or Calligraph
for Canon LBP-4 laser printer, also
required Archimedes software and
accessories. Contact Mr N Duffield.

Coventry. Tel: (0203) 445174

• Programmer's reference manuals for
Archimedes Rise OS 2. boxed, good
condition - £30. Contact Mr D Wright,
Leeds. Tel: (0532) 439736 after 6pm

• Master 128k, Microvitee colour
monitor. Cumana 40/80 disc drive.
AMX mouse and SuperArt, games -
£300 ono. Contact Mr W Dixon, Lon

don N I. Tel: 071-266 2011

• Watford double sided 3.5in disc drive
without power supply unit - £25.
Wanted: Winchester hard drive for

Master 128. Contact J Lampard, Wilts.
Tel: (0722) 331442

Due to a mighty backlog
of free ads, there is no
coupon this month. Please
do not send in any ads
until the coupon reap
pears. Until then no ads
will be accepted.



ARM3 upgrade
with floating

point accelerator
option

The first ARM3 upgrade to allow a floating
point accelerator chip to be connected directly
to the ARM3's 32-bit coprocessor bus. The
25MHz ARM3 itself increases the speed of
your computer by a factor of at least 3, and
sometimes even more. In addition the floating
point chip speeds up maths operations
previously emulated by software.

Other floating point units have the disadvantage
of occupying a slot in the backplane. They are
also either incompatible with ARM3 boards, or
relatively slow due to the 16-bil backplane
interface. This upgrade does not suffer from
any of these disadvantages.

ir ARM3alone gives typical 3 to 4
times speed increase

* Floating point accelerator chip
option for even faster maths
functions

* High quality 4-layer board

* Fits A305, A310, A440, 400/1
series and the A3000

"k Fully compatible with other
upgrades (memory, hard discs,
RISC OS 3 etc)

installation is straightforward for all machines
except the A3000, but a fitting service is
available in all cases. Please note also that the

A300 series and old A440 require the MEMCIa
upgrade. Please write or phone for full details.

Our usual money-back guarantee applies to
this product.

ARM3 introductory price - £175
MEMCIa - £36 Floating point unit - £ TBA

ARM3+RISCOS3 - £199

A3000 memory
An easy to fit and reliable RAM upgrade. 8-
chip design for minimal power consumption.
Gold plated connectors ensure long term
reliability. No soldering needed.
2Mb RAM board (upgradable to 4Mb) - £45
4Mb RAM - £110

Bare board (without RAM chips) - £25.50

A3010/A3020/A4000 RAM

These machines may all be upgraded by easy
to fit, plug-in components. No soldering is
required.

A3020/A4000 extra 2Mb - £55
A3010 extra 1Mb (2Mb total) - £29
A3010 - £424. A3020 2MB FD - £749

A4000 - £999

All products fully guaranteed. Many
products also carry our 14-day money-back

guarantee too. Please phone for details.

ARM3+RISCOS3.10

combined package
for£199

RISC OS 3.10
Acorn's new operating system for their range of
RISC computers. The old version of RISC OS
(2.00) is just 512K long, whereas OS 3.10
contains 2Mb of code.

Many applications which were previously
supplied on disc are now contained in the OS
ROMs. This includes improved versions of
Draw, Paint and Edit. Because they arc available
on ROM they are always instantly accessible,
and also occupy less RAM space.

Other features include extra "background"
operations. For example, discs can now be
formatted or files copied while the machine is
used for other purposes.

RISC OS 3.10 may be used on the A305, A310,
A440, 400/1 series, A3000, A540 etc.

Orders for RISC OS 3.10 are now being taken on
a first-come first-served basis. Phone 0752

847286 for further details.

RISC OS 3.10 £41.70

A305, A310 and A440 owners please note.
Although the ROM sockets inside your machine
are large enough to accommodate the new
ROMs, simply plugging in RISC OS 3.10 will
not work. This problem is overcome by installing
the RISC OS Carrier Board first. The RCB may
be used with any version of RISC OS. This
carrier board is compatible with memory boards,
ARM3 upgrades and does not in any way
obstruct expansion cards ("podules").

RISC OS Carrier Board £20

A5000 systems & memory

A5000 with RISC OS 3, 40Mb hard disc,
multisync monitor and ARM3. - £1399.
A5000 learning curve. - £1445.
Free 4Mb RAM upgrade included in the price.

2Mb memory board (4Mb total) - £85
A compact board measuring just 104mm by
49mm, this design fits vertically in your
machine. No soldering required. Unlike larger
boards, there is no need to remove the disc

drive. Four-layer design as specified by Acorn.
A bare board (ie without the RAM chips fitted)
is also available.

Hard disc upgrades
A range of fast (17mS) SCSI hard discs with a
two year warranty, in sizes from 52Mb upwards.
Supplied with all metalwork and cables. 400/1
machines merely require the drive and SCSI
card. 300 series require a backplane.
40Mb - £POA 85Mb - £220

100Mb - £260 170MH - £320

Oak 16 bit SCSI card - £100

Various

Aleph One 386 1Mb PC Card - £390 (4Mb £475)
Aleph One 486 1Mb PC Card - £490 (4Mb £575)
Impression 2 - £130

Free price list available upon request.
Prices exclude VAT.

IFEL La-td Educational and quantity discount available.

34 Culver Road, Saltash, Cornwall PL12 4DR. Tel (0752) 847286. Fax (0752) 840029

A310 & A305 upgrade
column

Memory expansion
Extra memory is without doubt the most worthwhile
addition to any A300 series machine. Some
programs won't even run with only 1Mb, and 2Mb
is a bare minimum. Certain applications, desktop
publishing for example, benefit from a 4Mb system.

2Mb - £89 4Mb - £145

Compatibility. The memory is detected and used by
the machine automatically, so there are no special
commands needed. Works with both RISC OS 2 and

3.10.

The use of only eight RAM chips ensures low
power consumption. Compatible with ARM3
upgrades, backplanes, hard discs etc. This upgrade
is supplied on just one, compact board measuring
only 195mm by 40mm. Four-layer circuitry reduces
electrical noise for trouble-free operation. The 2Mb
upgrade may be upgraded to 4Mb later by the user,
without any soldering. A copy of the fitting
instructions is available free of charge.

A complete fitting service is available for our RAM
boards covering courier collection, installation and
testing, MEMCIa, return delivery and guarantee.
This is normally a three-day service (eg, collected
Monday, returned Wednesday). We have been
upgrading 300 series computers for over three years,
and during that time a reliability record second-to-
none has been established.

Is there any other 300 series RAM upgrade wich has
been available for as long as this one, and which has
the same reputation for quality and reliability? No.

Still not sure? Compareit withthe competition
before makingupyour mind. Use our 14-day
money-hackguarantee lo check it outfor yourself.

RISCOS Carrier Board £20

This is an easy to install adaptor board for the larger
RISC OS 3 ROMs. A set of links on the board

allows it to be used with RISC OS 2 and easily
adapted for RISC OS 3 later. Suitable for use with
the A305, A310 and A440. The adaptor has been
fully tested with RISC OS version 2.00 and version
3.10. It is fully compatible with other hardware
upgrades such as the RAM board described above,
ARM3's, backplanes, VIDC enhancers and
expansion cards.

4-slot backplane with fan £57

Combination deals

4Mb with MEMC 1a, self-fit £181

Collection of your computer, installation of 4Mb of
RAM, MEMCIa, and RISC OS Carrier Board,
testing, full guarantee, and return delivery £199

Special prices available on hard discs, ARM3 boards
and software when ordered with any memory
upgrade. (RISC OS 3.10+ARM3 for only £199)

DTP special
Your A300 upgraded with 4 Meg of
RAM, MEMCIa, ARM3, RISC OS 3
and Impression 2 software £485

We can supply a range of hard drives with the
above system.

RAM for 410 & 420
Upgrade from 1Mb to 2Mb - £34
Upgrade from 2Mb to 4Mb - £65
Upgrade from 1Mb to 4Mb - £99
Supplied with full instructions.



C.U. ELECTRONICS LTD
COMPUTERS, UPGRADES AND ELECTRONICS

Tel: 061

SpecialJdfferwMlst stocks last

A30102Mb inc 21 ID £559

A3 inc 60Mb H/D £649

.3010 2Mb inc$4Mb H/D £679

(ailing all A30001'A3010 Users

21Mb Internal Hard Cdrd £179

40Mb Internal Hard Card £229

0Mb Internal Hard Uard £259

Internal Hard Card £289

65a Middle Hillgate, StockportSK13EH. Prices exclude VAT& P+P
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PROGRAMS

I'm clown. Totally low. Not
your normal Monday morn
ing kind of down, though,
oh no: this is the sort o\'

feeling that would make a Chi
cago bluesman sing zippa-dee
doo dah.

It's not even my fault,
really. I've been having prob
lems with my suite of rock 'n'
roll personality simulator pro
grams, which I've been
working on for years now.
They've been looking so
promising, but who would
have thought that disaster
would strike all of them at the

same time?

Take my Elvis simulator, for
example. The program's been
growing and growing steadily
over the last few years, and
this week it's become so huge
it simply won't fit into my
machine; No room at line 4530

is all I can coax from the King,
which is hardly going to break
hearts all over the world

tonight, is it?
Then there are Marc Bolan

and Buddy Holly, who've just
both crashed horribly. And as
for my Freddie Mercury simu
lation, well I don't want to talk

about him. Let's just say that's
the last time 1 forget to install
Pineapple's Killer in my boot
sequence. . .*

So, is there anything that
could cheer me up? What
about this month's program
ming section? Is this the
answer to all my troubles?

First up is a trip down
memory lane for all those who
should be old enough to know
better. Remember the days
when the word Thatcher con

jured up a quaint profession,
something to do with country
cottages and straw roofs, and
an annus horribilis was simply

t If youhave anyqueries regarding
safe programming practices, please
call Pineappleon 081-599 1476.

The section that would never, ever
step on anyone's blue suede shoes
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CONTENTS i

BJORN AGAIN 93
More revolutionary than Elite; more addictive than
Lemmings; more in-depth than Exile; more frantic
than Swiv: it's Pong, the megagame of the 70s!

ROCKY TRADE 98
A complete game to entertain and impress, all
created using the tools provided over the last few
months. Rocky Trade is here, at last.

*INFO 103
Spicy goings-on in the strange world of *1NF0:
colour conversion charts, snake dancing, funky
fractals, computerised cabbages. Now there's no
excuse for not calling home.

ASSEMBLY LINE 113
A complete summary of the series.

YELLOW PAGES 117
The listings themselves. Get typing ...

what happened after a very hot
curry? Then you'll remember
Pong, the second commercial
computer game of all time.

Thrill at the graphics, mar
vel at the sound, wonder how

on earth we've managed to
squeeze such complicated
mathematical algorithms out
of a humble Arm processor!
Doesn't take long to realise
that all these young pretenders

in the amusement slakes, like

Swiv and Aldebaran, are in
fact indebted, in their progress
up the evolutionary ladder, to
the accomplishments of the
simple Pong.

Still, if you think maybe,
just maybe, you could improve
on the demi-god that goes
blip-beep-blip, then you'll be
thrilled by the final instalment
of our Games Designer series.
This month we present a com
plete game, created entirely
using the tools described over
the last four parts.

Assembly Line summarises
everything that's been covered
since it started, way back in
February I992. Arm instruc
tions, conditional codes,

branching, transferring data,
stacking, rccursing; it's all
here. Next month sees the end

of the series with a round up of
all those queries you've been
plaguing us with.

Rocky Trade is our complete
game, created with the Games
Designer. Remember Rocket
Raid on the Beeb? Well, now

you can play it on your Arc in
glorious 32-bit lechnicolour.
and you can edit it too.

Last, but definitely not least.
♦INFO is enough to make
Marvin the Paranoid Android

smile. Variety is the spice of
life, and this month it's like

condiment heaven. If you can't
find something to tickle your
fancy here, don't call us.

Ah. that's belter! I feel

almost human again. Nothing
like a great selection of excit
ing programs to cheer the soul
of a disillusioned programmer.
Anyway. Elvis always was a
bit too portly for his spangled
suits. I feel almost cheerful

enough to start work on my
John Lennon simulator. Can't

see there being any problems
with this one. . .

Mark Moxon
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Built in Sample editor, allows you to Cut and
Paste parts of the sample. You can try out any
of the 40 different special effects, and define a
repeat loop by dragging visual markers.

Powerful, deadly accurate,
Realtime Monitor, displays
Digital Score Data, Vu Bars
and Instrument Waveforms.

The Pattern Editor, used in conjunction with the Musical Notation score
display, makes editing a track very easy.Oncecreated eachpattern can
beslotted intothesequence, wherever youwish. Cutand Paste. Copy,
Transpose, Exchange, etc... facilities are offered toenhance flexibility.

...but we are not alone in thinking that
Digital Symphony is the best ever music
sequencer for the Archimedes. Read what
Richard Hallas of Rise User said. - Apr 93

D "Every aspect ofthe program's implementation, and presentation isvery polished, and classy."
D "Digital Symphony'sfacilities are sophisticated, extensive, flexible, and easy touse."
O "It isvery difficult tofault this excellent piece ofsoftware. Thefacilities couldn't be

better, and makeit veryeasy to produce music quickly."
O "Altogether this isafirst class product, which lives upto all the claims made of it."

Perfect ProTracker Implementation - MIDI Compatible
Compressed Files • 4096 Patterns • Score Display

Maestro Conversion - 40 Special Effects
100% ARM Code • OctaMED Import

Now with I00% Accurate Real-Time Midi linlry

and New Step by Step Tutorial Guide.

£49.95 Upgrade from Tracker,
and Save 20%. Phone for details

Oregan Software Developments
36 Grosvenor Avenue, Streetly, Send an 800k blank disc, and a 1st class Stamp

Sutton Coldfield, B74 3PE. for a Free Demo copy ofeither Package.
Tel: 021 353 6044

Display Textfiles, Sprites, and Drawfiles • Store and Play Maestros, Symphonies, Samples
Master cards created simply by dragging fields to position • Flexible label printing

Impression Impulse link •Incredibly fast Searches HUser definabledate and formula fields
Master card altered at any stage withoutdata loss •Primary and secondary sorting

Fast search and replace• Clipboard facilities • CSVoutput with optional Graphboxheaders
Print cards using outline fonts •Reports generator for quick tabular representation

Running Max, Min, Average and Totals statistics• Import from most existing databases

• Six free exclusive Outline fonts & Demostration files disc •

The No Nonsence Database
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History is replete with
examples of ideas
whose time has come.

The printing press,
quantum physics, double-entry
book-keeping: all innovations
that shattered conventional

cultural and scientific

paradigms.
Twenty years ago this year

human minds were sent reeling
by the appearance of an entire
new technology that would
deeply alter the lifestyles of
millions of consumers.

That apparently innocuous
product appeared under the
humble name of Pong, the
world's first successful com

mercial video game. It is hard
to believe, but prior to 1973
computers were used only for
trivial small-scale applications
like defence, corporate book
keeping and scientific
research.

All the life-enhancing
aspects of computer technol
ogy that we take for granted
these days - zapping aliens;
pretending to be Fatima Whit-
bread; software piracy - were
denied to the world prior to
Pong. Hell, in those days peo
ple thought a joystick was
something you burned to make
your groovy crash-pad reek of
patchouli oil, and a pixel was a
Cornish fairy.

It's not easy to visualise the
excitement that gripped a pun
ter on first encountering Pong.
In 1972. what you expected
from a TV tube was passive
entertainment, but this thing
fought back; perhaps there
some demon in there.

The first Pong was quite
simply a no-frills two-person
table tennis game. It offered a
classic purity of concept; a
black-and-white no-resolution

display with two little knobs
on the front, one for each
player.

Game interaction was sim

plicity itself; you dropped in
your shilling,

dime or

BJORN AGAIN
You can learn a lot from history, or so Fin Fahey reckons.

Marvel

whatever, twiddled the knob

and a short, thick vertical line
moved up and down the
screen. This enabled you to
deflect a tiny, rapidly moving
dot in the direction, hopefully,
of the other person's goal; then
it was their turn.

But to the computer-starved
world this was sufficient;

no-one could get over the
idea of a TV set that

responded to you. Inter
active video was born,
laying the foundation of

j) a leisure industry that is

now worth billions. Pong was
also strangely addictive, the
touchstone of a true computer
game. Although pong-playing
was necessarily defensive in
nature, true Pong Jedis were
rapidly to emerge.

To start with, computer-
naive punters would simply
spin their bats (paddles) up
and down the screen in an

effort to create an impene
trable wall. A good player,
however, developed an
uncanny ability to compute
trajectories and anticipate the

optimum intersection point of
paddle and ball. This is the
sort of skill that us modern

game-players take totally for
granted. Added to this was the
use of backspin. the game's
most advanced feature.

This meant that you could
faze out your opponent by
clobbering the ball with a
moving bat, altering its course
and speeding it up. Variants of
Pong rapidly multiplied and
when computer entertainment
rolled out of the arcades and

into the home, Pong was in the
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first wave. The mid-1970s

console boom was initially
lead by machines that were
little more than home Pong
consoles: little boxes with two

knobs on.

The game may have led, in
fact, to the introduction of the
screen blanker; keen Pong
junkies rapidly found that their
state-of-the-art Sony Trinitrons
had sadly acquired the ghostly
image of a table tennis court
permanently etched into the
screen.

IT TAKES YOU BACK
Pong wasn't actually the first
commercial video game. It had
a predecessor called Computer
Space, marketed by the curi
ously named Nutting
Associates of California. For

some reason, Computer Space
didn't catch on, and fewer than
3,000 machines were made.

Computer Space lived on
for a while as a console Rom

called Space War. This was a
very peculiar result since Com
puter Space was the first
shoot-em-up; since then shoot-
em-up variants are in the thou
sands and Pong has begat,
well. Breakout, Arkanoid and,

well, like that.

Pong was the brainchild of
Nolan Busline!!, an electrical
engineer who. together with
his colleague Ted Dabney,
created it in November 1972.

It is also rumoured that they
were the original brains behind
the ill-fated Computer Space.

Some years before Apple's
Jobs and Wozniak popularised
garage computing, they
founded a company called
Syzygy with total assets of
about five dollars. Realising
that this was a contender for

the worst company name of all
time - unspellable, unpro
nounceable and near the end of

the alphabet - they changed it
in short order to ... Atari.

Then came Pong and the
money came rolling in, enough
so that Bushnell could sell the

infant Atari to Warners for $30

million in 1976. Considering
the company's current prob
lems, that may be seen as very
prescient indeed. Bushnell,
however, was done with home
entertainment.

He was last heard of running
a fast food chain called Pizza

Time Theatre that featured a

giant rat called Chuck E.
Cheese as a mascot. While
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BAU's Spot The Ball competition; if you

we're on history, that ain't all.
No sirree. Pong was the first
commercial game, not the first
computer game (Colossal
Adventure already ran on
mainframes), ll wasn't even
the very first ping-pong game.

For that, we have to stroll

back to the dawn of history -
1958 - when one William

Higinbotham. a physicist, got a
version running at the Brook-
haven National Laboratory on
an oscilloscope. Higinbotham
had been previously noted for
his work on the timing circuits
of Fat Boy, the first
plutonium-based A-bomb.

Finally, Computer Space
itself had antecedents ranging
back to 1972, when SpaceWar
appeared at MIT, running on a
PDP-1, a supercomputer of the
time with an awesome

memory of 9K.

THE FUTURE IS HERE
Gripped by a profound nostal
gia and having long since
given away my last 1975-vin-
tagc Philips games console to
a luckless niece (cheap birth
day present), I decided to
recreate the 1973 megagame

can think of a better name than Spot for

so that Archimedes punters
could get a slice of the action.

The result is on the yellow
pages and the monthly disc.
Programming it was a slrange
experience, particularly since I
decided that using Teletext
mode was too obvious and a

definite cheat.

That meant trying lo create
those big chunky graphics
using RECTANGLE FILL com
mands, which had the excel

lent spin-off of slowing a 32-
bii machine down to less than

eight-bit performance. All
temptation to put in colour,
nice scrolling messages,
sprites, sample sound, high-
score tables and so on had to
be firmly resisted; harder than
you think.

The result is probably not so
much classic Pong, as Pong as
I remember it; so if you've got
better ideas, feel free lo tailor
the basic structure lo your lik
ing. I think the biggest prob
lem is thai, sadly, you can't get
quite the right feeling with
digital controls. What Pong
really needs to do it justice is a
couple of rheostats interfaced
with a suitable analogue/digi-

this ball, you've got a problem

tal podule. Perhaps some kind
reader would like to supply a
hardware solution?

Play is, of course, simplicity
itself. Press a mouse button on

the impressive title screen to
start. Player one moves the bat
up and down with the A and Z
keys, player two uses Select
and Adjust.

To leave the game, hit ESC.
Each player starts with 15
points, and ihe first to zero
loses. It just shows how far
we've come; remember that
the original Pong was written
in machine code, and here we

have a version written in an

interpreted high-level language
that has to be slowed down.

It ;ilmost makes you believe
that realtime virtual reality is
just round the corner. Almost.
Beep-bloop-blip!

PRODUCT DETAILS

Product: PongConsole circa
1973

Supplier: Brick Lane, Arthur
Daley or similar outlets.
Alternatively,turn to the Acorn
User yellow pages or to the
subscriber's disc



PipeDream 4 word processing. Flexible
word processing using fonts and pictures
for stunning presentation, a 93,000 word

spelling checker and user dictionaries for

letter-perfect writing.

PipeDream 4 spreadsheets. Full back

ground recalculation so you work while

it computes. Over 160 built-in functions,

plus programmability. External references

for 3D models. The most dynamic and
flexible charts package on the Archimedes.

Spreadsheets link live into word processing .
Other spreadsheets might do it one day -
PipeDream does it now.

PipeDream 4 databases. Fast, compact
databases with full sorting, searching and
selection criteria. With links straight to

COLTON software

Coltonsoft Limited

2 Signet Court

Swanns Road

Cambridge

CB5 SLA

Tel: (0223) 311881

Fax:(0223)312010

the word processor for printing mailshots
and labels.

PipeDream 4 service. PipeDream 4 is
fully backed up by our renowned tele
phone support service. The independent
PipeDream user group, PipeLine, pub
lishes regular magazine articles and disks

for all types of user. No other Archimedes

software has so much support.
PipeDream 4 ease-of-use. We listen to

our customers and take feedback seri

ously. When you buy PipeDream, you buy
the experience of tens of thousands of

existing users.

"PipeDream 4 is more simple and versatile
than the competition and remains the best
optiontogofor." BBC Acorn User
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PipeDream 4 getting your work done.

RRP ^129+VAT. Call for education prices
and site licences. PipeDream 4 is ideal for

any computer running RISC OS 2 or 3 with

2MB RAM or more.

For a free Is brochure, complete and
return this coupon.

Name

Address

Postcode



... 32-bit Acorn home computers...... Commodore Amiga IBM PC /compatibles

The Top Selling tO<Ktt<4 tO Series
EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE SYSTEMS THAT REALLY WORK!
GUARANTEED to help educate children from 3 to 16 years of age

HOW THE SYSTEM WORKS... S
EF^ A briefdemonstration of the tO<xtt*6 10 English package in action.

The games and menus are all
mousedriven andeasy to use.

The Main menu: Start by Pete's achievement chart is
selectingNewPlayer. nowset-up.

THE fO out <4 tO SERIES is an innovative collection of educational
software. It covers traditionally accepted educational concepts and
automatically records progress in a wide range of areas - all linked to the
National Curriculum.

Children learn - and are assessed - by playing cleverly devised games, each
with SIX grades allowing the child to progress at his or her own rate. Where
appropriate, the achievement tables show the correlation of the grades to the

Sniper: Rearrange the words -
withcorrectpunctuation.

Cover Up: Match all the words
with theiropposites.

WordFit: Fillthegrid- butonly
use verbs!

THE SIX CHALLENGING GAMES in each fO out of 10 package are
designed to be played by a child alone, with friends or with you. Each game
has six grades to cover a wide age range and include practise levels where
appropriate - you can easily set many options to suit ability and taste too!
You can even leave the child and return later to check progress.
Children work their way through the six grades of each game trying to turn
the achievement chart green as they go. As an illustration, the screen shots

Children can print a certificate
of achievement...

... and they love to see their
nameon thehighscore table!

MOTIVATION & ASSESSMENT are provided in two ways: an achievement chart displays
academic results and high scores show gameplay. The former records progress as the games are played:

RED means help needed. YELLOW means practise needed. GREEN means tOoutoj tO\
Now you can see where your child is not succeeding and use the various options to customise the
games to helphim or her prouress more quickly. Children achieving 10out of 10in one or moregrades
can print a certificate - both on-screen and printed certificates are catered for. Children using the Early The achievement chart shows progress. By moving the pointer you
„ ' . . , . , . can view a laymans interpretation of Curriculum numbers.
Essentials package are awarded stars too!

BypressingRyou can see the
aimof thegameata glance.

The Game Menu - Pete isready Each game has its own ...and ahigh score table toadd
to learn! achievement summary... to thefun!

National Curriculum statements. You start by entering your child's name.
This automatically creates his or her blank achievement chart - the program
can hold up to 64 of these (ideal for the average class or a large family).
Moving the mouse pointer around a chart you can discover exactly what a
child will learn by playing a particular game at any grade. The achievement
charts are automatically updated to record progress as the the six compulsive
games are played.

Grab It: There are plenty of
collectivenouns upforgrabs!

Librarian: Sort the books, then
match the adjectives.

Cheers: Discover the meaning
of sayings.

below show a middle grade of each of the six games in the English package
- suitable for children at Key Stage 2 of the National Curriculum (age about
8 to 11 years).
Remember, all the games have five other levels and many features - such as
graphics and speed - can be easily customised by parents or teachers.This
flexibility makes 10 out o£ tO English suitable for all ages and abilities from
age six to sixteen.

Each game has its
achievement summary.

fSHXlRM
Figures of speech 2.7e,5

3.3e.B Slfple use of past tense

GUARANTEED TO EDUCATE
... or you don't have to pay!

Our FREE 14 DAY TRIAL is exactly what it claims to be!
We don't bank any payment until you've had chance to
test the software for yourself.

YOU CAN TRY IT FREE - THERE IS NO CATCH!
TELEPHONE 0742 780370 NOW!

HOW TO ORDER ...
Each package Is ONLY C25.95 and you can order by CREDIT CARD. CHEQUE or
EDUCATIONAUTHORITYORDER. We will send you the sottware by First Class Post
without processing the payment. Ityou do not wish to keep the package simply returnit
to us within 14 days and we will return your ORIGINAL cheque or order or not process
yourcreditcardlorpayment. You need noteven say whyyou arereturning thepackage!

NO QUESTIONS, NO QUIBBLES, NO HASSLE
Order by Post or Phone from:

to out o£ to Educational Systems
1 Percy Street, Sheffield, S3 8AU

"S 0742 780370
Site and NetworkLicences are available - please ringfor details

FREE... Achance for YOU to TEST THE BEST on your Acorn, Amiga or IBM/PC



32-bit Acorn home computers Commodore Amiga IBM PC /compatibles

14-Day FREE Trial
No Quibble Money-Back Guarantee

Early Essentials
For Children Under 7 Years

Subject
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Maths (Number)
For Children 6 to 16 Years

Levels of Attainment Target 2 Covered

61 2al

62 3:2
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English
For Children 6 to 16 Years

Attainment Targets and Levels Covered
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Wort,

Before you buy ANY educational
software ASK these questions:

• Is it designed and developed in BRITAIN and directly linked to the
NATIONAL CURRICULUM?

• Has il beendesigned to use the POWER of your 16or 32-bit computerand not
just converted from an existing 8-bit product?

• Does it MOTIVATE and REWARD the children?

• Ischildren's progressconstantly MONITORED and RECORDED?
• Can it be CUSTOMISED to meet your child's needs?
• Do parents and teachers agree on its QUALITY?

• Will it EDUCATE your child now but also have sufficient FLEXIBILITY lo
last for several years without the need to purchase the next level?

• Are the producers CONFIDENT enough in its quality to let you test it
yourself FREE - at home or in school?

• Docs it CHALLENGE moreable students but also havelevels for beginners?
• Are thereCLEAR and OBVIOUS educational objectives?

Ifany answer is no, it's not to **t «V tOI

Coming soon
in 1993

• French

• German

• Science

• Maths (Algebra)
• Spanish

• Italian

• Junior Essentials

Please ring for availability
S 0742 780370

ONLY
£25.95

each
subject

w

FREE... Achance for YOU to TEST THE BEST on your Acorn, Amiga or IBM/PC



ROCKY
Antony Bruce Lytis puts the final touches on his smooth-scrolling masterpiece

The time lias finally
conic to put together
the bits and pieces
we've assembled over

these past lew issues and write
our complete scrolling land
scape game. The resulting
epic. Rocky Trade.
(resemblance to any other
game, living or dead is purely
accidental) could still benefit
from some refinement, but il

illustrates all of the major
components required for most
games of its type. It is so big it
would not fit on the yellow
pages, so the full system will
be on the subscriber's disc.

As well as landscape scroll
ing and sprite plotting. Rocky
Trade features "collision

detection' - finding out which
bullet has hit which unfor

tunate space being - and an
'alien management system".

GAMEPLAY
The object of the game is quite
simple. Using the keys shown
at the start, navigate your
rocket through the various sec
tions of the landscape and
destroy the (slightly) camoufl
aged secret nuclear base at the
end. Energy is shown at ihe
bottom; when it reaches zero

your craft will 'do a SkyLab'.
To refuel simply bomb/shoot
the fuel dumps; illogical, but
traditional. You have just three
lives and must restart each

mission from the beginning.
There are no cheat modes but

you have the source code, so
invent your own.

Rocky Trade contains all the mostimportant shoot-em-up elements

ALIEN MOVEMENT

A feature common to most

games is how lo keep track of
all ihe 'aliens' or whatever

nasties feature in them. In

Rocky there are several hun
dred aliens waiting lo appear
on the screen as you fly along
and il would clearly be
impractical to worry about all
of them all of the time. The

game scrolls at 50 frames a

—1

r
0

1

"I
LIST FREE

-1
r

LIST FREE

ALIEN A SLOT X « ALIEN A ' I1 ALIEN C

next next next L_ next

details... details... details...

ALIEN B SLOT Y 4 ALIEN B SLOT Y <

next next -1 i
next next

details... details...

A linked list before and after the creation of an alien
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second and we are replotting
the whole screen each frame.

We therefore have to be very
careful with our limited time

allowance. When you add bul
lets and bombs to the picture,
we have to be more careful

still. The answer is a linked

list, or rather iwo.
The linked list is an age-old

data structure that is particu
larly handy in situations like
this. Il consists of a pointer to
the first element in the list.

This too contains a pointer to
the next element as well as its

own data. The next element

contains a pointer to the third
and so on.

The last element has a next

pointer of zero indicating that
the list is at an end. The advan

tage of a linked list is that an
element may be added to the
list - or removed - very easily.
Only the pointers need to be

changed so there's no great
shuffling of memory; crucial
when time is of the essence.

In Rocky, two linked lists
are maintained. One contains

all the details of the currently
active aliens. When an alien is

created its details are added

the to linked list as a new ele

ment. To make this possible a
second linked list of free slots

is kept. Whenever a new alien
is created, a slot is borrowed

from the free list and added to

the active list. When an alien

dies or disappears, the slot is
returned to the free list so it

can be used again.
In the diagram. Aliens A

and B are already active and
the free list contains slots X

and Y amongst others. When
alien C is created, the first slot

in the free list is 'de-linked'

and the details for the new

alien are entered into it. Then



it is linked into the start of the
active alien list. The aliens

located along Rocky's land
scape are stored in sequence
with a pointer to the next one
that may appear.

COLLISIONS
One of the trickiest features of

a game like Rocky is detecting
when two sprites have col
lided. In fact, there are two
distinct sorts of collision.

Some sprites may collide with
the background and a check
needs to be made at the start of

each frame to see whether this

has occurred.

Secondly, some sprites may
collide with others and a sep
arate check needs to be made

for this. To reduce the scale of

these checks, sprites are
'classed' depending on their
nature. In Rocky there are three
classes: one contains the ship,
bullets and bombs, another the
nasties like rockets, fuel

dumps and dishes. A final
class is allocated to the

meteors which are special:
they are nasty but cannot be
destroyed by being shot at.

For each frame, the back

ground is plotted with a call to
copy_bank. At this point the
next frame is ready to have the
sprites added to it. Next
do_aliens is called; this pro
cesses the aliens, moving
them, checking for new
arrivals or departures and so
on. Now back_collide is called.

This goes through the list of
active aliens, checking the
class of each to see if it could

potentially collide with the
scenery. If so, the routine
coIlide_check is called. This is
very similar to the sprite

plotting routine show_spriic
except that the screen isn't
actually altered. Instead, the
contents of the screen are

ANDed with the sprite's mask.
If the result is ever non-zero,
the alien must have crashed.

Collisions between two dif
ferent types of aliens are a
little more complicated. First,
the list is examined to find

aliens of type one (ship, bullet,
bomb). For each one found,
the list is searched again for
aliens of the other types. If
found a sprite is compared
with the first sprite. Initially
this is done by finding the
'bounding boxes' of the two
sprites - the smallest rectan
gles which you can be sure
wholly contain the sprites. If
these do not overlap the com
parison need go no further.

If the boxes do overlap, fur
ther checks must be made.

How accurate this check needs

to be depends upon the type of
game and nature of the sprites
involved. In some games
bombs may be set off when an
alien gets near enough and this
is far easier to check for than

the overlap of a single pixel.
In Rocky however, we do

things properly to show how
that can be done. The two

sprites are plotted on a 'mini'
screen (called small_screen).
They are plotted in the same
relative positions they have on
the main screen and the

plotting is done in a special
way. First the mini screen is
cleared to zeros. Then each

sprite's mask is ANDed with
&1 111 1111. That is, a I is
produced for each solid pixel
in the sprite. The values are
literally added to the small

Meteorscan be made to behave viciously; they're indestructible

<3/\l\/IE DESIGNER

Scrolling backgrounds canvarya lot throughoutthe game

screen. Whenever two pixels
overlap, the two ones of the
colliding aliens will have been
added to form a two. The dia

gram on the right shows this
happening, its a bullet hits the
side of a fuel dump. Because
two is a different value from

one, a quick check of the small
screen using multiple load
instructions can be made to
speedily discover any overlap
ping pixels.

Sprite plotting was
described in a previous article
and the routine show_spriic is
based on one of those earlier

examples. For each sprite
loaded, four versions are cre

ated - one for each byte
alignment within a word - and
their addresses are stored in

the table move_.spiitc%.
Animation is not supported

in this version, but an exten
sion to this table could easily
cater for it. By using four
images, all plotting can be
done in words which is much

faster than bytes. Further
speed increases could be
achieved using LDM and STM
as described previously, but
LDR and STR are fast enough.

Dead aliens are plotted
using a special routine adapted
from show_sprite. The hybrid
show_spri(c_dying takes an extra
parameter in R3 which speci
fies how 'dead' the alien is.

This is used to look up a
special 'fade' sprite in which
the dying sprite's shape is
'covered'. The fade sprites can
be found in Sprites.Aliens.

Sound isn't featured in this

version of the game, so you'll
have to wait for next month's

disc for the whooshes and

pings you crave.

olojo 0 0 a 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 1111

0

0

0

0

1

1

1 1 Hi 1 1
1 1

11110 0 0 0 0

Aj 0 : 0 0 0 a 1 1
How a bullet collides with an alien

If you really do want to type
this listing in, send us an SAE
marked Rocky, and we will
send the complete listing.

The component files are
located in these subdirectories:

• $.Rocky.Games.Rocky
• $.Rocky.Layout.level I
• $,Rocky.Maps.Rocky
• $.Rocky.Movement.Aliens
• $.Rocky.Patterns.Aliens
• $.Rocky.Rocky
• $.Rocky.Scenery.Landl6/9
• $.Rocky.rockypal
• .$.Rocky.Spritessprite
For simplicity, a directory
.$.Rocky, is assumed. All the
files are of the formats

described in the earlier arti

cles; refer back for details.

Rocky is the game itself and
can only be run when the other
files have been created.

RandScapel is an updated ver
sion of RandScape. which
created a random landscape for
the game. For a new landscape
re-run the program.

Additional code was added
to populate the landscape with
suitable aliens and provide the
various stages. MakeLandl is
another updated program. This
creates background sprites,
including some blocks for the
'city' and 'maze' sections.
Finally. RockyDat creates the
alien sprites and a data file
called RockyPal. which
defines the colours used.
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A3010 from

PRESS
A ^^ The choice

XiLUniv of experience

0772 mm
Formerly Orion Computers

A3010 WITH A FREE
DABSBUNDLE: JOYSTICK,
S ALIEN IMAGES GAMES,

3 DABS PRESS BOOKS
OR WITHTHEFS A FREE A3010 Family Solution

1MB RAM UPGRADE (TO 2MB) A3010 Learning Curve

ACORN COMPUTERS

A42Mb RAM Upgrade £110

A460Mb HD Upgrade £350

A4BatteryPack £50

A4EconetUpgrade £50

A4 Portable Handbook £7.50

A4Shoulder Bag £35

A4 Technical Reference Manual £65

A4 Welcome Guide £10

Finance Schemes

M/e Operatethe Acorn
Educational. Teachers and

Finance Scheme. Call for details

MONITORS

UPGRADES

Philips CM8833 Mkll £199
Acorn Colour (AKF30/40) £220
Microvitec Cub Scan 1440 £399
Taxan MultiVision 795 £460

A3000 1 to 2Mb RAM £45
1 to 4Mb RAM £129

A3010 1 to 2Mb RAM £39
A3020/4000 2 to 4Mb RAM £85
A5000 2 to 4Mb RAM £85
A400 Series RAM £30 per Mb

RISC OS 3.1 UPGRADES
A5000 £16 Other £40
Rom carrier is required lorA305,310,440 £20

(Above memory filled tor£10.00plus
courier charge)

Hardware Upgrades

ARM3 from £175

Econet Module £47
JoystickInterface (Leading Edge) £34
Joysticks from £10
Midi Expansion Card £65
Scanlight Junior256 £199
Scanlight A4 £289
Vision Digitisers
A3000/3010/3020/4000/5000

Mono Internal £49
Colour Internal £79

Hi-Colour Internal £129

ARC/A3000/A4000/A5000 APPLICATIONS

Education

FunSch. 3 Series (Database) Each
Fun Sch.4 Series (Database) Each
Adventure Playground (Stormsoft)
10 out of 10 (Triple R)

EarlyEssentials New
English
Maths

10 out of 10 Coming Soon
French, German, Italian, Maths
Science, Spanish
Christmas Adventure

Schema (Clares)
Eureka (Long. Logo.)
Resultz!(Colton)

Utiliti

Compression(CC)
MultiFS (Arxe)
Hearsay! '"

Impression II(CC) Latest Version £125
Impress. Bus. Supplement (CC) £39
Desktop Folio (ESM) £79
Equasor(CC) £34
Showpage (CC) £108

1st Word Plus Rel. 2 (Acorn) £69
Impression Junior (CC) £75
PenDown(LongmanLogotron) £46
PenDown Plus(Long. Logo.) £68
Wordz! (Colton) £89

Integrated Packages

Pipedream4 (Colton) New £178
DeskTop Office ll(Minerva) £79

Databases/Hypertext ,

Flexible (Minerva) £84
Multistore Version II £154
Genesis II (Oak Solutions) £109
Knowledge Organiser (Clares) £41
PinPoint(Long.Logo.) £79
PinPoint Jnr (Long. Logo) £23
Magpie (Long. Logo) £53
Squirrel (Dig Serv) £120
Archivist Database (Oregan) New £26

Accounting Software

Home Accounts (Minerva) £34
Business Accounts (Minerva) £298

Languages

Desktop C(Acorn) £185
Desktop Assembler (Acorn) £125

£18
£18
£14

£19
£19
£19

ETBA
£19

£96
£99

ETBA

£39
£26
£69

ARCTerm7 (SerialPort)
ProDriver(Ace)
Dot Matrix Colour Printer Driver
TurboDriver+ Cable(CC)
HPDeskjet500C Printer Driver
DesktopThesaurus

Music

Ancestry (Minerva)
Armadeus(Clares)
RhapsodyII(Clares)
Tracker(SerialPort)
Notate(Long.Logo.)
Scoredraw(Clares)
Digital Symphony (Oregan) New
Rhythm Box (EMR)

Graphics

Artworks(CC)New
Poster + Font(4Mation)
RenderBender II(Clares)
Graphbox Pro.(Minerva)
Pro Artisan(Clares)
Revelations (Long.Logo.)
Revelation IIImageProfLong. Logo
Atelier (Minerva)
Chameleon(4Mation)
SmArt(4Mation)
SmArtFiler(4Mation)
Snippet (4Mation)V.2
Vector(4Mation)
ARCLight (Ace)
Euclid (Ace)
Mogul(Ace)
Splice(Ace)
Tween(Ace)Version 2
Illusionist (Clares)
Titler(Clares)
PrimeArt (Minerva)
Type Studio(Beebug)
FontFX(DataStore)
ShapeFX (Data Store)

£67
£34
£15
£49
£15

£19

£59
£59
£45
£38
£51
£44
£40
£36

£149
£79
£98

£104
£79
£66

£102
£69
£33
£50
£32
£37
£79

£46
£64
£24
£32
£42
£78

£120
£59

£38
£9
£9

PC-Emulator LatestVersion (Acorn) £93
Investigator II(Leading Edge) £22
ARCticulate (4thDimension) £18

BOOKS/MANUALS
Program. Ref.Manuals £77.00
Arc. Games Makers Man. £14.95
BASICVI Guide - BBC £19.45
A3000 Technical Guide £28.95
Acorn D.T.P. Manual £10.00
Acorn Desktop C £25.00
Acorn Desktop Assembler £25.00
FirstImpressions+ Disc £29.95
Good Impressions +Disc £26.95

There is NOVA T(0%)onall books.

' A3020FD System £749
"• A3020HD 60 System £899

These prices include a
FREE 2Mb to 4MB Upgrade

£424 f'MPIi tip-firm: Mnltfcnsir, mniiif.ur
£680 Inntoiteif for evirz £50

RIBBONS AND

PRINTER CARTRIDGES

Branded Ribsq:

Amstrad DMP2000/3160 £5
Citizen120D £5
CitizenSwilt 24 Black £5
Citizen Switt 24 Colour £11
Epson LX80/86 £4
Epson FX80.MX80.LX800 £5
Epson LQ400.550 fabric £6
Epson MX100,FX1000,FX1050 £6
EpsonEX800/1000 Black £7
Panasonic KXP145,KXP115 £6
Panasonic KXP140 £10
StarLCIO £4
Star LC104 Colour £6
Star LC200 Black £6
Star LC200 Colour £11
Star LC24/10/ LC24200 Black £8
Star LC24 200 Colour £11

£55

£62
£10
£15
£10
£10
£12

£18
£20
£18
£20

£58

Printer Cartridges

Canon LBP4Toner Cartridge
Canon LBP8Toner Cartridge
CanonBJ130 (BJI481)
CanonBJ10e/10ex(BC01)
CanonBJ300/330(BJI642)
C'jet132/CanonPJ1080 Black
C'jet132/Canon PJ1080Colour
HPPaintJet Black
HPPaintJet Colour
HPDeskjetBlack HighCapacity
HPDeskjet500CColour
QumeCrystalPrintTonerSet
QumeCrystalPrintDrumSet

COMPATIBLE RIBBONS

Amstrad DMP2000
Amstrad LQ3500, PCW8256
Brother M2024
Brother M1009.M1109
Brother HR10,15,20,25,35 Fabric
Brother HR10,15,20,25,35 MS
Canon PW1080A
Citizen 1200/Swift 24
EpsonLX80.86
EpsonFX80,MX80,LX800,LX850
Epson FX1050.LX1000
Epson LQ500, LQ800,LQ850
Epson LQ1000,LQ1050,FX1000
Epson LQ2500,LQ2550
Epson EX800
Panasonic KXP1081/90,1180/24
SeikoshaGP100
Shanwa CP80 Multistrike
StarLC10/LC20
StarLCIO 4 Colour
Star LC24/10. LC24/200
Star LC200 Black

Discounts avaJlaMson all ilbrjors to: quantitlgsol 3 or

in

Mi. from POCKET
BOOK

PRINTERS

A50002MbHD80 System £1399
A5000Learning Curve £1445
A50004Mb120System £1599
SPECIAL OFFER A5000
2Mb 120HD £1249
IncludesA5000, Connor

Acorn Multiscan Monitor, A
•::•':~: :.":-•;-,"":- "\ •?.-••?

256k RAM 16 bit processor
Opto 4Mb SSD storage
SPECIAL FREEOFFER

4 Batteries &Reoharger

Cumana World of CD-ROM £595
Call for details

Canon (Inkjet Printers)
bj10ex £162 bj10exasf £42
BJ10EX Batt £42 BJ10EX Turbo£220
BJ300 £299 BJ330 £359
BJ200 £274 BJC800 £1285
Turbo Driver & Lead for BJC800 £89

Citizen (2 year warranty)
"i20D+ Parall£94 Swift 9Coldur£144"
Swift 200 £152 Swift 200 Col £175
Swift 240 £199 Swift 240 Col £211
Projet £309 PN48 £189

Epson (new models)
LX400 £92 LQ-570 £205

Hewlett Packard

PaintJet £499 DeskJet 500 £269
DJ 500 Col.£339 DJ 550 Col. £429

Panasonic

KX-P1170 £100 KX-P2123 '£149
KX-P1123 £129 KX-P2123COI £185
KX-P2180 £129 KX-P2624 £268
KX-P2180COIE144

Dabs Press -Acorn Dabs Press -Acorn

LC20 £102 LC24/20
LC100 Col £129 LC24/100
LC200 Col £155 LC24/200 £162
SJ48 £164 LC24/200Coi £219
LC15 £185 LC24/15 £255

OtherStar prices pleaseCall

LASERS

Qume300dpi £866
600DPI LaserDirect Card(CC) £326
Canon LBP4 lite £478
Canon LBP4 + 1Mb-4ppm £629
HPLaserJet4 (600 dpi) £1027

Wewillquote on many lasersnotlisted
PLEASE NOTE

Allourprinters are UK Models and
NOT greyimports. Pleasetake this
intoaccount whendeciding where

to purchaseyour printer.
FREEARC CABLE WITH ALLPRINTERS

Please Call ForAny
Printers not Listed.

' Dabs Press - Acorn



A4 2MB FDSYSTEM £1899
A4 4MB HD60 SYSTEM £1699 BtttmyA ShoulderBsg

CABLES

9 pin to Scart + Audio 1.2m
9 pin to Philips8833 Mk11 1.2m
ArcKeyboardExtentionCable2m
Arc Mouse Extention Cable 2m
Arc Keyboard Replacement Cable
Arc Mouse Replacement Cable
4 way trailingsocket

Please Specify machine whatordering

BULK DISKETTES
Allour disks come complete with labels etc. and are

100% certified error Iree. In Ihe event that a disk
tails il willbe replaced immediately.

0011331

TDK DS/DD 3'ft- each

TDK DS/HD 3V?" each

DS/DD3"A' each

DS/HD3'/2' each

DS/DD 96lpi 5V4' each

50p

85p

50p

75p

30p

47p

80p

40p

65p

20p

45p

75p

35p

55p

ALL PRICES ARE EXCLUDING I Please make all cheques and
V.A.T. &CARRIAGE mere Applicable) I Hankers drafts payable to
FREE CARRIAGE ON ALL SOFTWARE I U3DS riBSS.

• Please don l lorget toadd Ihe VATS Carriage

Please note thatcarriageis nowcharged
on all productsexcept software.

Software FREE

Consumables/Small Hardware £3.00

Large Itemsie. Comps.,Printers,etc £7.00
Nextworkingday (Anyitem) £12.00
Saturday delivery £30.00
N. Ireland, C.I.. I.ofM.,Highlands £20.00

OIIDERING INFORMATION

Pleasesend your orders including a signed
cheque, postal order or credit card number
&start/expiry date (NOT CASH) to:

Dabs Press,
Department 2 3

250 Leyland Lane,Leyland,
Preston. PR5 3HL.

Telephone orders may be placed between
9.00am and 5.00pm. Please have your
credit card number and both start and
expiry date ready.

Tel:0772 623000
Fax: 0772 622917
Open Mon-Fri:9am - 5pm.

Sat: 10am-1pm.

BUY ANY 3 GAMES GET 1 ALIEN IMAGES GAME FREE

TERMS: Add 17.5%VAT to all prices,exceptbooks, lor all UK/EEC orders. UK carriage chargedat appropriate rate.
Overseas carriage charged at cost Quotations available. Access. Visa, Switch, AMEX accepted. All prices ate subject to
changewithout notification. Goods available subjecl to being unsold Ollicial orders accepledIrom public sector,
education, Pic's, Tenderinvitations welcome. E s o E.

ODataPraam (11.Z83)

If Dabs Press - Acorn Dabs Press -Acorn Dabs Press -Acorn

DABS PRESS PUBLISHING
Tel. 0772 623000

Fax. 0772 622917

Aguideto this powerfuldocument
processor whichexplainshow to
produceanythingfroma business
card to a fulllength book.
Price £14.95 or £16.95 with disc.

ft
0&AWMCS

Ajourney throughallaspects
of graphics on the Acorn
machines. This book unravels the
large varietyot programs
available lor all illustrative and
graphicwoik.scanningand
picturemanipulation. Extensive
colour platesection. Price£14,95

ACORN/ARC.
SOFTWARE

Instigator Utility system
providing disc sector editor,
memory editor, disassembler,
command linearchiving,and
much more. Price £49.95

Arc PC Emulator Shareware
Similar to Master 512 Shareware
but for the Arc PC Emulator. Two
collections of five discs each.

URRP£34.95. Nowon special
offer, both collections for £25,

ACORN/ARC.
BOOKS

ArchimedesAssembly
Language The onlytutorialand
relerence on ARM assembler on
Ihe market,withmany RISC OS
examples.
Price £14.95 or £21.95 with disc.

ArchimedesFirst Steps
Introductory book lor the Arc,
covering the basic operations
and use ol !Edit. IDraw, etc.
Price £9.95

Archimedes OperatingSystem
Usefulsummary ofOS
information with detailed

examples.
Price £14.95 or £21.95 with disc.

Basic V Apracticalguideto
programmingin BASIC Von the
Acorn Archimedes, with a wealth
ot easy-to-lollow examples.
Price £9.95

BudgetDTP The book that will
save you money.Takesyou step
bystep through all aspects ol
DTP on the Archimedes.
Price £12.95

UBCSOrnVARK

Hyperdrlver Theultimateprinter
driver ROM,with over 80
commands, a built-in NLQ
character set, WYSIWIG
previewing, access IromView,
Wordwise. Interword or BASIC.
100 page manual. For
B/BWE/M/C. Price £29.95 ROM.
£24.95 disc for SRAM.

Minidriver As HyperDriverbut
lor Mini Office II. Includes
Viewdata terminal. Price £24.95
ROM. SRAM version £19.95.

MosPlus UtilityROMfor
Master 128s onlyfixing EDIT and
CLOSEi/0 bugs, ADFS format,
verityand backup in ROM,
backup/compacting in SRAM,
alarmclockandconfigurable
startup facility and muchmore.
Price £12.95 ROM, £7.95 SRAM

Sldewriter Pop-upnotepadlor
SRAM users (anySRAM
machine),workswithany
software. Price £7.95

Fingerprint SRAMor main
memory 5502 machine code
monitor/disassembler/memory
editor. For B/B+/E/M/C/
Price £9.95.

ConversionKit Ready-made 6502
assemblerroutines,forlearning or
development. Price £7.95

View Dabhand Guide Bruce
Smith's comprehensiveguide to
Viewword-processor. 'For those
whowanta completethorough
and readable guide to View.'
(Boebug).
£12,95 or £17.95 with disc.

Master OporatlngSystem
David Athcrton's definitive
referenco work including the
famous differences between all
eight-bitmodels' sectionused by
countless programmers to
ensure compatibilityacross the
fulleight-bitrange. £12.95 or
£17.95 with disc.

Mini Otlice II Guide Detailed
tutorial by Bruce Smith and
Robin Burton for the BBC/Master
versions of the sottware. Price
£9.95 or £14.95 with disc.

Mastering Interpreters and
Compilers
Fascinating Bruce Smith title on
creatinghighlevellanguages.
£14.95 with treo disc,

MASTER r>r>

Master 512 Shareware
Collections Two collections of
PC shareware, all tried and tested
on the 512. Includes WP's.
spreadsheets, databases, games
etc. Five lull 800k discs in each.
Eachcollection normally£29.95.
special olfer £25 tor both.

Master 512 User Guide Full
instructionlor using the 512 and
DOS Plus,withtipson soil-ware
compatibility. £9.95 or £14.95 wilh
disc

Master 512 Technical Guide
Thecompanionguidewithlull
512 programminginformation
and hardware expansion
projects. Price £14.95 or £19.95
wilh disc. '

OTHER DABS
BOOKS

Z88: A Dabhand Guide
Introductionto the Z88, byIhe
designers of the machinesown
software. £14,95

Z88 Pipedream Guide
John Allen's detailed work on
all aspects of Z88 PipeDream.
Goodexplanationsof printing.
Price £14.95

Psion LZ0PL Guide Ian
Sinclair's guideto OPL prog
ramming on the LZseries of
Organiser machines Price £12.95

NEW Gettingthe Most Irom
The Amstrad NC100Notepad
Computer IanSinclair's guideto
this popular new notepad
computer, packed with hints and
tips on howto get round
problems, tackleawkv/ardjobs
etc. Makes you realise that you
cannot get lull potential from this
machine in 5 minutes!!

Ordering Information
Please send name, address
quantity, product required
&cheque made payableto

OABS PRESS

or Access/Visa No. with

start date & expirydate to:
Dabs Press Publishing
FREEPOST(PR1327)
Leyland, Preston
PR5 3BR

FreeCarriage on allbooks
and software from Dabs

Press Publishing.

Astep-by-step guide that takes
you through all the features of
1st Word Plus on the Archimedes.
Price £13.95 or £21.90 for book
and disc.

The 3rd edition of this acclaimed
popular account of the C
programming language,is the
most detailed yet. Packedwith
useful programs and written in a
clearin efficient way, thisedition
of the C book boasts even more
information than before.
Price £16.95



A new graphics accelerator card for
the Archimedes, the ColourCard brings
a host of improvements to the video
capabilities of any Archimedes A300',
400", 540 or 5000 series computer.

The simple to fit, single width expansion card is
completely compatible with all RISC OS desktop
software, but brings much higher screen resolutions
at higherscreen refresh rates (less flicker and easier
on the eye).

In 16 and 256 colour screen modes all the colours

are selectable from 16 million hues. This means

scanned pictures can be seen with 256 true grey-
levelson screen and that you are no longer restricted
to the preset Acorn palette. Some applications, such
as ArtWorks, can provide better screen colouring
usingthe new palettes.

LalBiHjj^j

256 colours

wmi m

X600

1024x768
1152x848
1280x512

800x600

1152x424

800 x 300
576x424

65Hz

72H2

64Hzf

80Hz

85Hz

80Hz

80Hz

90Hz

Inaddition, the ColourCard offers 15 bit-per-pixel true
colour screen modes having over 32,000 colours on
screen at once. Although these screen modes are
not yet desktop software compatible, it is expected
that programs will become available that take advan
tage of the modes.TheColourCard is supplied witha
24-bit preview utility to show 24-bit Clear files in
stunningfull colour.

The ColourCard reduces the load on the main Archi

medes memory and so allows the ARM processor to
run much faster than would normally be possible in
high resolution screen modes. Depending on
machine and screen mode, graphic operations can
be up to twice as fast.

The ColourCard revolutionises DTP and graphics
work,and opens up the world of true-colour graphics
to the Archimedes user for the first time.

The ColourCard has been developed and is backed by

ColourCard offers 3 times the pixelareaof standard
Acorn VGAmode 27.

the largest and most successful Archimedes
developer. It is available now, andfor added peace of
mind comes with a 14-day, no quibble money back
guarantee.

(The ColourCard is compatible with all multi-scanning monitors.
tOnly higher scanning rale monitors can manage 1152 x 848
resolution. Lower scanning rale monitors may display some resolu
tions at lowerrefresh rales. *A300 ami early,-UOO computers may
needan additional Genlock connector tohefilledinternally.)

Price£249.00 +£6 p&p+ vat (£299.62inc)
Available from allgood dealers and from:

WILD VISION

15 Witney Way, Bolden Business Park,
Bolden Colliery,Tyne &Wear, IME35 9PE

Tel: 091 519 1455 Fax: 091 510 1929

Computer Concepts Ltd
Gaddesden Place, Hemel Hempstead,

Herts, HP2 6EX

Tel: 0442 63933 Fax: 0442 231632

E8<EO Details are subject to change without notice.



COLOUR SUPPLEMENT

Programs: Graduate. Select.
RGBcube. HSVcone. CIE,
Interpol
Description: Colour demos
Authors: Michiel van Schaik,
DA

Machine: 32-bit

Listings: 20-120'line Basic,
M/C

The good old ColourTrans
module has undergone a bit of
an overhaul in Rise OS 3.1 so

we thought it was about time
to do a little feature on

colours; what they are exactly
(there's more to it than mere
R, G and B) and how to use
them effectively in your own
programs. This coincides with
a submission from Michiel

van Schaik of Delft in the

Netherlands which demon

strates some of the new

ColourTrans SWI calls.

The standard RGB cube

Defining colour is actually a
very hard business indeed. The
human eye was not designed
to fit in with the metric system
but evolved naturally. As a
result, colour models are inev

itably rather strange at first
appearance, since they must
take account not only of the
physics involved but of Ihe
physiology too.

*INFO
The two Daves present their
colour-curdling mixture of

cabbages, snake dancing and more

Graduate shows the advantages of dithering

idea is thai rather than select-Computers generally use the
RGB (Red. Green. Blue)
system of colour selection.
That is, all colours are consid

ered as being made up of red,
green and blue - the three pri
mary colours - added together
in the appropriate proportions.
When all three of the compo
nents are at their maximum

intensities, the mixture is of
course white.

The shot to the left shows

the standard RGB cube, which
you can plot on your machine
using the program RGBcube.
Each axis has one of the RGB

components. Three of the
cube's corners are thus pure
red, green and blue. Three
others are the secondary
colours cyan, magenta and
yellow, and the other two
black and white.

The ColourTrans module

was designed to take away the
bother of writing colour soft
ware that could work in

different screen modes. The

ing a colour yourself with
GCOL or the like, you ask
ColourTrans to do it for you
by providing it with the
'perfect' colour you desire in
terms of red. green and blue.
The simplest ColourTrans call
is perhaps . ..

SYS "ColourTrans_SetGCOL"
.&BBGGRR00

. . . which lakes red, green and
blue values, each in the range
0-255 - combined into a single
word for simplicity - and
chooses the nearest available

colour it can find. This has the

added advantage that when
graphics hardware improves,
software selecting colours via
ColourTrans will automati
cally lake advantage of the
improvement without any
modification.

Other ColourTrans calls
exist to choose colours and to

build colour translation tables

for sprite plotting. These have
all been featured in #INFO in
the past.

One of the most useful

extensions in the new Colour-

Trans is the ability to select
'dithered' colours, that is, ask

ColourTrans to mix colours to

get a better approximation If it
can. This is done by setting bit
8 in R3,

Michiel van Schaik's pro
gram. Graduate, shows the
advantages achieved using
dithered colours. Two 'maps'
showing red content against
green are plotted, one of which
is dithered and one not. Note

how much smoother the

changes are.
The program Interpol is

another example. Select the
colours on the left and right by
dragging their R. G and B
bars. The program then inter
polates between them. Change
the number of steps with + or -

♦. - mltmr »*.•[>«

0 to«9loc dlth.r

Interpol: how to get from Rto B

and switch the dithering on
and off with D. You may
notice that the improvement is
particularly good wilh flesh
colours.

RGB is only one way of
defining and choosing colours.
Because monitors display pic
tures by means of red. green
and blue dots, it is the natural

system for computers. Not
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ARM 35 Mhz
PROCESSER

£190

A3000
l-2mb

£24

A3000
l-4mb

£75

A5000
2-4mb

£75

A310
4mb

£160

A310 4mb
+ 35MtizAUM3

£339

MEMCIa

£24

TELETEXT
ADAPTOR

(New Advanced Package)

£94

UVIPAC
(Universal Eprom Eraser)

£15

UVIPROM
(Eprom Programmer

forBBC)

£15

•

••••• -
• 1 •

- ••••
• •• •

•••••

•

UVIPAC &
UVIPROM
PACKAGE

£25

BE GRC

HOURS OF BUSINES.
PRICES EXCLUDE VAT, BUT INCL

FDR FURTHERINFORMATION 1
UNIT 7, KINGFISHER C0UR

)UND CON!
ELECTRONICS LIMITED

3:9.00 AM-5.30 PM (24 HOUR
UDE CARRIAGE CHARGES (UK MAINLAt

h.0635 524008
T, HAMBRIDGE ROAD, NEWBU

TtOL ^

ORDERING FACILITY)
D)PACKAGING AND INSURANCE

r 0622 833023
RY, BERKSHIRE RQ14 SSJ.

Acorn network interfaces and systems for education
Ethernet:

A3000 internal I0base2 (thin Ethernet)
A3000 external 10base2

A3000 internal lObascT(unscreened twisted pair)
A3020/4000 I0basc2

A3020/4000 lObaseT

A3020/4000 I0basc5 (thick Ethernet)
A400/5000 I()basc2
A4O0/5000 lObaseT

A400/5000 I()base2&5

Please stale whether AUN. NFS or non-booling. If you don't know, ask us!

Econet:

A4OO/30OO/5OO0

A3020/4000 incl new drop-lead

Nexus: including router droplead
A3000 A3020/4000 A400/5000 £65

A3000 & user port £ 99
Pleaseslate whether for Nexus Disc-sharer or Network system

Ethernet cabling:-
I()basc2thin Ethernet wall-sockets. Single skt

Double skt

2Vaa swivel downlead

Repeaters 3 BNC (10base2) & 1 AUI (10base5)
4BNC(10base2)

12 port lObaseT with BNC & AUI
16 port lObaseT with BNC & AUI

Acorn Level 4 fileserver - AUN vers, site licence

NetManage for Level 4 fileserver
AUN Document server - NETprint. site licence
AUN Fax server - incl fax card for A5000/A540

£399

£ 50 Q
£ 89 Phone foravailability

£448 Phone foravailability

All Acorn computers can be supplied with the correct network interface installed
and the machine configuration properly set for booting. Ask us for a Quotation.

ExpLAN UK Ltd., The Acorn Network Specialists

Freepost, Tavistock, Devon PL19 9BR Tel/Fax 0822 613868
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/^School
EASY TO USE ART AND GRAPHICS

PROGRAM WITH BUILT IN HELP

FOR NEW USERS gg^

/Tt<vv)CllOOi has been designed as a
comprehensive Art program that would
fill all the needs of Primary, Junior and
Home users needs. It contains tools for
pencil drawing, brush painting, spray
painting, lines, circles, ellipses,
rectangles, parallelograms, triangles etc.
with graduated fill and 256 colours.
Having the ability to use clipart discs and
print on any printer, it also has a
selective undo rubber and complete undo
of the last operation. Together with the
useful facility for a teacher or parent to
be able to switch off tools which are not
needed, this is the easiest art package

evor' I11B
Fully icon driven with built in help.

£29.95 inc vat Ipostage
Demo disc £5 refundable.

Educational discounts, licenses.

MICRO STUDIO
22 Churchgate Street. SOHAM,22 Churchgate street, SUHAM, iwiiiiiiiini

Cambridgeshire CB7 5DS fel.(0353) 624997 SUVfe]

x4ii risfli* BIG

Software Bargains, a member of the Micro Power Group
arepleased to announce thejVRRIVAL of the
FINAL CONSIGNMENTof...

Pbbcb
Computers

Here are 8 good reasons why you should ACT NOW and buy a BBC!
• They arensw.
• At £150.00they are cheap
• All machines are supplied
withVIEW word processor,
as standard!
• All machines aresupplied with
the DiscFilingSystem asstand -
ard!This means youcanconnect
a disc drive straight away - our
BBC and drive packs start at an
incredibly low ZI95.70!

( Monitors J
Philips7502 Mono Screen....... £05.06
MlcrovltecCub H3I Colour£IM.96
(H-Standard Res)
WcrovHec Cub MSI Cdcajr.£218.24
(M-Medium Ret)
Atoatfac mMtn at ofi>, agtMMt.dir. -ih
nafff/rcttl cairfgawlaaf. oV»-iS UCaarcAau

• All machines are sup
plied with a Speech
ROM as standard!
• Theyinclude additional
safetyfeatures suchassteel
re-info reedkeyboards
• Ifyoualready have a BBC,
our research snows that the
cost to repair/replace the
most common components
to wear out, such as the

BBC Disc Drive Pack!

B DC Pack la.

«W0 tract *»va

CWyhound tinjle S.2V 40783 trade
svdtchable dim without PSU. are
iYafeUe at slraje unto £48.04

Diloeuntavailablefor quanutyl

S.J5-and . GragtKK**! Mnfla
a mshoiX Ptrmr U^flf

keyboardor power supply
unit, would be at leasthalf
the cost of one of our new
ones!
• Our new BBCs carry a 6
monthwarranty - probably
twice as longas a repair
warranty; plus,the guarantee
is for the whole machine, not
just onthecomponent which
Has been repaired!

Why do we say "Unused"
rather than "Brand Now"?

These rrochloes were origbnjty manirfao-
curedfor acportto America. Having now
shipped themback wehave tomakevarious
mocafkatlons. which Induces flturej a UK
powersupplyandTV nvodjbtor.(or effec
tive, safe use In the UK. So theyare not
"straight fromthe factory' but nonetheleu
theyhaveiwvwb—nwajd.
A ftl spec*Q0onb avafable on retsuest

Software Bargains & Mercury Games
D,pt AUIS1. C/O Norlliwowl Houtu, Nxrth Street, LEEDS LS7 2AA
TEL: 0532 436300 FAX: 0532 423289

For I - A units
Contact

|Software Bargains

"^Greyhound Marketing Ltd
Dtpt ALM53 Qlffdale Home, 376 Meanwood Road,LEEDS LS7 2JH

WM 0532 621111 Fax 0532 374163

For 5 or more units
Contact Greyhound Marketm

*RUMiddVATtoillprint, Indudr* ontifi
•Zxriw 11JO \*runt/pKi; no*cftVi POA
* Official LocJ Authority ord«ci w*korn«; or
lr\d«p«nd«it>choc*>,h«d«d nctep»p«r w»th

K«dt«»ch tr't i*jnatur«
• Good* doipatd. •<!***• In 4Bhn.(sub]Ktb
•vatoowty) W&m1m*mtri**»wr+mr*mM dm

tfMcMv corr»cl»ttf« Bn» of |otn| topr«i. EAOE)

Y*4f.*'mjm\j\t%\tam\r™t**>r>trtn*ov*rf<tiM<t*rm.
mtWWmOnr»hr» mlMtaff« msUnUM wtSoa pnor



only this, the three types of
'cone' in the retina also corre

spond to these three primary
colours.

There are many other colour
systems around, however, and
ColourTrans now provides
calls to convert between RGB

and the most common of the

other systems.

CIE
You may recall a program a
good while back in #INFO
that showed the so-called CIE

chromacity diagram.
In order to define all light

sensations we might perceive
with our eyes, the Commission
Internationale L'Eclairage pro
duced a new standard way
back in 1931.

The resulting diagram, an
odd horseshoe-shaped affair,
showed all the 'chromaticities'

that the human eye could per
ceive. Colours may be thought
of as a chromaticity - which
is, loosely speaking, what
makes a red red or a green
green - and a luminance which
is how 'bright' that colour
appears.

Colours with the same

chromaticity but different
luminances are mapped onto
the same point in the CIE dia
gram. Each colour is defined
in terms of three 'primaries';
X, Y and Z. These are them

selves, oddly enough, all
outside the visible range.

Cross-sections of the HSVcone

One clever thing about the CIE
diagram is that if you take any
two points within it, all the
colours that lie along the line
drawn through those points
can be made from combina

tions of those two colours.

This can be extended by pick
ing three points. The triangle
formed as a result contains

colours which can be made by
combining the three corner
colours in appropriate
proportions.

The range of colours your
RGB monitor produces can be
defined as such a triangle
within the CIE diagram. It is
interesting to note that there
are some colours that simply
cannot be defined using RGB
and are therefore not display-
able. Printing processes and
film are also limited in the

number of colours they can
produce and are shown as a
subset of the complete CIE
diagram.

The program CIE plots that
part of the diagram the RGB
system can represent. It uses
the call .. .

SYS "ColourTrans_Convert
CIEToRGB",X,Y,Z TO r,g,b

. . . which takes three CIE pri
mary co-ordinates X, Y and Z
and attempts to convert them
into red, green and blue
values. Not all may be con
verted, and only valid RGB
values are displayed.

The result is a slightly tilted
triangle of colour. The pro
gram is in machine code
because there are an awful lot

of X,Y and Z combinations to
go through and it isn't very
intelligent. It still takes quite a
long time to plot the chart, so
be patient.

HSV
This is quite an intuitive
system. Unlike the RGB cube,
colours are represented as a
hexagonal pyramid or cone.
The program HSVcone plots
some cross-sections of this

cone so you can see the idea.
Dithering is used for good
effect, and each of the sections

is circular rather than hex

agonal, which makes it much
easier to code.

It should be clear how to use

the relevant ColourTrans calls

by looking at the listing.
HSVcone currently runs in
Mode 15 but you can change
to Mode 21 for a better result

on multisync monitors.
In the HSV system, the V

stands for value and runs from

0 at the point of the cone to 1
at the base and is measure of

the intensity of the colour. S is
saturation and is the distance

from a colour to the central

axis of the cone. A saturation

of 1 corresponds to a pure
colour and areas of this satura

tion are found on the outside

of the cone.

STAR INFO

"' «ti.J3K. 0...-W. »
'.*fc° .<!'•!..

£!s? ^Ni^CTv" %
O. ' fill <> Mff "ai'ro

Recursive hexagonsmeet Lissajous patterns in Snake

Moving towards the central
axis, S decreases and colours
change much as you would
expect by mixing a coloured
paint with more and more
white. Hence, the central axis

of the cone runs from black to

white. H is the hue and is

defined as an angle around the
cone. Looking down at the
point of the hexconc, it
appears exactly as the RGB
cube when looking at the black
vertex.

CMYK

This is yet another colour
system designed for the print
ing industry. Colours are
defined as being made up of
different amounts of the secon

dary colours cyan, magenta
and yellow. The system is sub-
tractive rather than additive.

That is, colours start off at
white and quantities are sub
tracted until the desired effect

is achieved (in printing you
start off with white paper of
course).

Each secondary colour can
be thought of as being NOT a
primary colour, so cyan is
NOT red and (R=I,G=0,B=0)
therefore corresponds to
(C=1.M=0.Y=0). That is.
increasing C decreases R
equivalently. In fact, only two
of the C, M and Y values need

to be used at one time. The

fourth parameter, K, is sub
tracted from each component
of the final colour.

For example, (C=0, M=0,
Y=0, K=0) is white, (C=0,
M=0, Y=0, K=l) is black.
(C=l. M=l, Y=0, K=0) is pure
blue, (C=0.5, M=0.5, Y=0.5,
K=0.5) is half-blue. The cyan
and magenta components here
subtract red and green respec-

A 2,400-faced polygon tops it a

lively from the white, leaving
just the blue.

So that you can play about
with the different systems, try
the program Select from
Michiel. Here a colour is

shown together with its RGB,
HSV and CMYK components.
Drag whichever you like and
watch what happens to the
others. Note that if you try to
increase C, M and Y the pro
gram will react by increasing
K. The value of K also

imposes a limit on the C. M
and Y components.

SNAKE DANCE
Programs: Snake. Top
Description: Graphic demos
Author: Jan Vlietinck

Machine: 32-bit

Listings: 160. 520 lines M/C

Here are two more zippy
machine-code demos from

regular Jan. Snake is a very
pretty piece of recursion. The
snake consists of hexagonal
stars. plotted recursively.
These are zoomed sinusoidally
and the whole pattern moves
along a Lissajous path. Move
the mouse to move the snake

and press a button for a new
Lissajous figure.
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Simtec Upgrades
4 Mb TURBO card
A4000/A3020/A3010

£129

Speedupyour machine andmake RISC-0S3. DTP, PCEmulation and CD-ROM
runmore smoothly. Ournewcard notonly expandsyourmachine to a full 4Mb of
RAM butalso increasesitsspeed bymore than40%. Thecompact 4-layer boards
have evolved fromour successful 4Mbupgrade for the A3010, and enable Acorn
ARM250 machinesto increase theirspeed from 7 to 10 MIPS (million instructions
persecond). This compares favourably with a 25Mz ARM3 machine which runs at
12.7MIPS Although the memory cardsimply plugs in,a small modification is
needed to the mother board to achieve the enhanced performance. This work can
be performed only byourselves oranotherAcorn Surface Mount Service Centre.

ARM3 with FPA Socket £165

Our 25MHz ARM3uses surface mount technology on an ultra compact 4 layer
board and, like the A5000 and newer A540s, incorporates a socket which is directly
connected to the co-processorbus. readyfora Floating PointAccelerator chip. No
extra adaptor unitis needed since the FPAchipwill plugdirectly intothe empty
socketprovided as standardon ourARM3 board. The universal ARM3 board with
FPAsocket plugs intoa 300, 440, A400/1 or R140machine,although 305/310and
oldstyle 440machines will need upgrading with a MEMCIa foran ARM3 towork
correctly. Ahigh quality PLCC extractor tool (available separately at £8)is provided
treewitheach upgrade. The A3000 requiresa board modification whichcan be
carried out by our Surface MountService Centre.

Archimedes 305/310

305/310 4Mb RAMupgrade board
Risc-OS3 Carrier Board to adapt existing ROM sockets
MEMCIa Upgrade kit, required for Risc-OS3
PLCC Extractor tool for DIYfittings

£129

£18

£25

£8

Oursolder-in memory upgrade board has been engineered to be compatible with
other upgrades byfitting under the disk-drive bridge.' Its low-power consuming,
fully buffered, eight-chip designavoidsoverheadingfor reliable operation.
MEMC1 a not necessary, unless you wish to run RISC-OS3. Anefficientthree-day
fitting service is available, whichincludescouriercollection of yourmachine,fitting
of the above three items, testing and return for a special price of £189.

Plug-in Memory Upgrade Kits
We have designed a series of easy to fitmemory upgrades which require no
soldering or special expertise. They just plug in! Fullinstructions are included in
each pack, describing the fitting procedure step by step.

A3000 1Mb upgradeable Memory card - £43 4Mb card - £108

A301 0 1Mb memory pack - £30 standard 4Mb RAM card - £108

A3020/A4000 Memory upgrade from 2to 4Mb £55

A5000 Vertical fit 2to 4Mb memory card £75

A4 Portable Memory upgrade from 2to 4Mb £55

A400 Memory packs to upgrade to either 2or 4Mb - per Mb £33

We are an authorised SURFACE-MOUNT SERVICE CENTRE fully capable of
servicingand repairingAcorncomputers to component level. We also offera fitting
service for any of the above upgrades - please contact us for details.

Quality Assurance
We manufacture to the highest standards.

- Everything we sell is rigorously tested before
despatch and guaranteed for 12 months.

17'/>% VAT to be added to EC orders. Carriage free in UK. Educational discounts.

Simtec
ELECTRONICS
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Avondale Drive, Tarleton,
Preston, Lanes PR4 6AX
Tel: (0772)812863

dnome Computers Limited
25A Huntingdon Street, St. Neots, Cambs, PE19 1BG
Tel./Fax. 0480 406164 E-Mail: supporl@gnome.co.uk

X Window System R11.4
This software package, developed in association with
Acorn Computers, converts a RISC OS based
Archimedes into an X Terminal. The software will allow
communication with X clients over Ethernet or Econet.
Graphicsupport includes both the state machine G8 and
Computer Concepts ColourCard.

X Software

Complete Colour X Terminals from
£199

£1150

Archimedes upgrades

External SCSI 200MB H/D + Acorn SCSI Card £990
External SCSI 1.2GB H/D + Acorn SCSI Card £1999
External 150MByte SCSI Tape Drive £650
External 8GByte SCSI DAT Tape Drive £1500

Transputer & i860 Systems

Gnome Computers offers a complete range of transputer
and i860 boards to fit into either RISC OS or RISC iX
based Archimedes machines. Prices start at £1385 for a

single 10 MIP, 2 MFLOP transputer system including a
parallel FORTRAN-77 compiler.

UNIX & Network Specialists

successfuCy
e«r

GENEALOGY
(Seereviewin Feb '87 and Aug '89|

FAMILY HISTORY SYSTEM The most popular program ever written for us.
Enables youto produce a full family treeand many othergenealogical listings.
BBC/Master/Compactversion £21.95 Archimedes version £25.95

PAYROLL
EXTENDED PAYROLL Nowin itstwelfth year. TheonlyBgpJtpjrjr^iwjwages,
tax and National Insurance for up to 40()erj}pir>*^cai»a»*'"*\
Four weekly and Monthly rav^hethflir»^^ . or0fiT^
ofdaaperemployeejnji'JW \x XiVfift t rS
employee infon^f rfUoOtHj" r'nittP^
EjaendedJ--"--"^ l \. „ \ com ^"l_-_
wdjfijj^ f°r ^fTslbndeductions. sick pay. SSP, SMP.

"" adjustments andeven nopay. Three
typ««r^TtWiiBU=rent types ofpayslip printout andanoptional coin analysis. An
annual contract keep youup todatewith thebudget changes. Send for demodisc

BOOKKEEPING
(see review in March '89 Acorn User)

es acceptable
ay fromhourly

£59.50

1) CASHBOOK Double entry
bookkeeping for home or club use. Alldata
kept in memory. Three character analysis
code enables you to know where the money
comes from and where it goes. 48
transactions per A4 page. Analysis summary
up to 30 categories. £14.95
2) CASHBOOK D As 1) + random access
giving 2000 items. CASH/BANK or
VAT/BANK headings. Password control.
String or numeric searches. For schools,
clubs & non credit businesses. £24.95
3) ACCOUNT As 2| + Credit facility and
statements. For small businesses working
with credit. £39.95
4| ACCOUNT-PLUS As 3| + Invoicing.
Orders. Quotations etc. Full sorting of data
by 5 options. Automated statements,
mailing labels. Multiple automatic nominal

ledgers.
For independant schools and VAT businesses
who wish to cut the effort. £59.95
5) TAXMAN This new program which
has been under development for three years
allows you to enter all your transactions and
to printout end of year results with balance
sheet and even calculate tax due. The Inland
Revenue love it and so do we. Results can
be taken from our other accounting
programs and entered into TAXMAN making
a superb combination. £59.95
6) Micro-Trader is a full accountancy
package with features right through
to final balance sheet. Stock Control at
£75.00 extra. £235.00
For shops/firms, accountants wanting full
accounting facilities. Payroll can be
integrated. £88.13

MAILING
218addresses inmemory orupto 1875on random access disc. Multiple selected
and repeatlabels, mail merge, full sorts. Ideal fc»-subscription lists, r^omotions. any
kind of mailing.

Askfor detailed brochure lor more softwareand other Hems. IMX availam.E|
™ „ i ^^..Ua-_ur< . KiUonan Courtyard. Barrhrll.r>»iwc*saava*3t*krU.We.xftM30Traca?^ ll p/P s.Ayrshire Scotland. KA26 OPS.

PIEASE NOTEOURMOVE&CHANGEOF ADDRESS FROMCORNWALL Tel: 0465 82288

£14.95

£35.95



STAR INFO

Each frame consists of 32 stars

and each of these is con

structed with about 200 points.
On Jan's A4000 these can be

plotted comfortably plotted
within a frame.

Top is a 3D demo, display
ing a solid top thai consists of
no less than 2,400 faces. These

are shaded accordingly using a
fixed light source. Move ihe
mouse around to change the
point of view.

The shading of a polygon is
achieved by calculating the z
component of its normal, mul
tiplying this by a precalculated
normalisation factor - the

inverse of the surface of the

polygon - and using il as an
index value to look up an entry
in a colour table.

Because hidden facels aren't

shown, only about 1,200 need
lo be shown at any one time.
Arm3 users might like to
increase the number of poly
gons by changing the values of
m I and m2.

VIBE-RANCY
Program: Cabbage, Pulsar
Author: Jan Vibe

Description: Graphic demos
Machine: 32-bit

Listing: 50 & 130 lines Basic

Michael Rozdoba's mix of the Julia and Mandelbrot sets makesclearthe relationship between them

Frompulsars...

Scarcely an issue can go by al
the moment without a Mule

ditty or two from our resident
graphics-mad Dutchman Jan
Vibe. This month is no excep
tion, and Jan has provided two
excellent demos for your
delectation.

The first was originally enti
tled Texture, but we fell that

Cabbage was a much more
descriptive name. The program
will work in either Mode 13,
or Mode 21 if you have a mul
tiscan monitor. Apart from
that, there isn't really much
else for us to say, except to
wonder whether this is ihe first

of the spring crop of vegetable

... to cabbages as Jan Vibe roams the cosmos in search of who knows what?

simulators. When will we see

ihe first fractal turnip?
Jan's second program, Pul

sar, 'Displays a pulsating,
ever-changing, pattern symme
tric about two, ihree, four or
five axes'. The program uses
16 colours and il will run quite
happily in Modes 12, 20 or 31.
You are prompted to select a
polygon to draw which then
controls the number of axes of

symmetry in Ihe finished pat
tern. Jan recommends you try
the hexagon first. In Jan's
words:

The figure is made by
defining an angle and con
structing a triangle with two
points resting on the X-axis of
the co-ordinate system and the
third point defined by the
angle.

"This triangle is sub-divided
by a recursive procedure until
the triangle is made into a suf
ficient number of smaller

triangles. These triangular
'pixels' are then coloured
according to a mathematical
formula. The triangle is mir
rored in the X-axis and turned

roung the co-ordinate system
until a solid polygon is
constructed.'

The figure is constantly ani
mated by cycling Ihe colours
using Jan's cunning rotating
method that we have covered

before in *INFO.

UP THE QUASI

Program: Quasi.l+M
Author: Michael Ro/.doba

Description: Fractal pictures
Machine: 32-bit

Listing: 135 lines Basic/185
lines machine code

Mandelbrot and Julia set gen
erators are among the most
common submissions to

♦INFO. We've covered them
so many limes that we rarely
give a disc labelled 'Julia' or
'Mandelbrot' a second look.

Our policy on repeating fea
tures is quite simple; if a
submission is in some suffi

cient way faster, shorter or
different from the last one we

carried, we will include it in

♦INFO.

Michael Rozdoba's quasi-
Mandelbrots and Julias fit into

the last category. The mathe
matics that lies behind the

program is a little complex, so
we'll leave it up to Michael to
explain what is involved:

'QuasiJ+M generates
images that resemble those of
ihe Julia & Mandelbrot sets for
the iteration of ihe map . . .

/.-> |Re(/.2) + i.Im(z2)) -c

. . . where c is a complex para
meter & z is a complex vari
able. The letter i denotes
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THE Da\afile
71 Anson Road, LOCKING, Weslon-Super-Mare, BS24 7DQ

To celebrate the libraries third year it now boasts a new, fully multi-
tasking catalogue application that runs from ihe iconbar. It loads the
complete catalogue from disc in just 55 seconds . It's search facility is
extremely fast and it supports Acorn's interactive IHelp .

Author Dirk-Willem van Gulik.

800k Catalogue / Demo Disc XII contains:
DrawFiles

IBricks

llmpCompr

ITheFace

Morse Code

IPypes
!Player2
!FracLand2

IMcnon 2.06

ITempConv
IVicwHclp

ISpatience
GraphProgs
Images
ITranslatr

ISupRendcr
ILineEdit

!Zap

Cartoon and game characters. Thomas Whittakcr
A small but excellent demo. Michael Porter.

Compress those Impression files Jonathan Marten,
automatically. Requires ISparkFS.
A funny animated pointer. The Loris
An Outline font. Teach yourself Morse. Michael Jackson
A very addictive game. Andrew Cawte.
Tracker player and module. Hugo Ficnnes
Design / manipulate fractals landscapes. Peter Millerchip
An application launcher. Invaluable. Joris Roling.
Easy temperature conversion. Elliott Hughes.
Help windows designer. David Radford.

The HD version also includes
A compendium of card games. Jason Horsnell
80+ basic graphic programs. Various.
1 Jpcg file and I GIF file. Top quality. Anon.
Version 7.12 with improved Jpeg usage. John Kortink.
Converts draw to sprite files. Ferdinand Oeink
A very good command line editor. Richard K Lloyd
Fast Text and Memory editor. Dominic Symes.

Recommended PD and Shareware.
Utility 19 - PowerBase 4.79c now includes a suite of programs for teachers.
Exam stats, timetables, attendance records, parents evening appointments.
Utility 61 - MiniHound a shareware 30,000 word thesaurus. Top class.
Utility 76 - !BlakHole2a desktop waste basket with many great features and
23 other useful utilities.

Utility 62 - A 12disc electronic glode !EarthMap. Requires 24 megs free on a
hard drive lo instal. Once installed it uses 13.5 megs. Package costs £12.50.
Clip Art 31,32 & 33 - Hundredsof first class archived draw files.
Games 1 - An outstanding invaders game plus 13other great games.
NewDawn Issue 2 - The best Archimedes magazine includes a new game
and a flight simulator called 1914. Highly recommended.
Demo 25 - IBrat. This must be one of the best animations on the Arc. Get it!!

Games 23 - At last the finished version (3.5) of Tom Cooper's classic arcade
adventure Gyrinus II - Son of Gyrinus. Two discs archived on to one.

What has The Datafile got to offer you?
1. Atop class library with over 690 archived discs.
2. £1.25 per DD disc plus a free disc for every 10 purchased.
3. HD discs are available at only £2 each, these contain two DD on one

HD disc. Plus a Pick 'n' Mix service.

4. Fast turn round of orders 95% are despatched the same day.
5. The library is willing to swap PD and we offer authors free discs of
PD when they send their programs to us.
6. The library gets all the latest updates as they are released and the
catalogue is updated weekly to keep you informed.
7. We offer a registered users scheme. For £6 per year (£9 for HD
discs) you get the latest catalogue disc automatically bi-monthly. You
are also entitled to two free discs forevery ten discs purchased.

Why not register now and be sure of your catalogue disc?

What type ofPD and Shareware have we got?
11 discs Coconizers songs and samples - 17 Commercial Demo discs
Fractal generators and pictures on 15 discs - 16 discs of Jpeg files
Thousands of Utilities on 80 discs - Replay movies and sound tracks

135 discs ot STracker modules containing over 1500 songs
33 Clip Artdiscs - 14 discs of Animations - 33 games discs

110 discs of Graphics files - 25 discs of Sound Samples
121 Demonstration discs - 9 discs of Desktop toys
Ray Traced pictures and animations on 10 discs
and a selection of magazine discs. Plus More!!!

ALL OF THESE DISCS ARE 100% ARCHIVED FOR GREAT VALUE.

PRICES - HD cat/demo disc £1.50. 800k cat/demo disc £1 add 50p for
a second disc with the HD programs on. All other discs are £1.25 each.
For Europeadd lOpenceper disc. Restofthe worldadd £1 forfust disc and
SOpfor each additional disc.
ie. Package lEarthmapwould be £14.90 in Europe or £17 lor the rest ol the world AIRMAIL
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CSS Computer Centre
Acorn Education Centre
Acorn Unix Centre Acornft
Showroom open 9-5.30
Six days a week
Training. Free fitting of add ons
Repairs and maintenance

NEW: A3000, A4000, A5000 & Pocket Book now in stock

CUMBRIA SOFTWARE SYSTEMS LTD
Unit 3A, Townfoot Ind. Est., BRAMPTON

CUMBRIA CA8 1SW

% 06977 3779

ACORN USER SHOW

APRIL 93-STAND 63
Vnv Slim* I ll'kctS. Ask lur tlrhiils

DD International
Software &Computer Supplies

ITEM i± 10+
Bui Agller Mouso 25.49 23.99
Serial Atlas MOUM 1657 14.95
IT Arc Printer Cable 2.51 255

15'Arc Printer Cable 455 4.50
25/25 M&F 3'Cable 3.36 3.10

25/25 MS.F Pin 6' Cable 552 5.50
36/36 Cantrx 6* Cable 552 5.50
25 Pin AB 2 Way Switch Box 10.17 955
38 Ctx Pin AB 2 Way " " 1255 1155
25 Pin ABCO 4 Way Sw Box 1955 1755
36CtxPlnABCD » » « 2155 1955
9/15/25/36 Adaps ale. 455 4.45
Gander Changers 455 355
Mouse Mats 4mm 2£1 2.25

Printer Stands 4.21 355

3M BRANDED u -a m
3.5-DS/DD 5.02 28.90 57.50

3.5" OS/HO 11.70 57.M 100.00

5.25* DS/DD 4.21 20.50 M.00

5.25* DS/HD 8.47 30.00 79.00

Bulk Disks (Price, subject to availability).
3.5" DS/DD S-79 17.05 34.00

3.5* DS/HO «-" 2».»5 55.00

5.25-DS/DD 2-51 • '.*• 22-00

5.25'DS/HD *•*• '••SO 33.00

Show Pricse wil ba) lower on «ome good!. EXTRA
1(7*4discount with this ad. as long as you hand rt lo

ue with your name &address on the back.
Photocopies willdo. (oiler does not apply to disks).

DD INTERNATIONALNOSIIER GAME- only £5.95 (£4.95 at the show).

TEL: 0924 368294, FAX: 0924 383499, %F% Cheques payable to —•
CAR: 0831554758. - DD International, •••

FreeDelivery . Prices exclude VAT. P.O. Box 95,Wakefield, WF2 OXZ
Qoods are US Imported every 5 weeks. Back orders taken. (Countryol manufacture may vary).(E * OE)

LOWEST ADVERTISED PRICES

A5000 Learning Curve
Multisync System

ONLY £1299

A4 Portable 60Mb HD

ONLY £1475
Phone for prices of other models !

¥£•
aa-aejB**—- HI

A3010
Family Solution

ONLY £382

*Mail Order Only*
Education orders welcome.

VAT extra on all prices.
Access and Visa welcome.

Carriage £8
Next day supplement £5

MICRO DISCOUNT phone 031-668 4700
55 Clerk Street, Edinburgh, EH8 9JQ.



SQR(-l), the basis of complex
number theory, Re(z) means
the real part of z & Im(z)
means the imaginary part of z.
Compare this method with the
familiar Julia sets & the Man

delbrot set, which result from
the iteration of...

/.-> {+ i.Im(z2)} -c,
[that is, z -> z2-cj

'When in Mandelbrot mode,
QuasU+M can be used to
explore the Mandelbrot set for
this function and to select the

parameters that will produce
interesting images that you can
then feed into the Julia

generator.

'Support for a reasonable
degree of zooming is per
mitted, although this is limited
by the fixed-precision arith
metic I have used to maintain

good speed of image
generation.

'Images can be generated in
any usable I6-colour screen
mode & may be saved into the
current directory afterwards. I
recommend Mode 9 for brows

ing & Mode 12 (or 20 if you
have a multisync, 31 for
Rise OS 3.1) for generating
final images.

'To use QuasiJ+M double
click on the Basic file and

select if you wish to start with
Mandelbrot or Julia. In the

latter case you will be
prompted for a pair of parame
ters. The appropriate set will
then be drawn.

'Pressing S saves the image
into the current directory;
press N to enter a new screen
mode. Space lets you zoom in
on the current image using the
mouse; Select reduces the size
of the target window; Adjust
increases it; while Menu starts
image generation for the target
window selected.

'Alternatively, pressing I
lets you type in manually a
new set of window co

ordinates. Finally, keys J and
M swap between plotting the
Julia and Mandelbrot set.

When going between the Man
delbrot and Julia sets, the Julia
set parameters are taken from
the current Mandelbrot view.'

SQUIGGLE REVISITED
Program: Squigglel
Author: Alan Beasley
Description: Computer-play
routines for Squiggle game
Machine: 32-bit

Listing: 240 lines Basic

In the July 1991 issue, we car
ried a two-player game by
Barry Wickett called Squiggle.
At the time we asked if anyone
could come up with a set of
routines that would allow the

computer to play. Well, it's
taken nearly two years, but
Alan Beasley has done just
that. For those in the dark, the
game takes place on a square
board and starts in a corner

square.

Two players then take it in
turn to play one of the three

HINTS AND TIPS

• Aquickyfrom Geoffrey Lane. He reminds us that in Draw it is possible
to use the cursorkeysto movethe pointer as wellas the mouse. This
allowsobjects to be positioned with muchmore precision. Thisfunction
also works when using the 'edit' option, but the mouse Adjustbutton
must be kept pressed.
• From MikeWilliams, a useful extra facilityfor the Drawltalic program
featured in the December issue. If you want drop shadow letters that
reallystand out, take some text in an outline font and convert it to a
path. Thiscan be achieved with Draw3, Draw* or Artworks. Set the line
colour to black and the fill colour to white then save it. Run Drawltalic,
set the nib thickness to zero. The nib width controls the depth of the 3D
effect; experiment for the best results. Now load both files back into
draw and position it exactlyover the top of the italicised version. Precise
positioningcan be achieved by using a grid of the same value as your nib
width and using 'snap to grid'.
• Finally, from DuncanBreckels, a hint for running The Train Game from
the desktop. Firstcreate an application directory with a suitable name
and design and save a '.Sprites file. Placea copy of the game in the
directoryand call it IRunlmage. You might also like to place a copy of
65Tubethere. The IRun file you need is then:
RMEnsure 65Tube 0 RMLoad <Obey$Dir>.65Tube
Key0 *Run<ObeySDir>.!RunlmageIM
FX138,0,128

EmulateTube

STAR INFO
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Player wins! Another game? <V>'H>

Squiggles can now give you a real run

pieces shown, such that it con
tinues the path already laid.
You win if you make the path
reach the opposite corner from
the start and lose if you make
it lead off the side.

Barry explains: 'In my first
attempt, the computer moved
in a randomly selected direc
tion, simply avoiding paths
that lead off the board. This

proved very easy to beat. A
little analysis reveals thai the
winning strategy - provided no
intermediate squares have
been visited already - is: If the
number of the moves to the

right and up is odd then move
right or up, otherwise move
left or down. This version of

the program was not very suc
cessful either.

i then tried combining these
two methods and determining
the computer's move by pick
ing one of the methods at
random. This seems to provide
quite a playable game.
Although it is almost imposs
ible for the computer to win by
reaching the target square - as
the player can usually baulk it
at the last moment - it is quite
difficult for the player also and
more often than not the game
develops into a cat-and-mouse
chase in which the loser finally
gets trapped on a square from
which all the exits lead off the

board.

'It is very easy for the player
to make a mistake during the
end-game when most of the
board is covered by a
spaghetti-like line, whereas the
computer will never make a
wrong move.'

for your money

DANCING & SKATING

Program: Dancer & Skater
Author: Mark Mobson

Description: 'String-thing'
graphics
Machine: 32-bit

Listing: 50 & 60 lines Basic

One of the most popular one-
liners we have published was
SlringThing, which has re
appeared in a number of weird
and wonderful incarnations.

Mark Hobson's programs
both use the same sort of rou

tine as StringThing but with
stronger negative gravity. This
is used to calculate the back

bone of the figure.
The arm and leg positions

are calculated from different

parts of the backbone. The
mouse is used to control both

the figures. Skater is identical
to Dancer except that he/she
has a skateboard, a floor, grav
ity and a box to jump over.

*QUIT
Listings, applications, hints,
tips, requests arc always
welcome.

All but the shortest listings
should be on disc together
with a description. And please
write your name and address
on all discs. A stamped, self-
addressed envelope will ensure
the return of your disc. If you
are a particularly young (or
old) reader please let us know
your age.

Send your submissions to:
*INFO, Acorn User, Redwood
Publishing. 10I Bayham
Street, London NWI 0AG.
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DEEBUGNtegazme
til(deVotedso,e,ytotheBBCMIcr

the only magazine sn
and the! Master 128

Still going strong in its
11th year of publication
BEEBUG was the first magazine ever published
to cater for BBC enthusiasts, and is still as
popular after 10 succesful years.

BEEBUG offers a wealth of information:

from articles on how to write Basic programs to
ready-to-use utilities and complete stand-alone
applications. BEEBUG also offers frequent 'fun'
programs and entertaining games.

Please quote this a

RISC Developments
117 Hatfield W, St.Albans. Hert|

A3010 Family Solution
A3010 Learning Curve
A4000 Home Office

A5000 Learning Curve
A4 Portable

Acorn Pocket Book

If it's made by Acorn Computers
or it's made for Acorn computers,

THE DATA STORE
can help.

I
We're stocking all the new Acorn

models to go with the vast selection of
peripherals and software on our shelves.

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY IN OUR

ATTRACTIVE SHOWROOM

6 CHATTERTON ROAD BROMLEY KENT

Tel: 081-460 8991 Fax 081-313 0400
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SENLAC
Computing
Limited

Art/Graphics
Artworks 145.00

Chameleon 2 42.00

GraphBox Pro 115.00
Illusionist 85.00
Imagery 82.25
Revelation 2 128.75

smArt 54.00

smArt Filer 38.00

Vector 89.00

Books
FirstImpressions 31.00
Good Impressions 29.00

Communications
ArcComm 2 55.00

ArcTerm 7 70.00

Databases
Flcxifile 133.00

Squirrel 150.00

Score Draw 55.00

VoxBox 55.00

MIDI/Sampler (Econel) 75.00
Peripherals

Vision Colour Dig. (Int)....89.50
HiVision " " (Inl) 89.50

Scanlighl256 220.00
Scanlight Professional ...640.00

With SCSI interface 790.00

Don't pay until you
receive your order!
Cash-on-Delivery is

available on orders up to
£350 tor only
£3.50 extra.

Printers

Canon B|-10ex 205.00
with CC Turbo Driver 255.00

Epson EPl-5200 Laser...669.00
Epson LQ570 290.00
LaserDirect Hi Res 4 1050.00

Panasonic KX-P1124i ....230.00

Spreadsheets
Eureka! 128.75

Pipedream 4 199.00

Sarpy
" Courier v32bis FAX Mo-lem.

Saloon Cars 15.00

3D Construction Kit 22.00

Fax Pack 282.00

[Tracer 30.00

EasiWritcr 120.00

Mid. Graphics Clips 1 25.00

.465.00, with HST...695.00 "
Showl'age (notRiscOS.^..90.00
EasiWritcr 125.00

Enter Ihe Realm 18.50

Cataclysm 18.50
Pandora's Box 18.50
Scat-light 256 (Arc) 190.00

LimitedStocrls;

Utilities
Arcliculate 19.00

Compression 48.00
Investigator 2.2 25.00
Speech! 16.50

Consumables
Box 10, 3'/," TDK DS/DD ..8.90
Box 10, 3W TDK DS/HD 12.50

Games

2067BC 18.50
Aggressor 17.80
Aldebaran 28.95

BlackAngel 29.95
Bobby Blockhead 17.50

All prices include VAT,
post & packing

Break 147 & Superpool....29.95
Cartoon Line, Part 1 19.50
Champions 25.25
Chuck Rock 21.75

Cyber Chess 43.00
Cyborg 22.50
E-Type Compendium 20.75
EGO:Rcpton 4 21.25
Fervour 21.75

Galactic Dan 21.50

Gods 21.75
Gribbly's Day Out 21.95
Grievous Bodily 'Arm 20.75
Guile 25.20
lames Pond 21.75
Krisaiis Collect ion 25.25

Lemmings 21.75
Oh No! More Lemmings.16.95
Legend' LostTemple 19.50
lotus Turbo Ch. 2 21.75
Man. United Europe 21.75
Nebulus 21.75
Pesky Muskrats 21.95
Provoc.itor 16.95

Quest for Gold 21.75
Raw Power 24.50

Saloon Cars Deluxe 29.95
Spheres of Chaos 21.25
SWIV 21.75

Tcchnodrcam 21.25
Top Banana 21.25
X-Fire 20.75

DTP/WP
Impression 2 145.00
Impression lunior 81.00
Pendown Outline Fonts ...19.95

Education
Fun School 4 (0-5) 21.00

Fun School 4 (5-7) 21.00

Fun School 4 (7+) 21.00

Hypermedia
Genesis 2 130.00
Magpie 56.00

Music
Notate 59.00

Rhapsody 2 55.00

Cheques/postal orders should be made payable to
SENLAC Computing Ltd. (AU0593)

P.O. Box 304

BRIGHTON, BN2 2TT
Don't forget to tell us which machine you have!
Please send a S.A.E for our current price list.

VAT Reg. No. 508 7594 16

Contex
Computing

BANK MANAGER
Complete and versatile personal accounts program. Consistently acclaimedl

'data entry is a delight...professional...excellent product'
'Impressed...ideal...easy to use'

Enter cheques and receipts. Automatic date sequencing. Reconcile
statements. Search, amend and delete. Analyze expenditure. Forward
cash flow forecast. Budgets. Up to 36 bank accounts online, inter account
transfers, 9999 standing orders, 99 analysis headings, unlimited postings
(depending upon disk space). Reports to screen or printer. Mix foreign
currencies, graphics, password, filerecovery, fieldediting, programmable
reports, Arc RAMdisks, wild card analysis enquiries, sort and more.

Bank Manager £25.00

BUSINESS UTILITY
For the club accounts or small business user. Prints a "trial balance" oi
"P&L reports" via the programmable spreadsheet generator. Needs the
Bank Manager. Saves hours of work.

Bus Utll Pack £12.00

TYPING TUTOR
Quickly learn to touch type. Over 90 smoothly graded lessons graduate
you from the basic home keys to complete keyboard mastery. Word scan
or exact key checking, targets may be revised, rhythm metronome, key
click, free format options. Recommended for adult education.

Typing Tutor £15.00

SPREADSHEET MK V
Low cost, versatile spreadsheet. 26 cols by 900 (Arch) or 99 (BBC B)
rows, loaded with many functions and facilitiesinc programmable report
writer and input scripts.

Spreadsheet MK V disk £15.00

Add £1 p&p per order (Overseas £3.50). Programs suitable for all
Archimedes, A3/4/5000, BBC Master, Compact and BBC B series.

State computer type (eg A3000, BBC B etc) and disk type (eg 3Vt*" or
5%" 80 track or 5%" 40 track)

CONTEX COMPUTING

(Ref AU), 15 Woodlands Close,

Cople, Bedford MK44 3UE

Company Registration No. 2277309

Established

1983

Tel: 0234 838347



STAR INFO

BEGINNERS' BIT

Variablenamesending with a dollar character (S) are used to hold
'string variables';computer-speak for words. Theyare calledstrings
because they consist of a string of characters. They can be assigned,
INPUTed and PRINTed in much the same way as ordinary numeric
variables. It is also possible to add two strings together with the +
operator; sadly, no other numerical operators will work. However,
there are a handful of functions provided by Basic specifically for
handling strings in interesting ways.

Starting from the simplest, we can find the length of a string with
LEN. Thistakes a single string variable as an argument and returns the
length of the string as its result; for example, LEN("Acorn") = 5. In
practically all cases the brackets are optional. Two other functions exist
for converting strings into numbers. The first function, VAL, treats as
muchof the string as it can as a number and then returns this as its
result. Hence VAL"12" is 12, VAL "10green bottles" is 10and VAL
"Nothing"= 0.

Unfortunately(you might think) VAL "3*2"is 3 rather than 6, but
this is where are next function, EVAL, comes in. This can be passed a
string that can contain any valid expression (as you might see in an
assignment for example). You are free to use numbers, numerical
operators, other functions such as SIN and COS, user-defined functions
with FN and even variable names. It is therefore perfectly legal to have
the line: EVAL"2*COS(theta)+3*SIN(theta)". You can even EVALuate

expressions with string variables in them: EVAL"aS+bS". One quite
commonuse for this enables you to have a routine that can easily
execute a number of different subroutines without a complexCASE
statement:

INPUT "Name of function ";fS
dummy=EVAL("FN"+fS)

This type of structure can often be seen in *INFO programs. It is also
possible to convert numerical variables into strings. For this we use the
function STRS. This is exactly the opposite of VAL. STRS(12)="12", thus
n=VALSTRSn. Once a number is stored as a string, it can be manipu
lated by all the other string functions which makes it easy to perform
functions suchas centring or right justifying;we will see routines for
these two in a while. As a simple example, LENSTRSnum will return the
number of digits in the number.

Moving on, it is often quite useful to generate a string of identical
characters, for deleting a line of text on screen for example. To save
having a FOR ... NEXT loop such as ...

FOR i=1 TO 40

PRINT" ";

NEXT i

... you can use the single statement: PRINT STRINGS(40," ");
As you can probably guess, STRINGS repeats a given string a given
number of times. The only limitation is that the resulting string must
be less than 256 characters long.

The next group of functions all perfom string chopping to extract
'sub-strings'. Given the string aS="BBC Acorn User", then
LEFTS(aS,3)="BBC", RIGHTS(aS,4)="User" and MIDS(aS,5,5)="Acorn".In
other words, LEFTS extracts the leftmost 'n' characters from the string,
RIGHTS takes them from the right and MIDS takes them from the
middle. In the latter case the two parameters are the start character
and length respectively. Thus MIDS(aS,11,2)="Us". It is possiblethe
leave off the length parameter, in which case the rest of the string is
returned, so MIDS(aS,11)="User" (the same as RIGHTS(aS,4)).

Youcan remove a single character from the middleof a string by
modifying this slightly;to delete the nth character from aS ...

LEFTS(aS,n-1)+MIDS(aS,n+1).

Two common requirements of these functions have been allocated a
shorthand notation. To find the rightmost character in a string
(normally written RIGHTS(aS,1)) you can missout the ,1 and just write

RIGHT(aS). Likewise to remove the last character from a string (for
whichyou'd have to write LEFT$(aS,LENa$-1)) you can use the much
simpler LEFT$(aS).

One of the many enhancements made to Basicin Rise OSallows us to
overwrite portions of strings using these same three functions. The
expression, LEFTS(a$,3)=b$, will replace the first three letters of aS with
the first three letters of bS. IfbS is less than three letters long, then only
those characters up to the length of bS will be overwritten. Fairly
obviously you can use RIGHTS(aS,3)=bS to overwrite the last three
characters in aS and MIDS(aS,2,3) to overwrite the second, third and

fourth.

I mentioned centring and right-justifying earlier on in reference to
printing STRSed numeric variables, of course the same routines will
work for ordinary strings. Centringfirst, then ...

PRINTTAB((width-LENa$)/2);a$

... this is verystraightforward; we take the length of the string to print
and subtract it from the width of 'field' in which we are centring it. This
number is amount of white space either side of the string. Thisis
divided by two and uses a parameter to TAB. To right-justifya string in
a field of 'width', we could use ...

PRINT RIGHTS(STRINGS(width," ")+aS,width)

... here STRINGS is used to provide a padding string that would
definitely be longenough even if we were printing a nullstring.The
string to print is added to the right of this padding and then the desired
number of characters are extracted from the end of the string with
RIGHTS. Thismethod has the added bonus of printing over any
characters that were previouslyon the screen with spaces. Ifyou were
printing the score in a game, you might want to right justify the
number with zeros (e.g. Score:0001020), In this case you'd simply
replace the " " with "0". A similar procedure can be used with LEFTS to
left justify a string within a given field and ensure the rest of the field is
blank. In this case you could use ...

PRINT LEFTS(aS+STRINGS(width," "),width)

The final function we are going to take a look at is INSTR. Thistakes
two strings as parameters and searches for the second within the first.
If it isa validsub-string, then INSTR returns its position otherwise it
returns 0. Thus INSTR("Computing","put")=4. An extra, numeric,
parameter can also be supplied, meaning the search for the sub-string
starts at that character. INSTR("shipshape","sh") = 1, but
INSTR("shipshape","sh",2)=5. INSTR can have many uses, partly because
it can take away the need for writing array searches, for example...

REPEAT

INPUT "Enter month (e.g. jan): ";monthS
month=INSTR(" jan feb mar apr may jun jul aug sep oct nov dec",

" "+monthS+" ")-2
UNTIL month MOD4=0

PRINT "Month number: ";(month DIV 4)+1

One quite common use of INSTR, in *INFOat least, appears after a
menu...

PRINT "(L)oad (S)ave (P)rint (E)dit (Q)uit: ";
REPEAT

opt=INSTR("LISsPpEeQq",GETS)DIV2
UNTIL opt>0

IFopt=1 PROCIoad
IFopt=2 PROCsave

This makes for a very short, neat and idiot-friendlysystem. Upperand
lower case are catered for and you couldquite easily change the keys
without the need for lots of alterations to the IF statements.
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IMAGESETTING

DISC FORMATS

PLOTTER BUREAU

PUBLISHING

REPROGRAPHICS

EXPERIENCE

Y = <JJ

DO YOU NEED A USER-FRIENDLY

ACORN PUBLISHING BUREAU?

T-cJ)

•7/out "lPaitnt.il in ^PubLiihincj

Direct from your DTPfiles created in Impression, Ovation,
TechWriter, EasiWriter, Pipedream, Wordz, Draw, Poster.
Artworks, Vector etc.

800k/1.6Mb (loppy, 44Mb Syquest or 21Mb tloptical discs,
standard or compressed (SparkFS, ArcFS etc), FaxPack
file transfer also supported.

Bromide paper or film, including 4 colour separations, at
resolutions up to 2540 dpi, screen rulings up to 175 Ipi.

8 pen plotter output up to A1 from Worracad, Designer V3
and Draw files.

Typesetting/page make-up service with over 1500 type
faces available, including the entire Linotype™Type1font
library and most RiscOs outline fonts. Although we use
mainlyAcorn DTPequipment we can deal with many Mac/
PC files, and can help wilh translation or output direct.

Reprographic & Platemaking facilities up to A2, which we
can combine with DTP film output (stripping in high quality
photographic halftones, PMTs etc).

With several years experience dealing with Printers and
their needs, we would be happy to advise on, or arrange
any printing you may require.

Established in 1989 to provide local Printers & Designers
with a Typesetting, Repro, and Platemaking service, we
can also call on more than 10 years previous experience
within the Printing &Publishing industry.

For details, prices otc, please write, fax or phone to:-

T. J. REPRODUCTIONS
Unit 42, Sapcote Trading Centre, Dudden HillLane.

Willesden, London NW10 2DJ

Tel: 081-451 6220 Fax: 081-451 6441

YOU need the

Acorn technical

documentation

on CD-ROM!

(

Oh no!

Coordinate

transformations?

O
Oirtoi RDFS:; 16 56Jat.$.{Librarian.c.pr

o /» Set transfornation natrix, and position,
* "pagestr" contains the page paraneters, "poi

I« drau units, and is updated, box" points to
|/
sfatic void print_set_page(s_pagevieu *pv,pnni
oxtgp «box)

Kif 1
drau bboxtgp «paper = (drau.bboxtyp *)fA(pv->d|

ttelse
drau bboxtyp *paper = (draujboxtgp *)&(pv->e:

(tendif
drau bboxtyp pagelinit j
drau.bboxtgp visiblelimt ;
draujboxtyp page ;
BOOL rotate ; ,

Problems with your code? Dog-eared manuals? Can't
find what you need in the PRM? Spend all your time
thumbing the DDE guides?

You need The Tekkie Disc - all Acorn's technical

documentation on CD-ROM with comprehensive
searching software.

You can: open several manuals at once ♦ follow cross-references with
the click of a mouse button ♦ add your own notes to pages ♦ mark
useful places ♦ search one or more books for bits you need ♦ use
your paper manuals to hold up your desk ♦ save money by not
buying the new PRM ♦ give your CD-ROM drive a purpose in life.

Texts include RISC OS 3 PRM, User Guide, Applications Guide,
BASIC Guide, DDE, C and Assembler manuals, Style Guide & more.

£99 + VAT (p&p free in UK) from Emerald Publishing
166 Shelford Road, Trumpington, Cambridge CB2 2NE.
Tel 0223 840138 ♦ Fax 0223 844652

High performance dual serial card £79 ^ff—

This allows serial comms at up to 115,200
baud, with FIFOs for maximum efficiency.
Tf 1 C 1 lal'tIf you have a fast modem, you need this!
Works with ARCterm 7 & ARCbbs.

.-• 1 H,

(please call for information about iUi
compatibility with other packages). THE SERIAL PORT

v22bis (2400 bps) FaxModem bundle £269 •

BT Approved Pace FaxModem, ARCterm,
ARCfax, and a cable. All you need!

Mi Mi

v32bis (14400 bps) FaxModem bundle £349
'

Twincom v32bis FaxModem (NOT BT

APPROVED), ARCterm, ARCfax, and a

cable. Very quick! (best with a serial card)

20Mb Floptical disk systems from £349

DOS 1.44Mb and Acorn 1.6Mb capable.
Works with practically all SCSI cards.

Our shop in Wells should
be open, if you are thinking of

ARCterm 7 £68 visiting, call first!

ARCbbs (3 line version) £85

PC Keyboard/mouse interface £89
The Serial Port

A5000 - 120Mb 2nd hard disk £279 Burcott Manor, Wells,

Fujitsu 496Mb SCSI (over 2Mb/sec) £899 Somerset, BA5 1NH

External 120Mb Magneto-Optical £999

Insured delivery on storage systems £10+VAT. Education is Telephone (0749) 670058
Fax (0749) 670809
Modem (0749) 670030

entitled to a 5% discount on all our own products.

Please add VAT at 17.5% to all prices. Plastic welcome. ISDN (0749) 670883
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This is the second to last article in this

series, so I am going to finish off with a
summary of everything I've talked about to
date this month and a question and answer

page about machine code next month. After that,
you're on your own.

The Arm processor has a 32-bit data bus,
allowing it to handle 32-bit numbers (up to
4,294,967,296 in decimal). It has 16 data regis
ters, one of which (R15) is a dedicated program
counter (pc) and another (RI4) which doubles as
the 'link' register on a subroutine call. The other
14 are undedicated and can be used freely. A
number of conventions are usually adhered lo
about some of these, however, the only one you
are likely to run into at this stage is the stack
pointer (R13).

Arm instructions generally consist of two or
three registers and sometimes a shift value. The
destination register is always on the left and
source registers on the right, so instructions
could be thought of as direct translations of their
mathematical counterparts (for example: x=a+b
-> ADD x.a.b).

Registers can be loaded with immediate con-
slants using MOV for positive numbers or MVN
for negative numbers. A wide range of constants
can be used because of Acorn's clever use of ihe

12 bits available for the constant. Eight bits are
used to represent the data part of the number and
the other four arc used as it shift. In general you
don't need lo worry about this,

If you gel a 'bad immediate constant' error,
you've tried to load an illegal value and you'll
either need to load it from memory or generate it
in some way. The instruction MVN behaves ihe
same as MOV except ft loads the logical inverse
of the number you supply (meaning NOT).

Instructions exist for simple mathematical
manipulation: ADD and SUB should be self-
explanatory. There is also a Reverse SuBtract
(RSB) instruction which subtracts the first regis
ter from the second. Versions of these also exist

which make use of the carry flag (ADC, SBC and
RSC), which allow you to extend the 32-bit limit
of calculations.

ROLL OUT THE BARREL
All of these instructions can have an optional
shift applied to the second source register by
means of the barrel shifter, which is one reason

why there is a RSB instruction. This can take any
of the forms ASL, ASR, LSL or LSR - which mean

Arithmetic or Logical shifts Left or Right -
followed by an immediate constant shift value or
a reference to a further register.

This shift takes no extra time to execute and it
can thus be used to great effect in calculations.
A right rotate is also allowed (ROR). There is no
explicit left rotate instruction; you have to use
ROR 32-(left). An extra rotate, RRX, or Rotate
Right with eXtend performs a 33-bit rotate
including the carry flag.

Two multiplication instructions are provided,
MUL and MLA. MUL takes two operands - but no
shift- and simply multiplies them together. MLA
takes three, multiplies the first two and adds the
third, but again no shift is allowed.

Bitwise logical functions are supported with
AND, ORR and LOR, all of which perform as
expected. The 'opposite' of ORR, which sets bits,

ASSEMBLY

LINE
Dave Lawrence

sums up a year of
machine code as

Assembly Line
draws to a close

i is BIC, which clears specific bits. It is exactly
equivalent to OR NOT. Shifted operands can
freely be used with these operators.

As it stands, the Arm will execute every
machine code instruction as it comes to it. It is

possible to change this - without using branch
ing instructions, which we will come to in a
while - by using conditional execution. A total
of 16 condition codes arc supported by the Arm
chip. By adding one of these condition codes to
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the end of an instruction, it will only be
executed if the chip's status flags are in the
appropriate state.

These flags can be set in a number of ways,
the most common of which are by adding an 'S'
to an instruction, or by using one of the four
comparisons available.

Adding an S will set the flags according to the
result of the instruction, so, for example, if the
result is zero, the Z Hag will be set, which can
then be detected and acted on by using the EQ
or NE condition codes. The four comparisons
allow a finer degree of control over what is
compared. CMP compares a register with a
constant or a another register, CMN is similar but
is used for negative comparisons.

Unlike MVN, CMN compares the numerical
negative of the operand rather than the logical
inverse. TEQ is a slightly more refined CMP and
only sets the Z Hag (it stands for Test EQuiva-
lence). It is useful when you do not wish to
affect the other condition flags. TST is a bitwise
comparison performing an AND on its operands
but not storing the result anywhere (for com
pleteness, note that CMP and CMN perform a SUB
but do not store the result).

BRANCHING OUT
When you need to take more drastic steps in
changing the order of execution, you will need
to use the branch instruction B. As with all

instruction you can add any condition code to
make this into a conditional branch. Subroutines

are also handled by the Branch instruction, so
you need to add an L to make this instruction
into a Branch with Link.

This is exactly the same as an ordinary branch
except the old program counter is copied into
RI4 (the link register). Control can be returned
lo the calling routine wilh the instruction MOV
PC.R14. If you wish to preserve the original
status flags you can add an S to the MOV. If your
subroutine needs to call a further subroutine,
you will need to make use of the slack; more on
this below.

Data can be transferred between the Arm's

registers and the memory using either the LD
(load) or ST (store) instructions. They come in
two flavours, the vanilla flavour, LDR for han
dling single words and the super-duper
chocolate fudge sundae flavour, LDM for dealing
with multiple registers. LDR (and STR) actually
have a little extra hidden up their sleeve; they
can also transfer single bytes by adding a B. In
this form they can load and save bytes from any
memory location.

When dealing with whole 32-bit words -
meaning, without the B - they only work as you
expect on word boundaries (meaning addresses
divisible by four). The source of a load (and the
destination of a store) must be an 'indirected
register'. In other words, a register must be set
up to contain the address you wish to access,
which is represented by putting the register in
square brackets.

Pre- and post-indexing is supported, which
allows you to add a constant to this register
before or after the access to memory is made.
Pre-indexing is represented by including this
offset - which can be a constant or a register
with an optional shift - within the square
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ARM INSTRUCTIONS

Data transfer:

MOV, MVN

Arithmetic operators:
ADD, SUB, RSB

ADC, SBC, RSC

MUL, MLA

Logical operators:
AND, ORR, EOR, BIC

Data storage:
LDRB, STRB

LDR,STR

LDM, STM

Branching:
B,BL

Other:

ADR

SWI

1ARM CONDITION CODES 1

AL Always (The default)
NV Never

EQ Equals (Zset)
NE Notequals (Zclear)
CC Carry clear
CS Carryset
Ml Minus (N set, i.e bit 31)
PL Plus (N clear)

VS Overflow set

VC Overflow clear

For comparingunsigned
numbers:

LO Lower than (same as CC)
HS Higher/Same (same as CS)
HI Higher (Cset, Zclear)
LS Lower/Same (C clear, Z set)

For comparing signed numbers:
LT Less than

GE Greater/Equal
GT Greater than

LE Less/Equal

LDM/STM SUFFIXES

STMFD STMDB ©

LDMFD LDMIA ©

STMFA STMIB O

LDM FA LDM DA 0

STMED STM DA 0

LDMED LDMIB o

STMEA STMIA ©

LDMEA LDMDB © .

LDM/STM TYPES

O ADD reg,reg,#4: LDR a,{reg]
© SUB reg,reg,#4: LDR a,[reg]
© LDR a,[reg]: ADD reg,reg,#4
0 LDR a,Ireg]: SUB reg,reg,#4

brackets separated from the 'address register' by
a comma. If you add an '!' after the closing
square bracket this constant will be permanently
added onto the address register; this is called
write-back. With post-indexing the offset is put
after the close bracket and write-back is

assumed (it wouldn't make sense without it).
Both of these forms of indexing come 'for free'
and take no extra time.

The chocolate fudge sundae variety of trans
fer, which amounts to the instructions LDM and
STM, take a single register as an address and a
list of registers - in curly brackets - to store
starting at that address. This can either be repre
sented singularly (R0.R1.R2) or in shorthand (R0-
R2). The action to take between the storage of
each register needs to be specified, which is
achieved by adding a couple of characters to the
LDM or STM.

Two instruction notations are supported; one
designed for stacking registers and the other for
data transfer, there is no actual difference in the
instructions assembled, but it does make code
easier to write (and read). Tables three and four
show the various types and their equivalents in
each notation; in essence the suffix dictates
which instructions in table four are executed.

GETTING WRITE-BACK TO YOU
Write-back is also supported by adding a '!' to
the name of the address register. You will often
see subroutines that stack the registers they use
at the start - so they are not corrupted on return
to the calling routine - along with the link
register and restore the same registers and the PC
on return, to return to the calling routine. An
extra " after the list of registers will restore the
original values of the processor status flags as
well (in much the same way as the line MOVS
PCJR14).

One common function needed is not actually
provided by the Arm, but is supported by most
assemblers. As you must provide an address
register when using LD and ST, a means of
pointing a register at an address is needed. ADR
does just that. It takes a register an an address as
parameters and assembles a suitable ADD or SUB
instruction with the PC as the other parameter so
that the destination register contains the desired
address. Obviously the address needs lo be at an
offset that can be assembled into a 12-bit con

stant or you will get an 'outside address range'
error.

The only other instruction you are likely to
meet is SWI, which is the magic one that gives
you access to all the wonderful operating system
routines. You will have seen a few over this

series, but a full list is slightly beyond the scope
of this article.

THE END IS NIGH
That's the end of our whistle-stop tour of simple
Arm programming. If you have any queries,
please refer to the relevant issue for more
details. Or, if you are still stuck, please write to
me care of *INFO at the usual address and

either Dave Acton or I will do our best to help
you. As I said at the start, next month will be a
question-and-answer page covering the queries I
have received about Arm programming over the
last few months.
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COMPUTER
SERVICES

These printers are a new
generation of dot matrix

printers with noise levels and
quality usually only found in

inkjets.

featu
•optioi

Swift 240
24pin Colour*

anccd 24pin printer, lots of new
es. Please phone for a data sheet
lalcolour. Price with cable & paper

240 Mono

240C Colour

£245
£265

2 year warranty
on Citizen printers

Swift 200
24pin Colour*

Enhanced 24pin printer. SWIFT24E plu
Extra type (aces & features. Please phoi

for a data sheet 'optional colour.
Price with cable & papc

200 Mono

200C Colour

£195
£225

Citizen 120D+
with cable & paper

£115

Canon BJ-10ex
360dpi inkjet printer with cable & paper.

WMXEM £199

Printer Packs
|AII printers aresupplied witha printer pack

consisting of printer paper and a
connection cable.

Free of charge
A stand is £5.00 extra (with a printer)

Philips CM8833mk2
Stereo Medium Res, with cable,

£215
Colour Mono, no cable

£211

8271
disk controller chip

£38.26+VAT

Archimedes
We stock thelull range olAcorn computers

Teachersand Educational Discountsate available

on most Mictos.

IIyouwarn treeonsueservice onA30TG"s as
Oiunsoilerwecanprovide itloc.

IIyouwant10% offother peripherals with
Archimedes as Watfotd offer wecandothat.

We areable tomatch most oilers onAcorn products
and provide re3l customer service. First class

customer sen/ite before &after sales try ustoday.

nmrnm
Special Offers

Epson ELP8010 £699
HPLaserjet4 £1049
HP Laserjet 4M PS £1429
OKI OL830 PostSc £899
Canon LPB8-4 PostS £989
Canon LP84 1/2M £475
Panasonic KXP4410 £419
Panasonic KXP4430 £579

Laser prices exclude VAT

Deskjet 500
HP 300dpi Inkjet printer. Laser quality at
dot matrix price. 3 year warranty. With

cable & paper

£325

Deskjet Colour
300dpi colour inkjet printer. Colour laser

quality at 1/10 of the cost. 3 year warrant'
With cable & paper

£419

Deskjet 500C
HP 300dpi Inkjet printer. Colour laser

luality, with colour and black cartridges
resident. 3 year warranty. With cable &

paper

£529

Acorn Spares
BBCB

Power Supply unit
Keyboard
Keyswitch (white)
Case top & bottom
View 2.1 ROM only
Speech ROM only
TMS5220 Speech
OS 1.2 ROM
8271 controller

Exc V Inc V

42.00 49.35

19.00 22.33

9.00 10.58

13.00 15.28

13.00 15.28

12.00 14.10

31.49 37.00

Master Exc V Inc V

Power Supply unit 58.00 68.15
Keyboard 59.00 69.33
Keyswitch (black) 1.00 1.18
Case top & bottom 19.00 22.33
Archimedes Exc V Inc V

Acorn Mouse 28.00 32.90

Mouse cable 7.62 8.95

Please phone for full range

SONYDISKETTES
SONYbranded
{lifetime warranty)

(100% certified error free)
10x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi £7.50
50x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi £32.30
100x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi.... £59.93
250x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi... £141.00
1kx 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi £540.50

DISKETTES
SONY/DYSAN bulk

(lifetime warranty)
(100% certified error free)

10x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi £5.95
50x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi £21.86
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi.... £39.60
250x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi.... £94.88
1kx3.5" DS/DD 135tpi £379.53
40x 3.5" Disk box with lock.. .£5.49
100x 3.5" Disk box with lock. .£7.50

Carriage on 50<- disks £3.53

Phone forour 70 page catalogue. Allprices include 17.5%VAT
EOUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENTORDERSWELCOME.

All products have a 30 day money back & 12 month warranty.
Prices are subject to variation without prior notification.

Please phone for express clearance of cheques.
Established 7 years. 3 minutes from M27 Junction 11.

Free Parking.Open 9 to 5.30 Monday to Friday &9 to 5 Saturday.
Postage 94p or £3.53. Securicor £6.46 Securicor AM £11.75

Acorn/User Dept.
40-42 West Street

Portchester Hants

P016 9UW

Tel: 0705 647000

UieServc
•

S.

Larger items delive
by Securicor

J

UleSErve Best for service

And what of

the

goddess
MINERVA

did she not bring
the Romans

ProCAD
or

CADet?

Find out for

yourself.
Details from

inerva Software

0392 437756

/V\IHER^/\
SOFTWARE

NNB-liSHJJEEgQRNljU^^
TelpH£B7/56 R*vCeE932I7E2
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Speed comparison table

Comparison print timesusingAcom printer drivers with a Deskjet500against TurboDrivers with a
BJ-200.

All times areinsecondsshownontheARM3andARM2 basedcomputers.

To printa 4 pagedocument consisting ofa spread ofdifferent fonts, textsizesandgraphics:

DeskJet500 BJ-200 Speed increasefactor

Time to get control back - ARM3 313

Lastpage completed -ARM3 316 200 1l

Time to get control back-ARM2 832 155 •

Lastpage completed-ARM2 834 232 !

ComputerConcepts Ltd

GADDESDEN PLACE HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HERTS HP2 6EX

he BJ-200 is a brand new black and

white printer from Canon, the
. market leader in inkjet printing. This

is a high speed, high resolution printer
ideally suited to the Archimedes range of
computers.

Computer Concepts supply the BJ-200
with a special version of their TurboDrivers
- the fastest printer drivers available for
the Archimedes. The printer also includes
a built-in 80 page sheet feeder. The price
for the printer with TurboDrivers is just
£299 + vat (+p&p) - a full £100 less than
the recommended retail price.

At 360 dpi the BJ-200 offers significantly
higher resolution than other 300 dpi inkjet
printers and at faster than 1 page per
minute for a full page of graphics (or 3
pages per minute for plain text) it is also
faster than other printers in its price range.
And being an inkjet it is whisper quiet
when printing.

D R I E R S

The BJ-200 with TurboDrivers is the

perfect answer to those users seeking the
best quality prints in the least possible
time, without going to the expense of a
laser printer. In fact we guarantee this is
the fastest high quality printer available for
less than a laser printer, or your money
back.

Price

£299 + £10 p&p + VAT (£363.07 inc)
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FREE DISC

THE

SUBSCRIBER'S
Subscribe and receive your free disc every month,
packed full of exclusive programs and resources

4C0MJSER

jft*

Hi&mK--•*** w

DISC CONTENTS: MAY 1993

MENU
The Acorn User disc menu makes the subscriber's disc a pleasure to use. Runthe programs of your
choicequickly and easilyor, if you're perplexed, get instant on-line help

DALEK
Timeto hide behind the sofa. Well,please don't, because Peter Clements' Dalekanimation, complete
with sampled sound effects and raytraced graphics, is a joy to behold. The application has been
compressed usingComputerConcepts'Compression, and decompression is fullyautomatic. Turnto
page 68 to find out how Peter recreated the scourge from planet Skaro

ROCKY TRADE
OurpopularGames Designer seriesreachesan awesomeclimax, featuring a completearcade game
designedusingour system. Scroll that landscape and blast the living daylights out of anythingthat
moves. Bestof all, you can program your own fast scrollerusing the system. We'll be interested to see
how your offeringscomparewith ours. Check it out on page 98.

PONG
Once upon a time microcomputers, arcade games, bank dispensers and microwave dinners were just a
twinkle in someone's eye. Now you can recreate those heroic first days of computer gaming with our
deluxe 32-bit versionof one of the classics, all the way from 1972.Sprites?Sampled sound? Scrolling?
Who needs them ... Turnto page 93 for a rewarding, life-enhancingexperience

*INFO
You could say this contains the usual concoction of the wacky and wonderful, but there's nothing
predictable about this month's #INFO. From Jan Vibe's computer-generated cabbages to the artificial
intelligence routines underlying BarryWickett's board game Squiggle, there are ideas here in massive
profusion. You'll find this phantasmagoric feast on page 103

BBC ACORN USER ORDER FORM

Name

Address

SUBSCRIPTION OFFER
To receive BBC Acorn User every month, together with your free
monthly disc, simply fill in the form below and send it to BBC
Acorn User, Fulham House, Goldsworth Road. Woking, Surrey.
GU21 1LZ or call (0483) 727762. Your subscription will start with
the next available issue.

Subscription rates 3.5in disc • £22.95 5.25in disc • £22.95
For details of overseas subscription rates, contact the address above

BINDER OFFER
• Please send me binders at £5.95 each

BACK ISSUES/DISCS OFFER
Month Year • 1992 • 1993

Magazine • £1.95 DiscsQ £5.95 (3.5in)
Overseas orders add £1 (Europe) and £3 (rest ofthe World)
I enclose a cheque/PO (made payable to BBC Acorn User)
for a total off

Access/Visa card no Exp date

AUP593

Postcode.

Please tick if you are taking out:
• A new subscription
• A renewal of a current subscription:

I use the following machines: A3010 • A3020 •
A4000Q A5000Q A540Q A3000 • A440Q

A310U A4I0U MasterQ BBC B U A4Q
Other (please specify)

Rales listed are valid until 31/5/93. The 3.5in disc is compatible wilh
all Rise OS machines. The 5.25in disc contains all eight hit programs Signature.
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A3000 SPECIAL OFFERS FROM CUMANA

CAA 740 Podule
By far the best way to add a fast 40
Mb hard drive to your A3000 and
get a SCSI/CDFS card at the same
time. SCSI Manager™ is provided
free with other utilities.

JUST £355.00
A3000 4Mb RAM upgrade still only £95.00. Add a floppy disk drive

(5.25" or 3.5") to your A3000 . . . but first you need an interface:
• Unbuffered interface only £10 • Buffered only £1 8 •

CUMANA FLOPPY DISK DRIVES (WITH PSU)
Single 5.25" 40/80T Switchable Double sided £141

• Single 3.5" 80T Double sided £108 •

NAME ADDRESS.

POSTCODE

I would like to order:

• Cumana CAA 740(s) at£355 each
• Cumana 4Mb upgrade(s) at£95 each
• Cumana unbuffered FDD Interface(s) at£10 each

AU/5/93

• Cumana buffered FDD Interface(s) at£18 each
• Cumana single 5.25" 40/80T FDD at£141 each
• Cumana Single 3.5" 80T FDD at£108 each

Please debit my ACCESS/VISA card (please delete):
No: Expiry date: / Signature
Cheques should be made payable to Cumana Ltd. • Please send me information on: (please tick box):
• EMU • SEMERC A4000S • CD-ROM Special Offers • My nearest Cumana dealer

CUMANA
The bestname Inmemory

Orders may be placed by: telephone - 0483 503121, or fax
0483 451371 or sent to: Cumana A3000 Offers, Pines
Trading Estate, BroadStreet, Guildford,Surrey GU3 3BH

NEW EMU, NEW EMU...

. . . An expandable multi-use interface designed
v/ith care and attention to detail, to fit all A3000,
A4000, A3010 and A3020 systems. 100% Acorn

Compliant, The EMU interface:- as specified
for the SEMERC A4000S . . .

user port, midi, analogue, SCSI,
IDE, Companion™ and more.

These A3000 special offers aresubject toavailability and areonly available direct from Cumana. All prices include VAT and delivery.



YELLOW PAGES
Free programs for you to type in and use

COMPATIBILITY CHART
♦INFO (page 103)

Infol Graduate *
Use this chart to check if a program will work on your lnfo2 Select *
machine. There are two columns, one for eight-bit machines lnfo3 RGBcube *
like the Model B and Master 128, and one for 32-bit lnfo4 HSVcone *

machines, like the A3000, A400 or A3010. If there is a star for lnfo5 CIE *
the program in the column then it will work on your machine. lnfo6 Interpol *

Special exceptions and hardware requirements are listed as lnfo7 Snake *
foot notes at the end of the table. lnfo8 Top *

lnfo9 Cabbage *
Article Program Name 8-bit 32-bit Infol 0 Pulsar *

Infol 1 QuasiJ+M *

BJORN AGAIN (page 93) Infol 2 Squiggle 1 *
Pong Pong * Infol 3 Dancer *

Infol4 Skater *

Listing Infol
10 REM Graduate (Infol)

20 REM By Michiel van Schaik

30 REM For 32-bit machines (R03.1)
40 REM (c) BAU May 1993

50 :

60 MODE 15

70 OFF

80 SYS "OS_SWINumberPromString",,"Col
ourTrans_SetGCOL" TO set_gcol%

90 step%=4

100 FOR dither%=0 TO 1

110 ORIGIH 640'dither"t,0
120 action%=ditherV4100

130 FOR red\=0 TO 255 STEP step's
140 FOR green%=0 TO 255 STEP step's
150 col\>(re*n>«16Mgreen\«8)
160 SYS set_gcol%, (red%<<8)♦(green's

<<16),,,action\,0
170 RECTAHGLE FILL red%*2,green%*2,

2*8tep%-l
180 NEXT green's
190 NEXT red*

200 NEXT dither's

210 END

Listing lnfo2
10 REM >Select (In£o2)

20 REM By Michiel van Schaik
30 REM For 32-bit machines (R03.1)
40 REM (c) BAU May 1993

50 :

60 MODE 15

70 IF M0DE=21 VDU 23,17,7,U10,8;16;0

.0

80 'POINTER 1

90 MOUSE ON 1

100 PROCinit

110 PROCrgb_to_hsv

120 PROCrgb_to_cmyk
130 PROCdrawbars

140 REPEAT

150 MOUSE xVyVb's
160 IF (b% AND 5)>0 PROCclick(x%,y%)
17C UNTIL (b\ AND 7)=7

180 MODE 0

190 END

200 :

210 DBF PROCinit

220 DIM x%(9),y%(9),l%(9),c's(9),Vs(9),
bar$(9)

230 x%(1=656,656,656,96,96,656,96,656,

96,656

240 y%()=864,736,608,448,320,320,160,1

60,32,32

250 n()=511,511,511,1071,511,511,511.

511,511,511

260 c%()=40000F000,400F00000,4F0000000

,&F0F0F000, &F0F0F000, SF0F0F000, 4F0P00000

,&P000F000,400F0F000, S00000000

270 v%()=255,255,255,0,0,255,0,0,0,0

280 barS()="Red","Green","Blue","Hue",
"Saturation","Value","Cyan","Magenta", "Y
ellow","Key"

290 VDU 5

300 SYS "ColourTrans^SetGCOL",45050500
0,,,0,0

310 RECTANGLE FILL 80,592,544,408

320 RECTANGLE FILL 80,16,1136,272

330 RECTANGLE FILL 80,304,1136,272

340 RECTANGLE FILL 640,592,576,408

350 FOR i%=0 TO 9

360 SYS "ColourTrans_SetGCOL",4808080

00...0.0
370 RECTANGLE FILL *%(i\),y's(i's), l*s(i

*)+32,112
380 SYS "ColourTrans_SetGCOL",4F0F0P0

00,,,0,0

390 HOVE x%(i%)»16,y%(i».)a96
400 PRINT bar$(i%)
410 NEXT i%

420 ENDPROC

430 :

440 DEF PROCshowcolour

450 SYS "ColourTrans_SetGC0L",(v%(2)<<

24) +(v%(l)«16) +(v%(0)«8),,, 4100,0
460 RECTANGLE FILL 96,608,512,376

470 ENDPROC

480 :

490 DEF PROCdrawbars

500 LOCAL i%,len%

510 FOR i%=0 TO 9

520 MOVE x%(i°s)+16,y%(i%)+16
530 IF i%=3 THEN len%=v's(3)*3 ELSE le

n%=v%(i%)*2
540 SYS "ColourTrans_SetGCOL",c%(i%),

,,&100.0

550 PLOT 97,len%,32

560 SYS "ColourTrana..SetGCOL",4505050

00,..0,0

570 PLOT 97,l%(i%)-len's,-32

580 SYS "ColourTrans_SetGCOL",4808080

00,,.0,0
590 MOVE BY 0,48

600 PLOT 97,-16*LENSTR$(Vs(n))-64,32

610 SYS "ColourTrans_SetGCOL",4F0F0F0

00...0,0

620 PRINT;" ";Vs(i%)

630 NEXT i%

640 ENDPROC

650 :

660 DEF PROCclick(x%,y°.)
670 type°-s=-l

680 FOR t%=0 TO 9

690 IF x%>=x%(t%) AND x'6<=x%(t's)*l%(t

%)+32 AND y%>«y%(t%) AND y°s<=y%(fs)a64 T

HEN type%=t°s

700 NEXT

710 IF type%o-l THEN
720 x%=xVx%(type%)-16
730 IF type%=3 x%=x% DIV 3 ELSE x%=x*s

DIV 2

740 IF typeV=3 max°s=359 ELSE maxV255
750 IF x%<0 x%=0 ELSE IF x°6>max% x%=m

ax%

760

770

900

910

920

930

Vs(type's)=x%

CASE type's OF
WHEN 0,1,2:

PROCrgb_to_hsv
PROCrgb_to_cmyk

WHEN 3,4,5:

PROChsv_to_rgb
PROCrgb_to_hsv

PROCrgb_to_cmyk
WHEN 6,7,8,9:

PROCcoyk_to_rgb

PROCrgb_to_cmyk
PROCrgb_to_hsv

ENDCASE

PROCdrawbars

PROCshowcolour

ENDIF

ENDPROC

950 DEF PROCbsv_to_rgb
960 IF v%(3)=0 AND v%(4)=0 THEN v%(4)=

1

970 SYS "ColourTrans_ConvertHSVToRGB",

v\(3)*410000,v%(4)*4l00,v%{5) TO v%(0),v

%(1),V%(2)

980 ENDPROC

990 :

1000 DEF PROCrgb_to_hsv

1010 SYS "ColourTrans_ConvertRGBToHSV",

v%(0),v%(l),v%(2) TO v%(3),v%(4),v%(5)

1020 v%(3)=v%(3) DIV 410000:v%(4)=v%(4)

DIV 4100

1030 ENDPROC

1040 :

1050 DEF PROCrgb_to_cmyk
1060 SYS "ColourTrans_ConvertRGBToCMYK"

,v%(0),v%(l),'A(2) TO v%(6),v%(7),v%(8)

,v%(9)

1070 \r°s(9)=V%(9)-4FF01

1080 ENDPROC

1090 :

1100 DEF PROCcmyk_to_rgb
1110 SYS "ColourTrans_ConvertCMYKToRGB"

,v%(6),v%(7),v%(8),4FF01+v%(9) TO v%(0),

v%(l),v%(2)

1120 ENDPROC

Listing lnfo3
10 REM >RGBcube (Info3)

20 REM By DCA

30 REM For 32-bit machines (R03.1)

40 REM (c) BAU May 1993

50 :

60 MODE 15

70 OFF

80 SYS "OS_SWINumberPromString",,"Col
ourTran8_SetGCOL" TO set_gcol%

90 step=l/8

100 rot=RAD(130)

110 ORIGIN 640,1200

120 FOR r=0 TO 1 STEP step

*INF0

130 FOR g=0 TO 1 STEP step
140 FOR b=0 TO 1 STEP Step

150 SYS set_gcol%, ((r*4FF)«8)»((g*
4FF)«16)t((b*4FF) <<24),, ,4100,0

160 xxor-0.5

170 zz=g-0.5
180 x=xx*COS(rot)tzz*SIN(rot)

190 z=3*xx*-SIN(rot)+zz*C0S(rot)

200 y=b-1.5
210 xl=1800'x/z

220 yl=1800«y/z

230 CIRCLE FILL xl,yl,8

240 NEXT

250 NEXT

260 NEXT

270 END

Listing lnfo4
10 REM >HSVcone (Info4)

20 REM By DCA

30 REM For 32-bit machines (R03.1)

40 REM (c) BAU May 1993

50 :

60 MODE 15

70 OFF

80 SYS "OS_SWINumberFromString",,"Col
ourTrans_ConvertHSVToRGB" TO hsv_to_rgb's

90 SYS "OS,SWINumberFrooString",,"Col

ourTrans_SetGCOL" TO set_gcol%

100 v_step=0.2

110 ORIGIN 640,1200

120 FOR v=v_step TO 1 STEP v_8tep
130 B_Btep=0.05-0.035*v

140 FOR B=s_8tep TO 1 STEP s_8tep

150 h_Btep=3-2.5*v*e
160 FOR h=0 TO 360-h_step STEP h_ste

P

170 SYS hsv_to_rgM>,h*410000,s*4100
00,v*4FF TO r%,g%,b°s

180 SYS set_gcol%, (r°6«8) +(g's«16)t
(b%<<24),,,4100,0

190 x=B*v*500*COSRAD(h)

200 z=2000as*v*500*SINRAD(h)

210 y=800*v-1200

220 xl=2000'x/z

230 yl=2000'y/z

240 CIRCLE FILL xl,yl,4

250 NEXT

260 NEXT

270 NEXT

280 END

Listing lnfo5
10 REM >CIE (In£o5)

20 REM By DCA

30 REM For 32-bit machines (R03.1)

40 REM (c) BAU May 1993
50 :

60 MODE 13

70 OFF

80 size%=1600
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PROGRAMS

90 DIM code's 41000 320 RECTANGLEPILL x*-20,100+2*rgb 650 SWI "OS_ReadVduVariabl 40 REM (c) BAU May 1993

100 sp=13:link=14:pc=15 %(i*,j%)*4,40,512-(2*rgb*(i*,j%)) es" 50 :

110 FOR pa88*=0 TO 2 STEP 2 330 PROCinterpolate 660 LDHFD (8p)!,(r0-rl ,pc) 60 PROCinit

120 P*=code* 340 ENDIF 670 70 PROCmain

130 (OPT pass's 350 GCOL 3«(2*j%) TINT 192 680 .snake STHPD (sp)!,(link ) 80 END

140 .cie 360 RECTANGLE FILL x*-20,100,40,2*r 690 BL set 90 :

150 HVN r8,!255 ; =4FPFFFF gb*(i*,j*) 700 RSB b,b,#1024 100 DEF PROCmain

00 370 NEXT 710 HOV h,#0 110 REPEAT

160 ADR r9,div_tab 380 NEXT 720 HOV m,#512 120 PROCcalc

170 HOV r5,t0 390 CASE IHKEY$(0) OF 730 SUB m,m,»l 130 SYS "OS_Byte",470,bank

180 .xloop SWI 4100*30 400 WHEN "*","=":IP steps%<256 steps 740 .for HUL t,f,h 140 CLS

190 HOV r0,r5 *=steps*<<l:PROCinterpolate 750 ADD t,k,t,ASR #8 150 CALL begin

200 ADR rl.str 410 WHEN "-","_":IF Bteps%>4 steps%= 760 ADD t,t,#130 160 WAIT

210 MOV r2,!8 steps*))!:PROCinterpolate 770 AND t,t,m 170 SYS "OS_Byte",471,bank

220 SWI "XOS_ConvertCardin 420 WHEN "D","d":flags*=4100-flags%: 780 LDR t,[CB,t,LSL #2] 180 bank=bank EOR 3

all" PROCinterpolate 790 ADD x,t,a,LSL #6 190 MOUSE x.y.b

230 SWI "XOS_Write0" 430 WHEN "Q","q":quit*=TRUB 800 ADD t,h,k 200 hx=(y/512-l)«PI/2

240 MOV r6,#0 440 ENDCASE 810 ADD t,t,k,LSR #3 210 hy=(x/640-l)*PI/2

250 .yloop MOV r7,#4 450 UNTIL quit* 820 AND t,t,m 220 UNTIL FALSE

260 .zloop HOV r0,r5 460 CLS 830 LDR t,[sn,t,LSL #2] 230 ENDPROC

270 MOV rl,r6 470 END 840 ADD y,t,b,LSL #6 240 :

280 MOV r2,r7 480 : 850 MLA t,g,h,k 250 DBF PROCinit

290 SWI "ColourTrans_Conve 490 DEF PROCinterpolate 860 AND t,t,ra 260 MODE 15

rtCIEToRGB" 500 LOCAL s,col%,j%,k*,width% 870 LDR t,{sn,t,LSL #2) 270 MODE 13

300 TST r0,r8 510 width%=1280 DIV steps* 880 ADD r,t,#160*256 280 PRINT "Please Wait"

310 TSTEQ rl,r8 520 FOR k%=0 TO Steps%-1 890 HOV r,r,ASR #1 290 COLOUR 128+100

320 TSTEQ r2,r8 530 B=k%/(stepB*-l) 900 STMFD (sp)1,(0-12 ) 300 MOUSE OH

330 BNE next.z 540 col%=0 910 LDR Bcr,screen 310 "POINTER

340 ADD rl0,r5,r6 550 FOR j*=0TO 2 920 ADD scr,scr,#8 320 ml=40

350 ADD rl0,rl0,r7 560 col*=col%+((rgb%(0,j*)+8*(rgb%(l 930 ADD scr.scr,#8*320 330 m2=60

360 MOV rO,r0,LSL 118 ,j*)-rgb*(0,j*)))«(8a8*j%)> 940 MOV c,#255 340 DIM f(ml)

370 ORR r0,r0,rl,LSL #16 570 NEXT 950 BL star 350 nrd=ml*m2

3B0 ORR rO,r0,r2,LSL #24 580 SYS "ColourTrans_SetGCOL",col%,,, 960 LDMFD (sp)1,(0-12 ) 360 OFF

390 MOV rl,#0 flags* 970 ADD h,h,#16 370 DIH rx(2,2),ry(2,2),rz(2 2),t(2,2)

400 MOV r2,#0 590 RECTANGLE FILL k**width*,640,widt 980 CMP h,#512 380 PROCguadrangle

410 MOV r3,#4l00 h*,300 990 BLO for 390 PROCass

420 HOV r4,#0 600 NEXT 1000 LDMPD (sp)!,(pc ) 400 PROCvul

430 SWI "ColourTrans..SetGC 610 EHDPROC 1010 410 !kl=255

OL" 1020 .star HOV r.r.LSR 12 420 hx=0

440 LDR r3,[r9,rl0,LSL #2]

Listing lnfo7
1030 CHP r,#2*256 430 hyr.0

450 MUX rl,r5.r3 1040 BHI Bkip 440 hz=0

460 HUL r2,r6,r3 10 REM >Snake (Info7) 1050 CHP x,#(320-16) «8 450 bank=l

478 HOV rl.rl.ASR #16 20 REH By Jan Vlietinck 1060 CHPLO y,#(256-16) «8 460 EHDPROC

480 HOV r2,r2,ASR 116 30 REH For 32-bit machines 1070 HOVHS pc.link 470 :

490 HOV r0,#69 40 REH (c) BAU Hay 1993 1080 SUB a,x,r 480 DEF PROCcalc

500 SWI "XOS_Plot"
50 :

1090 HOV b.y.ASR 18 490 rx()=l,0,0,0,COShx,SINhx 0,-SINhx,

510 .next_z ADD r7,r7,#l
60 MODE 13 1100 ADD t,b,b,LSL #2 COShx

520 Off r7,»256
70 OFF

1110 ADD t,scr,t,LSL #6 500 ry()=COShy,0,SINhy,0,1,0 -SINhy,0,
530 BLT zloop

80 PROCinit 1120 STRB c,[t.a.ASR 18] COShy
540 ADD r6,r6,#l 90 PROCass 1130 ADD a,a,r,LSL (1 510 rz()=COShz,SINhz,0,-SINhz,COShz,0,

550 CHP r6,#256 100 PROCmain 1140 STRB c,(t,a,ASR #8) 0,0,1
560 BLT yloop

110 END 1150 SUB h,r,r,LSR #3 520 t()=rx().ry()

570 SWI "XOS_ReadEscapeSta 120 : 1160 SUB a,x,r,LSR #1 530 t()=t().rz()
te"

130 DEP PROCmain 1170 ADD b,y,h 540 v=2-15

580 HOVCS pc,link 140 MOUSE A*,B*,but% 1180 MOV b.b.ASR 18 550 t()=t()*v

590 ADD r5,r5,«l 150 REPEAT 1190 ADD t,b,b,LSL #2 560 tr!0=t(0,0)

600 CMP r5,#256 160 E*=RHD(8)/RND(4)*256 1200 ADD t,acr,t,LSL #6 570 tr!4=t(0,l)

610 BLT xloop 170 P*=RHD(4) 1210 STRB c,[t.a.ASR#8] 580 tr!B=t(0,2)

620 MOV pclink
180 REPEAT 1220 ADD a,a,r 590 tr!12=t(l,0)

630 190 SYS "OS_Byte",470,bank's 1230 STRB c,[t.a.ASR #8] 600 tr!16=t(l,l)

640 .8tr EQUS STRING$(8," ") 200 CLS 1240 SUB b,y,h 610 tr!20=t(l,2)

650 ] 210 last_but%=but* 1250 HOV b.b.ASR #8 620 ENDPROC

660 div_tab=P*:P*i=4*4301 220 HOUSE A*,B*,but% 1260 ADD t,b,b,LSL #2 630 :
670 NEXT pasB*

230 CALL snake 1270 ADD t,8cr,t,LSL #6 640 DBF PROCvul

680 ldiv_tab=0 240 WAIT 1280 STRB C,[t,a,ASR #8] 650 p=lijst
690 FOR i*=l TO 4300 250 SYS "OS.Byte",471,bank* 1290 SUB a,a,r 660 FOR i=0 TO ml-1
700 div_tab!(4*i%)=(size**410000)/i% 260 bank*=bank* EOR 3 1300 STRB c,(t,a,ASR #8] 670 h=i*PI/(ml-l)
710 NEXT

270 G*t=2 1310 MOV pclink 680 f(i)=SINh*1600
720 CALL cie 280 UNTIL but* AND last_but*obut% 1320 690 NEXT

730 END
290 UNTIL FALSE

300 ENDPROC

1330 .skip

,y,r,link)

STMFD (sp)!,{x 700 FOR j=0 TO ml-1
710 k=(j-ml/2)*PI/ml*600

Listing lnfo6 310 :

320 DEF PROCinit

1340

1350

ADD

BL

x,x,r

star

720 FOR i=0 TO m2-l

730 h=i*PI*2/(m2-l)

10 REM >Interpol (Info6) 330 DIH cs 512*4,sn 512*4 1360 LDMFD bp,{x ,y,r) 740 lp=f(j)*COSh

20 REM By DCA 340 a=400*64 1370 SUB x,x,r 750 p+=4

30 REM For 32-bit machines (R03) 350 b=300*64 1380 BL star 760 !p=f(j)*SINh

40 REM (c) BAU Hay 1993 360 FOR i=0 TO 2048 STEP 4 1390 LDMPD bp,(x ,y,r) 770 p+=4

50 : 370 h=i*PI/1024 1400 SUB x,x,r,LSR #1 780 !p=k

60 MODE 13 380 csli=COS(h)*a 1410 ADD y.y.r 790 p+=4

70 OFF 390 sn!i=SIN(h)*b 1420 SUB y,y,r,LSR #3 800 NEXT

80 'POINTER 1 400 NEXT 1430 BL star 810 NEXT

90 DIM rgb*(l,2) 410 C*=C8 1440 LDHFD sp,(x ,y,r) 820 lp=-l

100 FOR i*=0 TO 1 420 D*=sn 1450 ADD x,x,r,LSR #1 830 p=lijst»!nr»8

110 FOR j*=0TO 2 430 bank*=2 1460 ADD y.y.r 840 q=lijst

120 rgb*(i*,j*)=RND(2S6)-l 440 G*=0 1470 SUB y,y,r,LSR #3 850 FOR j=0 TO ml-1

130 NEXT 450 EHDPROC 1480 BL star 860 FOR i=0 TO m2-l

140 NEXT 460 : 1490 LDMFD sp,(x ,y,r) 870 t=q>12*m2

150 steps*=32 470 DEP PROCass 1500 SUB x,x,r,LSR #1 880 x3=!t

160 flags*=4100 480 a=0:b=l:scr=2:cs=2 1510 SUB y.y.r 890 y3=t!4

170quit*=PALSE 490 c=3:sn=3:f=4:g=5 1520 ADD y,y,r,LSR #3 900 z3=t!8

180 PROCinterpolate 500 s=6:k=6:h=7:x=8:y=9 1530 BL star 910 t»=12

190 PRINTTAB(12,16)"Drag colour bars" 510 r=10:m=ll:t=12 1540 LDMFD (sp)!,(x ,y,r) 920 x4=!t

200 PRINTTAB(12,20)"., - alter steps" 520 8p=13:link=14:pc=15 1550 ADD x,x,r,LSR #1 930 y4=tl4

210 PRINTTAB(12,22)"D togglesdither" 530 DIH q* 4000 1560 SUB y.y.r 940 z4=t!8

220 REPEAT 540 FOR pass=0 TO 2 STEP 2 1570 ADD y.y.r.LSR #3 950 xl=!q

230 FOR i*=0 TO 1 550 P*=q% 1580 BL star 960 yl=q!4

240 FOR j%=0TO 2 560 [OPT pass 1590 LDMFD (sp)l,(pc ) 970 zl=q!8

250 MOUSE mx*,my*,mb* 570 .screenl 1600 ] 980 q*=12

260 x*=640*(i**2-l)*460t(j*-l)*80 580 EQUD 148 1610 NEXT 990 x2=!q

270 IF ABS(x*-mx%)<20 AND (mb* AND 590 EQUD -1 1620 ENDPROC 1000 y2=q!4

5)>0 THEN 600 .screen EQUD 0 1010 z2=q!8

280 y*=(my%-100) DIV 2
290 IF y%<0 y*=0 ELSE IF y%>255 y*

610

620 .set STHPD (sp)!,{r0-rl Listing lnfo8
1020 IF Xl=x2 AHD yl=y2 THEN
1030 x2=x4

•255 .link) 10 REM >Top (Info8) 1040 y2=y4

300 rgb*(i*,j*)=y% 630 ADR r0,screenl 20 REH By Jan Vlietinck 1050 ENDIF

310 GCOL 0 TINT 0 640 ADR rl,8creen 30 REM For 32-bit machines 1060 al=xl-x3
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PROGRAMS

1070 a2=yl-y3 2130 STR i,id 3180 .ql LDR q,ditabd 4240 ADD c4,c4,c4,LSL #16
1080 a3=zl-z3 2140 BNE lo2 3190 SUB t.bx.ax 4250 MOV cl,c4
1090 bl=x2-x3 2150 LDHFD (spll.fpc ) 3200 SUB n.by.ay 4260 KOV c2,c4
1100 b2=y2-y3 2160 3210 LDR n,[q,n,LSL #2] 4270 HOV C3,c4
1110 b3=z2-z3 2170 .id EQUD 0 3220 HUL n,t,n 4280 LDR ct.aa
1120 cl=a2*b3-b2* a3 2180 3230 MOV n.n.ASR #10 4290 CMP Ct,#0
1130 c2=a3*bl-b3* al 2190 .kol EQUD %00000000 3240 STR n,ab 4300 LDR t.axd
1140 c3=al*b2-bl* a2 2200 EQUD %00000001 3250 SOB t,cx,ax 4310 MOV l.t.LSL 16
1150 d=SQR(cl*cUc2«c2+c3*c3) 2210 EQUD *00000010 3260 SUB n,cy,ay 4320 HOV r.t.LSL #6
1160 IF d<>0 lp=2 "20/d 2220 EQUD %00000011 3270 LDR n,[q,n,LSL #2] 4330 LDR la,ad
1170 p*=12 2230 EQUD *00101100 3280 MUL n.t.n 4340 ADD l,l,la,ASR#1
1180 NEXT 2240 EQUD *00101101 3290 MOV n.n.ASR #10 4350 ADD 1,1,#1«5
1190 NEXT 2250 EQUD *00101U0 3300 STR n,ac 4360 LDR ra,ab
1200 ENDPROC 2260 EQUD *00101111 3310 SUB t,dx,bx 4370 ADD r,r,ra,ASR #1
1210 : 2270 EQUD %11010000 3320 SUB n,dy,by 4380 ADD r,r,#l«5
1220 DEF PROCaSB 2280 EQUD %11010001 3330 LDR n,[q,n,LSL #2] 4390 BLNE piece
1230DIM q% 120000 2290 EQUD %11010010 3340 MUL n,t,n 4400 LDR ct.bb
1240 x=0:y=l:z=2:sll=3 2300 EQUD %11010011 3350 MOV n,n,ASR #10 4410 CHP ct,#0
1250 s12=4:813=5:s21=6:b22=7:b23=8 2310 EQUD %11111100 3360 STR n,bd 4420 LDR t.bxd
1260 c=9:t=10:u=ll: v»12 2320 EQUD %11111101 3370 SUB t,dx,cx 4430 MOV r.t.LSL #6
1270 a=13:b=14 2330 EQUD %11111110 3380 SUB n,dy,cy 4440 LDR ra.be
1280 xl=0:yl=l:x2=2 :y2=3 2340 EQUD VLlllllll 3390 LDR n,[q,n,LSL #2] 4450 ADD r.r.ra.ASR #1
1290X3=4:y3=5:x4=6:y4«7 2350 EQUD %11111111 3400 MUL n.t.n 4460 ADD r,r,#l«5
1300col=8:i=9:j=12 2360 EQUD *11111111 3410 MOV n,n,ASR #10 4470 BLNE piece
1310 FOR pass=0 TO 2 STEP 2 2370 EQUD *11111111 3420 STR n,cd 4480 LDR ct.ee
1320 P*=q* 2380 EQUD *11111111 3430 SUB a,by,ay 4490 CMP ct,#0
1330 [OPT pass 2390 EQUD '.11111111 3440 SUB b,cy,by 4500 LDR t.cxd
1340 .tr EQUS STRINGS(24,CHR$0) 2400 .lijst 3450 SUB cdy,cy 4510 HOV r.t.LSL #6
1350 .spat EQUD 0 2410 ) 3460 STR a,aa 4520 LDR ra.cd
1360 .linkst EQUD 0 2420 NEXT 3470 STR b,bb 4530 ADD r.r.ra.ASR #1
1370 .nr EQUD (nrd+800)*12 2430 EHDPROC 3480 STR c.cc 4540 ADD r,r,#l«5
1380 2440 : 3490 LDR o, screen 4550 BLNE piece
1390 .begin 2450 DEF PROCquadrangle 3500 LDR col.kl 4560 LDMFD (sp)!,(pc )
1400 STR sp.spst 2460 DIM ditable 4*320 3510 ADD t,ay,ay,LSL #2 4570
1410 SIR link,linkst 2470 FOR 1=1 TO 320 3520 ADD o,o,t,LSL #6 4580 .piece STMFD (sp)l,{link )
1420 ADR t,tr 2480 ditable! (4*I)=(1«16)/I 3530 ADD c4,c4,c4,LSL #8 4590 .lo CMP l.r
1430 LDHIA t,(r3-r8 ) 2490 NEXT 3540 ADD c4,c4,c4,LSL 116 4600 ADDLO xl,o,l,LSR #6
1440 ADR a.lijst 2500 DIM q* 2000 3550 MOV cl,c4 4610 ADDLO xr,o,r,LSR #6
1450 LDR b.nr 2510 ax=0:ay=l:bx=2:by=3 3560 MOV c2,c4 4620 ADDHS xl.o.r.LSR #6
1460 ADD b,b,a 2520 cx=4:cy=5:dx=6:dy=7 3570 MOV c3,c4 4630 ADDHS xr.o.l.LSR #6
1470 .tranB LDMIA (a)l,(x ,y,z) 2530 col=8:t=9 3580 LDR ct.aa 4640 SUBS t.xr.xl
1480 HUL t.x.sll 2540 a=10:b=ll:c=12 3590 CMP ct,#0 4650 BEQ endspan
1490 MLA t,y,sl2,t 2550 f=8:g=9:t=9:n=10 3600 LDR t.axd 4660 CMP t,#2
1500 MLA t,z,al3,t 2560 q=ll:s=12 3610 MOV l.t.LSL #6 4670 STRLSB cl,[xl]
1510 MOV u,t,ASR #15 2570 xl=0:xr=l:l=2:r=3:ct=4 3620 HOV r.t.LSL #6 4680 STRLSB cl,[xr,#-l)
1520 HUL t,X,821 2580 Cl=5:c2=6:c3=7:c4=8 3630 LDR 1b,ac 4690 BLS ondspan
1530 HLA t,y,s22,t 2590 t=9:o=10:la=ll:ra=12 3640 ADD l,l,la,ASR #1 4700 1ST xl,#%01
1540 HLA t,z,s23,t 2600 sp=13:link=14:pc=15 3650 ADD l,l,#l«5 4710 STRNEB cl,[xl),#l
1550 HOV v.t.ASR #15 2610 FOR p=0 TO 2 STEP 2 3660 LDR ra,ab 4720 TST xl,#%10
1560 STMIA (b)l,(u ,v) 2620 P*=q% 3670 ADD r,r,ra,ASR #1 4730 STRNEB c2,[xl],#l
1570 ADD b,b,#4 2630 [OPTp 3680 ADD r,r,#l«5 4740 STRNEB el,Ixl),#1
1580 CMN x.ll 2640 .screenl 3690 BLNE piece 4750 TST xr,#*01
1590 BNE trans 2650 EQUD 148 3700 LDR ct.bb 4760 STRNEB c2,(xr,#-l)l
1600 STR x.lb] 2660 EQUD -1 3710 CHP ct,#0 4770 TST xr,#*10
1610 LDR 13,spst 2670 .screen EQUD 0 3720 LDR t.bxd 4780 STRNEB el,[xr,»-lll
1620 LDR link,linkst 2680 3730 HOV r,t,LSL #6 4790 STRHEB c2,[xr,#-l]l
1630 STHFD (sp)l,'link ) 2690 .set ADR r0,screenl 3740 LDR ra.bd 4800 SUBS t,xr,xl
1640 BL set 2700 ADR rl,screen 3750 ADD r,r,ra,ASR 81 4810 HOVS t.t.LSR 13
1650 .pi ADR u.lijst 2710 SHI "OS_ReadVduVariabl 3760 ADD r,r,#l«5 4820 STRCS cl,[xl),#4
1660 LDR t,nr es" 3770 BLNE piece 4830 HOVS t.t.LSR 11
1670 ADD u,u,t 2720 HOV pclink 3780 LDR ct.ee 4840 STHCSIA (xl)!,(cl ,c2)
1680 MOV i,#ml-l 2730 3790 CHP ct,#0 4850 ADR xr,ba8e
1690 STR i,id 2740 .axd EQUD 0 3800 LDR t,cxd 4860 SUB pc,xr,t,LSL #2
1700 .lo2 MOV j,#m2-l 2750 .bxd EQUD 0 3810 HOV l.t.LSL #6 4870 FHvulc

1710 .lol ADD t,u,#m2<<3 2760 .cxd EQUD 0 3820 LDR la,cd 4880 .baae
1720 ADD t,t,#m2«2 2770 .ab EQUD 0 3830 ADD l.l.la.ASR #1 4890 .endapan
1730 LDHIA (t)!,{x3 ,y3) 2780 .ac EQUD 0 3840 ADD 1,1,#1«5 4900 ADD 1.1.1a
1740 ADD t,t,#4 2790 .bd EQUD 0 3850 BLNE piece 4910 ADD r.r,ra

1750 LDMIA (u)l,[xl ,yl,col) 2800 .cd EQUD 0 3860 LDMFD (sp)!,(pc ) 4920 ADD o,o,#320
1760 CHP col,#0 2810 .ad EQUD 0 3870 4930 SUBS ct,ct,#l
1770 LDMMIFD (sp)!,{pc ) 2820 .be EQUD 0 3880 .q2 LDR q,ditabd 4940 BNE lo
1780 LDMIA u,(x2 ,y2) 2830 .aa EQUD 0 3890 SUB t,bx,ax 4950 LDMPD (sp)l,(pc )
1790 CHP xl,x2 2840 .bb EQUD 0 3900 SUB n,by,ay 4960 )
1800 CMPEQ yi.y2 2850 .cc EQUD 0 3910 LDR n,[q,n,LSL #2] 4970 NEXT
1810 LDHEQIA t,(x2 ,y2) 2860 .kl EQUD 0 3920 MUL n,t,n 4980 ENDPROC
1820 SUB x4,xl,x3 2870 .ditabd EQUD ditable 3930 MOV n.n.ASR #10 4990 :

1830 SUB y4,y2,y3 2880 3940 STR n,ab 5000 DEF PNvulc
1840 HUL i.y4,x4 2890 .quadrangle 3950 SUB t,cx,bx 5010 FOR i=l TO 20
1850 SUB x4,x2,x3 2900 STMFD (sp)l,{link ) 3960 SUB n,cy,by 5020 [OPT p
I860 SUB y4,yi,y3 2910 STR col,kl 3970 LDR n,[q,n,LSL #2) 5030 STMIA (xl)l,{el
1870 HUL :•:'., y 1, x4 2920 FNmax(ax,ay,bx,by) 3980 MUL n,t,n ,c2,c3,c4
1880 RSBS i,x4,i 2930 FNmax(bx,by,cx,cy) 3990" MOV n.n.ASR #10 )
1890 BHI OV 2940 PNmax(cx,cy,dx,dy) 4000 STR n.bc 5040 ]
1900 LDHIA t,(x4 ,y4) 2950 FHmax(ax,ay,bx,by) 4010 SUB t,dx,cx 5050 NEXT

1910 MUL col,i,col 2960 FHmax(bx,by,cx,cy) 4020 SUB n.dy.cy 5060 =""

1920 HOVS i,col,LSR#16 2970 FNmax(ax,ay,bx,by) 4030 LDR n,[q,n,LSL #2] 5070 :

1930 ADR t.kol 2980 STR ax,axd 4040 HUL n,t,n 5080 DEF FNmax(ax,ay bx.by)
1940 LDR col,[t.i.LSL #2] 2990 STR bx.bxd 4050 HOV n,n,ASR #10 5090 [OPT p
1950 STHFD (sp)!,(r8-rl2 ) 3000 STR ex,cxd 4060 STR n.cd 5100 CMP ay.by
1960 HOV t,#160 3010 SUB a.dx.ax 4070 SUB t.dx.ax • 5110 KOVHI t.ax
1970 ADD xl,t,xl,ASR #4 3020 SUB b,dy,ay 4080 SUB n,dy,ay 5120 HOVHI ax.bx
1980 ADD x2,t,x2,ASR #4 3030 SUB 8,ex,ax 4090 LDR n,[q.n.LSL #2] 5130 HOVHI bx,t
1990 ADD x3,t,x3,ASR #4 3040 SOB t.cy.ay 4100 HUL n,t,n 5140 HOVHI t,ay
2000 ADD x4,t,x4,ASR #4 3050 HUL t,a,t 4110 HOV n.n.ASR 110 5150 HOVHI ay.by
2010 HOV t,«128 3060 HUL s.b.s 4120 STR n.ad 5160 HOVHI by.t
2020 SUB yl,t,yl,ASR#4 3070 SUBS f,8,t 4130 SUB a,by,ay 5170 )
2030 SUB y2,t,y2,ASR #4 3080 BEQ ql 4140 SUB b.cy.by 5180 =0
2040 SUB y3,t,y3,ASR#4 3090 SUB s.bx.ax 4150 SUB c,dy,cy
2050 SUB y4,t,y4,ASR#4 3100 SUB t.by.ay 4160 STR a.aa

2060 BL quadrangle 3110 HUL t.a.t 4170 STR b.bb Listing Infrj9
2070 LDMFD

20B0 .ov SUBS

(ap)!,(r8-rl2 )

j.j.il
3120 HUL 8,b,8

3130 SUBS g,s,t
4180

4190

STR

LDR

c,cc

o,screen
10 REH

20 REM By
30 REM For

>Cabbage (Info9)
Jan Vibe

2090 BNE lol 3140 BEQ ql 4200 LDR col.kl
32-bit machines

2100 ADD

2110 LDR

u,u,#12
i.id

3150 EORS t,f,g
3160 BLT ql

4210

4220

ADD

ADD

t,ay,ay,LSL #2

o,o,t,LSL #6
40 REH (c)

50 :

60 HODE 13

BAU May 1993

2120 SUBS i.i.M 3170 BGE q2 4230 ADD c4,c4,c4,LSL #8
OFP
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PROGRAMS

70 DIH dx(8),dy(8),col(7)
80 IF H0DE=21 8tep=2 ELSE 8tep=4

90 FOR i=l TO 8
100 READ dx.dy
110 dx(i)=dx*8tep
120 dy(i)=dy*step
130 HEXT

140 col()=0,l,4,5,16,17,20,21

150 REPEAT

160 POR i=l TO 10
170 rndl=RND(8)

REPEAT

rnd2=RND(8)

UNTIL rnd2orndl

SWAP dx(rndl),dx(rnd2)
SWAP dy(rndl),dy(rnd2)

HEXT

count=0

REPEAT

x=RHD(1279)
y=RND(1023)
count»=l

UHTIL POIHT(x,y)=0 OR count=5000
IP count<5000 PROCcabbage(x,y,RND

(7),RND(75)+25)
310 UHTIL count=5000

320 END

330 :

340 DEF PROCcabbagelx.y,col,depth)
350 LOCAL dir.gcol
360 gcol=(depth DIV 4
370 GCOL (gcol DIV 4)

col HOD 4)«6
380 POINT x,y

390 IF depth>=2 THEN

400 FOR dir=l TO 8

410 IF POIHT(xadx(dir),y*dy(dir))=0
PROCcabbage(x*dx(dir),y*dy(dir),col,dept
h-1)

420 HEXT

430 EHDIF

440 EHDPROC

450 :

460 DATA -1,-1,0,-1,1,-1,-1,0,1,0,-1,1

,0,1,1,1

180

190

200

210

220

230

240

250

260

270

280

290

300

Listing Infol0

HOD 12*4

col(col) TIHT (g

10 REM >Pulaar (InfolO)

20 REM By Jan Vibe

30 REM For 32-bit machines

40 REM (e) BAU May 1993
50 :

60 M0DE12

70 PROCshape

80 PROCinit

90 OH ERROR PROCerror

100 PROCdraw

110 EHD

120 :

130 DEP PROCerror

140 IP ERRol7 PRINTREPORTS;" at line
";ERL

150 EHD

160 :

170 DEP PROCahape
180 PRINT-l: Square"

190 PRINT"2: Hexagon"

200 PRINT"3: Octagon"
210 PRINT"4: Polygonwith 12 aides"
220 PRINT'"Polygon number ";

230 *Pxl5,0
240 REPEAT

250 poly$=GET$
260 UHTIL IHSTR("1234",poly$)>0

270 poly=VAL(poly$)
280 CASE poly OF
290 WHEN l:ang=0 :rad=512:w=1.0
300 WHEN 2:ang=30:rad=580:w=1.5

310 WHEN 3:ang=45:rad=512:w=2.0

320 WHEN 4:ang=60:rad=512:w=2.5
330 ENDCASE

340 ENDPROC

350 :

360 DEF PROCinit

370 angl=RAD(ang)

380 ang2=RAD(90)
390 angs=180/(90-ang)
400 IPRHD(-TIHE)

410 cycle=l

420 rgb=RND(3)
430 ctime=TIHE

440 DIH sin(angs),cos(ang8),col(15,3)
x(6),y(6),w(6)
450 FOR i=l TO angs
460 a=RAD(2*(90-ang)*i)
470 8in(i)=SINa

480 cos(i)=COSa

490 NEXT

500 FOR i=l TO 15

510 READ colli,1)

520 colli,2)=col(i,l)

530 colli,3)=col(i,l)
540 COLOUR i,colli,1),colli,2),colli

3)
550 HEXT

122 BBC ACORN USER MAY 1993

560 CLS:OFF

570 CASE HODE OF

580 WHEH 12,20 : ORIGIN 640,512
590 WHEN 31 : ORIGIN 800,600

600 ENDCASE

610 ENDPROC

620 :

630 DATA 16,32,80,112,144,176,208,240,

224,192,160,128,96,64,32

640 :

650 DEF PROCdraw

660 REPEAT

670 rnd=RHD(6)
680 mul=28/(2*rnd)

690 FOR i=l TO rnd

700 x(i)=RHD(rad)

710 y(i)=RHD(rad)
720 w(i)=w*RND(l)+.5
730 NEXT

740 PROCpoly(0,0,rad«SINangl,rad'COSa
ngl,rad*SINang2,rad*C0Sang2)

750 when=TIME+1000

760 REPEAT

770 PROCcycle

780 UNTIL TIME>when

790 UNTIL FALSE

800 ENDPROC

810 :

820 DEF PROCpoly(xl,yl,x2,y2,x3,y3)

830 LOCAL Xl2,yl2,x23,y23,x31,y31

840 PROCcycle
850 IF (x2-xl)"2*(y2-yl)"2>=256 THEN
860 xl2=(xl*x2)/2:yl2=(yl.y2)/2

870 x23=(x2tx3)/2:y23=(y2*y3)/2

880 x31=(x3+xl)/2:y31=(y3*yl)/2

890 PROCpoly(xl,yl,xl2,yl2,x31,y31)

900 PROCpoly(xl2,yl2,x2,y2,x23,y23)
910 PROCpoly(xl2,yl2,x23,y23,x31,y31)
920 PROCpoly(x31,y31,x23,y23,x3,y3)
930 ELSE

940 xmid= (xl+x2*x3)/3:ymid=(yl+y2+y3)

n
950 col=0

960 FOR i=l TO rnd

970 col+=(l+SINRAD(w(i)*SQR((x(i)-xm

id)"2+(y(i)-ymid)-2)))
980 PROCcycle

990 NEXT

1000 PROCcol(mul*col+l)
1010 PROCcycle
1020 FOR i=l TO anga
1030 clx=xl*coa(i)+yl*8in(i):cly=yl*e

08(i)-xl*sin(i)
1040 c2x=x2«cos(i)+y2«sin(i):c2y=y2*c
os(i)-x2*sin(i)

1050 c3x=x3*cos(i)+y3*sin(i):c3y=y3*c
os(i)-x3*sin(i)

1060 HOVE clx, cly:HOVB c2x, c2y:PL0T

85,c3x, c3y
1070 HOVE clx,-cly:M0VE c2x,-c2y:PLOT

85,c3x,-c3y

1080 PROCcycle

1090 HEXT

1100 EHDIF

1110 ENDPROC

1120 :

1130 DEF PROCcol(col)
1140 GCOL ABS(14-((col»13)MOD28))*l

1150 ENDPROC

1160 :

1170 DEF PROCcycle
1180 LOCAL i.col

1190 IF TIME-Ctime>=8 THEN

1200 IF RND(1)>.6 rgb=RND(3)
1210 col=eol(15,rgb)

1220 FOR i=15 TO 2 STEP -1

1230 col(i,rgb)=col(i-l,rgb)
1240 NEXT

1250 col(l,rgb)=col

1260 cycle=cycle HOD 15+1

1270 FOR i=l TO 15

1280 COLOUR (itcycle*15)MOD15*l,colli

,1),colli,2),colli,3)

1290 NEXT

1300 ctime=TIHE

1310 ENDIF

1320 ENDPROC

Listing Infol 1
REH >QuasiJ«H (Infoll)

REM By Hichael Rozdoba
REM For 32-bit machines

REH (c) BAU Kay 1993

scrn*=l

mem*=1024

DIH code* mem*

R%=50

M*=90

MODE 0

PRINT "(J)ulia or (M)andelbrot
REPEAT

set=INSTR(" JjHm",GET$)DIV2

UNTIL set>0

170 IF set=l THEN

180 PRINT'Julia"

190 A=-1.12:B=-1.13:1=1.12:J=l.13

200 INPUT '"Enterm 4 n (eg 0 4 0.3)

"jpm.pn

210 ELSE

220 PRINT "Mandelbrot"

230 A=-.45:B=-1.8:I=2.10:J=1.8

240 pm=0:pn=0

250 ENDIP

260 PROCmode

270 REPEAT

280 hinc=(I-A)/hpix
290 vinc=(J-B)/vpix
300 IF hine*vinc=0 PRINT"image size t

oo small":END

310 PROCcode

320 CALL doit*

330 REPEAT

340 VDU 7

350 goon=TRUE

360 CASE GET$ OF

370 WHEN "S","s":

380 SYS "OS_CLI","ScreenSave Image

J"*STR$8crn*

390 scrn*»=l

400 goon=FALSE

WHEH "I","i":

PRINT "Current co-ordinates

,";Bj") - (";I;",»;J;")»

INPUT "Enter new values (A,B)

INPUT (I.J)

410

420

C;Ai

430

";A,B

440

";I,J

450

460

470

480

490

500

510

520

530

540

550

560

WHEN "J","j":
IF set=2 8et=l:pm=jm:pn=jn

WHEN "M","*"":

IF set=l Bet=2:pm=0:pn=0

WHEN "H","n":

PROCmode

WHEH " ":

PROCzoom

OTHERWISE:

goon=FALSE

ENDCASE

UHTIL goon

570 UNTIL FALSE

580 EHD

590 :

600 DEF PROCmode

610 REPEAT

620 ok=TRUE

630 VDU30

640 INPUT '"Screen mode ";mode

650 SYS "OS_CheckModeValid", mode TO

,-F*
660 log2bpp=FNvar(9)

670 log2bpc=FNvar(10)
680 hpix=FNvar(ll)»l
690 vpix=FHvar(12)*l
700 scrx=hpix<<FNvar(4)
710 scry=vpix«FNvar(5)
720 IP P*AND2 PRINT"Selected mode is

unavailable":ok=FALSE

730 IF log2bpp<>2 PRINT"Not a 16 colo

ur mode":ok=FALSE

740 IP Iog2bppolog2bpc PRINT"'Double

pixel' modes are not allowed":ok=FALSE
750 UNTIL ok

760 MODE mode:OFF

770 RESTORE

780 FOR i=0 TO 15

790 READ r,g,b

800 COLOUR i,r,g,b
810 NEXT i

820 EHDPROC

830 :

840 DEF PROCzoom

850 MOUSE OH

860 8=512

870 MOUSE x,y,b

880 GCOL 3,15

890 RECTAHGLE x-s*serx/(scry«l),y-s/2

,s'Bcrx/scry,s

900 ox=x

910 oy=y
920 08=8

930 REPEAT

940 HOUSE x.y.b

950 WAIT

960 RECTAHGLE ox-os*scrx/(scry«l) ,oy

-os/2,oa*scrx/scry,os

970 RECTANGLE x-s*scrx/(scry«l),y-s/

2,s*Bcrx/scry,B
980 IF set =2 THEN

990 jm=A*(I-A)*x/acrx
1000 jn=J-(J-B)*y/scry
1010 PRIHT TAB(0,0);"Julia parameter:
";jm;" ";jn;SPC(12);

1020 EHDIF

1030 ox=x:oy=y:os=B

1040 IF b AND 4 s*=2*(8>16)

1050 IF b AHD 1 s-=2*(s<scry)

1060 UHTIL b AHD 2

1070 w=I-A:h=J-B

1080 I=A+w*(x*s*8crx/(8cry<<l))/8crx

1090 B=J-h*(yts/2)/Bcry

1100A=A*w«(x-s*scrx/(scry<<l))/scrx
1110 J=J-h*(y-s/2)/8cry
1120 MOUSE OFF

1130 ENDPROC

1140 :

1150 DEF PROCcode

1160 !code%=148

1170 code*!4=-l

1180 SYS"OS_ReadVduVariables",code*,cod

1190

1200

1210

1220

1230

1240

1250

1260

1270

1280

1290

1300

1310

1320

1330

1340

1350

1360

1370

1380

1390

1400

1410

1420

1430

1440

1450

1460

1470

1480

1490

1500

1510

1520

1530

1540

1550

1560

1570

1580

1590

1600

1610

1620

1630

1640

1650

1660

1670

1680

1690

1700

1710

1720

1730

1740

1750

1760

1770

1780

1790

1800

1810

1820

1830

1840

1850

1860

1870

1880

1890

1900

1910

1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

2020

2030

2040

2050

2060

2070

8cr8t*=!code%

L*=code**mem*

xc=0

yc=l
x=2

y=3

cc»4

m=5

n=6

r=7

addr=8

FOR opt*=8 TO 10 STEP 2

P*=code%

[OPT opt*
.art EQUD RV65536

.ax* EQUD 0

.ay* EQUD 0

.axo* EQUD A*65536

.ayo* EQUD B*65536

.axi* EQUD hinc*65536

.ayi* EQUD vinc'65536

.am* EQUD pm*65536

.an* EQUD pn*65536

.ascrst* EQUD scrst*

.asptemp* EQUD 0

.doit*

STMFD R13!,(rl4 )

STR R13,asptemp*

LDR r.art

LDR m,am*

LDR n.an*

LDR addr,ascrst*

IP set=l THEN

[OPT opt*

LDR y,ayo*
STR y,ay%

]
ELSE

[OPT opt*

LDR n.ayo*

STR n,ay*

)
ENDIF

[OPT opt*
HOV yc,#vpix
.rowloop*

J
IF set=l THEN

[OPTopt*
LDR x.axo*

STR x.ax*

1
BLSE

[OPT opt*

LDR m,axo*

STR m.ax*

]
ENDIF

[OPT opt*

HOV XC,#hpix

.colloop*

]
IF Bet=2 THEN

[OPT opt*

HOV x,#0

HOV y,#0

]
ENDIP

[OPT opt*

MOV CC,#1

.cloop*
FNsqul6(x,13,ll,12,14)

FNsqul6(y,10,ll,12,14)

ADD R14,R13,R10

CHP R14,r

BGE gotcc*

SUBS R13,R13,R10

RSBHI R13,R13,<0

SUB R13,R13,n

FNmull6(x,y,10,ll,12,14)

ADD y,R10,R10

y.y.n

x,R13

cccc,#l

CC,#M*

cloop*
CC,#1

2090 .gotcc*

2100 SUB cc,cc#l

2110 ADR R14,lut%

2120 LDRB cc,[R14,cc)

2130 :



2140 LDRB R14,[addr]
2150 TST xc,#l

2160 AHDHE R14,R14,#15

2170 ORRNE R14,R14,cc,LSL #4
2180 ANDEQ R14,R14,#240

2190 ORREQ R14,R14,cc
2200 STRB R14,[addr]

2210 :

2220 ADDNE addr,addr,11

2230 ]IF set=l THEN

2240 (OPT opt*

2250LDR y,ay*
2260 LDR x,ax%

2270 LDR R14,axi%

2280 ADD x,x,R14
2290 STR x,ax%

2300 SUBS xc,xc,#l

2310 BGT colloop*
2320 LDR R14,ayi%
2330ADD y,y,R14
2340 STR y.ay*

2350 ]

2360 ELSE

2370 [OPTopt*
2380 LDR n,ay*

2390 LDR m,ax%

2400 LDR R14,axi*

2410 ADD m,m,R14

2420 STR m.ax*

2430 SUBS xc,xc,#l
2440BGT colloop*
2450 LDR R14,ayi%
2460 ADD n,n,R14
2470 STR n,ay%

2480 ]

2490 EHDIF

2500 [OPT opt*

2510 SUBS yc,yc,#l

2520 BGT rowloop*

2530 LDR R13,asptemp*
2540 LDMFDR13!,(pc )
2550 .lut*

2560 EQUB 0

2570 ]

2580 FOR CL%=1 TO M%

2590 [OPT opt*

2600 EQUB CL% MOD 15+1

2610 ]

2620 HBXT CL%

2630 HEXT opt*

2640 EHDPROC

2650 :

2660DEF FNmull6(x*,a*,rt,u%,v*,w%)
2670 [OPT opt*

2680 HOVS w*,a*,LSL #1
2690 RSBCS a*,a*,#0

2700 TEQ x%,#0

2710 RSBMI r*,x%,#0

2720 ]

2730 IF rtox* THEN

2740 [OPT opt*

2750 MOVPL rt,x%

2760 ]

2770 ENDIF

2780 [OPT opt*

2790HOV w*,pc,LSR #31
2800 MOV w*,w*,LSL #28

2810 TEQP w*,pc,LSR #1

2820 HOV w*,rt,LSR #16

2830 BIC r*,rt,w*,LSL #16

2840 HOV v*,a*,LSR #16

2850 BIC a*,a*,v*,LSL 116

2860 HUL u*,a*,rt

2870 TST u*,#l«15

2880 HOV u*,u*,LSR #16

2890 ADDNE u*,u*,#l

2900 MLA u*,v*,r*,u%

2910 MLA u*,a*,w*,u%

2920 HUL r*,v*,w%

2930 ADD r*,u*,rt,LSL #16
2940 RSBVS rt,r*,#0

2950 ]

2960 =0

2970 :

2980 DEF FNsqul6(x*,r*,u*,v*,w*)
2990 [OPT opt*
3000 TEQ x%,#0

3010 RSBHI rt,x%,#0

3020 ]

3030 IF r*ox% THEN

3040 [OPT opt*

3050 MOVPL r*,x%

3060 ]

3070 ENDIF

3080 [OPT opt*

3090 MOV w*,rt,LSR #16

rt,rt,w*,LSL #16

u*,r*,r%

u*,#l«15

u*,u*,LSR #16

3100 BIC

3110 HUL

3120 TST

3130 HOV

3140 ADDNE u*,u*,#l

3150 HUL v*,w*,r%
3160 ADD

3170 MUL

3180 ADD

3190 1

u*,u*,v*,ASL #1

r*,w*,w%

r*,u%,r*,LSL #16

3200

3210

3220

3230

TO ,

3240

3250

3260

3270

3280

3290

3300

3310

3320

3330

3340

3350

3360

3370

3380

3390

3400

3410

DEP FNvar(var)

SYS "OS_ReadModeVariable",mode,var

val

=val

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

192,0,240

144,48,240

96,96,240

48,144,240

0,192,240

0,240,192

48,240,144

96,240,96

144,240,48

192,240,0

240,192,0

240,144,48

240,96,96

240,48,144

240,0,192

Listing lnfo12
10 REH >Squigglel (Infol2)
20 REH By Alan Beasley
30 REH From original game by Barr

y Wickett
40 REM For 32-bit machines

50 REM (c) BAU May 1993

60 :

70 PROCsetup
80 REPEAT

90 PROCinitialize

100 PROCpromptl"Player/Computer to sta
rt? Press P or C")

110 char$=FHget("p","c")
120 IF char$="p" THEN player*=l ELSEp

layer*=2

130 PROCprompt(STRINGS(40," "))

140 PROCkey_numbers
150 REPEAT

160 player*=3-player%
170 PROCplay(player*)
180 UNTIL winner%>0

190 8core*(winner*)*=l
200 VDU 4

210 COLOUR 1

220 PRINT TAB(3,22); score*(l)

230 PRINT TAB(34,22); score%(2)

240 PROCprompt(name$(winner*)♦" wins!

Another game? (Y/N)")

250 againS=FNget("y","n,|
260 UNTIL again$="n"

270 M0DE12

280 END

290 :

300 DEF PROCplay(pi*)

310 rx*=FNord(x%)
320 ry*=FHord(y%)
330 GCOL 3,3

340 RECTANGLE FILL rx*,ry%,96,96
350 MOVE BY -60,-32
360 IF pl*=l THEN

370 VDU 67

380 key*=FNcomputer
390 ELSB

400 VDU 80

410 key*=FNplayer

420 ENDIF

430 PROCdraw(FNord(x*),FHord(y%),key*)
440 board*(x*,y*)=key%
450 REPEAT

460 pd%=entrance(board*(x*,y*),pd%)
470 x*+=ix*(pd%)
480 y*+=iy*(pd%)
490 o£f_board*=x*<l OR y*<l OR x*>8 OR

y%>8

500 home*=(x%=8 AND y*=9) OR (x*=9 AND
y*=8)

510 UNTIL board*(x*,y%)=0 OR off_board
%

520 IF home* THEN

530 winnert=pl%
540 ELSE

550 IF off_board* THEN winner*=3-pl%
560 EHDIF

570 EHDPROC

580 :

590 DEF PROCsetup
600 MODE 1

610 PROCreset

620 COLOUR 0,0,100,100

630 COLOUR 1,200,200,200

640 COLOUR 2,0,0,100

650 COLOUR 3,200,0,0

660 DIM board*(9,9),ix*(4),iy*(4),entr
ance(3,4)

670 DIM name$(2),keys%(2,4,3).score%(2
)
680 FOR dir=l TO 4

690 READ ix*(dir), iy*(dir)
700 NEXT dir

710 FOR piece=l TO 3

720 FOR entranced TO 4

730 READ entrance(piece,entrance)
740 HEXT entrance

750 hext piece

760 name$(l)="Computer"
770 name$(2)="Player"
780 FOR m*=l TO 2

790 FOR j*=l TO 4
800 FOR k*=l TO 3

810 READ keys*(m*,j*,k%)
820 NEXT k*

830 NEXT j*
840 NEXT m%

850 RECTANGLE 96,96,804,804
860 GCOL 0,2

870 RECTAHGLE 92,92,812,812
880 FOR piece=l TO 3

890 px*=FNord(.5tpiece*2)

900 py%=-12

910 PROCdraw(px*,py%,piece)
920 NEXT piece
930 VDU5

940 FOR n*=l TO 2

950 IF n*=l THEH

960 px*=0: py*=736
970 ELSE

9B0 px*=976: py*=676

990 EHDIF

1000 str$=name$(n%)4" score"

1010 FOR p*=l TO LEH(8tr$)
1020 GCOL 0,1

1030MOVE px%,(py*-32*p*)
1040asc%=ASC(MID$(8tr$,p%,l))
1050 VDU aac*

1060 GCOL 0,3

1070 HOVE BY -36,4
1080 VDU asc*

1090HEXT p*
1100 HEXT n*

1110 EHDPROC

1120 :

1130 DEF PROCreset

1140 VDU 26

1150 ORIGIN 124,100

1160 ENDPROC

1170 :

11B0 DEF FNord(a)=(a*100) AHD NOT 3

1190 :

1200 DEF PROCdraw(rx,ry,piece)

1210VDU 24,rx;ry;rxt96;ry+96,-
1220 C-COL 0,1

1230RECTANGLE FILL rx,ry,96,96
1240 GCOL 0,2

1250 RECTANGLE rx,ry,96,96
1260 GCOL 0,3

1270 FOR ix=0 TO 4 STEP 4

1280 FOR iy=0 TO 4 STEP 4

1290 CASE piece OF
1300 WHEN 1:

1310 CIRCLE rxtix,ry+iy,50

1320CIRCLE rxtixi96,ry+iy+96,50
1330 WHEN 2:

1340 LIHE rxtix,ry+iy+50,rx*ix+100,ry*i
y+50

1350LINE rxtix*50,ry*iy,rx+ix+50,ry+iy
+100

1360 WHEN 3:

1370CIRCLE rx»ixt96,rytiy,50

1380 CIRCLE rx+ix.ry+iy+96,51
1390 EHDCASE

1400 HBXT iy
1410 HEXT ix

1420 PROCreset

1430 EHDPROC

1440 :

1450 DATA 0,-1,-1,0,0,1,1,0

1460 DATA 4,3,2,1

1470 DATA 1,2,3,4

1480 DATA 2,1,4,3

1490 DATA 1,2,3

1500 DATA 1,2,3

1510 DATA 3,2,1

1520 DATA 3,2,1

1530 DATA 3,2,1

1540 DATA 3,2,1

1550 DATA 1,2,3

1560 DATA 1,2,3
1570 :

1580 DEF PROCinitialize

1590 board*()=0
1600 board*(l,l)=2: board%(8,8)=2

1610 FOR x=l TO 8

1620 FOR y=l TO 8

1630 PROCdraw(FNord(x),FNord(y),board%(
x.y))
1640NEXT y
1650 NEXT X

1660 winner*=0

1670x*=2: y*=l: pd%=4
1680 ENDPROC

1690 :

1700 DEF PROCprompt(8$)
1710 VDU 4

1720 COLOUR 1

1730 tab*=20-(LEN(sS) DIV 2)
1740 PRINT TAB(tab%,30) 8$

PROGRAMS

1750 VDU 5

1760 ENDPROC

1770 :

1780 DEF PROCkey_numbers
1790 FOR piece=l TO 3

1800px*=FHord(.5+piece*2)
1810 py*=-12

1820 GCOL 0,3

1830 HOVE px*+42,py%-32
1840 VDU5,48+piece
1850 GCOL 0,1

1860 MOVE BY -36,4

1870 VDU5,48*piece
1880HEXT piece
1890 ENDPROC

1900 :

1910DEP FN8afe(a*,b%,p*,k%)
1920 board*(a%,b*)=k%
1930 REPEAT

1940 p*=entrance(board*(a*,b*),p*)
1950 a*+=ix*(p%)
1960 b**=iy*(p*)
1970 on_board*=(a*>0 AND a%<9 AHD b*>0

AHD b*<9)

1980 home*=(a*=8 AHD b*=9) OR (a%=9 AHD

b*=8)

1990 UHTIL board*(a*,b%)=0 OR HOT onJ>o
ard*

2000 =on_board% OR home*
2010 :

2020 DEF FNget(a$,b$)

2030 REPEAT

2040 g$=CHR$(GET OR 32)

2050 UNTIL g$=a$ OR g$=b$
2060 =g$
2070 :

2080 DEF PNplayer
2090 REPEAT

2100 k*=GET-48

2110 UNTIL k*>=l AND k%<=3

2120 =k*

2130 :

2140 DEF FNcomputer
2150 PROCpause
2160 IF RND(2)=1 THEN =FHcompl ELSE =FN

comp2

2170 :

2180 DEF PROCpause

2190 time*=TIME*50

2200 REPEAT UNTIL TIME=time%

2210 ENDPROC

2220 :

2230 DEF FNcompl

2240 k*=RHD(3)

2250 try%=0

2260 REPEAT

2270 k%.=l

2280 IF k%=4 THEH k*=l

2290 tryWl

2300 UNTIL FNsafe(x*,y*,pd*,k*) OR try*
=3

2310 =k*

2320 :

2330 DEF FNcomp2

2340 try%=0

2350 odd.moves*=(16-x*-y%) MOD 2 = 1
2360 IF odd_moves% THEN m*=l ELSE m%=2

2370 REPEAT

2380 try*+=l

2390 k*=keys*(m*,pd*,try%)

2400 UNTIL PNsafeCx%,y%,pd*,k%) OR try*
=3

2410 =k%

Listing Infol3
10 REM >Dancer (Infol3)
20 REM By Mark Hobson

30 REM For 32-bit machines

40 REH (c) BAU May 1993

50

60 MODE 0:OFF

70 h=10

60 size=200

90 E=.7

100 g=-2

110 D=size/h

120 DIH v(h),w(h),x(h),y(h)
130 bank=l

140 REPEAT

150 MOUSE x,y,b
160 xl=x:yl=y

170 FOR i=l TO h

180 dx=x(i)-xl+v(i)*E
190 dy=y(i)-yl+w(i)*E

200 d=D/SQR(dx*dx»dy*dy*.4)
210 xl+=dx*d:x(i)=xl
220 yla=dy*d:y(i)=yl

230 d=d/2-.5

240 v(i)+=dx*d
250 w(i)*=dy*d-g
260 v(i-l)-=dx*d
270 w(i-l)-=dy*d4g

280 NEXT

290 WAIT

300 bank=3-bank
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PROGRAMS

310

320

330

340

350

360

370

380

SYS 6,113,bank
SYS 6,112,3-bank
CLS

MOVE x,y

FOR i=l TO h

DRAW x(i),y(i)
HEXT

CIRCLE x(h),y(h)*40,40
390 MOVE x(h),y(h)
400 DRAW x(h-6)*70,y(h-6)
410 DRAW x(h)*40,y(h-8)
420 HOVE x(h),y(h)
430 DRAW x(h-6)-70,y(h-6)
440 DRAW x(h)-40,y(h-8)
450 HOVE x,y
460 DRAW x(h-2)-50,y-(y(h-6)-y)-30
470 DRAW x(h-6)-30,y-(y(h)-y)-60
480 HOVE x,y
490 DRAW x(h-2)*50,y-(y(h-6)-y)-30
500 DRAW x(h-6)*30,y-(y(h)-y)-60
510 UNTIL FALSE

Listing Pong
10 REM >Pong
20 REH By Fin Fahey
30 REH For 32-bit machines

40 REM (c) BAU Hay 1993

50 :

60 HODE 12:CLS:CLG:0FF:S0UND OH

70 DIM Chardat%(15,15)

80 FOR n=0 TO 12

90 FOR m=0 TO 14

100 READ Chardat*(n,m)

110 HEXT m

120 HEXT n

130 :

140Gap*=600:Pad*=80:PSpeed*=10
150 Padlo%=(1000-Gap%)/2:Padhi*=Padlo%

iGap*-Pad%
160 Turn*=0:PROCEnd

170 :

1B0 WHILE 0=0

190 PROCGame

200 PROCScreen

210 PROCLoop
220 PROCEnd

230 EHDWHILE

240 :

250 REH Start Game

260 DEF PROCGame BSpeedl*=0:BSpeed2%=
0

270 Scorel*=15:Score2*=15:Win%=0

280 PROCatart

290 EHDPROC

300 :

310 REH Hain game loop
320 DEF PROCLoop WHILE Scorel%>0 AHD

Score2*>0

330 IF IHKEY(-98) THEH PROCDownl

340 IF INKEY(-66) THEN PROCUpl
350 :

360 MOUSE x*,y*,But%
370 IF But%>3 THEN PR0CUp2

380 IF But*=l OR But%=3 THEN PR0CDown2

390 :

400 PROCball

410 IP Win%<>0 THEN PROCNew

420 EHDWHILE

430 EHDPROC

440 :

450 REH Check acore

460 DEF PROCHew IF Win*=l THEN

470 Col*=0:PROCscorel

480 Scorel*=Scorel*-l:Col*=l

490 PROCscorel

500 ELSE

510 Col*=0:PROCscore2

520 Score2*=Score2*-l:Col*=l

530 PROCscore2

540 ENDIF

550 GCOL 0:RECTAHGLE FILL 8,8,8

560 PROCstart

570 ENDPROC

580 :

590 REM Animate Ball

600 DEF PROCball GCOL 0:RECTANGLE FIL

L 8,8,8 TO Ballx*,Bally%
610 Win*=0:Chy%=0
620 Bally%=Bally%*Ballvy%:Ballx*=Ballx

**Ballvx*

630 :

640 IF Bally*<=30 THEN
650 Bally*=30:Ballvy*=-Ballvy*:Chy*=l:

SOUND 1,-15,110,5

660 ELSE
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Listing lnfo14
10 REM >Skater (Infol4)

20 REM By Mark Hobson
30 REM For 32-bit machines

40 REH (c) BAU Hay 1993

50 :

60 MODE0:OFF

70 h=10

80 slze=200

90 E=.7

100 g=2
110 D=size/h

120 DIM v(h),w(h),x(h),y(h)

130 bank=l

140 HOUSE RECTANGLE -100,300*size,1479

,1023
150 REPEAT

160 MOUSE x,y,B

170 xl=x:yl=y

180 IF yl>300*8ize MOUSE TO x,y-16:IF
y<300 MOUSE x,300
190 FOR i=l TO h

670 IF Bally*>=999 THEN Bally*=999:Bal
lvy*=-Ballvy*:Chy*=l:SOUHD 1,-15,110,5

680 EHDIF

690 :

700 IF Chy%=0 THEN

710 IF Ballx*<=400 THEN

720 IF POINT(Ballx*-8,Bally*)=7 THEN

730 Ballvx*=ABS(Ballvx*):tim*=tim*tl

740 IP Bally*>Padlo% AND Bally*<Padhi*
THEN

750 Ballvy%=Ballvy%*SGH(Ballvy*)*BSpee

dl%:SOUND 1,-15,80,5
760 IP tim*>8 THEN Ballvx*=Ballvx*+3:B

allvy*=Ballvy**2:tim*=0
770 ELSE

780 SOUND 1,-15,110,5

790 EHDIF

800 ELSE

810 IP Ballx%<=40 THEH Win*=l:SOUHD 1,

-15,130,5
820 EHDIP

830 EHDIF

840 :

850 IF Ballx*>=624 THEH

860 IP P0IHT(Ballx*+B,Bally%)=7 THEN

870 Ballvx*=-(ABS(Ballvx*)):tim*=tin%*

1

880 IF BallyVPadlo* AND Bally*<Padhi*
THEN

890 Ballvy*=Ballvy**SGH(Ballvy*)*BSpee
d2*:S0UHD 1,-15,90,5

900 IF tim*>8 THEN Ballvx*=Ballvx*+3:B

allvy*=Ballvy**2:tim%=0
910 ELSE

920 SOUND 1,-15,110,5
930 ENDIF

940 ELSE

950 IF Ballx%>=990 THEH Win*=-1:S0UND

1,-15,130,5

960 ENDIF

970 ENDIF

980 ENDIF

990 GCOL 7

1000 RECTANGLE FILL Ballx*,Bally%,8 TO

8,8

1010 IF Win*=0 THEN RECTANGLE FILL Ball

x*,Bally*, 8

1020 WAIT

1030 ENDPROC

1040 :

1050 REM Determine ball values

1060DEF PROCBtart Bally*=INT(RND(l)*80
0).100:Ballvx*=0:Ballvy*=INT(RND(l)*3)*l

1070 IF Turn*=0 THEN Ballx*=400:Ballvx%

=-INT(RND(l)*8)-3

1080 IF Turn*=l THEN Ballx*=624:Ballvx%

=INT(RHD(1)*8)*3

1090 IF Turn*=l THEH Turn*=0 ELSE Turn*

=1

1100 ENDPROC

1110 :

1120 REM Move paddle 1 down
1130 DEF PROCDownl IF Padl*>Padlo% THEN

1140 GCOL 0:PROCpadl

1150 GCOL 7:Padl*=Padl*-PSpeed%

1160 PROCpadl

1170 IF BSpeedl*>-4 THEH BSpeedl*=BSpee
dl*-2

1180 EHDIF

1190 ENDPROC

1200 :

1210 REM Move paddle 1 Up

1220DEF PROCUpl IF Padl*<Padhi* THEN
1230 GCOL 0:PROCpadl

200 dx=x(i)-xl*v(i)*E

210 dy=y(i)-yl*w(i)*E
220 d=D/SQR(dx*dx*dy*dy*.4)

230 xl*=dx*d:x(i)=xl

240 yl*=dy*d:y(i)«yl

250 d=d/2-.5

260 v(i)*=dx*d

270 w(i)*=dy*d-g

280 v(i-l)-=dx*d

290 w(i-l)-=dy*d*g

300 NEXT

310 WAIT

320 bank=3-bank

330 SYS 6,113,bank

340 SYS 6,112,3-baiik

350 CLS

360 HOVE x,y

370 FOR i=l TO h

380 DRAW x(i),y(i)

390 NEXT

400 CIRCLE X,y*40,40

410 MOVE x,y

420 DRAW x(6)*70,y(6)

1240 GCOL 7:Padl*=Padl**PSpeed*
1250 PROCpadl
1260 IF BSpeedl%<4 THEN BSpeedl*=BSpeed

1**2

1270 ENDIF

1280 ENDPROC

1290 :

1300 REM Move paddle 2 down
1310 DEF PR0CDown2 IF Pad2*>Padlo* THEN

1320 GCOL 0:PROCpad2
1330 GCOL 7:Pad2*=Pad2*-PSpeed%

1340PR0Cpad2
1350 IF BSpeed2*>-4 THEN BSpeed2*=BSpee

d2%-2

1360 EHDIF

1370 ENDPROC

1380 :

1390 REH Move paddle 2 Up

1400DEP PR0CUp2 IF Pad2*<Padhi% THEH
1410 GCOL 0:PROCpad2

1420 GCOL 7:Pad2*=Pad2**PSpeed*

1430 PR0Cpad2
1440 IP BSpeed2*<4 THEH BSpeed2*=BSpeed

2**2

1450 ENDIF

1460 EHDPROC

1470 :

1480 REM Draw screen

1490 DEF PROCScreen CLS:CLG:Scorel*=15

:Score2*=15:GCOL 7

1500 y=0:PROCHor

1510 y=1000:PROCHor

1520 x=516:PROCVert

1530 :

1540 RECTAHGLE FILL 96,0,8,(1000-Gap*)/

2

1550 RECTAHGLB FILL 96,500*Gap%/2,8,(10

00-Gap*)II
1560 :

1570 RECTANGLE FILL 936,0,8,(1000-Gap%)

n

1580

1590

1600

1610

1620

1630

1640

1650

1660

1670

1680

1690

adl*,I
1700

1710

1720

1730

RECTANGLE PILL 936,500*Gap%/2,8,(1

p*)/2

PROCscorel

PR0Cacore2

Padl*=400:Pad2*=400

PROCpadl
PR0Cpad2
ENDPROC

REH Draw paddle 1
DEF PROCpadl RECTANGLE PILL 96,P

REH Draw paddle 2
DEF PR0Cpad2 RECTANGLE FILL 936,

1740 EHDPROC

1750 :

1760 REH Draw score 1

1770 DEF PROCscorel score*=Scorel*:x=43

0:y=920
1780 PR0CNum2

1790 ENDPROC

1800 :

1810 REM Draw score 2

1820 DEF PR0C8core2 score*=Score2*:x=53

0:y=920
1830 PR0CHum2

1840 EHDPROC

1850 :

430 DRAW x+40,y(8)

440 MOVE x,y
450 DRAW x(6)-70,y(6)

460 DRAW x-40,y(8)

470 bxl°x(6)-30

480 byl=y(h)-(y-y(h))-60
490 bx2=x(6)+30

500 by2=y(h)-(y-y(h))-60
510 MOVE x(h),y(h)
520 DRAW x(2)-50,y(h)-(y(6)-y(h))-30

530 DRAW bxl.byl

540 HOVE x(h),y(h)
550 DRAW x(2)*50,y(h)-(y(6)-y(h))-30
560 DRAW bx2,by2

570 IF x<x(h) bxl=x:bx2=x(h) ELSE bxl

=x(h):bx2=x

580 MOVE bxl-45,byl
590 DRAW bx2*45,by2

600 CIRCLE bxl-20,byl-16,16
610 CIRCLE bx2*20,byl-16,16

620 LINE 0,0,1279,0

630 RECTANGLE 600,0,80,150

640 UNTIL FALSE

BJORN AGAIN

1860

1870

1890

1900

1910

1920

1930

32

1940

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

num2*

REM Draw horizontal line

DEF PROCHor FOR x=96 TO 928 STEP 3

RECTANGLE PILLX,y,16,12
NEXT X

EHDPROC

REM Draw vertical line

DEP PROCVert FOR y=0 TO 1024 STEP

RECTAHGLE FILL x,y,8,12

NEXT y

ENDPROC

REM Draw two digit score
DEF PR0CNum2 numl%=IHT(score*/10):

=score*-numl%*10

2000 GCOL 0:RECTAHOLE PILL x,y,66,40:GC

OL 7

2010 IF numl*<>0 THEH num*=numl*:PROCNu

2020

2030

x=x* 36:num*=num2%:PROCNum

EHDPROC

2050 REM Draw one digit
2060 DEP PROCNum b*=0

2070 FOR n=0 TO 2

2080 FOR m=0 TO 4

2090 IF Chardat*(num*,b*)=l THEN

2100 RECTANGLEFILL x*10*n*scale,y*8

scale,8*(8cale»z*),6*(acaletz*)

2110 ENDIF

2120 b*=b**l

2130 HEXT m

2140 NEXT n

2150 ENDPROC

2160 :

2170 REM Make big pong
2180 DEF PROCPong scale=4:z*=l:x=400

500:num%=10:PROCNum

2190 x=550:y=500:num%=0:PROCNum
2200x=700:y=500:num*=ll:PROCHum

2210x=850:y=500:num*=12:PROCHum

2220 scale=l:z*=0

2230 ENDPROC

2240 :

2250 REM Waiting to play

2260 DEF PROCEnd CLS:CLG:But*=0

2270 WHILE But*=0

2280 GCOL 7:PROCPong

2290 GCOL 0:FOR n=0 TO 15000:NEXT n

2300 PROCPong:FOR n=0 TO 15000:NEXT
2310 MOUSE X*,y*,But*

2320 EHDWHILE

2330 EHDPROC

2340 :

2350 REM data for characters

2360 DATA 1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,
2370 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,

2380 DATA 1,1,1,0,1,1,0,1,0,1,1,0,1,

2390 DATA 1,0,0,0,1,1,0,1,0,1,1,1,1,
2400 DATA 0,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,

2410 :

2420 DATA 1,0,1,1,1,1,0,1,0,1,1,1,1,

2430 DATA 1,1,1,1,1,1,0,1,0,0,1,1,1,

2440 DATA 0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,

2450 DATA 1,1,1,1,1,1,0,1,0,1,1,1,1,

2460 DATA 0,0,1,1,1,0,0,1,0,1,1,1,1,

2470 :

2480 DATA 1,1,1,1,1,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,1,

2490 DATA 1,1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,
2500 DATA 1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1,0,

1,1

1.1

1.1

1,1

1.1

1,1

0,1



SOFTWARE SHOWCASE
EDUCATION

7ht Spoken Word
The Spoken

Word is designed
for children who

are just
beginning to

read. It covers

National

Curriculum
attainment targets
1 & 2, at level 1.

Englishand Welsh versions arc £20 inc.
VAT (£15 to puchasers ofTalking Pictures)
from Wyddfa Software, FREEPOST
CS50A, Caernarfon LL55 4BR.

Tel (0286) 870101 Fax (0286) 871722

SSERCSOFT93^::rsec:°eL
SSERC GRAPHICS UBRMES\t?,c.h.??!°3l
FORDRAW,DTP, VECTOR, ARTWORKS,MAGPIE,GENESIS etc
Only £10.50 + vatper disc. Version 8.01 = 8 discs
Version 8.01 - Chemistry, Interfacing, Technology,
Electronics, Physics, Utilities, Circuit Boards (E&L andAlpha)
June '92 update discs • Update 1 &Cell Biology
Buy 5ormore discs •free SITE LICENCES onall
November 92 update discs - MOLECULES_1,
MOLECULES_2, TECHNO_2, TECHNO_3, BODYBITS.

All at £10.50 + vat. Send for FULL DETAILS of all
discs before deciding upon the graphics you want.

SSERC !DRAW PRACTICAL GUIDES • £12.60 + vat
100 pages, A4, loose leaf. Get the most out of DRAW

for minimal cost. Includes 2 discs of exercises

COMING SOON-The SSERC GRAPHICS CD-ROM
10 FILES: EASY KEYWORD ACCESS: NEW
SSERC CHEMICAL MODELLER (V. 3.1) • £52.50 + vat
This substantial piece of software needs 2 Mb mln. &
includes Teacher & Pupil Guides. GET INFO NOW!

Please make all cheques payable to SSERC
SSERC, 24 Bernard Terrace, Edinburgh EH8 9NX

Tel. 031 668 4421 for more information
orsend a stamped(£1please) self-addressed envelope

\ forthe A3000 to A5000
rtjW ' NUMBER ZOO

A first number program.

Features 4 early skill games,
plus a matching pairs game.

Excellent value. Only £16.45 incl.

Selective Software
64 Brooks Road

STREET, BA16 0PP
Tel (0458) 43079

EDUCATION

LogiSim
DIGITAL
LOGIC

SIMULATOR
!LogiSim enablesstudentst<> designlogiccircuitsusing
menusand pointer10selectanilplacedevicesin a circuit.
Devices are llien connected and UUtOfOUIcd "sin;.: Ihe mouse
Thecompleted circuit canthen be'run' in reallimeonthe
computerscreen,all logicstatesbeingshownchanging
dynamically as llic student interacts wilh the circuit.
Uplo25devices ineachcircuit, choice ol AND. OR.XOR
NAND, NOR. JK llipflop. clock <t counier.
Cheques payable to RMD £15 inc. P&P
I2PADSt6wroad. Demo Version £1
GRKASBY

WIRRAL L-W3AQ 051-677-4269
Developed wiUi SiliconVirion RiscBAStr

I 1^ jGames news
£22.95

A3000,
A50000&

Archimedes

"T.V. Fun & Games" - 3 National

Curriculum games for ages 5 to 9

HS SOFTWARE, FREEPOST, SWANSEA
SA2 9ZZ. TEL : <0792) 204519

Bonner It a RISC OS slgnwrltlng application lor
printing largo wide banners quickly and easily.

• Fullcontrol of text, background, border &
shadow colour

• Drop shadow In (our directions plus many
different border styles

a Imports Draw files and Sprites

• Uses standard RISC OS outline fonts

• The banner length is not limited by page size
and may be set lo print continuously

Kucflan Soft. 8 Borrow Road. Kenilworth
Warwickshire. CV8 1EH Tel: 0926-851147

£23.50 Inc. VA1

(Site licences olso available)
^Ki(Ilid11

Soft

Makethe most of yourComputerswith the excellent Education
ProgramsfromAPPIAN WAY SOFTWARE.

* "PictureIt!"the powerful picture-building program, including
animated sequences - on a wide range olTopics, inc. Map-Maker2.
Dinosaurs. Transport. Mini-Beasts 2.
* "FindIt" Oatabase the new child-friendly database specially
designed to introduce primary children todatahandling skills.
Explorations a seriesofcomputer packscovering topicsat keystage
2 and3. whichallowspupilslo explore "pages"ofclear,informative
textandattractive,colourful graphics. Topics currently available:
VictorianHousehold.Woodlands.Seashore. Maps &Mappingand
Young Artistsat Work.

All available lor ARCHIMEDES

Formore details, plus 'FREEDEMO DISKS, please contact:
APPIAN WAYSOFTWARELTD.TEL/FAX:091 373 13B9

SPECIAL NEEDS

CJ. COMPUTING
SPECIAL NEEDS

SALES • REPAIRS • SPECIAL NEEDS
Please contact us for all your Acorn computers

(Hardware & Peripherals)
We specialise in tailoring computer systems for

57 Westbury Hill,
Westbury-on-Trym,

Bristol
Tel: (0272) 624553

Approved
ACORN

Dealer

STATISTICS

STATISTICS

FIRST
IS NOW

MULTI -TASKING!

Our new enhanced products

Have been released

For full information

contact

Serious Statistical Software

Lynwood Benty Heath Lane Willaston
South WirralL64 1SD

Tel: 051 327 4268

DATABASES

x
Astoundingly easy to use !

Acorn Computing Dec. 92

MPACT!
The Database

A new easy to use database with
direct Impression links

Impact! offers easy to use yet
powerful features for home
or school, at a sensible price.

If you use Impression,
you need Impact!

33, Restrop View
Phone today Purton, Swindon (@,S]
£49.95 + vat

SN5 9DG

Tel: (0793) 770021

SUPPLIES

[^i^mLr^LrQ

MML ©Bill
COMPUTER SUPPLIES

GATA
FIRST ISSUE BARGAINS

Software - Ribbons • Printers
Accessories - Discs - Paper

Complete Systems
NO MINIMUM ORDER

Write or phone NOW

exclusive to:

ARCHIMEDES - BBC

MASTER - COMPACT

Mail Order Dept. AU3
35 Rokeby Drive

Kenton
Newcastle Upon Tyne

NE3 4JY

Tel or Fax 091 2853042
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SOFTWARE SHOWCASE
PUBLIC DOMAIN

New and Exclusive

'' --•'*- ' ^***?»»»,»*JJ**lla>»liCS

Arcaynia now stocks the first 10discs of
official DigitalSymphonies. These now
replace Trackers as previously stocked,

due to the vastly superior quality.

Many of these tracks are converted
from OctaMED, so have never been

heard on a Rise Machine before.

5(1tfiwli its SOI -S III. (Min 2 discs)

Send a £1 coin to receiveour full catalogue
for all 32 hit Acorn machines, along with

Demonstration Disc No. 13.

PO Box 1927 : Sutton Coldfield : B74 3QZ

-A- FIVE star*7ST marketing
For; Demos, clipart, games, utilities, trackers, etc.
All sprite files are compressed with ArkFs2.
All discs are checked for virus' & duplications.
No minimum order ofdiscs.
Quantity and subscriber discounts.
Send for our latest catalogue Idemo disc which
has over 1.3 Meg. of software for just a £1 coin.
Send this ad. with your first order for an
additional 5% offour price list.

Five Star Marketing, 18 Woburn Close,
Bushey, Herts. WD2 3XA.

ir. if.

34 Norbreck Close, Great Sankey, Warrington, Cheshire, WA5 2SX.

Send £1.00 for acopy ofour latest catalogue.
OR send £1.50 for acopy ofthe catalogue and
an extra disc with around 1600k ofcompressed

high quality Public Domain software.
Please male cheques payable to The Data Stream'.

SPECIAL OFFER •Utility Pack featuring ;
Coconizer, Translator (v7.11), Creator, Dissi,

PVRay (raytracer), FormEd2, Guardiar.3,
Powerbase (top PD database) and more...
Four compressed discs lor ONLY 2239

^.Hornvalo/^
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PUBLIC DOMAIN

p> ThePDLibrary

The No.l name in
Public Domain

For nil RISC'OS 2&3 computers
tine. A.VHIII/A5llllll/A.VIIII/Arthimi(li'M

CLIPART MEGABUNDLE - 2100clips for draw/paint etc
compressed from 33 discs -just £20 nil inclusive.

GYRINUS Version 3.50 - The best PD game ever - £1.25
POWERBASE - Best shareware database program - £1.25

MINI WORD HOUND - 30000 word Thesaurus - £1.25

EDUCATION BUNDLE (6 discs of educational PD) - £7.50
GOOD GUIDE TO PD (with PD ICIearvlew) - £3.00

650 DiscPick V M» Cataloguedisc - THE BEST- £1.00

I

Arch Angel PI). PO Box41, Exeter, EX43EN.
Enquiries (0392M22759

SKYFALL PD W

]00 FONTS
JUST

Eight discs crammed with one hundred
outline fonts, all are designed to a high
standard for use with programs such as
Impression. Ovation, or Artworks. Many
have Bold and Italic styles. aMH

Send Ll Jur Ctintlofine cfi Disc lo:

PO Box 2220. li'licmi. B43 5RZ.

luu/tiirics: 021 JSH 7028.

CHEATS

-i» I»£ Can'tgel past Ihe mutant banana beast
w ffo^v on level 3?Splat him wilh this:

v^The\\actexis
The original games hacker
Vie Hacker wasfirstreleased insummer '92,sincewhenil

hasbeen constantly upgraded, existing owners receiving
upgrades inreturn fora blank disc.

The friendliest games hacker
Vie Hacker hasan easytolearn anduse WIMP interface,

making the features quick, accessible, andflexible.

The most useful games hacker
77it» Hacker can create game-specific stand-alone cheat

modules which youcandistribute as youwant.

The best games hacker
Vie Hacker hasmanymore features than anyother

similar program, soyoucancheat without any
knoivledge ofhacking - andthere are even more

features forthose who know ARMcode.
And, it costs just £5 -or 50/* or a blank disc for demo.
"VieHackeris byfar themostslick...butVie Hacker does

I a bit more, isalso easier louse, and costs only afiver." -ISA LI
DoggySoft, 7Blackhorse Crescent, Amersham, Bucks., HP6 6HP.

Cheques payable to Andrew Clover •

COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE

Say it Quiz the Language Tutor

computer speaks likea native
specify your desired language

£5 inc VAT & P&P

Archimedes Commercial Titles

Dave Pilling, Clare's, Colton, Serial
Port, EFF, and manymanymore.

Public Domain

100'sof PD Titles, Clip-Art,
Trackers, and Samples.

Send a disc anda stamp andwe will
send youback your disc with FREE

PD andour catalogue, orphone
until 8pm each night!

Bits n Bytes, 26 Grenville Road,
Plymouth PL4 9PY.

(0752) 667599

GAMES

Volume 23
borders&omaments
Decorative borders,

7 centrepieces, corners, drop
caps and ornaments. All
that you will ever need to
spruce up your DTP page
designsand prints.
215 Draw files

8 discs •» 10Mb -> £34.95

Image Club Best Sellers
Volume 24
science&medicine
Detailed diagrams and
instructive illustrations for
biology, physics, chemistry,
physiology and related
subjects. Great for science
worksheets and projects.
200 Draw files

5 discs «*•8Mb - £34.95

Add £2 I'&P per order. No VAT lo pay.

«fc MATT BLACK, Dept AU4, P.O. Box 42,
Peterborough, Cambs. PE12TZ © 0733 315439

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE

«f^^C^r«-t apj |_ _J
*flQim*»<3Zmt

J L>! Jl QJottuxwe W~iyJU~
a*-*ta-*ta-*t.--Bfl '•^•Lfl

Discount Software - No VAT to pay. PSP £2 extra per item.

A/tWorks 169.00 Black a - -,' 30.00

Con-prosWOn 39-00 Break 147 and Superpool 30.00

Chameleon 3800 Chocks Away Compendium 34.00
Eureka 119 00 EGO:Repton4 21.00
Impression II (special otlot) 145.00 Gods 2200

Impression Junior 80.00 James Pond 22.00

Ovation 9500 Lommings 22.00
Pondown* 79 00 Lotus Turbo Challenge 22.00
Revelation II 77.00 Oh no' More Lemm<ngs 17.00
smArt 55.00 Populous 2600
smAtl files 16 00 Saloon Cars Detune 30.00
Voctor 85.00 FunSchool 2 18.00 FunSchool 3/4 21.00

Cheques/ Postal Orders Payable to ET Software - Send SAE for full list (E&OE)



SOFTWARE SHOWCASE
UTILITIES

KEYLINK PROLOG V2.1
For all RISC OS machines

• Standard Edinburgh syntax with Integer 4 real arithmetic.

• t40 page manual developed for the first time Prolog user.

• RISCOS compliant.

• Execution tracing and configurable exception handling.

• Suitable for use with large Prolog programs such as the Open

University's Micro Interpreter for Knowledge Engineering.

• Widelyused for Scottish Standard and Higher grades.

CG9.951 VAT (postage Included). Site licences available.

Ksyllnk Computers Ltd. 2 Woodway House, Common Lane.
Kenllworth CVB 2ES Tel: 0926 50909 Fax: 0926 864128

CLIPART

Cd fo*...
W your first disc In this now series of drawings

r ^"created with Artworks. Each disc will contain
about 1,5Mb of quality drawings on a wide range
of subjects storting with a letter of the alphabet.

Cheques I POto:

©ff

Tideways
South Road

Jircatt
Somerset
T,\H 2SIC

MAGAZINES

Illusions
20 College Road, Wembley, Middx, HA9 8RL.

Illusions Is the most populardisk magazine that
caters for the whole range ofAcorn users. The
latest issue containsover30articleson:Wimp,
ARM, Basic and Impression Tutorials, the latest

software/games reviews, news etc.

Illusions consists ol 3 disks, an articles disk t-2 disks of
the latest and greatest PublicDomainSoftware.

Subscriptions: / month • £3.00
6 months - £9.00

12months - £15.00 (one Issue free)

Reviews: Illusions seems tobeholding oftany
challengers toItsstatusotnumber diskmagazine •
Archimedes World March 1993

ThetwoPDdisks „ .ire Htiong collections Tlwu'tt
something tot cvciyonc - Archimedes Woild J.m 9.1

The 100th person to order from this
advert wins a years free subscription to

the magazine!!

suoisntfi

FONTS

NEW FONTS
me ongoing saga of the

amazingly affordable fonts
Onftj £4 eacfi (FoMnrjation:C8)

This is LixidMcclrum
THIS IS MAIRO OPEN .
This is Foundation.Bold /Tbesiqn

„ . a VLcnceri-'
Design Concept >*>— r -^

Oswald Road

•SO

onccpt
30 South Oswald Road
Edinburgh EH9 2HG
•» 031 668 2000

i'l kiihu' On oft cider.
(bit |« out jee eddcoje

MUSIC

THEORY OF MUSIC

Questions and Exercises
Archimedes £16 Master £15* B £13.50*

*(plus £1 for 3'/2-inchor 40-lrack)

LEVEL 1 THEORY OF MUSIC
(prices as above)

PLAY WHAT I PLAY
Archimedes £13.50 Master/ B £12.50

TED KIRK (BAU), 33 HumberCrescent, ST. HELENS,
Mersey-side WA9 4HD 0744 818761

(detailed informationon request)
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INTERVIEW

THE MOXON INTERVIEW

(Within hours of the release

of the new Acorn range, I
said to the design team: "We
make high quality upgrades for
Acorn computers; that's true.
Bui you guys aren't going to
have much to do if we don't
design something to allow the
new machines to take more

than one card." That's how the

Ultimate Expansion System
was born.'

Ian Goodall, the man
responsible for HCCS' product
sales and marketing, doesn't
pretend that having a product
strategy is vital: 'They realised
this was a serious point: we
sell upgrades for Acorns, and
as the new machines can only
lake one expansion card, we
were seriously jeopardising
our long-term future as a hard
ware manufacturer.

'We had a long meeting, and
the team decided it was poss
ible lo design an expansion
system which would be con
tained completely inside the
machine, as long as the prob
lems of cooling and power
supply could be overcome.
The designing of credit card
sized micropodules was the
key, with a standard d-type
connector for every podule to
allow them to slot in easily.'

The result of the Newcastle-

based team's efforts is the

Ultimate Expansion System,
which may well become the
standard expansion route for
owners of the new range, as
well as older machines.

'We started off by designing
the multipodule for the A30I0,
which has a hard disc and two

slots for micro podules. This
was closely followed by the
A3020 and A4000 versions,
(hough al this point we'd not
actually seen an A4000. They
were that rare.

'Finally we made a strategic
decision lo produce a version
for the A5000, so that
micropodules are the only
expansion cards for the Archi
medes that will fit in all the

machines in the range (except
the A4). '
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IAN GOODALL

Indeed. The coupling of a
market-driven product philoso
phy and a team of technical
designers has meant HCCS has
released some pretty innova
tive products.

'In 1991, when I was work
ing for Relator, Acorn's main
distributor at the time, I saw it
would be beneficial to broaden

the available product range
wilh a video digitiser, and
HCCS had designed one for
the BBC some years before.

'As a result, HCCS designed
and built a digitiser to compete
with Wild Vision's Hawk V9,
and it sold reasonably well.
However, having got into the
digitiser market, HCCS'
design team saw the possibility
of a high-performance, low-
cost, real lime digitiser with
the software mainly on disc,
culling the cost of the product.

'The decision was taken to

bring out a monochrome ver
sion of the add-on, at a cost to

appeal to those people who
might not know they wanted a

iyuKd
digitiser. The increase in cam
corder sales gave us confi
dence, and next the
monochrome Vision digitiser
was launched in January 1992
at a price of £49.

'A colour version soon

appeared for £79, and a high
resolution digitiser called
HiVision followed at £129.

'At the October Acorn User
show we managed to sell 300
digitiser units in just three
days, which was fine, except
for the fact that we had only
had 200 units at the show. It

was obvious by the Saturday
morning that we were going to
sell out, so we manufactured
another 100 and brought them
down on Sunday.'

Accelerating sales curves
seem to prove Ian's point:
decide on a market and go for
it. It worked for Computer
Concepts with Impression and
ArtWorks, and it's working for
HCCS. Maybe that's why the
Acorn marketplace is awash
with new products this spring.

NEXT MONTH

Buying a new applicationcan
sometimes be a tough and time-
consuming decision. With new
packages- and upgrades - com
ingon the marketlittle by little,
it is often difficult to make a

direct comparison. Which is why
Acorn User has decided to step
into the breach.

Our new buyer's guides will
look at major packages in a cer
tain fieldand compare the
results. Price, ease of use and, of
course, the features they provide,
will all be assessed by an experi
enced reviewer.

The first buyer's guide will
take a look at graphics,so if you
want to see the real state-of-the-

art in the Acorn world, don't miss

our June issue.

THE LATEST RELEASES

One package that should be of
interest to home users, and may
also find a home in many geogra
phyclassrooms is Topographer,
an application that can turn a
humdrum map into a three-
dimensional landscape.

For teachers, and parents, we
have a specialround-up next
month, with a 'back to nature'
feel. Woodlands, Badger Trails,
Creepy Crawlies and Living Birds
are just some of the packages
that signifya growing interest in
wildlife and the environment. On

a more scientific bent, Computer
Aided Design comes in many
guises, and ProCAD strivesto
take the professional approach.
Buthow does it fare against the
most well-known CAD package
of them all: AutoCAD on the PC?

Andfinally, something that
will appeal to all those on the
upgradetrail isour special look
at Ram upgrades. When you are
short on memoryspace, the ben
efits are all too clear, but which is

the best buy?

THE BEST ADVICE

Next month's issue will - as

always - be packedfull of advice,
tips and techniques.

Our musicseries will explain
how programmerscan use the
Arc'samazing sonicabilitiesto
best advantage, while a brand
new series starts you on the road
to designing fast 3Dgraphics.

Marvel at the quotidian zany-
ness of *INFO, with contribu
tions from all over the globe, and
dig into our brand newseriesof
hints and tips. O
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I to the latest issue ol the Youtti ClubNews As you can see fromthe table
below, v^e havelotsolnew activities starting this month. Our new souoa system has
been installed, ord the lighting system will be fantastic for discos aro partes.

Everyone is welcome so why rot come along and have a go? WeVe pleased to be
offering -heIdlowing for thefirst time: \

_i \ Junior disco every Friday leaturing the latest sounds Irom our resident OJ
J parent and todd>er workout on Wednesday mornings
J Cornputer dub on Tuesday evenings

Activity

Junior club

Senior dub

Parents
and

Timetable

Day arsd time

Mondays 6 to
7.30

Mondays 7.30 to
9 Fridays 6 lo 9

Tuesday and
Friday mornings
aMa-aataMaMaftaa-nri

Leaders

RM.AS

SS. MC

CWA. VvS

Recommended

ages

It 1017

Birth to school

age: all

Started

now

I

wor

for a free Wordz brochure, complete
and return this coupor

AU/S/9

news from Colton Software

At last, the word processor the

Archimedes has been waiting for. A

program that's so easy to use you'll be

able to create greal-looking documents

the first time you use it. The facilities

used most are in the button bar.and the

status line gives you instant feedback.

Just click and drag in the ruler to set

margins and tabs; click on a button to

cut and paste - it's that easy.

Wordz has all the features you'd expect

from a state-of-the-art word processor.

The powerful style editor gives you

complete control over all aspects of

your text; font, spacing, margins, and

colour. Unparalleled control over tables

including dragging to resize columns

and rows. Speedy check-as-you-type

or whole document spell checking.

Import pictures and text from other

programs, including PipeDream.

Wordz is the first of a family of

programs which share the same easy

user interface and include dynamic

data linking. The spreadsheet Resultz

will be available in mid-1993.

Wordz costs £99+VAT. 7s it easy to

use? It's falling-off-a-log easy to use."

COLTON software
• • —-

2 Signet Court, Swanns Road,

Cambridge CB5 8LA

Telephone 0223 311881

Fax 0223 312010
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TECHNODREAM
At last, the action-packed sequel which everyone has been waiting for! Now, in addition to

a 1 player option, you can choose to have 2 players simultaneously. Now, in addition to
horizontal parallax scrolling, there isvertical scrolling to givea much enlarged playing area.

You have been directed by the Terran Defence Agency to pilot the new V7 Terrastormer
against the alien forces. Although vastly out-numbered, and initially out-gunned, you can
collect extra primary and incendiary weapons and shields as you progress through Outer
Space, the Satellites ofKirius and, finally, for the fearless few, the Colonised Worlds.

There are 18 increasingly fiendish stages, with brilliant arcade-quality graphics and massive
animated sprites, plusdigitised sound effects and 6 atmospheric pieces of stereo music. Control by
keyboard or joysticks (Acorn A3010 or RTFM). „, „ ^^. M

Acorn 32 Bit Computers £24.95 (inc vatj

Other Acorn 32 Bit titles available for immediate despatch by 1st class post:

PLAY IT AGAIN SAM 1 - Four top quality, classic games, for the price of one!

Conqueror, Rotor, No Excuses, Hostages £24.95 (inc VAT)
THE LAST NINJA- 140 screens of Ninja action and strategy £24.95 (incVAT)

AIR SUPREMACY - The unique air/grouncl/sea strategy game £24.95 (inc VAT)

EGO: REPTON 4- Brilliant, new Repton puzzle game £24.95 (inc VAT)

REPTON 3 - Four-game compilation plus game designer £24.95 (inc: VAT)

SPEECH! - The widely praised speech synthesiser £24.95 (inc VAT)

All our Acorn 32 Bittitles are suitable for the full range of Acorn RISC OS
computers, i.e.Acorn A3000, A3010, A3020, A4000, A5000 and Archimedes.

BBC Micro, BBC Master 128,Master Compact and Electron owners. Please notethatwe havea massive range of games available for these
computers, including several compilations. Writeto the address belowor phone foran illustrated list of all our titles for these computers.

< supsmon sofTuimic
(Superior Software is a trading name of Superior Microcomputing Lid.)

Dept. El, P.O. Box 6, Brigg. S.Humberside DN20 9NH. Tel: (0652) 658585

PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES

PAYABLE TO "SUPERIOR SOFTWARE."

24 HOUR TELEPHONE
ANSWERING SERVICE FOR ORDERS

OUR GUARANTEE

• All mail orders are despatched by first-
class post

• Postage and packing Is free
• Discs that are faulty on receipt will be

replaced immediately

(This does nol affect your statutory rights)


